hythm constitutes an untapped resource for understanding poetry. Amid debates
over formalism, historicism, and poetics, this book reveals rhythm as a defamiliarizing aesthetic force yet an unstable concept. Distinct from the related terms
to which it’s often assimilated—scansion, prosody, meter—rhythm makes legible
a range of ways poetry affects us that cannot be parsed through the traditional
resources of poetic theory.
Rhythm has rich but also problematic roots in nineteenth-century notions of
primitive, oral, communal, and sometimes racialized poetics. But there are reasons to
understand and even embrace its seductions, including its resistance to lyrical voice
and even identity. Warning against taking rhythm to refer to a given form, the essays
press beyond poetry handbooks’ isolated descriptions of technique in order to ask
what it means to think rhythm.
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Introduction
Ben Glaser

Winter, writes W. H. Auden, is a “time for the trying-out / Of new meters and new recipes, proper time / To reflect on events noted in warmer
months.” Those months follow a natural and unconscious rhythm:
Spring-time, summer and fall: days to behold a world
Antecedent to our knowing, where flowers think
Theirs concretely in scent-colors and beasts, the same
Age all over, pursue dumb horizontal lives
On one level of conduct and so cannot be
Secretary to man’s plot to become divine.
Lodged in all is a set metronome: thus, in May
Bird-babes still in the egg click to each other Hatch!
(1–8)

This metronomic clicking echoes the term famously chosen by Ezra
Pound to forbid what he took to be the unnatural thud of overly metrical
iambic rhythm: “As regarding rhythm: to compose in the sequence of the
musical phrase, not in sequence of a metronome.” Auden revisits the dictum and asks how poetic meter defies the potentially limited rhythms of
lived experience. His poem does more than imagine a different, metrical
temporality. The careful enjambment of “proper time” yokes “new meters”
with winter, translating the syntactical yoking of cooking and meter—of
life and art—into a metrical experience in its own right. That experience
requires in turn another round of wintry reflection; the poem is written
in asclepiads, an Aeolic Greek meter built around a choriambic nucleus
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(–˘ ˘–). Auden refers to his poem as “accentual Asclepiadeans,” replacing
the classical quantities of long and short with stress and unstress: / x /
x x / / x x / x /. This import is out of joint not just with English’s more-orless native iambics but with the usual stories about how meter’s abstracted
pattern emerges from the welter of linguistic (and other) rhythm as natural artifice, as a sensitive abstraction from the feel of an accentual tongue.
To “reflect” in such a meter is not to seamlessly or properly engage the
native or collective rhythms of a linguistic and cultural heritage. It is to
encounter rhythm (through meter) as a defamiliarized and defamiliarizing force.
In an earlier and more sanguine moment, however, when Auden is editing an anthology to convince a suburban, commuting British public that
they already like poetry and should do more of what they like, he depends
upon a very broad sense of rhythm as both a social and aesthetic form:
All speech has rhythm, which is the result of the combination of the
alternating periods of effort and rest necessary to all living things,
and the laying of emphasis on what we consider important; and in all
poetry there is a tension between the rhythm due to the poet’s personal values, and those due to the experiences of generations crystallised into habits of language such as the English tendency to alternate
weak and accented syllables, and conventional verse forms like the
hexameter, the heroic pentameter . . .
Here “rhythm” means linguistic rhythm, physical or physiological rhythm,
the idiolect or subjective stressing of “the poet’s personal values,” and finally something closer to meter. I quote this in part to show the messiness
and power of rhythm as it is called up by criticism. The passage manifests
rhythm’s scalar power in the critical imagination and its tendency to paradoxically transcend the boundaries of the literary (or the poetic or lyric)
in order to establish new aesthetic domains. That rhythm cannot always
sustain this boundary game is, in my reading, one subject of “In Due Season.” There, even the commonplace “tension” between two rhythms—the
idiosyncratic rhythm of the poet’s tongue and the rhythms of traditional
meters—becomes a largely abstract tension between devalued conventional meter and a meter with largely “personal value.” As the prosodist
Paul Fussell reminds us in Poetic Meter and Poetic Form (1965), Auden’s
self-described “dream reader” is one who “keeps a look out for curious
prosodic fauna like bacchics and choriambs.” Are we such readers? What
does it mean to discover innovative rhythms not by experience and intuition but through recognition of marked metrical idiosyncrasy? How
does poetry fare as a genre when poems leave the formalist pathways that
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happily accept meter as a reflection of and on linguistic rhythm? What
happens when, as with most theories of post-metrical and free verse, criticism makes a sharp turn to rhythm?
In the following pages I will suggest that a critical concept of rhythm
more attentive to its genesis and present function will substantially aid
present debates over formalism and its objects. I will suggest some paths
forward from several tricky moments in twentieth- and twenty-first-century efforts to corral rhythm in order to articulate conceptions of form,
poetry, and the literary. I pay special attention to pivots between meter
and rhythm, such as Auden’s. My readings, and the essays in this volume,
reveal in rhythm a term at once suspicious and essential to the discipline
of literary study. My co-editor notes, in his recent Theory of the Lyric,
how “seductive” rhythm can be. Readers will find an extensive survey
of “statements about the foundational character of rhythm” for poetry
in the opening pages of his chapter on “Rhythm and Repetition.” These
make clear that the attraction of rhythm as sound device tends to become
the attraction of the concept of rhythm, especially as it offers escapes
from interpretation or from what some see as a too hermetic concept of
formalism.
Critical Rhythm asks where the attraction of rhythm comes from, and
how it operates (secretly or openly) in the history and present practice
of criticism. A blunt but telling measure of that attraction might be the
institutional prominence of Derek Attridge’s treatise The Rhythms of English Poetry and the eight reprints of his shorter handbook Poetic Rhythm:
An Introduction between 1995 and 2008. When and why is it the case that
rhythm, as Attridge puts it, arrives “not as one of a number of features that
make up the poetic experience, but the heart of the experience”? Like “In
Due Season,” which interrogates an idea of rhythm that Auden articulated more than three decades earlier but also entices us carefully back to
the rhythms of “the poet’s personal values,” Critical Rhythm continues to
reimagine rhythm as the potential nucleus of our engagement with poetry. In his contribution here, Attridge defines a widespread foundation of
rhythmic play in what he calls the “English Dolnik,” but also attests to the
variations and variable difficulties of its poetic executions. Thus if rhythm
is still an apt synecdoche for poetic experience, that experience will not
appear as unitary or given as the beating of a heart. As these essays worry
our rhythmic inheritance, they consistently warn against taking rhythm
to be a given, preexisting formal element later sorted out through scansion, description, and taxonomy. They press beyond isolated descriptions
of technique, in the style of the prosody and poetics handbook, or inductive declarations of what rhythm “is,” and towards genealogical and
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methodological inquiry. In doing so they develop new critical models for
understanding how rhythm, in light of its historicity and generic functions, permeates poetry’s composition, formal objectivity, circulation,
performance, and present critical horizons.
In large part the following essays center on literary and specifically
poetic concepts of rhythm, though they engage with cognitive linguistics,
anthropology, musicology and scientific acoustics, and continental philosophy. The collection is largely but not exclusively focused on English
language poetry and criticism, primarily post-1800, for reasons detailed
in this essay and several others. Attridge, in his entry on “Rhythm” for the
Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, provides a straightforward
rationale for this periodization: “by the eighteenth century [rhythm] was
being consistently employed to refer to the durational qualities of poetry
and music, and soon extended to analogous properties of the visual arts.
In the nineteenth century it was generalized to movement of a regular
kind—most often the alternation of strong and weak elements—in any
sphere, and appropriated by the physical sciences for periodicities and
patterns in a wide range of natural phenomenon.” This narrative makes
clear that there is much to be said about rhythm not covered here; a
different set of essays could treat rhythm in cinema, visual arts, music,
works of prose, and literature of many languages and time periods. But
it also makes a clear case for scholars interested in rhythm outside this
domain to reckon with its genesis in literary discourse of the past quartermillennium.
Why is rhythm so portable or, less generously, labile? How do we account for the returns of such a peripatetic concept to literary discourse?
Should we play along when poets and critics construct categories and
genres around rhythm, often through genitive and adjectival constructions such as the “rhythm of verse” or the “rhythmic experience” of novelistic form? The latter example comes from Caroline Levine’s recent Forms:
Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network. Levine explicitly adopts rhythm as
a “term,” “category,” and “organizing concept” for her project because of
its portability: “The term rhythm moves easily back and forth between
aesthetic and non-aesthetic uses.” I would argue that the critical license
to count rhythm as a form, or to define form through rhythm, derives
from the history Attridge begins to trace in his entry and which this collection helps flesh out. This history, especially the late nineteenth-century
reframing of poetic meter as a matter of the human pulse, supplies excellent material for the embodied, anti-hermetic, “political” formalism
Levine pursues. She begins her chapter on “Rhythm” with an observation about this history: “Unlike the constraints of artful unities and rigid
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boundaries, rhythmic forms have often seemed natural, arising from the
lived time of the human body.” This limited appeal to organicism becomes “conventional” and “traditional” as we arrive at Levine’s own formalist practice:
It is conventional to say that there are work rhythms and social
rhythms. The traditional claim that poetic and musical rhythms arise
in the body suggests an easy crossover between artistic and nonartistic realms. Rhythm is therefore a category that always already refuses
the distinction between aesthetic form and other forms of lived
experience.
Between the nineteenth century and the present, following the demands
and desires of formalism at its “millennial reboot,” rhythm grows into the
expansive, analogic role most exemplified by the genitive form “rhythm
of.” This suggests that we might alter “always already” to “has come to,”
and then explore both the slippery notions of the aesthetic or literary hiding behind rhythm and the sometimes awkward necessity of rhythm to
conceptions of form and formalist practice.
David Nowell Smith suggests one such approach in his essay’s wideranging survey of philosophical and literary conceptions of rhythm.
Rhythm is central, he argues, in laying the ground for the post-Kantian
critical subject’s appearance in language and poetry. But it is also a proleptic figure, always doing explanatory work in advance of labors of
definition. For Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and others it is a “legend” in a
double sense: both key and myth. The double view of rhythm as key and
myth for definitions of literary and poetic language resonates across the
diverse contexts of these essays. For example, rhythm is a key to understanding twentieth-century African-American poetry as it participates in
and builds from musical traditions like the spirituals or blues. But it also
evokes the myth of the “naturally musical black,” and a much longer tradition of racializing subjects and peoples through theories of rhythmic
aptitude and development.
Rhythm is the key, in several essays in this collection, to understanding
the critical force through which poems rupture dominant logical, representational, or conceptual views of language. This has special importance for lyric theory, an important area of debate in essays by Virginia
Jackson and others. Even as rhythm offers criticism an opportunity to
reassert textual musicality, the potential for alternate voicing, and the development of new kinds of sympathetic awareness, it remains as a myth
unfolding logics of expressive form and voice that threaten to submerge
technical play. As Yopie Prins’ essay shows, for instance, poets have long
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sought “a primal rhythm” and Sappho herself at the “heart” of the Sapphic
stanza.
Perhaps the foremost rhythmic “legend” involves this claim to embodiment and experience, especially in the (prosodic) phonology of spoken language. This was the case well before structural and generative linguistics began articulating increasingly more refined theories of exactly
how rhythm manifests in language (for instance, the “English Rhythm
Rule”). Rhythm, unlike meter, rarely gets described without some claim
that it can be heard, felt, and shared because it has physical effects on
bodies or tympanums. Valéry, in a passage cited by Culler, claimed that it
is “via rhythm and the sensory properties of language that literature can
reach the organic being of a reader with any confidence in the conformity
between intention and the results.” Yet it can be odd, if not unfortunate,
to use the same word to describe both linguistic and poetic rhythm. That
the latter has been most commonly understood as an abstraction from
linguistic properties and assigned the name “meter” suggests we must
pause and consider rhythm’s complex relation to meter.

Meter and Rhythm
An argument could be made that “critical meter” might more safely retain the historicity of versification, and indeed several of the essays below
gain traction from studying the techniques of traditions best called metrical. There has been excellent and diverse work on meter in historical prosody, a field that at its best puts formalist and cultural studies methodologies
in conversation with help from archival work and digital projects. Recent
debates within and about historical poetics also focus on meter. So in a
sense we are already benefiting from a newly critical sense of meter, one
that reveals both the centrality and eccentricity of rhythm within a prosodic discourse whose focal term was, until the twentieth century, meter.
There continues to be a strong and useful tendency within AngloAmerican criticism to think primarily in terms of meter, and to limit
rhythm to what Isobel Armstrong has helpfully called the “binary account
of meter”: its normative metrical pattern and rhythmic departures. For
instance, John Hollander’s Rhyme’s Reason, which playfully enacts a range
of meters and forms with emphasis on local effects, defines rhythm in the
limited sense of a “particular rhythm which depart[s] from the metrical pattern slightly.” Like Rhyme’s Reason, Timothy Steele’s 1999 All the
Fun’s in How You Say a Thing: An Explanation of Meter and Versification
prefers the term “meter.” This is to be expected from the author of Missing Measures and two books of poetry in Sapphics. At less generous mo-
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ments meter has been understood as a prescription, as merely one rigid
and codified rhythmic possibility. Attridge, in the encyclopedia entry on
“Rhythm” noted earlier, feels no such prescription yet argues that “meter
can be . . . understood as a particular form of rhythm” and that meter
is perceived when regularities in “language’s natural rhythm” become
“marked.”
Modernism in particular structured its ideas of prosody around the
realignment of meter as a species of rhythm rather than a meaningful aesthetic process defined by the abstraction and patterning of linguistic material. As tracked here in Natalie Gerber’s study of modernism’s particular
extremities of belief in alternate terminologies, twentieth-century invocations of rhythm frequently harbor a desire to escape the merely “technical.” Rhythm’s importance to modernist and then twentieth-century
poetics helps explains why the first word of Fussell’s aforementioned
handbook is “rhythm.” It begins a quotation of Ezra Pound—“Rhythm
must have meaning”—an idea Fussell immediately restates in terms of
meter: “Meter is a prime physical and emotional constituent of poetic
meaning.” That Fussell doesn’t intend to equate meter and rhythm bespeaks the slippery relation between the two terms; elsewhere he frames
rhythm in the binary sense, as the opposition between a “ ‘sense’ pattern
of the language” and the “normal or ‘base’ abstract rhythm of the metrical scheme.” Moreover, Fussell emphasizes how poems often “reveal an
excitement with meter almost as an object of fundamental meaning itself.” Why start with Pound’s comment—in its epistolary context a screed
against meter’s tendency to produce cliché—only to revert to technical
formulations of rhythm as a property of language that both generates and
works in tension with meter? It is, I think, because Pound’s (often exorbitant) ideas about rhythm preclude a hermeneutic approach to meter as
anything more than a prop to poetic meaning. Rhythm, via Pound, helps
Fussell channel a theory of poetry in which a too prosaic sense of “poetic
meaning” is destabilized by the primacy of prosodic organization. Pound
and later theorists ranging from Henri Meschonnic to Mutlu Blasing have
taken rhythm as the locus of intention, of (as Culler puts it) “higher level
functions that mark language as embodying the intention to mean.” It is
not that meter does not do this. Its formal (rather than authorial) intentionality is central to Wordsworth’s theory of meter as “co-presence” in
the Preface to the Lyrical Ballads. Rather, meter appears now to require
the supplement of rhythm to preserve the salience of sound-form within
theories of the aesthetic or literary.
Rhythm has a similarly ephemeral but critical role in John Thompson’s seminal Founding of English Metre (1961). It may be that Thompson
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overcame the “prevailing confused rivalry of metrical theories,” as W. K.
Wimsatt put it in his book review, by almost entirely avoiding the term
rhythm. As John Hollander notes in his preface to the book’s 1989 reprint, the modernist desire for a return to speech “cadences” (a common
synonym for rhythm) and the confusion of terms across mid-century
criticism necessitated Thompson’s “housecleaning of formal discourse.”
His central term is meter, yet this housecleaning and an engagement with
new work in structural linguistics mandates a striking encounter with
rhythm. Thompson, in line with Wordsworth and Fussell, views meter
as having a “kind of independent existence.” It exemplifies poetic form
as “imitative” of its linguistic material in the sense of being an abstraction from it. At the central moment where Thompson defines meter and,
much more broadly, poetry as formal mimesis, “rhythm” and especially
“the rhythm of verse” appear eight times in one paragraph before disappearing for the remainder of the book:
The rhythms of verse are . . . an imitation of speech. When we hear
the sounds that are our language, it is the rhythmic pattern of stresses
and junctures that gives us our understanding of the grouping and
ordering of these sounds. There is even in English a tendency for the
rhythm to become regular, for the stresses to occur at ‘isochronic’
intervals. This tendency of our speech, abstracted and simplified into
a pattern, becomes the rhythms of our verse. It is not rhythm itself
which distinguishes verse from other kinds of language; it is the fact
that the rhythm of verse is the result of the process of art. The elements of rhythm have been abstracted from their source in the language and then ordered into patterns; the patterns imitate in a simplified form the patterns that occur naturally in the language. In altering
the natural speech rhythms of the language in verse, these patterns of
course alter the meaning of the language . . . . If there is one meaning
which the metrical pattern enforces on all language submitted to its
influence, it is this: Whatever else I may be talking about, I am talking
also about language itself.
Thompson carefully manages the relation between rhythm as the natural
province of speech (“the rhythmic pattern of stresses,” “natural speech
rhythms”) and “the rhythm of verse,” or rhythm as poetic effect or abstraction. “Rhythm itself ” exists in language prior to poetry, as a phonological fact that may tend towards equal units (whether or not those
units are temporally equal, i.e. “isochronic”); this is not controversial or
surprising and corresponds to both more recent work in prosodic phonology and the nineteenth-century philological understanding of English
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(and other Germanic languages) as stress-based. Thompson recognizes,
however, that rhythm gets much thornier when linguistic observations
become claims about literary forms and traditions; this is especially evident in the not-yet-banished nineteenth-century understanding of Old
and Middle English poetry through an “accentual paradigm.” It is because of this potential for slippage that Thompson so carefully constructs
the genitive “rhythm of verse,” which suspends a question endemic to his
theory of art, and perhaps formalism today: whether and how the natural
rhythms of speech become poetic meter.
Verse’s mimesis of rhythm is especially interesting because it occurs,
in the body of Thompson’s treatise, at a much larger scale than that of
individual lines or poems. Thompson’s realization about the “founding”
of early modern prosody from Wyatt to Sidney is that the abstractions
of metrical rule variably align with the rhythms of natural language.
When he (and the tradition) arrives at Sidney, he discovers a moment of
“maximal tension” between colloquial language (i.e. speech, not disfigured by the requirements of meter) and the “abstract pattern of the metre” now settled into place. This is close-readable tension; even the term
“tension” conforms to New Critical nomenclature. But without the story
of “founding”—of the suboptimal moments where language is not quite
language and meter is not yet meter—we lose sight of Thompson’s deep
investment in aesthetics as a process of formal imitation via abstraction.
The triumph of “tension,” which becomes the triumph of the binary model
of meter and rhythm and the triumph of one kind of formalist reading,
obscures the developmental moment where both terms are in states
of suspense. Even Hollander, in his preface, locates the life of verse in
“rhythmic incident . . . occasioned by the complex relation between meter
. . . and the actual phonological rhythm of any utterance.” This is why the
“rhythm of verse” is so important a concept for Thompson, and for the
study of poetic and metrical form now. It can be distinguished from the
objective guise of rhythm that Erin Kappeler’s essay locates in Amy Lowell and others’ attempts to “scientifically” measure poetic rhythm. They
do so to feel less alienated from spoken language, the rhythms of which,
Gerber notes, get treated as de facto aesthetic material by modernism’s
utopian prosodic theory.
Thompson, like many of the contributors here, turns to rhythm to
understand the tricky ontological (or generic) position of aesthetic objects
that obey their own formal laws but depend as well on the shared qualities
of the language they imitate. His suspension of “rhythm” between natural
and aesthetic language can only exist ephemerally, however, within this
foundational work on meter. A very different, entirely negative role falls
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to rhythm in an important article published while Thompson developed
his dissertation into a book. W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley’s PMLA
article “The Concept of Meter: An Exercise in Abstraction” avoids the
term rhythm and focuses on meter as an aesthetic law that poetry gives
unto itself (in a more thorough and achieved “abstraction” from properties of language). Meter is objective but not in an empirical sense (they
attack pseudoscientific “timers and linguistic recorders”). Yet avoiding
rhythm does not eliminate the ontological questions it frames for Thompson. Tom Cable’s essay notes Wimsatt and Beardsley’s oddly visual construction of what must at some level be a temporal form. A PMLA rebuttal from 1962 attacked their “intellectualist” removal of the reader, turning
predictably to the reader’s “experience of rhythm” and taking issue with
a supposedly erroneous equation of meter and rhythm. Wimsatt and
Beardsley responded that temporal aspects are subjective and therefore
(as they had previously argued) “beyond verifiable public discussion.”
As in “The Affective Fallacy,” the authors here foreclose an exploration
of how poetry does or does not circulate publicly. But, as will be obvious
from the essays in this collection, rhythm is all about public discussion
even if its “observable phenomena” have eluded ultimate verification.
Consenting to meter as “verifiable” would have raised few eyebrows in
1960. Thompson’s work, in line with earlier figures like George Saintsbury, discovers in meter something like a teleological “iambicisation”
to which generations of poets and readers ultimately consent. Wordsworth felt this to be the case by 1802: “Metre obeys certain laws, to which
the Poet and Reader both willingly submit because they are certain.”
Consent to rhythm, however, turns out to be a very different matter. For
Wimsatt and Beardsley it is impossible; for nineteenth-century thought
about poetry it was essential. For Francis Gummere, a nineteenth-century
theorist of balladry discussed at length in Jackson’s contribution, the notional power of poetry to develop and represent a public depended upon
a shared rhythmic capacity that seemed attenuated in modern societies
(but present in racial others, especially the African-American “folk”);
Wimsatt and Beardsley erase the doubt about rhythmic consent (though
likely unaware of it) through an improvised canon and a set of underlying assumptions about what a poem is and what qualities it has. “We are
concerned,” they respond, “with such observable facts as that when two
poems have the same meter, they have a common quality which can be
heard in both . . . .” For theorists of folk and oral poetry in previous
intellectual generations this “common quality” would have been spoken
of with nostalgic desire for a community of “hearers” entranced by common qualities of rhythm. Wimsatt and Beardsley are correct exactly to
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the degree that they make possible such hearing through pedagogy: their
essay, like Whitman’s grand claims to unify the nation through his new
poetic forms (studied in Kappeler’s contribution), would need to be a
self-fulfilling prophecy. Yet there is, simply, not a great deal of common
training in prosody, nor has there been since the fin de siècle ascendency
in English national culture and schooling of what Meredith Martin terms
the “military-metrical complex.” The subsequent “Fall of Meter” and the
emergence of what one critic has called the twentieth century’s “prosodic
pluralism” return us to “rhythm” as the crucial term for exploring poetry’s
generic and aesthetic instability.
There is no possibility of fully articulating here a disciplinary history of
rhythm as a keyword for the study of poetics and prosody, but these episodes show its place at the root of debates over literariness, the nature of
poetic language, techniques of reading and listening, and the circulation
of poetic sound. The essays in this collection all deal in various ways with
the problematic inheritance of “rhythm” as a disciplinary term, debating
and demonstrating its value.

Description of Essays
The first grouping of essays, Rhythm’s Critiques, opens the collection
by sketching rhythm’s insubordination with respect to language and especially poetic language’s conceptual, representational, and semantic order.
Rhythm is an event, for Jonathan Culler, not only in the experience of
passions or affects, but in its dense system of references to other poetic
rhythms and in its mnemonic potency. His essay cites a wide range of
nineteenth and twentieth-century poets and critics “seized” by rhythm
and for whom rhythm is foundational to any intention to produce meaning. David Nowell Smith explores this same foundational status as a crucial component of post-Kantian critical philosophy, and specifically as an
exploratory, provisional name for the subject’s emergence into language
and literature. His essay invites us to return to both critical theory and
contemporary poetics for rhythms of absence and presence not restricted
to stress and unstress. Simon Jarvis’ contribution provides a rich description of the endeavors of rhythm and other verse technique in Browning’s
Sordello as they push against the “syntactic day job” of lines. Through
a compelling reading of the role of prosody as necessary constraint in
Kant’s Critique of Judgment, Jarvis invites us to “read irresponsibly,” attentive to the endeavors of rhythm as a mode of verse thinking antagonistic
towards meaning and content (whether propositional, expressive, historical, etc.).
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The second grouping of essays, Body, Throng, Race, explores claims of
rhythm’s embodiment and the stakes thereof, especially concerning logics of race. Each denaturalizes rhythm by situating it within histories of
science, anthropology, ethnography, and the nascent enterprise of literary
criticism. Across these essays one discovers an unexpectedly intense belief in or nostalgia for a rhythmic “throng” which emerged in nineteenth
and then twentieth-century literary discourse from Herder’s theories
of the Volksgeist. Virginia Jackson’s essay attends to the racialized reading of rhythm, past and present, which manifests the desire to recover
through rhythm an “imagined community”—a term first used, she notes,
by Gummere. Jackson extends her previous work on the disembodied
and dehistoricized subject of lyric and lyric reading by arguing that such
imagined communities of rhythm render poetry “racial in origin and
post-racial in effect.” Haun Saussy’s essay expands the history of conceiving and testing rhythmic bodies to the Anglophone and Francophone
natural sciences, for instance Herbert Spencer’s theories of rhythm as it
evolves from a “homogenized” presence in the music-speech-dance of
the primitive throng to the increasingly specialized faculties of complex
civilization. Leveraging Marcel Mauss’ theory of bodily techniques as cultural processes “mounted” in bodies (rather than organically present, as
rhythms are often imagined to be), he encourages a comparatist critical
practice focused on moments where rhythms are exposed as they interact
and break down. Erin Kappeler’s essay picks up on rhythm’s theoretical
harmonizing of the potentially disparate aspects of complex national culture. Studying Whitman’s critical legacy across the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, she explores anxieties about the lack of “social
consent,” aesthetic and otherwise, in the industrial era, and resulting efforts to claim “ancestral cadences” flowing through Whitman and his free
verse.
The third grouping of essays, Beat and Count, explores the embodiment and phenomenology of rhythm from the alternate perspective of
our experience of phonology and especially verse’s uncertain temporality.
The question, answered differently in each essay, is what “counts” as poetic rhythm and what constitutes a rhythmic verse form cognitively and
historically. Derek Attridge’s essay makes a strong case for an extended
tradition in poetry and song of a four-beat stanza form called “dolnik,”
in which readers without specific training or efforts of scansion perceive rhythmic patterning in either double or triple time. What makes
that tradition interesting, however, are the “psycho-physical” boundary
conditions engaged by complex verse as it sets up and contravenes the
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stanza’s powerful expectations. Tom Cable’s essay studies these boundary
conditions through neglected but promising work in cognitive science.
Bringing this field into conversation with theories of phenomenology and
recent work in musicology, Cable shows how our expectations of rhythm
can be shaped pre-consciously. This does not imply that poems have a
definite or given rhythm, however, as the written form of poetry gives
way to variations in performance dependent in turn on culturally determined reading practices. Neither Attridge nor Cable would expect much
potential for rhythmic expectation or play in “recherché” meters such as
Auden’s, mentioned previously, or the syllabics studied in Meredith Martin’s contribution. Yet syllabics occupy a fascinating and neglected place
in the history of versification as a form at once aesthetic and scientific.
Depending on the recent formalization of the “syllable” as a linguistic
object, the efforts of Adelaide Crapsey, Robert Bridges, and others eschewed the new kinds of scientific measurement explored by Saussy and
Cable. While syllabics are among the least “rhythmic” forms we might
conceive in an accentual language like English (Romance languages are a
separate matter), Martin shows how dynamically modern poets invested
in a rhythmic experience at a tangent from the prosodic phonology of the
language. This returns us to rhythm’s critique of poetry’s aspiration to the
status of natural language or oral form.
The final section, Fictions of Rhythm, embraces the divide between
spoken and poetic rhythm and between subjective expression and its various metrical incarnations. Natalie Gerber articulates and compares often radically divergent treatments of speech rhythm by modernist poets.
Frost engaged with rhythm at the phrasal or intonational level, while Stevens placed words to enjoy disjointing effects of their stress, and Williams
divided his verse into syntactic units. The latter approach might have encouraged the appearance of simulated speech (such has been claimed),
and yet Williams himself later found many of his efforts as “overdone,
artificial, archaic” as Spenser’s alexandrine. Obscuring the imbrications
of voice and speech in meter leads, Yopie Prins shows, to the discovery
of Sappho’s voice and rhythm in what became known, across time and
language, as her stanza. Prins reads Sappho as an allegorical figure for
rhythm rather than its lyrical origin. The many excited historical reinventions of her stanza from the nineteenth century to the present reveal
changing theories of meter and meter’s materialization as rhythm. The
collection closes with what might be rhythm’s Ur-invention in its “critical” post-Kantian form: Coleridge’s “Christabel” meter. Ewan Jones interrogates rhythm’s association, via that poem, with a free, impassioned
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human will. In Jones’s rereading, “Christabel” is a poem that confuses
rhythm, and whose rhythm confuses, and in which we often do not know
who speaks, much less which passion or emotion the rhythm compels. As
it “engenders drama and character” rather than reflecting or illuminating
existing voices, rhythm compels attention to the philosophical problem
(felt across Coleridge’s works, and many other poets and theorists discussed in these essays) of how texts mediate intersubjective passions, affects, and voices.
This point returns us to a central lesson of the collection as a whole:
rhythm may constitute the most substantial part of encounters with
(many) poems, and may appear prior to hermeneutic efforts, but actual
definitions of rhythm seem to be playing catch-up across the critical landscape. The ontology of rhythm need not be secure, however, to be critical,
and these essays repeatedly show how many of the lacunae of literary
studies, especially in its Anglophone, post-Romantic incarnation, revolve
around ideas and experiences of rhythm. It has been, for instance, a focal
point in African-American and Caribbean poetics since the New Negro
Renaissance and Negritude movements. Even as rhythm stands for the
possibility of new orality, nationality, embodiment, and tradition, scholars
have cautioned against the continued invention of “African” rhythm and
reminded us of the mediation and transformation of musical or natural
rhythms in literary practice. As Tsitsi Jaji notes, Senegalese president and
poet Leopold Senghor’s “elastic use of rhythm . . . render[s] the notion
that ‘le Nègre était un être rythmique’ so broad that it becomes virtually
meaningless.” It is telling that Kamau Brathwaite’s History of the Voice,
effectively a manifesto of post-colonial rhythm, spells the word “riddim”:
a nod to orality built on orthographic play and deeply conscious of dialect traditions. Braithwaite’s contemporary John Figueroa, a Jamaican
poet known for classical allusion and form, spells the word “rydhm” in
his ironic appeal to Derek Walcott to listen to a white critic and be “Full
of rydhm like all true spades.” The divergent spelling of the word in this
Afro-Caribbean context neatly reflects both the potency and instability
of investments in rhythm across the relatively brief history of its preeminence in literary criticism. Figueroa’s pun on “spade” as both slur and as
the laborer’s rhythmic object returns us to rhythm’s mercurial relation
to embodiment, race, and will; but his orthographic and lexical sleight
also recalls rhythm’s creative destabilization of language in the poem and
beyond. He suggests, as do each of the essays in this collection, that it is
impossible to imagine a poetics or literary history inattentive to rhythm’s
decisive role in how we conceive aesthetic objects, literary genres, subjectivity, nation, language, and culture.
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Why Rhythm?
Jonathan Culler
Le vers—trait incantatoire
—Mallarmé

“We know poetry is rhythm,” writes W. B. Yeats, contrasting the rhythms
that pick up and spectrally convey a tradition with the mechanistic cadences of music hall verse: “It is the rhythm of a poem that is the principal part of the art.” Other poets attribute the genesis of a poem to a
rhythm that enters their head obsessionally, and won’t let them go until they have found words for it. And for readers rhythm is often what
makes a poem especially memorable. Many of us have a good deal of
verse stuck in our minds, lodged there not by any wisdom it conveys,
but by rhythms that have refused to desert us, as if they led a life independent of our will.
One, two,
Buckle my shoe.
Three, four;
Shut the door.
Counting rhymes and nursery rhymes are perhaps the least of it, since
they bear the association of childhood days. The lines we recall from the
verse of great poets, encountered later when we could practice more mature judgment, may owe their persistence to their rhythm more than to
any insight they might have granted us:
Break, Break, Break,
On thy cold gray stones, o sea.
or
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How to kéep —is there ány any , is there none such, nowhere known
some, bow or brooch or braid or brace, láce or latch or catch or key to
keep
Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beauty, . . . from vanishing
away?
The psychoanalyst Nicolas Abraham maintains that “rhythm produces
in the reader the fundamental affect of the entire poem.” Although it is
hard to imagine how to demonstrate this (what about other aspects of
sound patterning, not to mention the well-documented effect of meaning
in generating the impression that a particular sound-pattern is in some
way mimetic?), Abraham’s claim at least calls us to focus on rhythm more
than criticism has been generally inclined to do.
I have argued elsewhere that lyric aims not to be a representation of
an event but to be itself an event, so an account of lyric needs to grant
primacy to what happens in and through lyric, the distinctive events
of lyric discourse, which make rhythm and repetition central. Quite
apart from the historical link of lyric to chanted recitation and the modern usage that emphasizes the close connection with rhythm by calling the words of songs “lyrics,” is it not rhythm above all that makes
lyrics attractive, seductive, and memorable? If lyric is pleasurable language, language that gives pleasure, its rhythms and sound patterning
may be largely responsible. If lyric is memorable language—language
that asks to be learned by heart and repeated, recited—is this not also
because of its rhythms? Rhythm gives lyric a somatic quality that novels
and other extended forms lack—the visceral experience of rhythm linking it to the body and, often rather dubiously, to the rhythms of various
natural processes—and thus contributes to a different sort of pleasure
from those promoted by novels and a sense of otherness. Lyrics are language, but language shaped in other ways, as if from elsewhere, which
is how Valéry writes about rhythm: “I was suddenly seized by a rhythm
that imposed itself on me and soon gave me the impression of a foreign
process. As if someone was making use of my machine for living.” Although our body has its own rhythms, of breathing and of heartbeats,
our rhythmic competence most often responds to rhythm as something
exterior which nonetheless engages us, draws us to beat in time with it,
finding or sensing a pattern, in noises, movements, action in the world.
When we find rhythm in language, it enlists us in a process in ways that
other texts do not. Rhythms make us want to repeat them, generating a
different effect from that of novels, for instance, where we recall char-
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acters, incidents, and an occasional telling phrase, but seldom desire to
recite passages.
Rhythm is one of the major forces through which poems haunt us, just
as poems themselves are haunted by rhythms of other poems. The tenacity with which rhythms can lodge in our memory, as the tune of a song
might, encourages thoughts of occult forces, as if potent effects must have
mysterious absent causes.
If rhythm is fundamental to the appeal of lyric, it is largely neglected
by criticism, in part because traditional foot scansion offers only limited
access to rhythms. As Derek Attridge has argued, in a devastating discussion that should be conclusive, the traditional account of meter in the
Norton Anthology of Poetry (an essay by John Stallworthy that has been
reprinted from one edition to another and is indeed typical of introductions to meter) makes it difficult to describe many of the poems in the
anthology, beginning with the first of the “Anonymous Lyrics of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries, “the section where we first are offered
English rather than Anglo-Saxon poems.”
This poem has a clear four-beat rhythm:
Nou goth sonne under wode—
B
B
B
B
Me reweth, Marie, thi faire rode.
B
B
B
B
Nou goth sonne under tre—
B
B
B
B
Me reweth, Marie, thi sone and the.
B
B
B
B
As Attridge notes, “Although this metrical form is highly familiar to any
reader familiar with the tradition of English verse (and, indeed, many other
verse traditions), it is not mentioned in Stallworthy’s essay. The student
is left to struggle with the Procrustean task of mapping feet with Greek
names onto resistant lines of verse, or manhandling sequences of elementary rhythms” into the iambs and trochees, anapests, dactyls and spondees
demanded by foot prosody. How is this rhythm to be described, he asks?
“As freely varying iambic meter? As free trochaic meter? As shifting between iambic and trochaic?” The difficulties of fitting the lyric to the patterns of foot prosody imply that it is rhythmically highly complex and full
of uncertainties. But in fact it has an immediately recognizable rhythm that
foot scansion obscures: stanzas of four four-beat lines, with some freedom
in the disposition of unstressed syllables (in particular, lines can begin or
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end on an off-beat). This is the rhythm of much song and popular verse
and also highly rhythmic moments of literary verse. In an amusing survey of other introductions to poetry, Attridge notes how often discussions
break down or become excessively elaborate when confronted with poems
of this kind, with a pronounced rhythm that is easy for readers to grasp.
Take Robert Frost’s “The Need of Being Versed in Country Things”:
The house had gone to bring again
To the midnight sky a sunset glow.
Now the chimney was all of the house that stood,
Like a pistil after the petals go.
Here we have a strong four-beat rhythm with a variable number of unstressed syllables between stressed syllables. As the final stanza illustrates,
lines may begin with either a stressed or unstressed syllable, without causing any difficulties for readers:
For them there was really nothing sad.
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept,
One had to be versed in country things
Not to believe the phoebes wept.
What Frost called “loose iambics” Attridge proposes we call by the established Russian term, dolnik, and he notes that a considerable range of important poems in English use this meter. For instance, Milton’s “L’Allegro”
and “Il Penseroso,” whose meter gives foot-prosodists great difficulty,
comes easily to readers:
But, hail, thou Goddess, sage and holy,
Hail divinest Melancholy,
Whose Saintly visage is too bright
To hit the Sense of human sight;
And therefore to our weaker view,
Ore laid with black staid Wisdoms hue.
Black, but such as in esteem,
Prince Memnons sister might beseem,
Or that starr’d Ethiope Queen that strove
To set her beautys praise above
The Sea Nymphs, and their powers offended,
Yet thou art higher far descended.
More strikingly, Blake’s “The Tyger,” where readers cannot escape the
driving four-beat rhythm is taken to be complicated and anomalous by
foot-prosodists.
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Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand dare seize the fire?
And what shoulder, & what art.
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand? & what dread feet?
What the hammer? what the chain?
In what furnace was thy brain?
What the anvil? what dread grasp
Dare its deadly terrors clasp?
When the stars threw down their spears,
And watered heaven with their tears,
Did he smile his work to see?
Did he who made the Lamb make thee?
Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?
In his refreshingly down-to-earth introduction to writing poetry, The
Ode Less Travelled, Stephen Fry asks, “Are the odd lines out really iambic,
or are they trochees with an extra weak syllable at the beginning?” Since
every line ends in a stressed syllable, foot-prosodists are tempted to treat
the poem’s meter as iambic tetrameter (with a truncated [catalytic] initial
foot in most cases), although only five lines begin with an unstressed syllable, but this would obscure the vigorous dominant rhythm of initiallystressed lines. Hence, the inclination to call the rhythm trochaic is strong.
Such hesitations, whether conducted publically or privately, suggest that
the rhythm is complicated, requiring analysis and reflection, but it is so
only for critics seeking feet. For readers the rhythm is entirely clear—
indeed inescapable.
Blake’s is a lyric that has generated a substantial literature of interpretation, most of which passes by its rhythmic structure, but what is most
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salient, what makes it a striking poem, rather than a prose reflection on
the power of creation, or on the threat of the French revolution, or anything else, is its rhythm: the four-beat rhythm, with strong initial stress in
all but five lines, the rhythm of nursery rhymes and counting songs. “It is
the rhythm of song-verse,” Andrew Welsh writes, “in which the one-twothree-four of the steady beat is far more important in determining the
movement of the language than the consistently repeated patterns and
counted syllables of foot-prosody.” Accompanying this steady beat of the
song-rhythm is the patterning of the syntax, with short questions contrasting with those verse lines that are not broken up syntactically. Other
rhythmical effects—taking this larger view of rhythm—are created by
repeated sounds: the alliterations, assonances, rhymes, and other sound
echoes woven through “The Tyger.” Along with burning bright, Tyger
bright, and frame fearful, we have the hammering repetition of the twelve
whats. This is a charm-rhythm, the language of incantation, invocation.
In addition to the meter, Welsh writes, “we also hear in it the questioning
of the rhythms of speech-melos and the sound echoes of charm-melos
caught up and carried along on the steady beats of a children’s song. And
in such songs the deeper powers of this old rhythm persist.”
This rhythm is the dominant aspect of the poem. What we make of
the poem when we apply interpretive pressure, place it in one or another
thematic or mythic or historical context in order to derive a meaning, is
relevant, certainly, but one might wonder whether these interpretive efforts are not in some measure the product of a desire to justify the hold
that such strange, yet deeply familiar rhythmic sequences have on us.
Such verses have a power to insert themselves in mechanical memory
independently of any attempt to remember them, and rather than consider ourselves victims of some jejeune susceptibility to rhythm independent of meaning, victims of its “fearful symmetry,” we devote ourselves to
intricate thematic explorations, which count for us as a response to the
poem but in fact leave the rhythmical power unexplained.
Most discussions of rhythm in fact focus on meter, and that may well
seem the place to start, since the most salient feature of this rhythm is
the vigorous four-beat line of these quatrains. The problem of the relation between rhythm and meter is long standing: among the Greeks
there was already a division between the rhythmikoi and the metrikoi;
the former saw poetic rhythm as related to music, a temporal art, and
the latter treated it as a structure of types of syllable. But the vast body of
work on the verse line focuses on meter, which has long been seen as the
basis of rhythm, and for most of the history of lyric, poems were written in relation to particular metrical frames, specific patterns of syllables
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of particular types. Metrics, or the study of prosody, has been an extremely contentious field, with different systems of notation and conceptions of meter and vigorous struggle between the proponents of different
approaches. T. V. F. Brogan concludes the 1993 Princeton Encyclopedia’s
article on Prosody by noting,
Over the past century there has been a general perception that
prosody is a desiccated subject, a stony little patch of ground frequented only by eccentrics, fanatics, and pedants. The indictments
are easy to finger: verse theory took nearly two millennia to free itself
from the detritus of Classical prosody; it has never been able to give
even an adequate theory of meter; it has been unable to agree on not
merely concepts and terms but underlying assumptions about the
nature of poetry itself (text, performance, experience). . . . It has been
too willing to base theory on whatever versions of linguistics have
been current; it has too often failed to distinguish linguistic processes
from artistic conventions. . . . Yet the failure to give final answers is
not proof that the questions are trivial; quite the contrary . . . verse
structure lies at the very core of our understanding of poetry.
Put most simply, traditional prosody describes English meters, in terms
taken from Greek, by the dominant type of foot (iambic, trochaic, anapestic, dactylic) and by the number of feet per line, but the artifact of the
foot does not correspond to units of modern languages, and analysts must
multiply variations, in endless small-scale tinkering, to capture the actual
pattern of stresses in accentual-syllabic verse. Traditional descriptions
of English stress meters analyze rhythms as involving the substitution of
classical feet, such as trochees, spondees, or anapests, for the expected
iamb, and, as Natalie Gerber notes in a compelling article exploring the
strengths and weaknesses of foot prosody and generative metrics, lines
with more substitutions are said to be more complex than lines with fewer
substitutions. Critics who scan the lines try to explain the semantic or
thematic appropriateness of such substitutions. Although it is scarcely
clear that these alleged substitutions are the rhythmical features that require attention (they certainly do not in Blake’s “Tyger,” where the salient
feature is the vital energy of that relentless four beat rhythm), the strategies for thematically recuperating metrical structures are in any case fairly
limited—speeding up, slowing down and emphasis are the most common effects cited by interpreters—and since these are not particularly
compelling, this induces a neglect of rhythm. As Gerber writes, when
documenting such feeble interpretive sallies, “the potential for rhythm as
compositional energy is largely overlooked, as well as the possibility that
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rhythm—among other sonic features of a text, can be contradistinctive to,
or prioritized independent of meaning.”
The ad hoc attempts to justify foot substitutions distract from more
fundamental questions about what sort of principles actually govern the
rhythmic practices of English verse. Gerber notes that one problem with
the traditional metrical approach to rhythm is its assumption that English
verse should be treated as a succession of syllables, bracketing off other
features of the language that affect rhythms and metricality. She pairs a
line from Shakespeare’s Sonnet 19 with a variant displaying the same succession of stressed and unstressed syllables but which clearly differs from
it both rhythmically and metrically:
/
_
/
/
_ _
/
/ _
/
Pluck the / keen teeth / from the / fierce ti / ger’s jaws
/
_
/
/
_ _
/
/ _
/
Pluck im / mense teeth / from en / raged ti / gers’ jaws
Traditional foot prosody assigns both lines the same description, with the
same series of foot substitutions: iambs replaced by a trochee in the first
foot, a spondee in the second and fourth, and a pyrrhic in the third. This
apparatus offers no resources to explain why the first is deemed metrically well-formed and is regularly attested in practice, and why the second is much less so. Generative metrics, Gerber argues, is better able to
do so, since it looks at word and phrase boundaries in theorizing rhythmic phrasing. The description in terms of feet creates problems and
points away from needed insights about principles governing rhythmic
organization.
“Rhythm and meter actualize two completely different principles,
which should never be confused,” writes Clive Scott. “Crudely put, meter
is linguistic, objective, quantitative, mono-dimensional, and repeatable/
discontinuous; rhythm, on the other hand, is paralinguistic, subjective,
heterogeneous, qualitative multi-dimensional, and irreversible/non-repeatable.” This is indeed crude for often the most noticeable, most palpable aspects of rhythm come from a metrical frame, as in “The Tyger.”
But study of rhythm is especially difficult because, on the one hand,
rhythm is something as utterly familiar as our tapping a foot in time to
the music or as the regular strides with which we walk most comfortably. It is near to hand yet a phenomenon observed throughout nature,
wherever there is periodicity. It appears to be a property of systems yet it
is above all an experience: dependent upon the frames and expectations
with which we approach phenomena (as we make the ticking of a clock
into a duple rhythm, tick, tock). And the notion of rhythm encompasses
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both the regularity of a musical beat or higher-level forms of symmetry and various forms of irregularity, from the syncopation that is tied
in with beats it answers, to higher-level asymmetrical structures where
prominences diversely signaled create differing temporal periodicities, as
phrases become rhythmic units.
While it would be very desirable to find a successful way of describing
rhythm, a crucial first step is to recognize its centrality to the lyric: to the
construction of the lyric and the experience of lyric. Focusing on rhythm
rather than meter allows us to give weight to other sorts of patterning—
phonological and syntactic above all—that contribute to the experience
of verse as rhythmical. Rhythm is more than variation upon the norm of
meter.
An alternative to foot-scansion, championed above all by Derek Attridge, maintains that the foundation of English verse is four-beat line.
Even young children who may have trouble with the pronunciation of
words can easily get the rhythm right for nursery rhymes. “There is nothing remarkable, therefore, about a two-year-old chanting the following
rhyme with perfect metrical placing of the syllables,”
Star light star bright,
The first star I see tonight,
I wish I may, I wish I might,
Have the wish I wish tonight.
This is despite the fact it requires “knowing”—I put the word in quotation
marks—that each word in the first line takes a stress, whereas in the third
line only every second word is stressed. It is upon this edifice of shared
ability, a rhythmic competence, that is built the whole English poetic tradition, he argues. The four-by-four formation, four groups of four beats,
“is the basis of most modern popular music, including rock and rap, of
most folk, broadside, and industrial ballads from the middle ages to the
20th century, of most hymns, most nursery rhymes, and a great deal of
printed poetry.”
In fact, lyrics that seem to use other meters may actually have the
underlying rhythmical structure of the 4x4 stanza. Attridge notes that
various popular stanza forms include a silent or virtual beat at the end of
a line, making a three-beat line in effect a four-beat line, where the last
beat is realized as a pause in reading or reciting. Notoriously, limericks,
which are printed in five-line stanzas, have three four-beat lines, each
with a virtual (silent) beat at the end, and two short lines which add up to
a four-beat line with internal rhyme, so they are a version of the fundamental 4x4 form, the version sometimes called “short meter”:
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A canner, exceedingly canny [beat],
One morning remarked to his granny, [beat],
“A canner can can / Anything that he can;
But a canner can’t can a can, can he?” [beat].
Many of Emily Dickinson’s poems are written in common measure, frequent in hymns, which is described as a stanza of alternating four and
three-beat lines but is actually a stanza of four four-beat lines in which the
final beat of the second and fourth lines is virtual, expressed as a pause:
I heard a Fly buzz—when I died—
The Stillness in the Room [beat]
Was like the Stillness in the Air—
Between the Heaves of Storm—[beat]
So far I have considered cases where the metrical pattern does much
to generate the rhythm, but in many cases rhythmically salient effects are
not at all accounted for by the meter: similar meters can have quite different rhythmic effects, depending on other factors. Richard Cureton notes
that Blake’s “The Sick Rose” has a meter similar to that of many nursery
rhymes, with two four-line stanzas, two strong beats per line, alternating
with one or two unstressed syllables, and a rhyme scheme of abcb, but
rhythmically it is very different from something like “Rock-a-bye Baby”:
Rock-a-bye baby,
On the treetop,
When the wind blows,
The cradle will rock.
Like this nursery rhyme, which attributes to nature a catastrophic possibility that the rhythm renders benign, Blake’s poem has an engaging rhythmic
pulse and regular rhyme scheme, but, writes Cureton, “the real rhythmic
action in the poem is something that develops more against and within
this controlled [metrical] structure than because of its presence.” That
is to say, the very different syntactic organization of Blake’s poem gives it
quite a different rhythm from the metrically-similar nursery rhyme.
O Rose, thou art sick!
Th’ invisible worm,
That flies in the night,
In the howling storm,
Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy;
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And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.
The first line, a complete sentence, becomes one complete rhythmic unit,
set against the other sentence that comprises the rest of the poem, where
the predicate is postponed into the second stanza. Cureton offers a detailed analysis of the way in which the complex second sentence begins
with unimpeded duple units in lines 2-4 (invisible / worm, flies / night,
howling / storm), accelerates rhythmically, riding over the stanza break,
to its “dramatic structural arrival and extension in lines 5 and 6, and a
muted, concentrated climax in lines 7 and 8.” The syntactic relations and
intonational contours produce a highly effective rhythm, and “a rhythmic theory that overlooks this other rhythmic patterning,” Cureton concludes, “overlooks the better part of verse rhythm.”
If foot-substitution scansion often fails to capture dimensions of verse
that are relevant to the rhythm, one could make a case for attempting to
bypass the quarrels of metrici, old and new, and turn to the work of those
modern rhythmici who have attempted to theorize rhythm directly. Although Henri Meschonnic has, in numerous books, developed an account
of rhythm that is said to encompass everything, from meaning to history,
his theory is notoriously difficult for others to deploy, though it has the
virtue of instructing us to consider other kinds of sound patterning as
essential to the rhythm. The boldest account of rhythm that I have encountered is Amittai Aviram’s Telling Rhythms: Body and Meaning in Poetry. He claims that there are three possible relations between rhythm and
meaning: (1) rhythm is a rhetorical device subordinated to meaning, to
which it can contribute, the most common view; (2) there is no significant
relation between rhythm and meaning; and (3) meaning is subordinate to
and refers to rhythm. Bravely opting for number 3, he argues that seeing
content as a representation of the form is the only way of relating the two
without reducing form to content. He views meaning in poetry as representing, allegorically, “aspects of the power of the poem’s own rhythm to
bring about a physical response, to engage the readers or listener’s body
and thus to disrupt the orderly process of meaning.” Thus, for example,
in “Tyger! Tyger! burning bright/ In the forests of the night,”
Much of the power and thrill of the poem comes from the insistent
repetitiveness and parallelism that gives the poem a strong, relentless
beat. It makes sense, then, to see the Tyger himself as a local habitation and a name for the powerful rhythm that comes into existence
at the same moment as the language and images but with which the
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language of the poem is also trying to come to terms—and failing in
the effort. The result is a feeling of the awesome ineffability of reality
itself—of God’s creation.
In fact, most poems come to be about what he calls the sublime power
of their rhythm—sublime in that it resists or lies beyond efforts of representation and can only be experienced, not comprehended. If the term
“sublime” seems excessive for what one might also call the “catchiness” of
poetic rhythms, it certainly is not exorbitant to think of rhythm as a force
that works on us but lies beyond our immediate comprehension. The
poem tells, allegorically, about how its rhythm escapes representation.
This is not very satisfactory hermeneutically, as Aviram recognizes, because poems end up with much the same meaning. In fact, it becomes a
matter of definition, of stipulation, that the poem’s meaning is an allegory
of the sublime power of rhythm: either the thematic material can be construed as an allegory of the power of rhythm, or, the meaning’s failure to
represent the rhythm itself makes the poem mean that the sublime power
of rhythm escapes representation. But Aviram has created difficulties for
himself. By emphasizing the idea that the meaning of a poem is an allegory of its rhythm he effectively accepts the hermeneutical presumption:
that the task of literary study is the production of interpretations and that
the test of a theory is whether it can generate new and plausible interpretations. By leading readers to imagine that attending to the rhythm will
allow them to come up with an interesting new interpretation as a result
of taking the meaning of the poem to be an allegory of its rhythm, he sets
them up for disappointment, which may, unfortunately, lead them to stop
attending to rhythm.
The test of the theory should be, rather, the vision it gives us of the lyric.
Its virtue is to direct attention to the problem of grasping the action of the
rhythm, a problem we have neglected, though it is a mystery of the first
order. What makes a rhythm work on us? What do these lyric rhythms
accomplish? Experientially, it is often the case that meaning is subordinate to rhythm: what attracts us to a poem is its rhythm, not its meaning,
which may be rather banal. Poems have the power to make us remember
bits of language that concern us not at all. Why do I remember “Little boy
blue, come blow your horn”? It is certainly not because it makes sense
or even because it was drummed into me as a child. Or why has “Les
sanglots long / Des violons / De l’automne / Blessent mon coeur /D’une
langeur/ Monotone,” inscribed itself in mechanical memory, when this
meaning is of no possible consequence to me? This power of rhythm,
whether we choose to call it “sublime” or not, is certainly something we
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should acknowledge and try to factor into our dealings with poetry. I
have suggested that critics conceal this power of rhythm to seduce by
undertaking complex interpretative operations for poems that attract us.
Such efforts cannot be satisfied with the idea that this poem allegorizes
the sublime power of its rhythm to attract and enthrall us. They require
a deeper distinctive meaning to compensate for our being easily seduced
by a haunting rhythm.
I maintain that, as Natalie Gerber suggests, we can and should think
of rhythm as functioning quite independently of the meaning, but in the
case of Blake’s “Tyger” it seems not inappropriate to say that the image
of the tiger and the questions about what forces brought it into being reinforce the effect of the powerful rhythm of this tetrameter verse, which
engages readers but which we don’t know how to account for, whether we
want to link this mysterious power to that of God or not. Still, rather than
stipulate that the poem’s meaning is an allegory of its rhythm, it might be
better to allow that rhythm functions independently of meaning, though
of course from time to time the very independence of that mysterious
power becomes a meaning that can be integrated in an interpretation of
the poem.
The independence of rhythm is a possibility also asserted by Mutlu
Blasing in her account of the lyric: a lyric, “far from being a text where
sound and sense, form and meaning, are indissolubly one, is a text where
we witness the distinct operation of the two systems. We can always yield
to the seductive call to ‘stop making sense’ and attend to the patterning of the non-sense. Or we can choose to switch to the symbolic and
make sense. We cannot do both at once.” For her, rhythm is especially
important as the crux of language acquisition: children learn by imitating speech rhythms: “Training in vocal rhythmization, in the prosody
of human speech, . . . precedes speech, which could not happen without
it.” While biological and environmental rhythms may be given, social
rhythms are learned, and verbal rhythm is social, part of what she calls
the “intentionalization” of language. “Rhythm has no symbolic value, and
is distinct from meter, insofar as meter is an abstract representation of the
sound shape of a language and can be represented as an abstract scheme.
Rhythm is experienced in and as time, as a persuasive movement of the
voice. It does not represent and is not representable.”
While she agrees with Aviram in seeing rhythm as neither representational nor representable, she accuses him of conflating rhythm and meter,
which she sees as a formal system, a norm, against which the rhythm
of the poem marks the intending of the subject. Much of what Aviram
calls the pulsational rhythm of Blake’s Tyger would for Blasing be meter,
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against which the syntactic contours of English embody a social, signifying subject.
It is tempting to pick up on Blasing’s contention as the basis of a distinction; on the one hand, there would be poems where metrical beating
dominates and which characteristically do not project a speaker, such as
limericks, nursery rhymes, and a range of other poems, from “The Tyger”
to Hopkins’ “Spelt from Sibyl’s Leaves.” On the other hand, there would
be poems where the rhythmic movement of phrasing, working against
the pulse of meter, produces the image of voice, the idea of a speaking
subject. Anthony Easthope, notoriously, links iambic pentameter with
hearing a “voice,” and thus the representation of the speaking subject as
individual, and associates tetrameter with a position of enunciation not
marked as that of an individual subject and thus impersonal or potentially
collective. Four-stress popular meters make available a collective subject
position, and one joins that position as one chants or repeats: “Pease porridge hot, / Pease porridge cold, / Pease porridge in the pot, / Nine days
old,” or even “A gentleman dining at Crewe / Found a rather large mouse
in his stew.” We are not inclined to ask who is speaking here or to try to
posit a person from the image of voice, and much of the pleasure comes
from participating in that implicitly collective position. The same is arguably true of “Tyger, Tyger, burning bright, / In the forests of the night,” but
not of the pentameter “That time of year thou mayest in me behold . . .”
Certainly four-stress meter can impose an impersonality, even in a poem
like Auden’s “Lullaby,” (“Lay your sleeping head, my love / Human, on my
faithless arm,”) where a personal situation is thematically invoked but
qualified by the ritualistic aura of the meter, as in popular songs. The role
of meter and especially rhythm in promoting the impersonality of poetry
seems to me incontrovertible.
But Blasing seems to be operating at a level above or prior to distinctions between types of poems or different meters. Rhythm “belongs neither to the systems of meter and rhyme nor to the discursive organization
of figure and meaning, but it intentionalizes both systems. The indexical
function of rhythm renders both language and speech meaningful and
sounds a metaphysically groundless, and historically grounding, intention to mean.” Rhythm “both renders language sensible and reveals the
experienced temporality of an intending ‘I’ to be a necessary condition of
meaningful language.” That is, it is rhythm that makes language utterance that can mean, makes it more than phonemes or words. If one sort
of poem projects an “I,” offers the image of a voice, and another does not,
that is a subsequent discrimination within the general poetic system she
is describing.
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Aviram’s metrical rhythm is linked to the body and seen as disruptive
of meaning, whereas for Blasing rhythm belongs to a social body:
The rhythmic body is the “socially-constructed body”; rhythmization is socialization, and it secures meaning. And it is difficult to tell
apart bodily responses to poetic rhythm from our total memory of
verbal rhythm. Our sensory experience of the materials of words is
already emotionally and historically charged, and we cannot experience verbal rhythm in a way that is distinguishable from a mental
experience.
It is the metrical segmentation of the sonic flow that opposes or resists
meaning, not a rhythmical engagement. And she firmly denies that poetry presents an irrational resistance to linguistic meaning, or a primal irrationality, since to do so would be to accept a rational norm for language.
On the contrary, lyric deploys formal, non-rational orders as the ground
against which the complex thought processes and figurative logic of lyric
can play out. She might thus regard appeals to tapping in time to music
or swaying to a beat as marginal to questions of poetic rhythm, for it is
through rhythm that the inhuman orders of language are intentionalized
as meaningful.
Such disagreements are difficult to adjudicate and might seem to confirm Brogan’s claim that rhythm is the vaguest term in criticism. But the
disagreements are quite understandable. On the one hand, given the link
of the notion of rhythm to bodily response, it is tempting to associate
rhythm with forces that counteract the usual movement of language and
enforce a different order. On the other hand, if one takes meter as the
name for non-meaningful pulsation, the sort of sound pattern associated
with reading a line of pentameter without intonation contours, stressing
each beat equally—
The quálitý of mércy ís not strained
then one could associate rhythm in turn—as theorists such as Meschonnic and Cureton are inclined to do—with higher level functions that mark
language as embodying the intention to mean.
Young children generally like poetry: they are engaged by its rhythms,
entranced by its repetitions, and perhaps at some level deeply pleased
by a regime of adult language so full of nonsensical rhyming and chiming. By the time they leave school, they have generally come to avoid it,
perhaps because it has been linked to a practice of interpretation, even
though their attraction to rhythmic language has not diminished. Their
attention has shifted to music but, strikingly, songs with lyrics are vastly
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more popular among the young than music without lyrics—testimony to
the enduring attraction of rhythmic language, even when its formulations
are banal.
Historically, of course, lyric is linked to singing, dancing, chanting,
though classicists disagree about the importance of instrumental music
to the Greek lyric and about what sort of vocalization—singing, chanting,
reciting—was most common for early lyric genres. It seems very plausible that the frequent references in Latin lyrics to singing and to lyres
mark an affinity for rhythm rather than for melody. In its rhythmical
character, however, lyric is in touch with fundamental bodily rhythms:
the timing of heartbeats, of breathing, of walking, of marching, of dancing. And the bodily, experiential dimension of rhythm itself—our bodily
participation in rhythm—seems to achieve two distinguishable though
closely-related effects. Paul Valéry writes, “it is almost only via rhythm
and the sensory properties of language that literature can reach the organic being of a reader with any confidence in the conformity between
intention and the results.” At a basic level rhythm seems not so much
a matter of interpretation as a direct experience, the result of a rhythmic
competence, though mediated by culture; it thus offers a somatic experience that seems to have a different status than the comprehension of a
poem. Bringing someone to hear or feel a rhythm is procedurally different from trying to explain the meaning of a poem, though people’s ability to hear some rhythms is highly dependent on past experience. Even
though we know that rhythms are constructed (we hear the ticking of a
clock as a two beat rhythm, tick, tock, even though the two sounds are
identical), this visceral experience seems to give rhythms an exteriority
to the mind, as if they were an external force. The words of the poem may
be signs for which we have to supply the signifieds, but the rhythm seems
independent of us. “The pleasure of the text,” Roland Barthes writes, “is
the moment when my body begins to follow its own ideas, for my body
does not have the same ideas as I do.” Rhythm appeals to the body’s
own ideas.
This brings us to the second effect: in its somatic dimensions, rhythm
is a source of pleasure—a topic not much discussed in the critical literature, but not easily deniable. Barthes was not a lover of poetry, except
haiku, and does not write of pleasure in verse rhythms, but in Le Plaisir
du texte, he offers an observation that seems promisingly pertinent: when
he tries to analyze a text that has given him pleasure, he reports, what he
finds is not his subjectivity: “It is my bliss-body that I encounter. And this
bliss-body is also my historical subject, for it is as the product of a very
subtle combination of biographical, historical, sociological, neurotic etc.
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elements that I organize the contradictory play of pleasure (cultural) and
bliss (non-cultural).” The body and its history, which is also of course
cultural, is entrammeled in scenarios of pleasure.
The unexpected rise of rap, a form of heavily rhythmical language that
relies on rhythm and wordplay, and its enormous persisting popularity
among the young of all social strata, suggests a hunger for rhythmic language that might find some satisfaction in lyric. In the case of pop music
our sense of the success, of the catchiness, the memorability of a song, (we
need a theory of catchiness) is at least as much dependent on rhythm as
on meaning, since words of songs we repeat and those we love (not necessarily the same—such is the seduction of rhythm) can be wholly banal
or even unintelligible. The words are often misheard but they invariably
have the correct rhythm when they are repeated. People grasp and repeat the rhythm even when words and meaning escape them. A greater
foregrounding of rhythm as central to lyric might enable the teaching of
poetry to regain some of the ground lost in recent years and also might
lead to a different sort of poetics. One could imagine an approach more
connected with evaluation, which has not been central to literary studies
recently: what works and what doesn’t? What engages our attention, our
corps de jouissance—to use Barthes’ term—and what does not? For such a
poetics, an important part of the teaching of poetry would be accustoming students to hearing and experiencing the rhythms of traditional verse,
so that these rhythms come to have some of the bodily appeal of the other
forms of repetition that so manifestly work to structure their experience
of the world.
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What Is Called Rhythm?
David Nowell Smith

The current chapter concerns the definition of rhythm. Why should the
definition of rhythm pose itself as a problem? Part of this reason lies in
the expansiveness of its concept: “rhythm” extends beyond the domains
of prosody and versification, and even of music and dance, to encompass the broader dynamics of sense-making. Today, rhythm is intermedial
(involving music and dance especially, but also, increasingly throughout
the century due to its explorations of color, of abstraction, its reflection
back on the modalities of vision, an awareness of painterly dynamics, all
brought together in Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk and Pater’s adoption of
the term Anders-streben), and even cross-disciplinary—or, better, it disregards the disciplinary boundaries of our own intellectual division of
labor, with its institutional formations, its ideologies of expertise, etc.
Hence “rhythm” will extend to include circadian rhythms, corporeal
rhythms (of the cardiovascular system, of the menstrual cycle, of sleep
patterns), and through ruthmos invokes a metaphysical heritage reaching
back to Democritus, Plato, and Aristotle, and in particular the question
of how entities appear in time. Within the term “rhythm” thus crystallize
so many heterogeneous movements, from which arises the question of
poetic “rhythm” in particular: at once a point for the intersection of these
broader rhythmic movements, and at the same time merely one set of
movements amongst others. Rhythm becomes, to use Martin Heidegger’s
word, fragwürdig: both “questionable,” and “worthy of question.”
If “rhythm” today is marked by such expansiveness, this results from
a historical expansion of the concept of rhythm. As many scholars have
demonstrated in an Anglophone context (including several, notably Ben
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Glaser, Ewan Jones, and Meredith Martin, who feature in the current volume), it is over the course of the nineteenth century that “rhythm” becomes one of the central terms through which to grasp the phenomenality
of language and its relation to the material practices of historical subjectivity. This is not a peculiarly Anglo-American phenomenon, though in
continental Europe the transformation of the concept of rhythm becomes,
if not a concept for philosophy, then a concept through which poetics sets
itself in relation to philosophy, a concept through which philosophy tries
to adopt a poetics. For instance, one might look to Friedrich Hölderlin’s
opening assertion to his “Notes on Antigone”:
Just as philosophy always treats only one faculty of the soul, so
that the representation of this one faculty makes a whole, and the
mere connection between the parts of this faculty is called logic:
so poetry treats the various faculties of a human being, so that the
representation of these different faculties makes a whole, and the
connection between the more independent parts of the different
faculties can be called the rhythm, taken in a higher sense, or the
calculable law.
Elsewhere, he is reported to have said that “All is rhythm; the entire destiny
of man is one celestial rhythm, just as the work of art is a unique rhythm.”
What distinguishes his notes on Antigone, however, is its avowed desire
for art to supersede philosophy: the claim for a rhythmic totality superior
to any totality that can be brought together by “logic.” Yet in the “Preface”
to Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit, “rhythm” belongs to “logical necessity”: the “rhythm of the organic whole” is the way in which the system
holds together in differentiation. “This nature of scientific method, which
consists partly in not being separate from the content, and partly in spontaneously determining the rhythm of its movement, has . . . its proper
exposition in speculative philosophy”—a philosophy whose vocation
is to attend to “the immanent rhythm of the Notion” without intruding
upon it. Or one might look to those thinkers—such as Schopenhauer or
Wagner—who grasp rhythm as a “law” of harmonization. Thus for Schopenhauer: “Rhythm is in time what symmetry is in space.” And Wagner:
The corporeal-man proclaims his sensations of weal and woe directly
in and by those members of his body which feel the hurt or pleasure;
his whole body’s sense of weal or woe he expresses by means of correlated and complementary movements of all, or of the most expression-able of these members. From their relation with each other, then
from the play of complementary and accenting motions, and finally
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from the manifold interchange of these motions. [. . .] the law of this
ordering is Rhythm.
Or, at the far end of this century, lies another poet-philosopher, Stéphane
Mallarmé, (whose own poetics does homage to Wagner above perhaps
anyone else). Whilst he does not speak of rhythm as “Law,” he has recourse to the “Idea,” with music and rhythm his two preferred figures
through which to see the Idea enter (provisional, aporetic) articulation.
The “Book” he aspires to would by virtue of its “symmetry” constitute “a
total rhythm.” The poet’s task is to “provide an exact account of the pure
rhythmic motifs of being,” he writes, and they do so by “bringing human
language back to its essential rhythm.”
Why should the expansion “rhythm” take place at this particular period in history? When Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari proclaim: “meter
is dogmatic, but rhythm is critical,” they might not be attempting to make
a historical observation (they continue, echoing the now-customary opposition of rhythm to meter along the axes of flux and fixity, freedom and
constraint, temporality and spatialization: “it ties together critical moments, or ties itself together in passing from one milieu to another. It does
not operate in a homogeneous space-time, but by heterogeneous blocks.
It changes direction”). And yet, they have unwittingly put their finger
on a crucial moment in the historical constitution of rhythm as concept
(term, constellation): Kant’s awakening from his “dogmatic slumber” and
foundation of a “critical” project which reframes the questions of (objective) ontology as questions of (subjective) conditions for the possibility
of experience. Rhythm, as it were, becomes “critical” in the wake of philosophy reformulating itself as critique. If rhythm is “critical,” it is not
merely in the Kantian sense of establishing limits for thought/experience;
rather, it is also in the attempt to exceed these limits, in the attempt to
grasp precisely those harmonies that Kant had barred from the domain
of philosophy. Perhaps it would be wiser to say that, for the poets and
philosophers worked from out of the legacy bequeathed by Kant, rhythm
is not so much “critical” as speculative.
When we look to the definition of rhythm, then, we first have to understand the historical singularity of this project. And while I have alluded to the elaboration of a “critical” philosophy, this is not sufficient
as a response to the question of why the concept of rhythm should be
subject to such expansion in the nineteenth century. To make sense of
this to any satisfactory degree would further require the delicate work of
understanding discourses on, and in, poetics in dynamic relation with the
broader historical processes taking place: for instance, the various lan-
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guage politics arising with the growth of literacy, or with increased literary explorations of vernacular speech, be it in order to give voice to class/
geographical experiences hitherto denied it (with all the attendant metaphysical baggage with which such invocations of “voice” are laden), or in
shifting conceptions of linguistic diversity, where diversity is grasped as
an integral feature of languages rather than an aberration to them; similarly, it would require tracing the development of technologies able to
record and project sound, both for their effects on the way orality-aurality
subsequently comes to be lived, and the scientific developments in phonetics and phonology they would facilitate, notably with regard to the
significance of Helmholtz’s experiments in acoustics for metrical study;
or transformations in everyday corporeal life, for instance through mass
urbanization, the repetitive work practices of rationalized labor, be it
industrial-proletarian or bureaucratic (such that they might seem “rhythmic” in some naturalized way that had not been apparent beforehand)—
all those phenomena that led Walter Benjamin to see Charles Baudelaire’s
Spleen de Paris and Tableaux parisiens as constituted by the “shocks”
which assail consciousness and atrophy experience in urban modernity:
the crowd, mechanization, mass information.
However, it is a second set of problems which will take up the large
part of the chapter: namely if this expanded notion of rhythm becomes
questionable—and worthy of question—at this period, then what questions are subsequently thrown up? This is where the work of definition
becomes crucial. In the preliminary remarks to his “The Echo of the Subject,” Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe cites some of those speculative propositions from Hölderlin and Mallarmé I have documented, to which he
adds: “Such statements are a kind of emblematic formula. Or better,
they are legends.” The French légende draws together two overarching
meanings: a mythic tale (indeed, such statements are integral moments
to the Hölderlin myth, the Mallarmé myth, the nineteenth century poetphilosopher myth); and the key to a map. So will definition function in
the below: the creation of a muthos through which we can start to orient ourselves in conceptual space. Or, to see it another way: when Heidegger asks Was heißt Denken? (commonly translated as “What is called
thinking?”), he plays on the indeterminacy of the German heißen, both
“to call” and “to be called.” The question “what is called thinking?” at
the same time entails its reverse, namely: “what does thinking call?”
To “define” in this sense means to figure out which phenomena, which
problems, can be designated and brought into focus by the concept, or
term, or constellation, of “rhythm.” It is not a question of determining
that rhythm “is” x, but rather of formulating what it is that rhythm calls,
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calls for, and calls to—what it allows us to think, what it demands that we
think. My suggestion, in other words, is that “rhythm” functions not as
proper name, but proleptically, pointing to this set of broader problematics, most notably regarding how we grasp the dynamic unfolding, and
enfolding, of sense. But if the concept of “rhythm” thus brings into focus
so many broader problematics, this raises a third set of questions, with
which I will close. Namely—what is the relation between this expanded
“rhythm” and individual poetic rhythms? How will this expanded rhythm
affect our grasp of individual prosodic figures; and inversely, how might
such figures open up the broader rhythmicity the various thinkers I discuss are trying to make sense of?

Order, Configuration, Ruthmos
One way to go about finding a definition for this expanded, expansive “rhythm,” might be to return to the “original” meaning of the Greek
ruthmos. Long taken to mean flux (derived from rein), both Emile Benveniste and Martin Heidegger, independently of one another and at more
or less the same time, argued it should in fact be understood first and
foremost as “structure,” “configuration.” This is not to say that ruthmos
lacks a dynamic dimension: rather, we are being asked to reconceive of
“structure” along dynamic lines. This immediately has broader repercussions: where the rhythm-meter distinction so often falls along those canonical axes already mentioned, of subjective-objective, temporal-spatial,
individual-collective, flux-fixity, etc., the retrieval of ruthmos exacts a
thinking that resists such a framework.
Heidegger’s first discussion of ruthmos comes in his 1939 lecture on
Aristotle’s Physics, where he translates the Greek term as “articulating,
impressing, structuring, and forming” [Gliederung, Prägung, Fügung, und
Verfassung]. At this juncture in the Physics, Aristotle is responding to
Antiphon’s claim that the proton arruthmiston, that which is untouched
by the temporality of appearance, is what is “most being” (even if, for
precisely this reason, what is “most being” will never enter presence). Aristotle, Heidegger argues, inverts this: ruthmos does not describe entities that appear temporally, but rather indicates the temporal structure
by which the entity remains within appearance. It is only in ruthmos that
a being can disclose itself as “being.” For Antiphon, what is “most being” cannot admit of a change of state, as this would amount to saying
that its being is incomplete; the Aristotelian thematization of ruthmos, by
contrast, entails that we conceive of being not as stable substance, but as
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dynamic “presencing.” Ruthmos, on this account, names not flux, instability, but rather the temporal configuration through which beings come
into presence.
At stake for Heidegger in the definition of ruthmos is nothing less than
the conceptualization of being itself—in particular the decision as to
whether we posit being as transcendent principle outside of time, or wish
to argue that being “is” through its temporalization. Whilst Benveniste’s
observation does not frame itself with the same ontological focus, it
nevertheless demands a similar line of questioning. Observing that -mos
as a suffix for Greek abstract nouns “indicates, not the accomplishment
of the notion, but the particular modality of its accomplishment as it is
presented to the eyes,” Benveniste continues:
ruthmos, according to the contexts in which it is given, designates the
form in the instant that it is assumed by what is moving, mobile and
fluid, the form of that which does not have organic consistency; it fits
the pattern of a fluid element, of a letter arbitrarily shaped, of a robe
which one arranges at one’s will, of a particular state of character or
mood. It is the form as improvised, momentary, changeable.
The transition from ruthmos to what we would today recognize as
“rhythm” can only take place once the notion of form (schema) has been
detemporalized, made static: the remaining temporal element—now
grasped as flux, or flowing—gets named “rhythm.” In Roland Barthes’s
gloss: ruthmos “is the pattern of a fluid element.” And at the same time,
“rhythm” becomes the preserve of the arts: verse, dance, and song. As
“rhythm,” ruthmos is, as it were, doubly regulated: it now takes place
within a circumscribed field only (a field, moreover, of imitation and
non-truth—hence “less being”), and even within this field we find “the
notion of a corporal ruthmos associated with metron and bound by a law
of numbers.” This “law of numbers,” presumably, is itself not temporally
conditioned. Rhythm becomes the other to stasis only by being subject to
static categories.
Given the thrust of his argument thus far, the conclusion Benveniste
subsequently draws is perhaps surprising. He describes the overarching
historical movement in the semantics of ruthmos as follows: “Starting
from ruthmos, a spatial configuration defined by the distinctive arrangement and proportion of the elements, we arrive at ‘rhythm,’ a configuration of movements organized in time.” And yet, in his previous discussions of ruthmos, he had identified it not with “space” but with “mobility”
and “provisionality”—both of which imply a temporal as much as (if
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not more than) a spatial plane. As Barthes puts it, ruthmos describes an
arrangement or form that is “mobile, moving, fluid,” and without “organic
consistency.” Benveniste appears to remain within the framework of an
either-or: he gives up on temporality at the very juncture where what is
required is a rethinking of temporality, such that it is not reduced to “flow,”
but rather is grasped more broadly as dynamic configuration. This is the
point at which Benveniste stops short; it is Heidegger’s starting point. His
account of ruthmos is inscribed within a broader attempt to grasp temporality not as a succession of “nows,” or a subjectively experienced durée,
but as the countermovements of presencing and absencing. In Being and
Time this took place through his account of “ecstatic temporality”: the
three “temporal ecstases” of futurity, presence, and having-been (which
correspond to the three existentials of projection [Entwurf ], discourse,
and thrownness [Geworfenheit]). In the Aristotle lecture, and then in
“Anaximander’s Fragment” (1946), he appeals to cognates of the German
fügen: Fügung (structure) and Fuge (jointure). Entities can come to presence, he argues, only by being “joined” [ gefügte] together into a particular
temporal configuration. He continues: “The jointure [Fuge] of the while
confines and bounds what presences as such-and-such a thing.”
Why should Heidegger and Benveniste both return to the “original”
meaning of ruthmos? One temptation is to portray this as a far broader
search for an “origin”: ontological, as well as historical, anteriority, where
etymological speculation verges on myth-making. For Benveniste in particular this can seem unjust, given his meticulous philological analysis.
And yet, perhaps we should see the work to be imbued with an irreducibly
mythic dimension. Namely, it is counter-myth, drawing to our attention
the historical contingencies of our own dominant conceptual categories,
which are not without mythologies of their own, however naturalized they
may have become. The point is that ruthmos has been thought otherwise,
and hence can be again. Where Heidegger had turned to Anaximander,
Benveniste notes the centrality of ruthmos as a term within Democritus’
atomistic philosophy: the unraveling of the episteme which models the
universe on static entities (be they Plato’s forms, which as epistemological
if not ontological constants remain foundational to Western thought, or
Aristotle’s law of the excluded middle) through the discoveries of particle
physics, relativity, etc., coincides with a reappraisal of Greek atomism.
Similarly, whilst so often criticized for positing an ontological origin
by way of speculative (read: tendentious) accounts of etymological origins, Heidegger himself argued that he was not reconstructing an original usage, but rather tracing an “unthought.” At the moment of the closure of the metaphysical tradition set into motion by Plato and Aristotle,
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he reads those early thinkers who might offer a new inception. Such a
reading, he reminds us, necessarily requires “violence:” it is not simply
the reconstruction of what was lost, but takes up hints never articulated
overtly. Again, the turn to etymology comes out of a thinking of one’s
own historicity: those concepts and assumptions that have become hardened over time but lead to an intellectual dead-end. The rethinking of
ruthmos, then, arises from a very contemporary need to rethink structure
in terms of movement.

Mobility, Oscillation, Relation
What draws both Heidegger and Benveniste to the question of rhythm,
and ruthmos, is the attempt to think the dynamics (or, perhaps better,
the chronemics) of language. This is integral to Benveniste’s writing on
pronouns, on tense, and on the sentence as “unit of discourse” irreducible to smaller phonological, semiotic, or syntactic units: “a complete unit
that conveys both meaning and reference; meaning because it is informed
by signification, and reference because it refers to a given situation.” To
think the dynamism of language requires a pragmatics of discourse. For
Heidegger, by contrast, this dynamism takes place within language’s own
capacity for making-appear. This capacity is double: language only makes
other entities appear (through naming, referring, alluding, indicating)
insofar as it itself appears as language; instead of the purported “transparency” of a linguistic token being the condition for successful reference,
Heidegger suggests that reference is only possible by virtue of the phenomenality of words. These suggest two different levels at which Heidegger is grasping linguistic meaning through movement. First are the processes of naming, referring, alluding, indicating, and so forth: oscillations
and modalities between word and thing, in which the thing both enters
name and withdraws from naming. Second, he thematizes the ways in
which language itself comes into appearance: its phonological-phonetic
sounding, with its concomitant withdrawal from sounding into either
noise or silence; its inscriptions, be it alphabetic script or other meaningmaking signs; its performances and performatives of sense-making and
opacity. Yet he also envisages a third level, subtending and linking these
two, in what he calls language’s “linguistic essence.” In “The Way to Language” (1959), he describes die Sprache as die Be-wëgung, a “way-making
movement” through which an originary saying (das Sagen) enters, and
withdraws from, speech (das Sprechen). At issue here is language’s own
oscillation between presence and absence, which in turn facilitates human self-articulation, our inhabiting the “open region” in which we are
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exposed to being. This implies an additional dynamic at work in rhythm:
the countering movements of ecstasis and proprioception, opening up to
exteriority and withdrawing to self.
What rhythm calls us to think, then, is not just the dynamics of prosody—the movements of linguistic sound—but the dynamics through
which language enters appearance, and through which we open ourselves
to, and in, language. But such entry into appearance also involves the
rhythmicity of linguistic absencing, not just as countermovement to appearing, but also as it sets up the space in which appearance can take
place. Such a thinking thus exacts a rhythmics of the inapparent. To see
this, we can return to Mallarmé. In the Crise de vers, the “disappearance
of the poet speaking, who yields the initiative to words” [la disparition
élocutoire du poëte, qui cède l’initiative aux mots] is recast in terms of a
“vibratory disappearance” [disparition vibratoire] effected by “the play of
language” [le jeu de la parole]. Maurice Blanchot glosses this transition
as follows: “Nature is transposed by language into the rhythmic movement that makes it disappear, endlessly and indefinitely; and the poet, by
the fact that he speaks poetically, disappears into this language and becomes the very disappearance that is accomplished in language, the only
initiator and principle: the source.” It is not just that, proffering its tokens in their place, language makes the entities it names disappear; rather,
it is that language itself withdraws from sense, withdraws into itself. The
poem not only makes manifest the disappearance of poet, and of what
the poet describes, but the disappearance of language itself—makes this
manifest in language. At this juncture, Blanchot’s account, at first blushed
diametrically opposed to Heidegger’s, coincides with it: rhythm describes
the oscillations of presence and absence, rendering manifest not merely
absence, but the oscillations of this absencing movement.
When Jacques Derrida invokes these same passages from Mallarmé,
this absencing movement becomes a “measure,” as well as a rhythm. In
“The Double Session” (1969-72), he homes in on Mallarmé’s description
of “a total rhythm, which would be the poem stilled, in the blanks,” and
uses this to recast ruthmos as “the regular intervention of the blanks, the
ordered turn of the white spaces, the measure and order of dissemination, the law of spacing.” That Derrida should focus on “spacing” here
is striking, given the problems that both Benveniste and Heidegger saw
in the reduction of ruthmos to temporal flux. Whilst Derrida’s most immediate allusion is to Mallarmé’s tabular page, and his use of blanks as
at once prosodic devices (as they regulate our voicing), and as resisting
prosodic formulation (notably in their disjunction from the versified timing of speech), he is also signaling a train of thought initiated in Voice and
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Phenomenon (1967). Here he had outlined a reciprocal movement: on the
one hand, “the temporalization of sense is from the beginning ‘spacing’”; on
the other, “Space is ‘in’ time. It is the pure exiting of time to the outside
of itself. It is outside-of-itself as the self-relation of time. The exteriority
of space, exteriority as space, does not take time by surprise. Exteriority
opens itself as the pure ‘outside’ ‘in’ the movement of temporalization.”
Like Heidegger, Derrida intuits that the “opening” of meaning entails human exposedness to the movement of sense—a movement which encompasses the withdrawal of sense, and the withdrawal from sense. In Voice
and Phenomenon he thematizes this as the movement of différance; in
“The Double Session,” this opening up of exteriority and inapparence is
grasped overtly as ruthmos.
If rhythm comes to describe the oscillations of presencing and absencing, the opening up of exteriority and inapparence, then it cannot
itself ever be wholly present, must show itself only through its disappearance—a frustratingly counterintuitive claim for any empirically minded
prosodist. Derrida pursues this suggestion when, almost two decades
later, in his introduction to the English translation of Lacoue-Labarthe’s
Typography, he perceives in Lacoue-Labarthe’s treatments of rhythm a
“rhythmo-typy” (drawing together ruthmos and tupos, rhythm and character) in which “the Same” falls into difference-with-itself through repetition: “Rhythm—the spaced repetition of a percussion, the inscriptive force
of a spacing—belongs neither to the visible nor to the audible, neither to
figuration nor to the verbal representation of music, even if it structures
them insensibly. The structuration that a moment ago I called rhythmotypical or typorhythmic must remain outside the order of the sensible.
It belongs to no sense.” Rhythm becomes the dynamic articulation of
sense while itself exceeding the order of sense—both as “meaning” and as
the “sensible.” This same logic is at work in Julia Kristeva’s portrayal of a
“semiotic materiality” which continually rises up into the symbolic realm,
whose kinesis, “as rupture and articulations (rhythm), precedes evidence,
verisimilitude, spatiality and temporality.” Precedes temporality, insofar
as its kinesis belongs to the “drives,” whereas temporality is a structure of
conscious life; ruptures temporality insofar as temporality is one means
through which the symbolic order is established as a continuum. “The
semiotic is articulated by flow and marks: facilitation, energy transfers,
the cutting up of the corporeal and social continuum as well as that of
signifying material, the establishment of a distinctiveness and its ordering in a pulsating chora, in a rhythmic but nonexpressive totality.” The
anteriority to sense is grasped as a resistance to sense.
Just as had Benveniste, Kristeva pits kinesis against temporality, rather
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than attempting to rethink temporality along the kinetic lines. It is for this,
I would suggest, that she aligns rhythm’s “articulation” with “rupture.” But
here there is an equivocation: is rhythmic articulation “essentially” negativity and rupture, or does it just appear so to the current constitution of
the sensible? By modeling rhythm solely as negativity and rupture, the
symbolic structure it negates remains strangely intact: if anything, these
articulations remain dependent on “the symbolic.” And at the same
time, the focus on what the symbolic realm leaves out, what exceeds the
sensible, overlooks the question of how we account for the dynamism of
appearance—the salient fact that things appear at all.
To which, I would like to propose an alternative reading of rhythm’s
“articulation,” which does not reduce it to “rupture” and “cutting up,” but
also attends to Blanchot’s suggestion that “rhythmic becoming [. . .] is the
pure movement of relations.” Such setting-into-relation posits rhythm as
fundamentally medial, a “between.” In this respect it is not unlike Deleuze
and Guattari’s account of rhythm’s “critical distance.” This is distance not
simply as spatial relation, but rather as function of “a transcoded passage
from one milieu to another, communication of milieus, coordination of
heterogeneous space-times”; such rhythmic articulations would open up
the difference through which repetition can return. Or, one can think
of Henri Meschonnic’s insistence that rhythm should be understood first
and foremost as the continuous [le continu], binding us to discourse and
thereby to each other: again, a linkage of ec-stasis and proprioception.
It also reminds us that Gliederung (articulation) was one of Heidegger’s
proposed translations of ruthmos in the 1939 Aristotle lecture, along with
Fügung (structure). Such “articulation” constitutes a setting-into-relation
that incorporates countermovements of jointure as well as difference—
indeed, becomes the jointure of difference. Thus conceived, articulation
is necessarily multidimensional, gathering together differences that operate on heterogenous planes. This recalls the distinctions Heidegger made
between the dynamism of language’s naming, of its sounding, and of the
“linguistic essence” through which “saying” enters speech. Here, we encounter one articulation of language qua “network of differences,” where
the differences between the various terms within the system are held in
dynamic interrelation (so each signifier is differentiated from those contiguous with it), along with the relations of signifier to signified, sign to
referent, etc. Yet there is another form of articulation at work—namely, in
the self-relation of language itself. For language is simultaneously of the
world and outside it; it is both embedded in matter, in sensuous life, and
inheres in non-sensuous structures of meaning, such that it refers to enti-
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ties within the world by virtue of its supervenience over them. Such an
articulation would also set into relation those differences that Benveniste
identifies within discourse and enunciation: between speaker [énonciateur] and utterance [énoncé], between speaker and interlocutor, between
tenses, between pronouns, between subject positions. This is before we
even consider the symbolic codes (also articulated around difference)
through which ethical and epistemological categories become thinkable.
Each of these articulations will have their “rhythms,” insofar as they are
continually unfolding, and enfolded, in time. And yet, what is “articulated” is not simply one single plane of differences, but the interrelations
of these heterogeneous planes. “Rhythm” becomes a means of grasping
how these different levels of articulation might themselves hold together
in a dynamic whole.
What we thus encounter is a rhythmic opening-up of the horizon in
which subjectivity becomes a position to be inhabited, something, which
can be achieved. Of course, many of these thinkers would reject the term
“subjectivity”; I use it on the proviso that we see it not as the structure of
intentional consciousness, but from out of the opening of sense: a horizon
in which subject positions become available. This horizon is “articulated”
both in Meschonnic’s sense of le continu, and Kristeva’s sense of “rupture.”
And ultimately, this process is what is at stake in grasping the dynamic
unfolding/enfolding of sense: a process of opening characterized by its
oscillations, its countering movements—in short, its “rhythms.”

The Oscillations of Poetic Rhythm
At this juncture, we might in fact advance a provisional definition of
rhythm: that is, “rhythm” names the dynamic unfolding/enfolding of
sense. And yet it names it not as a precise designation, but rather as the
concept/term/constellation of rhythm demands that we think such unfolding and enfolding. All this, however, seems far removed from questions
of prosody or versification. But I would suggest it raises two reciprocating
questions: firstly, how might this expanded understanding of rhythm allow us to pay attention to oscillations and dynamics of verse that are not
described by the technical repertoire of relative stress, figures of sound,
or even higher level phonological/paralinguistic units such as intonation?
and secondly, how might verse’s deployment of these rhythms, its patterned temporality, provide a focus through which to grasp the broader
rhythmic dynamics at work in such unfolding/enfolding?
To take the second question first: in each instance where a piece of verse
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attends to the latent rhythmicity of its verbal medium, it will necessarily
be rendering manifest the dynamics of its own presencing: the appearances and disappearances of sense broadly conceived. In “Language in
the Poem,” Heidegger suggests that the poetry of Georg Trakl all arises
from a single “site,” which endows the individual poems with their animation: the effect is of a “wave” both rising up into the poems and yet
“flow[ing] back to its ever more hidden source”—the poems offer momentary crystallization before withdrawing into hermeticism. And yet,
this is not simply a question of sense-making: when he comes to grasp
that movement, he concludes: “The site of the poem, as the source of the
animating wave, holds within it the veiled essence of what—to metaphysical-aesthetic representation—can at best appear as rhythm.” “To
metaphysical-aesthetic representation” can here mean two, intersecting
things: either, that within the epoch of metaphysics, where poetic “form”
is reduced to the “aesthetic,” we can only grasp this “animating wave” as
“rhythm;” or, that for these poems written in the epoch of metaphysics, it
is as “rhythm” that they become able to trace and render manifest those
animations for which in our present conjuncture we have no other means
of grasping.
In Heidegger’s account of Trakl, what is brought into appearance is
a movement of withdrawal, described here as “rhythm” but concerned
with the rhythms of sense-making as much as with prosodic movement.
As we noted, Mallarmé sees the play of language to effect a disparition
vibratoire, and elsewhere he describes words as the centre of a suspens
vibratoire, with language remaining on the threshold of sense. Blanchot
depicts this as an “anterior point—the song anterior to the concept—
where all art is language, and where language is undecided between the
being it expresses by making it disappear and the appearance of being it
gathers into itself so that in it, the invisibility of meaning acquires form
and eloquent mobility. This moving indecision is the very reality of the
space unique to language.” What distinguishes Blanchot from Heidegger is his attentiveness to the specific modes through which these individual poems actually appear, and render manifest their impulse towards disappearance. This is what permits him to argue that “[p]oetry
then becomes what music would be were it reduced to its silent essence:
an entrainment, a deployment of pure relations, that is, pure mobility.”
Building on this one might say: if rhythm is the oscillation between presence and absence, then poetry’s deployment of particular rhythmic figures renders manifest these oscillations and thus reflects back on its own
dynamic presencing.
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Blanchot’s essay is modeled on Heidegger’s “soundings-out” [Erläuterungen] of Hölderlin. As he clarifies in a footnote:
Here we ought to remark that the attention brought to language by
Heidegger, which is of an extremely probing nature, is attention to
words considered in isolation, concentrated in themselves, to such
words thought of as fundamental and tormented to the point that,
in the history of their formation, the history of being is made to be
understood—but never to the connections of words, and even less
to the anterior space that these connections presuppose, and whose
original movement alone makes possible language as unfolding. For
Mallarmé, language is not made of even pure words: it is what words
have always already disappeared into, the oscillating movement of
appearance and disappearance.
For Blanchot, Heidegger’s problem is that he cannot actually read language as movement: he is not alone among critics in noting the contradiction between Heidegger’s insistence on the dynamics of being, the fact
that Sein is a verb, and irreducible to “essence,” “substance,” etc., and his
tendency towards nominalization, towards positing so-called “foundational words” of being, which are anything but dynamic. Blanchot, by
contrast, looks to the “connections of words,” to their interrelations, for
that anterior “space” whose movement-into-relation would constitute the
originary temporalization of language.
The “mobility” of language is for Blanchot, as noted, made manifest
as disappearance, as silence, as blank. And when Heidegger provides his
gloss of ruthmos as structure, immediately he is drawn to a structuring
stillness: “Rhythm, ruthmos, does not mean flux and flowing, but rather
structure [Fügung]. Rhythm is what is at rest, what structures [ fügt] the
movement [Be-wegung] of dance and song, and thus lets it rest within
itself. Rhythm bestows rest.” Within Heidegger’s pattern of thought,
such rest is far from being the absence of motion. In “The Origin of the
Work of Art,” he argues that what characterizes the artwork is its apparent self-subsistence, through which it advertises its facticity, the fact that
it is rather than is not. In this instance, “rest . . . is an inner concentration of motion, hence a highest state of movedness.” In his reading of
Trakl’s “Ein Winterabend,” he traces the poem’s depiction of a threshold
rent open, embarking on a broader reflection on the “dif-ference” [Entscheidung] within whose space entities appear. Heidegger reads the rending-open of the threshold in “Ein Winterabend” as a “rest” which brings
entities into presence: “The dif-ference stills the thing, as thing, into the
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world.” What is most “still” is, for Heidegger, the entry into presence
itself. He continues: “As the stilling of stillness, rest, conceived strictly, is
always more in motion than all motion and always more restlessly active
than any agitation.” If this “insensible” rhythm becomes “sensed,” it is precisely through attuning us to the thresholds of our sensing.
We might extrapolate from this two orders of stillness in rhythm.
On the one hand, there are those crystallizations and intensifications
of temporality that occur when the enfolded countermovements of the
rhythmed work cohere in a singular configuration; on the other hand,
there are those moments of dispersal, syncopation, rupture, points at
which “silence” becomes a metonym for semantic and prosodic “noise”
(itself a metonym). In both cases, what is being figured is (borrowing
opportunistically, as Heidegger does, from the link between Dichtung
and Verdichtung) a certain temporal thickening that is effected in art, a
thickening of the art medium’s own dynamics, its modes of appearance.
When Heidegger says that “all art [. . .], is in essence, poetry,” this is what
he has in mind: every artwork draws its specific material support into
openness, renders manifest the modalities of its own movement into presence. If at one level “rhythm” describes the dynamic unfolding/enfolding
of sense as a whole, at another it describes the specific deployment of such
unfolding/enfolding: a patterned temporality—and patterned out of the
material support in question—through which these anterior rhythmic
articulations take provisional form. In the case of poetry, this patterning
of the art materials would not be restricted to phonological structure,
but would concern the dynamics of sense-making more broadly: indeed,
the “rhythm” Heidegger goes on to describe as “structure” is a sequence
of images across Stefan George’s poem “In stillste ruh”: “Secure soul and
sudden sight, stem and storm, sea and shell”—albeit a sequence characterized by its prosodic repetitions and alliterations as much as its shared
metonymic palette: Sichre Seele, jäher Blick, Stamm und Sturm, Meer and
Muschel. At stake is a broader rhythmic enfolding/unfolding, within
whose jointures and disjunctions we orient ourselves in the poem.
When “rhythm” extends to this generalized movement into appearance, and ceases to belong solely to the domains of “lexical stress” and
“musical beat,” we start to attend to the rhythmicity of discourse, encompassing deictics, tense, aspect, and all that makes up the “situation” of
enunciation. Verse rhythm in this instance will draw together configurations of temporality in segmented language—some of which might
be considered “immanent” to the language (phonological and phonetic
properties of the individual language), whereas others are channeled in
verse but not evidently linguistic. However, it will comprehend not solely
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the segmentation of speech and paralanguage, but its broader segmenting
and reconstituting of temporality, be it through address, complications in
the intersections of narrated time, time of utterance, time of reading—all
that makes up, in Jonathan Culler’s phrase, “the anomalous lyric present,”
“lifted into a distinctive temporality without removing it from time.”
How, and where, might we see this rhythmicity taking place? In 1968,
Gilles Deleuze, no doubt attentive to the programmatic/serial forms of
recursion that accompanied late modernism, identified as his paradigm
cases of difference-generating rhythm two modes of repetition, which he
aligned to Raymond Roussel and Charles Péguy respectively:
Roussel creates an after-language where, once everything has been
resaid, everything is repeated and recommenced. Peguy’s technique
is very different: it substitutes repetition not for homonymity but for
synonymity; it concerns what linguists call the function of contiguity
rather than that of similarity; it forms a before-language, an auroral language in which the step-by-step creation of an internal space
within words proceeds by tiny differences.
To finish, then, let me extend such reflections to contemporary poetry.
Remaining in an Anglophone context for now, one might think of the seriality through which motifs take on animation in the recent work of Lisa
Robertson (The Men [2006], Cinema of the Present [2014]), where repetition effects a double movement of depersonalization and rearticulated
personhood. As individual motifs attain an agency of their own (disparition élocutoire and vibratoire, as it were), we find open up a space in which
subject positions emerge and articulate themselves. Or Claudia Rankine’s
Citizen (2015), whose accumulated reiterations of microviolences have the
effect of grasping an experience that is simultaneously erasure and exposure, thereby redrawing the visible as political category, rendering visible
what vision cannot see. Or of Juliana Spahr’s That Winter the Wolf Came
(2015), where recursions serve not just to ingest and rework arbitrary violence, but also to construct a polyphony and speculative time in the interstices of which lies the willed articulation of a political collective.
It is perhaps not for nothing that, in each of these instances, the work
of rhythm is political work, probing the thresholds of a collective subjectivity. Perhaps, ultimately, this is where an expanded ruthmos would
lead: attending to the dynamics around the thresholds of sense called for,
and indeed called up, by the thickening of rhythm, what these different
poetics open up is a revaluation of the sensorium: the distribution of bodies and languages. Here is the speculative work of rhythm that remains
to come.
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Sordello’s Pristine Pulpiness
Simon Jarvis

Book Two of Browning’s Sordello (1840) ends with a dazzling discard.
The book has presented—and, at the same time, through verse-texture
of a rich corrugation unmatched even in Browning’s own other works,
has thoroughly obscured—the most elaborate imaginable account of the
poetics of the poet-hero, Sordello, of his own self-interrogations on this
score, and of the way in which he takes his poetics to contrast with those
of the rival poet Eglamor, whom Sordello has so efficaciously worsted
in poetic agon as actually to kill him. At the end of this rich and strange
meditation, Sordello apparently renounces poetry, or at least the public
practice of it in which he has been so notably and so instantaneously successful. The renunciation of actually being a poet, of making and performing verses, is linked, in Sordello’s mind, with the thought of a resumption
of poetical, and perhaps even directly of political, power. In the very act of
removing the poet’s “crown,” he remarks, apparently for his own benefit,
“I shall be king again!” (ii.1001; L524).
Although expected to officiate as poet at an important public event in
Mantua next day, Sordello doffs the scarf set round him for a prize, and
“into the font he threw / His crown.” (ii. 1002-3; L524). The poet simply
fails to turn up.
Next day, no poet! Wherefore? asked
Taurello, when the dance of Jongleurs masked
As devils ended; don’t a song come next?
The master of the pageant looked perplext
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Till Naddo’s whisper came to his relief;
His Highness knew what poets were: in brief,
Had not the tetchy race prescriptive right
To peevishness, caprice? or, call it spite,
One must receive their nature in its length
And breadth, expect the weakness with the strength!
So phrasing, till, his stock of phrases spent,
The easy-natured soldier smiled assent,
Settled his portly person, smoothed his chin,
And nodded that the bull-chase might begin.
Sordello’s jettisoning of his crown and scarf is matched and trumped here
by a throwaway of Browning’s own. The whole deeply worked poetics of
verse which this Book has elaborated in verse is permitted, comically, to
be effaced at once by Taurello’s light enquiry, whose note is authentically
that of a hunting English country squire, circa 1839: “Don’t a song come
next?” No poet? What a pity. Still, on with the bull-chase. The entire deep
meditation set out in the rest of this Book on poetry’s possible efficacity,
on its relationship to power, spiritual and political—on what might now
be called poetry’s “criticality”—and on the relation of all these to verse
composition itself, is deleted with a shrug.
The title of the book which you have in your hands—or, perhaps, some
part of which, only, you have on your screen—seems to wish to make a
distinction. The rhythm or rhythms in which it is to be interested are to
be “critical.” The adjective seems to say that rhythm might often, or even
ordinarily, be received or experienced as uncritical, or even as the opposite of critique; that the specific difference which is to be made by this
intervention is to conceive ways in which rhythm might have a critical
force, instead, perhaps, of a lulling or assuaging or ideological one. No
individual title, naturally, consisting of a mere phrase as it usually must,
and lacking the specifying syntax which might turn that phrase into a
claim or proposition of any kind, can bear too much scrutiny of this kind.
Yet a title’s freedom from syntax, its slogan-like or mythical excerptedness from such a context, can be at the same time just what makes it all
the more necessary that it be interrogated. A title is just the blurred point
at which various and even mutually antagonistic thoughts or practices of
thinking and writing can be recruited together under a single banner, as
mute and as insistent as a photograph of a young soldier.
“Critical rhythm”: the phrase, at first hearing, is oxymoronic. The
family of terms associated with criticism and critique imply customarily that something will be tested and judged. In a historiography which
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is fully “critical” rather than antiquarian, evidence will be subjected to
an examination of its credentials, rather than taken on trust; in a “critical” edition the nature and authenticity of manuscripts, printed texts, and
so on, will be assessed independently before they are allowed to provide
readings for the edited text; or in a “critique” of pure reason, the instrument of knowing is to be subjected to an assessment of its nature and
limits before it is allowed to be let loose and actually to know anything.
How might “rhythm,” this eminently non-propositional quantity, be in
any of these senses “critical”? Its force has very often been taken to imply the reverse, an anaesthetic or lulling appeasement of awkward questioning. The phrase “critical rhythm” implies that rhythm can, in certain
circumstances, take on a para-propositional or a cognitive force: a force
by which it would be able to show something, to unconceal something,
or even to think something. It brings us, indeed, close to an ugly term
from recent discussions in art history and the aesthetics of visual art, a
term which those disciplines have nevertheless often found it hard to do
without: “criticality.” The criticality of a work of art (a category which, of
course, itself remains under critical interrogation or even erasure) would
be that mysterious constellation of its features or operations by which its
relation to the existing social order might be more than a purely ideological one; by which that work would exercise an implicit, but perhaps
explicable, critique of the social order which has produced it and with
which it remains necessarily complicit. In Adorno’s paradox, art is “society’s social antithesis.” “Criticality”—Adorno himself tended to prefer
the bolder and more embarrassing term “truth-content”—would cover
those aspects of the work of art which allow it to be understood as exercising a work of negation or interrogation upon that very society which is
its own condition of possibility.
For Adorno, of course, it would be impossible to attribute this elusive
critical force or truth-content to any single technical feature or set of features characterizing works of art. No aspect of a work of art’s technical
handling bears truth-content in and of itself, but only as a moment in
the entire complex constellation of forces and materials constituted by a
singular work of art. There is no such thing as a “critical” harmonic repertoire, for example. Even free atonality is not critical in and of itself, nor
is diatonic harmony automatically conservative. These technical arrays
take on these forces only as they happen to be exploited and developed in
particular musical compositions, either successfully or unsuccessfully.
In order to interrogate and develop this phrase, “critical rhythm,”
a little further, I want to consider together two texts not often read in
each other’s company: the poem already introduced, Robert Browning’s
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Sordello—a poem which I take to be the among the most virtuosic displays in the field of extended verse-composition extant in English—and
Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Judgment. The connection between the two
is not argued, here, to be one of Kant’s possible “influence” on Browning,
even though the possibility of an indirect influence of the philosopher on
the poet cannot be perfectly excluded, but rather that, in the aporetic core
of Kant’s third critique, important structural features of the situation later
faced by the poem Sordello are laid bare. The new verse planet discovered
by Sordello, in the new repertoire of verse instrumentations, rhythms and
sentences which it brings into being, is one on which there can be neither
a science of the beautiful nor any “beautiful science,” but in which a new
poetics of the ugly begins to emerge, a poetics in which meter, rhythm
and rhyme are permitted to “corrugate” the verse surface so as to produce
a complexity of verse texture well in excess of any possible mimetic or illustrative role for which it could be recuperated. The connection will be
developed specifically, rather than generally, by investigating a passing
moment in the Critique of Judgment in which Kant considers the question of versification itself. The consideration is evidence for a larger hypothesis which I have been examining elsewhere, that moments at which
philosophers consider verse are very often more revealing than those in
which they meditate upon poetry, because, whereas the difficulty of defining “poetry” leaves it almost infinitely malleable to the philosopher’s own
preoccupations and predilections, the constraint imposed by the idea of
“verse” is instead specific enough to exert pressure upon the philosophical apparatus brought up to interpret it. The sense of “rhythm” which will
be considered is necessarily restricted, time and space being so too: I shall
concentrate on the sense which “rhythm” is usually given in metrics, as
what results, in verse, precisely from the interaction between an arbitrary
and abstract metrical pattern, a pattern which it is in principle impossible
for any individual line of verse “perfectly” to realize, and the individual
words, phrases, and sentences which are made to count as instances of
that pattern in a verse composition. By insisting upon the absolute entanglement of “rhythm” in this sense in patterns of instrumentation, syntax, semantics, and verse-composition in general, I shall hope to mortify
the assumption that there can in isolation be such a thing as a critical
rhythm, that (for example) irregular rhythms might be more, or regular ones less, “critical.” But by specifying in part the verse physiognomy
of Browning’s Sordello I shall offer some reasons for speculating that the
poem’s critical work on the verse repertoires it inherits is in practice the
vehicle by which it is able to allow verse to open up sealed aspects of historical experience.
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1
The earliest reception of Sordello was almost unanimous—the exception was R. H. Horne’s scintillating piece in the Church of England
Quarterly—in deploring its narrative obscurity and the harshness of its
versification. More than one of Browning’s detractors pointed to a passage from near the beginning of Book Five as displaying convolutions
egregious even from among Sordello’s flock of bizarreries:
Yet before they quite disband—a whim—
Study a shelter, now, for him, and him,
Nay, even him, to house them! any cave
Suffices—throw out earth. A loophole? Brave!
They ask to feel the sun shine, see the grass
Grow, hear the larks sing? Dead art thou, alas,
And I am dead! But here’s our son excels
At hurdle-weaving any Scythian, fells
Oak and devises rafters, dreams and shapes
That dream into a door-post, just escapes
The mystery of hinges. Lie we both
Perdue another age. The goodly growth
Of brick and stone! Our building-pelt was rough,
But that descendant’s garb suits well enough
A portico-contriver. Speed the years—
What’s time to us? and lo, a city rears
Itself! nay, enter—what’s the grave to us?
So our forlorn acquaintance carry thus
A head! successively sewer, forum, cirque—
Last age that aqueduct was counted work,
And now they tire the artificer upon
Blank alabaster, black obsidian,
Careful Jove’s face be duly fulgurant,
And mother Venus’ kiss-creased nipples pant
Back into pristine pulpiness, ere fixed
Above the baths.
(v.21-46; L656)

What?
Woolford and Karlin’s gloss for the longer passage of which this is
part is, as usual, crisp and immensely helpful: “still using the architectural metaphor, Browning points out that Sordello’s error was to assume
that social justice could be accomplished in a moment, whereas it must
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inevitably be a gradual achievement, as the move from cave to city historically was.” [L656] If the passage, seen through this optic, immediately makes sense, what also becomes clear is the immense surplus of
verse corrugation over any possible extent to which this texture might
illustrate, amplify or exemplify this underlying idea. What might most
perspicuously have been told as an indicative narrative in the past tense
is instead orchestrated, in a way wholly characteristic of Browning, as
a series of rhetorical questions, imperatives, and exclamations—or,
for one of his detractors, “pitching, hysterical and broken sobs of sentences.” A mildly deranged routine of self-interrogation is at work (“A
loophole? Brave!”). Verbs of the indicative mood are distinctly in the
minority: the passage is dominated by imperatives, interrogatives, and
subjunctives. One way of interpreting this sort of feature of Sordello’s
verse manner, of course, has been to take it as a still unrecognized instinct for the dramatic monologue trying to get out. But these features
of the passage’s verb-mood and rhetorical organization need to be
understood in their relation to its phonotextual and prosodic instrumentation if their significance is to be heard accurately. Rhetoric almost
always has significant rhythmic consequences, especially in verse. Here
it sets up, briefly, a polymetrical passage in which two sets are running
at the same time. “They ask to feel the sun shine, see the grass grow,
hear the larks sing” is already, printed as prose, a striking instance of
rhetorical parallelism, but, as relineation can make clear, it is also a
miniature incantation in which an intonational contour is precisely reproduced three times:
feel the sun shine
see the grass grow
hear the larks sing
This is what Roger Fowler called a “metrical rhyme” within phrases: the
same part of speech in each case falls at the corresponding part of the
phrase and has an equivalent stress value: modal-verb the noun verb,
modal-verb the noun verb, modal-verb the noun verb. But this very
marked syntactic and rhythmic recurrence is also having at the same time
to do duty within the ordinary five-beat couplets which form the metrical
set for the poem as a whole:
They ask to feel the sun shine, see the grass
Grow, hear the larks sing? Dead art thou, alas,
The violence of the line-break—always marked when it falls between the
subject of a verb and that verb—is even more evident here because it cuts
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into the three-phrase rhythmic recurrence with the metrical set which is
deployed for the poem as a whole.
The passage comes to a climax with the astonishing line and a half on
Venus, or rather on the sculptures of Venus which are the work of the
refined artificers of the highest stage of city-construction; these are also
the lines of the most intensely patterned phonemic linking and echoing
in the passage:
And mother Venus’ kiss-creased nipples pant
Back into pristine pulpiness, ere fixed
Above the baths.
A good deal of what is singular in Sordello’s manner is compressed into
these lines. The overloading of line 44 with stress (six, here) is a feature of
many lines of the poem; equally typical is the way in which this is combined with a neologism formed by combination: “kiss-creased.” “Kisscreased nipples” shunts three stresses together at the same time as it sets
up congested echoes: “kiss” has its initial consonant repeated in “creased,”
and its stressed vowel in “nipp-”; the medial plosive in “nipples” then
spits all the way through the next line (“pant,” “Back,” “prist-,” “pulp-”),
and, in general, this poem loves spitting, clicking, and coughing consonants, taking no care whatever to produce a liquidity or smoothness of
texture, but, rather delighting in the reverse, in a foregrounding of the
physical apparatus of speech production and its bodily mess. Then this
needs to be taken together with the strange reversal in the sense. We well
understand, especially after reading these comically luscious lines, with
their curious mingling of “mother” Venus’ maternal and erotic aspects,
how anyone might pant for Venus’ nipples, but what does it mean for the
nipples themselves to “pant”? Or is it rather “the artificer” who “pants,”
whether from lust for his own too plausible creation or from fatigue at the
labors necessary to produce it—an exhalation so powerful as to restore
Venus’ nipples to their former pristine pulpiness? “Pulpiness” suggests
the frankest and crudest eroticism imaginable, wanting to get its hands
on Venus’ breasts right away. Then “ere fixed / Above the baths” is a miniature metamorphosis. It mortifies any reader who might have become too
transported with the living palpability of these nipples, of all this polymorphous panting and kissing. This is just a statue after all.
A. C. Swinburne, who seems to have known much of Sordello by heart,
gets, in a long digression on Browning towards the beginning of his book
on George Chapman, to the heart of what is distinctive about Sordello.
Swinburne’s excuse for his digression is that he wants to show why Chapman really is often obscure in a pejorative sense, by showing why Brown-
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ing is not. On the contrary, Swinburne suggests, Browning “is something
too much the reverse of obscure; he is too brilliant and subtle for the
ready reader of a ready writer to follow with any certainty the track of an
intelligence which moves with such incessant rapidity, or even to realize
with what spider-like sagacity his building spirit leaps and lightens to and
fro backward and forward as it lives along the animated line of its labour,
springs from thread to thread and darts from centre to circumference of
the glittering and quivering web of living thought woven from the inexhaustible stores of his perception and kindled from the inexhaustible fires
of his imagination. He never thinks but at full speed; and the rate of his
thought is to that of another man’s as the speed of a railway to that of a
waggon or the speed of a telegraph to that of a railway.” These sentences
are about Browning in general; when Swinburne comes to discuss Sordello in particular, even he finds it necessary to qualify his admiration.
The poem’s “manner of construction” does “not seem defensible” to him,
he confesses. It “is like a structure in which the background runs into the
foreground, the figures and the landscape confound each other for want
of space and proportion, and there is no middle distance discernible at
all.” Just such analogies from painting—the rebuke of a naïve failure of
perspective—had earlier in the century been objected to Keats’ Endymion,
the poem which, with real differences, is Sordello’s true verse ancestor,
and whose links with Browning’s poem had already been recognized by
Horne. Swinburne, though, goes on to make a still more fundamental
point. The poem’s style, he writes, is “neither a dramatic nor a narrative
style, neither personal nor impersonal, neither lyric nor historic, but at
once too much of all these and not enough of any.”
Swinburne at last joins the long tradition of depreciating Sordello by
comparison with Browning’s later securely achieved mode of dramatic
monologue. “The best parts of this poem also belong in substance always
and sometimes in form to the class of monodramas or soliloquies of the
spirit; a form to which the analytic genius of Mr. Browning leads him ever
as by instinct to return.” But there may be a danger of an evolutionary
fallacy, reading Sordello from the retrospect of Browning’s later achievements in dramatic monologue, in insisting that effects of this power and
complexity must merely have been immature specimens of a still misunderstood talent for dramatic monologue. The imperatives, apostrophes,
subjunctives, and so on, which striate Browning’s conjectural history of
an imaginary city given near the beginning of Book Five, need not be
germs of drama, but might also be considered as marks of the poem’s
continual collision of narrative and lyric modes. Sordello has proved hard
to assimilate even for its academic apologists, I suggest, because it is so
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difficult to subordinate its verse texture to a properly hermeneutic function. In the model still dominant, the texture of verse-composition is
presumed, in order to earn its place in an analysis, to be in need of being shown to be in the service of some larger interpretative point. This
procedural hierarchy often produces in its turn a misleading idea of how
the composition of long poems itself works; it is often allowed to imply
that everything remarkable about the poet’s verse technique is remarkable as offering a series of exemplifications and enactments of a prior set
of hermeneutic designs upon the reader. This poem renders inoperable
the privileging of hermeneutics over poetics. In Sordello we find waged
as perhaps nowhere else in the long poem in English a continuous and
unremitting war to the life between line and design. The plot is quite
extraordinarily complex, but, as generations of Browning commentators have shown, and, especially, as the massive interpretative achievement of the Longman editors of this poem has demonstrated, it is not
arbitrary or absent: it works, and it is worked out, for all its complexity,
with remarkable care and consistency. It would be no mean thing to follow this plot, with its confusingly various nomenclature, sudden shifts of
time and place, and so on, were it set out in prose; but the poem’s verse
texture appears almost at all times to be taunting the reader by offering a
competing series of traps for his or her attention, traps whose point is by
no means to be in the service of or to clarify the plot, but rather, for all
we can see, to distract readers from it, to make it impossible to keep their
mind primarily on the “story.”

2
In the Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View Kant makes a distinction between two meanings of the term “poetry.” Poetica in sensu lato,
that is, in a broad sense, “may include the arts of painting, horticulture
and architecture, as well as the arts of composing music and verse.” The
latter, verse-making, is what Kant calls poetica in sensu stricto. The only
explicit mention of versification in the Critique of Judgment comes in
section 43, “On art in general.” Kant is specifying the concept of art by
running through a series of oppositions. Art is distinguished from nature as doing is from acting in general; it is distinguished from science as
practical is distinguished from theoretical ability or technic from theory;
it is distinguished from craft as free self-activity is distinguished from
alienated labor. It is in the course of explaining this last opposition that
Kant’s remarks about prosody are made. Having explained that free art
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can only succeed if it is agreeable on its own account, Kant now makes an
important qualification. Art must be free, but not so free that it becomes
entirely disembodied:
It is not inadvisable to recall that in all liberal arts there is nevertheless required something compulsory, or, as it is called, a mechanism,
without which the spirit, which must be free in the art and which
alone animates the work, would have no body at all and would
entirely evaporate (e.g. in the art of poetry, correctness and richness
of diction as well as prosody and meter), since many modern teachers believe that they can best promote a liberal art if they remove all
compulsion from it and transform it from labor into mere play.
This is both a difficult and a significant sentence, with numerous echoes
in Kant’s wider authorship. First of all, it specifies the earlier suggestion
that free art must be play. Free art must be “play, i.e., an occupation that
is agreeable in itself.” But it must not be “mere play,” as it would were all
constraint removed. The distinction is close to that which Kant makes in
the preface to the second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason, where he
remarks that
Those who reject his [Wolff ’s] kind of teaching and simultaneously the procedure of the critique of pure reason can have nothing
in mind except to throw off the fetters of science altogether, and to
transform work into play, certainty into opinion, and philosophy into
philodoxy.
Any poet attempting free verse, this connection suggests, would be enacting a kind of poetical equivalent of skepticism, a versificatory philodoxy.
Art, like science, must be work, even if—unlike science, which can never
in any case be beautiful—it may not be undertaken for the sake of pay.
Secondly, the sentence on prosody from section 43 of the Critique of Judgment raises the difficult question of the relation between art’s spirit and
its body. This is a rare moment at which Kant takes advantage of that
lexical connection between the philosophical and chemical senses of the
term spirit which was so often exploited by eighteenth-century ironists—
for example in Swift’s “Dissertation on the Mechanical Operation of the
Spirit.” If there were no constraint or mechanism in art, Kant says, the
spirit would have no body and would evaporate [verdunsten]. Meter and
prosody, therefore, are figured here as a kind of reliquary. They contain
something which is infinitely precious—for what could be more precious
than a free spirit which animates something which, presumably, would
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otherwise be dead?—and yet they must also constrain this precious, animating liquid, which would otherwise vanish into thin air.
Two different kinds of possibilities, then, seem to be envisaged for
verse. It might be a mechanism, something itself inert and non-living,
whose whole point is that it should in some way arbitrarily constrain
the free spirit of art, and where what matters is not any property which
the mechanism might have on its own account, but the mere fact that
free spirit meets a constraint and is therefore obliged to turn play into
work. Or it might be a body, something in which the free spirit of art
finds an altogether appropriate embodiment or incarnation, an embodiment without which it could hardly in any case produce a work of poetry,
rather than vague feelings of poetical inspired-ness, at all. The choice of
the word “mechanism” seems deliberately to emphasize the inorganic, the
arbitrary nature of the constraint; but the fear that, without this mechanism, spirit might lack a body, seems to do the very reverse.
We cannot but be aware of the contrast between the way in which Kant
treats the question of arbitrary constraints in his critique of established
religion, and the way in which he treats them in the case of art. In Part
Four of Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason, which bears the
subtitle “Of Religion and Priestcraft,” Kant cuts through the complacency
which thinks of verbally articulated prayer as somehow less superstitious
than more visibly embodied religious practices:
Whether the devout individual makes his statutory visit at church
or undertakes a pilgrimage to the sanctuaries in Loreto or Palestine;
whether he takes his formulas of prayer to the heavenly authorities
with his lips, or by means of a prayer-wheel, like the Tibetan (who
believes that his wishes, even if set out in writing, will reach their end
just as well, only provided that they be set in motion by some thing or
another, by the wind, for instance, if written on flags, or by the hand,
if enclosed in a canister as though in a slinging device), or whatever
the surrogate for the moral service of God might be, it is all the same
and of equal worth.
Nothing visible or physical can ever stand in for the invisible. For Kant
the lips which move in prayer might just as well be a prayer-wheel turned
only by the wind. The lips can add nothing which the spirit has not already performed. But perhaps there is to be a moment, like that which we
have just seen in the Critique of Judgment, in which the illusion of a pure
and wholly unconstrained spirit will itself be turned upon and subjected
to constraint? This possibility is in fact raised immediately afterwards,
only to be decisively removed:
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But is there not also perhaps a dizzying delusion of virtue, rising
above the bounds of human capacity, and might it not well be reckoned together with groveling delusion of religion, in the general class
of self-deceptions? No. The disposition of virtue has to do with something actual, which is in itself well-pleasing to God and conforms to
what is best for the world. True, a delusionary sense of superiority
may attach itself to it—the delusion of regarding oneself adequate to
the idea of one’s holy duty. But this is only accidental.
So, although there certainly are delusions that can attach to the disposition of virtue, these are “accidental.” The delusion which attaches to any
attempt to provide an outer manifestation of an inner state, however, is
essentially a surrogate for virtue, whose very character is made up of delusion. The contrast with the Critique of Judgment is striking. There is no
danger that the moral service of God will “evaporate” without a tangible
embodiment. On the contrary, such embodiments are precisely what imperils that service.
Now, from one point of view, this is not at all surprising. For Kant, this
just is the difference between acting morally and making a poem. What
are significant for us, however, are the consequences of Kant’s insistence
on the radical nature of this separation. It means that, in the end, it makes
no difference at all whether the scrap of contingency which is used to provide a constraint is an inert mechanism or a living body. Sing expressively
or twiddle your thumbs: either is equally useless so far as rational religion is concerned. There can be no appropriate external form of worship
because it is the very notion of an external form which is inappropriate.
Conversely, in the case of prosody, there is no sense at all in Kant’s account that one or another exercise of free spirit might be better or worse
domiciled in one or another meter. Indeed, a friction between the two
seems to be the whole point. The constraint is there just for the purpose
of making the poet do some work, and so to prevent poetic inspiration
from going up in smoke.
Central to the development of twentieth-century metrics was the clarification and codification of the difference between meter and rhythm.
This is understood in different ways in different traditions, of course, but,
crudely put, meter is a wholly arbitrary pattern which can in fact never
be perfectly realized by any individual line of verse. Rhythm, in such accounts, is created precisely by the inevitable tension between a metrical
set and individual lines of verse in individual delivery instances. In this
process of the separation of meter from rhythm Kant plays both an admitted role, and an even more important unadmitted one. Many of the chief
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metricians, especially amongst the Russians, were directly influenced by
early twentieth-century neo-Kantianism and by its aesthetics in particular. Zhirmunsky’s Theory of Verse explicitly acknowledges its debt to Kant.
But even where there is no explicit acknowledgement of Kant, the essential conceptual structure is one that I would suggest is hardly thinkable
without Kant. Meter is continually described by metricians as a norm, yet
one that can never be realized. Individual lines may be closer to or further
away from this norm; they can never perfectly embody it, just because it
is in the very nature of meter to be a more perfectly abstract pattern than
we ever find in natural language. It is a “norm,” that is, of a highly factical
kind: it contains no particular values or properties except that of being
laid down and of resisting all attempts to approximate to it. It is highly
questionable, in fact, whether the word “norm” is at all of any further use
in describing meter, because by metricians it is treated in practice just as
Kant here treats it: as a purely mechanical constraint, whose whole point
lies in its being mechanical. The current standard theory of the relationship between rhythm and meter bears, in fact, a strong resemblance to
the idea of the asymptotic progression of the moral agent towards the
good—but one which lacks the idea of the good, lacks the idea of moral
agency, and lacks the idea of progression. In this sense, the implication of
Kant’s sentence on verse-making, that meter is not itself a shape of spirit
but instead a purely external and mechanical constraint upon it, has come
to dominate the field.
Hence the temptation to think of verse “rhythm” as the “critical” element of verse. Against meter’s inhuman abstraction and constraint,
rhythm would figure as the concrete, the living, the embodied, the organic, the spontaneous. Such a temptation is succumbed to whenever, as
quite often happens, irregular or metrically defective lines are regarded,
quasi-allegorically, as connoting or even as producing “subversion” or
disturbance of some larger code of values or assumptions, a code which
can then be implicitly identified with metrical regularity.
Kant’s extremely brief discussion of versification in the Critique of
Judgment has, for all its strangeness, and for all that it shows no evidence
of any real understanding of or interest in versification on Kant’s part, this
merit: that it does not attempt to place meter in an organic or mimetic
relationship to meaning. It regards meter as of a substance quite inorganically alien to the “spirit” of poetry, and takes this alienness to be meter’s
virtue. One need not follow Kant in thinking of meter as a kind of container to take a hint, nonetheless, from his insistence on the antagonistic
element in the relationship between meter and meaning.
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3
For Kant, then, a persisting antagonism between spontaneity and constraint is what makes poetry poetry, rather than a mere vanishing effusion of high spirits. Much of the poetics of verse elaborated in book two
of Sordello is concerned with precisely this clash. But Browning’s version
of it is never as simple as the relation of the lid of a jar to the volatile spirits
inside it. Browning’s sense of the mutual antagonism of spontaneity and
constraint is dynamic, a continuous love-fight in which neither opponent
can remain unscathed.
Sordello’s first brush with actual poetica in strictu senso, as opposed to
that sensu lato which he has been cultivating just by being poetical and
thinking deeply in and around Goito in book one, reads at first like a
dream of spontaneous genius triumphant. Sordello has “wandered forth”
to Mantua and happens to find the lady with whom he is in love, Palma,
hearing with others a poetical performance by the “best Troubadour of
Boniface,” Eglamor.
Has he ceased?
And lo, the people’s frank applause half done,
Sordello was beside him, had begun
(Spite of indignant twitchings from his friend
The Trouvere) the true lay with the true end,
Taking the other’s names and time and place
For his. On flew the song, a giddy race,
After the flying story; word made leap
Out word; rhyme—rhyme; the lay could barely keep
Pace with the action visibly rushing past:
Both ended. Back fell Naddo more aghast
Than your Egyptian from the harrassed bull
That wheels abrupt and, bellowing, fronts full
His plague, who spies a scarab ’neath his tongue,
And finds ’twas Apis’ flank his hasty prong
Insulted. But the people—but the cries,
And crowding round, and proffering the prize!
(For he had gained some prize)—He seemed to shrink
Into a sleepy cloud . . .
(ii. 78-96; L468)
All the elements of a juvenile fantasy of poetical success are present. Sordello’s act of performance is not premeditated, but appears to come over
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him (“Sordello was beside him”). Despite the fact that this is his first outing, and, so far as we can tell, his first practical encounter with song and
with verse in particular, rather than with the poetical in general, Sordello
knows just what to do and how to do it. Acclaim is total, universal, and instantaneous. The people crowd round. The poetry connoisseur currently
in possession of the field, Naddo, meanwhile, knows with horrified immediacy that he is in the presence of sacred inviolability (the “scarab”).
Last, Sordello wins a prize for which he did not even know that he was
competing (“some prize”). And his response is to shrink into a sleepy
cloud, fleeing from the possible imputation of ever having wished for
prizes, acclaim, and so forth. Never in the poem does Sordello sound
more like his dreamy ancestor, Keats’ Endymion, than in this cloudy retreat. The elements of mock which hover around the hero throughout
Sordello, and which often make him sound like a Crispin avant la lettre C
(compare “He pondered this”) are just held at bay.
Yet a counter-song is also at work here, one in which the little bits and
pieces of verse-making are not the passive materials upon which spontaneous genius exerts itself, but are instead themselves motors of invention, what bears Sordello’s song up: “[W]ord made leap / Out word—
rhyme, rhyme.” Sordello’s song does not in fact come out of thin air but
as an act of what we could call rhapsody, in Gregory Nagy’s precise sense
that the rhapsode is the one who is able to take up the song wherever another leaves it, and who strives to outdo as he takes up. Sordello takes
Eglamor’s “names and time and place / For his.” The description of the
performance does not depend upon the subordination of execution to
invention, nor on a myth of their ineffable unity, but rather shows, in a
barely intelligible way, each competing with the other. It is hard to know
what it can mean to say that the song was struggling to catch up with
the story, or that “the lay could barely keep / Pace with the action visibly rushing past,” since the action can only rush past insofar as the lay
makes it do so, and the whole story is sung. What seems to be meant,
rather, is the felt antagonism of two different kinds of attention or practice, their necessary discrepancy and mutual competition, figured here
as a race.
The description of Sordello’s first success can hardly avoid taking on
a metaprosodic force. It is likely immediately to remind us of aspects of
Browning’s own verse manner in Sordello. An instance is the poet’s apostrophe to Dante, in which he explains that although we almost always
think of Sordello in relation to Dante, he, the poet, wishes to detach Sordello from Dante and to consider him as he is in himself:
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(If I should falter now)—for he is Thine!
Sordello, thy forerunner, Florentine!
A herald-star I know thou didst absorb
Relentless into the consummate orb
That scared it from its right to roll along
A sempiternal path with dance and song
Fulfilling its allotted period
Serenest of the progeny of God
Who yet resigns it not; his darling stoops
With no quenched lights, desponds with no blank troops
Of disenfranchised brilliances, for, blent
Utterly with thee, its shy element
Like thine upburneth prosperous and clear:
Still, what if I approach the august sphere
Named now with only one name, disentwine
That under current soft and argentine
From its fierce mate in the majestic mass
Leavened as the sea whose fire was mixt with glass
In John’s transcendent vision, launch once more
That lustre? Dante, pacer of the shore
Where glutted hell disgorgeth filthiest gloom,
Unbitten by its whirring sulphur-spume—
Or whence the grieved and obscure waters slope
Into a darkness quieted by hope—
Plucker of amaranths grown beneath God’s eye
In gracious twilights where his Chosen lie,
I would do this! If I should falter now—
(i. 347-73; L417-18)

The most immediately striking feature of this passage is the distended sentence beginning in its third line and continuing without any other punctuation than that of line end itself all the way through to the semicolon
in the middle of line nine. Its syntax is compressed because, still more
than is habitual with Browning, it omits many connectives which would
ordinarily be present. This feeling of intense compression is compounded
by the difficulty of parsing the sentence: “Relentless,” for example, seems
to be an adjective qualifying “thou,” but, because it appears immediately
after the verb “absorb” made prominent by line-end, we wonder briefly
whether it might be an archaic adverb qualifying that verb; or, again, if
it be an adjective, whether it might even qualify the “herald-star” and
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not “thou” at all. Then there is the frequent impersonal pronoun “it,”
which we need to keep referring back to the “herald-star,” even though
it is closer to the “orb.” The level of paraphrase, meanwhile, continues
almost immeasurably distant: faced with the difficulty of getting these
lines out so as to make syntax and meter work at once, readers are hardly
in a position to work out what is perfectly clear once the passage has been
paraphrased, that “thou” is Dante and the herald-star Sordello, and that
the poet is saying that Sordello has tended to be overshadowed, or, rather,
over-illuminated, by Dante.
What accounts for this passage’s peculiar power, I think, is that a high
degree of difficulty in construing the sentence, a degree of difficulty ubiquitous in Sordello, meshes or collides at this point with a melodic pattern
at once rapid and incantatory. Consider lines 349-54:
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From the third to the fifth syllables of these lines there is only one clear
primary stress: on the “ter” of “sempiternal.” For most of this sequence,
in other words, Browning omits to accent the fourth, a place which usually is accented in the English heroic line and, as can be seen from the
rest of this long passage, is usually accented even in Browning’s heroic
line. “Relentless into the consummate orb” begins this series with a line
of startling rapidity—phenomenologically rapid, that is, in the experience
of speed which the appearance of five weak syllables in a row induces,
since there is no real evidence that such lines take less time to speak than
lines full of stresses—and it then begins what we could think of as a kind
of rhythmic rhyme, to adapt a term of the poetician Roger Fowler, running through the next four lines. Yet there is no hint at all of syntactic
rhyme, that feature which Fowler so clearly illustrates from Marlowe’s
Tamburlaine, in which rhythmic repetitions would be precisely matched
by syntactic ones. Instead the part of speech which in each case occupies
the repeated rhythmic formula is continually varied. So, virtuosically, are
polysyllables and monosyllables. “Relentless into the consummate orb”
draws part of its springiness from the two polysyllables, which provide
a completely unambiguous pattern of accents to carry us across this line
with only three of them. But two lines later, the poet is able to achieve
the same effect with an almost entirely monosyllabic line: “That scared it
from its right to roll along.”
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If, so far, syntax has in a certain sense been subordinated to rhythm,
made to fit itself as best it can into a tune, the verse now reverses that
priority by offering us a place at which the role of syntax in specifying
intonation is, precisely, foregrounded: at “for, blent / Utterly with thee”
the pointed comma after “for” demands an accentuation which we might
otherwise forgo in order to avoid the extreme irregularity of having both
nine and ten but not eight stressed, and runs, in turn, into a rhythmic
problem in the next line, where we should like, in order to make the best
sense, to emphasize “thee” (since it is hardly clear what point there would
be in emphasizing the fact that Sordello is blent with Dante rather than
through him or into him or around him), yet making the line work as a
metrical instance pushes us towards just that accentuation.
Swinburne, we remember, thought that it was the poem’s style which
was “neither lyric nor historic.” It is at the level of the poem’s melodics,
the intonational system of its verse syntax, that its generic collisions are
most obtrusively present. The song-like melody of the earlier, barely
punctuated, part of the passage accompanies the densest possible thicket
of syntax and reference; the instructions issued by punctuation, later on,
seem momentarily to make prose argument into the dominant factor. If
it is the case that verse delivery is suspended between song and speech,
then characteristic of Browning’s melodics is to make that delivery perform hairpin turns between one and the other, to perform with extreme
abruptness those transitions which had, even so recently as Wordsworth’s
comments on the versification of “Tintern Abbey,” been considered as
more characteristic of the greater lyric, than of the narrative long poem.
How critical these qualities are to Sordello can be appreciated when we
consider Browning’s revisions to the poem. They certainly fall far short
of what he once envisaged, that process which in a letter of 1856 to the
American publisher James T. Fields he referred to as “simply writing in
the unwritten every-other-line which I stupidly left as an amusement for
the reader to do—who, after all, is no writer, nor needs be” (L355). Browning abandoned this plan. Yet what he did do does have a powerful impact
upon the poem’s melodics, because Browning punctuates much more
heavily in his later texts. Even very slight alterations can have an important effect upon verse texture. Here is the 1888 text of the same passage:
(If I should falter now)—for he is thine!
Sordello, thy forerunner, Florentine!
A herald-star I know thou didst absorb
Relentless into the consummate orb
That scared it from its right to roll along
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A sempiternal path with dance and song
Fulfilling its allotted period,
Serenest of the progeny of God—
Who yet resigns it not! His darling stoops
With no quenched lights, desponds with no blank troops
Of disenfranchised brilliances, for, blent
Utterly with thee, its shy element
Like thine upburneth prosperous and clear.
Still, what if I approach the august sphere
Named now with only one name, disentwine
That under-current soft and argentine
From its fierce mate in the majestic mass
Leavened as the sea whose fire was mixt with glass
In John’s transcendent vision,—launch once more
That lustre? Dante, pacer of the shore
Where glutted hell disgorgeth filthiest gloom,
Unbitten by its whirring sulphur-spume—
Or whence the grieved and obscure waters slope
Into a darkness quieted by hope;
Plucker of amaranths grown beneath God’s eye
In gracious twilights where his chosen lie,—
I would do this! If I should falter now!
The changes are apparently of the most minor, yet they make a very important difference to the melodics of the passage. 1840’s five sentences
have now become seven. At the middle of the passage, the colon after
“clear” has been replaced with a full stop, thus breaking the passage’s huge
central sentence into two and offering a more marked resting place. The
most significant change, however, is that to the end of the long incantatory series at the beginning of that sentence, from “A herald-star I know
thou dost absorb” to “Who yet resigns it not.” A comma now appears after
“period” and a dash after “God.” These little alterations represent a tiny
failure of nerve in the poem’s melodics. The achievement of sustaining in
the air thus many lines without punctuation, held together by syntactic
relation alone, has given way, now, in the last few lines, to a looser or
paratactic connection, in which, therefore, “Serenest of the progeny of
God” is now merely an addition to the list of Sordello’s properties instead
of precisely that manner in which Sordello is to be understood as “Fulfilling his allotted period.”
Although many of Browning’s revisions concern what might once have
been thought of as “accidentals,” therefore, they in fact completely alter
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the substance of the poem by transforming its melodics. They do this
along just the axis intuited by Swinburne—that of genre or mode, but
mode sounding in the smallest details of intonation.

4
If we decline, then, to follow the consensus in understanding the undecidability of Sordello’s mode as a symptom of a poet with a genius for
dramatic monologue struggling to get out, and instead regard it as the
vital element from which a masterpiece of “corrugation” is precipitated,
we may begin to think of the strange relationship between line and design in this poem as one of its central achievements. It is convenient to
think of the relationship of individual lines to the poem of which they
are made up as a relationship of parts to whole, bricks to a building. Yet
this convenience also misleads, because metrical constraint (and, where
it pertains, the constraint of rhyme too) are compositional factors. Under
these constraints, word makes leap out word, rhyme rhyme. They inevitably induce phrases, ideas and even arguments or narratives which might
not have been envisaged in just this shape in any work of plotting or designing undertaken by the poet before composition. Therefore the poem
is a force field of antagonisms between modes of thinking constrained by
very different requirements, modes which are not necessarily guaranteed
to be in a harmonious or stable relationship with each other. The unity
a poem has is as much like the unity of a war or a boxing match as it is
like that of a building. Some practices of verse composition seem to allow
the line (which, after all, is also at its level a whole with parts) to claim its
own value as a composition in itself. In such poems, it feels untrue to say
that each line has its value only subordinately, in relation to the whole. It
seems to be just as much the case that elements of “the whole”—itself, of
course, unable to avoid being a moment of synoptic abstraction—are in
the service of these “parts,” these thousands of works of art all squaring
up to each other in the poem’s arena.
Although Browning’s interest in Shelley is much more fully attested
than that in Keats, and although Browning’s earlier poetry had been in
various ways clearly derivative of Shelley’s, it is quite clear that at the
decisive level, the compositional level of verse syntax, Endymion’s is the
crucial presence. Browning’s further advance or further decline on Keats,
however, is clear. Browning’s syntax is at once much more complex and
more propulsive than Keats’, so that we are driven on through these couplets with a force which in English verse is paralleled only, perhaps, in
Milton. Matthew Campbell described the poem as “the most exhaustive,
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and exhausting, early Victorian attempt to sound a rhythm of will,” an
idea which certainly captures our sense that this is verse which leaves no
muscle unstrained. The invitation to delicious diligent indolence which
is held out by Keats’ labyrinthine verse sentences is thus replaced in
Browning by something much less inviting; as Herbert Tucker comments,
“despite the poem’s reputation for bewilderment, it is harder in this feelgood sense to get lost in Sordello” than in any other poem Tucker’s book
discusses. Sordello, in fact, is the poem in which Keats’ “undersong of
disrespect to the public” becomes something like an oversong, a descant.
Ugliness is allowed into the texture of the verse itself, and this, perhaps,
explains the paradox that Browning’s descriptions of perfectly obscure
episodes in the wars of the Guelfs with the Ghibellines produce a verse
mode more alert to the repulsive contingencies of war, and more able to
keep them in view, than any other one can think of in English in the first
half of the nineteenth century:
So! but the midnight whisper turns a shout,
Eyes wink, mouths open, pulses circulate
In the stone walls: the past, the world you hate
Is with you, ambush, open field—or see
The surging flame—they fire Vicenza—glee!
Follow, let Pilio and Bernardi chafe—
Bring up the Mantuans—through San Biagio—safe!
Ah, the mad people waken? Ah, they writhe
And reach you? if they block the gate—no tithe
Can pass—keep back you Bassanese! the edge,
Use the edge—shear, thrust, hew, melt down the wedge,
Let out the black of those black upturned eyes!
Hell—are they sprinkling fire too? the blood fries
And hisses on your brass gloves as they tear
Those upturned faces choaking with despair.
Browning’s ability to produce a detail as peculiar and yet as compelling
as blood frying on hot brass gloves in the act of smashing up a face is
made possible, curiously, not by any determined effort at reportage, but,
rather, by the advanced involutions of his verse melodics and by the acute
indirectness of the narrative approach which those involutions compel.
This passage—Swinburne’s favorite—is part of the interior reflection of
the professional soldier Taurello Salinguerra. It is from a passage in which
Taurello is mentally addressing the Ghibellin lord with whom he has long
campaigned, Ecelin Romano. Ecelin has retired to a monastery, and Taurello is sceptically wondering whether it will really, in his pious retreat,
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in the event be possible for Ecelin quite to shut out every memory of
what he has done and known in war. All the most unpleasant and disenchanting events in the poem—all the events in the poem as such, one
is tempted to say—are introduced in this way in the course of someone’s
thinking about or remembering or alluding to something else, but just
this seems to be the condition of their power. What is powerful here is
not some attempt bracingly to break into the reader’s cozy home with the
real graphic horror, but, rather, the imagination of the point where fantasy runs out—Browning imagining Taurello imagining one little chink
in Ecelin Romano’s ability to imagine away what he has actually been.
Leavis once complained of Browning’s “corrugated surface,” implying that
the roughness was superficial; but, in Sordello, this is a surface which goes
all the way down.
In a famous report of a conversation between Shelley and Byron, Shelley is supposed to have advanced the theory that each line of verse might
be in itself an individual work of art. It is easy to paraphrase away this
idea, by saying to ourselves that, for example, Shelley might have meant
only that each line is crafted with a great deal of care and attention; if
one takes the idea literally, however, it captures a necessary antagonism
at the heart of every long poem, the antagonism between line and design.
Here are a few instances that seize on memory and return to the mind in
the street or the committee meeting: “Of infinite and absent Tyrolese,”
“Crowned with what sanguine-heart pomegranate blooms,” “Though no
affirmative disturbs the head,” “By their selected evidence of song,” “From
the wet heap of rubbish where they burned,” “Of the huge brain-mask
welded ply o’er ply,” “Bloom-flinders and fruit-sparkles and leaf-dust,”
“Tufting the Tyrrhene whelk’s pearl-sheeted lip,” “Amass the scintillations
for one star,” “When just the substituting osier lithe,” “Eyepits to ear one
gangrene since he plied,” “Clove dizzily the solid of the war,” “And hisses
on your brass gloves as they tear” and, in the passage with which I began,
“Relentless into the consummate orb.” No responsible reader of the poem
would read like this, of course: these lines not only cannot be interpreted
without restoring their contexts to them, but their expressive force, too,
depends upon that local web of patternings and interruptions in which
they are caught. But the difficulty is that no reader of Sordello would want
to or even can be a responsible reader unless she has first been an irresponsible reader, unless she has first given in to the most various series of
seductions and repulsions which lines of these kinds seem to hold out like
individual works of art. In Sordello it is sometimes as though the entire
ensemble had been articulated so as to throw up lines so immensely striking, so ugly, even, that they captivate our attention, making it impossible
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to keep our mind on the larger design which our superego keeps insisting shall be the kernel beneath that shell. It is as though the lines were to
refuse to be mere constituent parts of this edifice of lines, and the swell
and surge of Browning’s carry-on were instead to exist precisely for the
sake of these peculiar configurations of foam, these fugitive works of art.
This is why it is, I think, that so many of the lines concerned are lines in
which there is no punctuation of any kind. Their effect is quite different
from that of the unpunctuated lines of standard mid-twentieth-century
free verse, say, because they are wrested from sentences which do indeed
aspire to work as parsable syntactical concatenations; yet what is thus
wrested is something which wants not only to do its syntactical day-job,
but also to break out in song or screeching.
Kant’s aporetic account of judging the beautiful in the third critique
—an account in which there is no science of the beautiful, and yet in
which it is not satisfactory, either, to say that one does not know anything
about the beautiful but one knows what one likes—is matched, as is less
often noted, by an aporetic account of making the beautiful. Just as there
is no science of the beautiful, there is no fine science either. Yet art must
not be allowed to be sheer play. Poetry requires a verse constraint if it is
not to be the literary equivalent of skeptical philodoxy. Sordello, in throwing up its myriad verse-crustaceans, strange and pocked and beautiful or
ugly, seizes this aporia for itself at the level of technical production. It understands that only one part of a poem’s work on history can be done by
research, even by research so elaborate as that which the poet undertook
in preparation for this poem. A poem’s most powerful relationship to history lies in those supposedly purely technical but in fact intimately historical materials, the verse sentences, manners, repertoires, and formulae it
inherits and on which it works by changing them. The poet as critic of an
outworn word or melody or rhyme is at one and the same time the poet
as critic of the historical experience which those verse materials cannot
but have sedimented within them. Browning’s Sordello is five thousand,
eight hundred and ninety-six works of art in which a new poetics of verse
becomes audible. It is a poetics still far in advance of any of the machinery
which has so far been brought up to contain it, and whose consequences
for current verse thinking have, perhaps, still fully to be unfolded.
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The Cadence of Consent: Francis Barton
Gummere, Lyric Rhythm, and White Poetics
Virginia Jackson

In American poetics, lyric and rhythm share a history—and since this is
America, it is a racialized history. When Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn
Warren wrote in 1938 (in the first edition of Understanding Poetry) that
“the systematic ordering of rhythm we call verse,” their simplified abstract
“we” stood in for many different thinkers about poetry over several previous decades—and, as history would have it, this consensus has remained
more or less in place through the present decade. In this enduring formulation, rhythm=verse=poetry=lyric. The readers who have abided by this
equation have all tended to think that in view of the many disagreements
over what poetry is or was or should become, the one thing on which
everyone can agree is that rhythm is what poetry’s got—and if there is
another point of consensus, it is that most poetry has become essentially
or de facto lyric poetry. On one hand, in the first decades of the twentieth
century, this agreement was the symptom of the erosion of other forms
of prosodic debate, since with the rise of the New Poetry and free verse,
the abstraction of rhythm became an ordering principle more capacious
than meter; it was also the symptom of the abstraction of particular verse
genres (ballads, elegies, songs, psalms, epistles, odes, etc.) into a large idea
of poetry as lyric. On the other hand, this agreement actually emerged
from a theory of poetry, of rhythm, and of lyric with which most modern
thinkers about poetry would be embarrassed to find that they continue
to agree.
Before we get to some of the sources of that potential historical embarrassment, let’s go back to our apparent equivalence (rhythm=verse=
poetry=lyric) and examine it one part at a time. The word “systematic”
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is worth pausing over in Brooks and Warren’s common sense statement.
Someone or something needs to organize rhythm so that it can become
verse, and so that verse can then become lyricized poetry. Yet as Niklas
Luhmann would write, a “system operates on its own terms.” In modernity, a system is by definition self-organizing; thus if the twentieth-andtwenty-first-century idea of verse as a rhythm system does not attribute
that organization to an actor, or even to a network—that is, to a poet or
to a genre or to a mode—then what accounts for such systematic selffashioning? For much of the nineteenth century, such questions might
have been referred to an organic, or natural principle of creation and limitation, but in the twentieth century, that organic logic shifted to social
relations, to human systems. As an organizing and defining principle of
poetry as such, rhythm became a cultural rather than a natural system—
and, not incidentally, this transition took place just as “the culture concept” (which is to say, the modern discipline of anthropology) took hold,
in the first decades of the twentieth century.
Consider the example of Poetic Rhythm: An Introduction (1995), a book
that at the end of the twentieth century made prosody accessible in the
way that Understanding Poetry had made the reading of individual poems
a matter of general educational practice earlier in the century. In his introduction to this Introduction, Derek Attridge wrote that “to understand
and enjoy poetry means responding to, and participating in, its rhythm—
not as one of a number of features that make up the poetic experience, but
as the heart of that experience.” Attridge’s metaphor suggests that rhythm
is organic in origin, but when he defines rhythm as “a patterning of energy simultaneously produced and perceived; a series of alternations of
build-up and release, movement and counter-movement, tending toward
regularity but complicated by constant variations and local inflections,”
his description moves from an evocation of natural heartbeats or hot sex
to an invocation of cultural patterning, complication, inflection, variation, and locality. Indeed, for two hundred and sixty-six pages, Attridge
will go on to graph the elaborate phrasing, measuring, marking, stressing,
x-ing, \-ing, and /-ing of poetic rhythm. Such elaboration makes it clear
that once made “poetic,” rhythm must be a cultural rather than a natural principle, must be learned and notated rather than felt and danced.
The imaginary intimacy between natural rhythm and cultural regulation
on which this influential view of poetic rhythm depends speaks volumes
about the kinds of social relations or human systems we continue to conjure in the idea of “poetic rhythm.” This much is clear, yet the history of
that imaginary intimacy, of those imagined social relations, has remained
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invisible. There may be good reasons why we have not wanted to know
too much about that backstory.
Although Attridge’s book was published in the U.K., it is widely taught
in the U.S. as the modern model of English prosody. As Attridge and
many others have pointed out, there is a history of precedents for a pedagogy so many have come to take for granted, but one precedent that is
never invoked in such accounts is the work (between the 1880s and 1910s)
of a once prominent though now relatively obscure American theorist of
proto-modern poetics, Francis Barton Gummere. There is ample evidence
of Gummere’s influence in early twentieth-century poetics, especially in
academic circles, but the reason that it is worth returning to Gummere’s
work is not merely its historical interest but its symptomatic and, as it
turned out, field-defining emphasis on rhythm as the socializing principle
of poetry. By “socializing,” I mean the idea that poetic rhythm not only
emerges from social origins but that poetic rhythm enables social “participation” (to use Attridge’s word). At the intersection of German Volksgeist
philology with the emerging disciplines of ethnography and psychology,
an intersection that was instrumental in forming the new discipline of
English literary study, Gummere’s work occupied a transition zone between theories of poetic rhythm as natural and theories of poetic rhythm
as a cultural system. “Poetry, like music, is social,” according to Gummere;
“like its main factor, rhythm, it is the outcome of communal consent, a
faculté d’ensemble; and this should be writ large over every treatise on
poetry.” As Max Cavitch has suggested, Gummere’s turn-of-the-century
declaration that rhythm is “the essential fact of poetry” capped off a long
history of associations of rhythm with fantasies of racial identification,
but Gummere marks a difference in that history when he makes the socializing influence of rhythm the explicit principle of modern poetics.
The French phrase serves to index the enlightened sociality of Gummere’s
theory, as does the key word “consent,” to which we will return. Gummere
is important because he emphasized the inherited idea that rhythm is at
the heart of poetic experience, but also because his insistence on the ideally community-forming agency of poetic rhythm has become a secret
hidden in plain sight in modern accounts of what poetic rhythm is or
should be.
Michael Golston has noted that “competing notions of rhythm have
been the flash points for many of the controversies involving poetry in the
twentieth century,” and he has pointed to the background of those controversies in what he calls the racialized science of “Rhythmics” in the early
twentieth century. Gummere was the predecessor of the developments
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that Golston traces, of Harriet Monroe’s declaration that rhythm is “an unalterable law” as well as of Pound’s 1912 credo of “absolute rhythm.” But
Gummere’s account is instructive not so much because a direct genealogy
descends from it, but because he modeled a conflict or confusion that
has come to define modern poetics after it. To put simply the contradiction I will explore in the pages that follow: if rhythm is thought to be the
defining principle of verse, and if (as we shall see in Gummere’s theory)
that defining principle is traced back to a social, ideally communal rather
than natural origin of poetry we have lost in modernity, and if by recovering rhythm we might recover some of the socializing, communal force of
those origins (as Gummere put it, “in order to draw the mind of the reader
from the warped and baffling habit which looks upon all poetry as solitary
performance”), then does poetic rhythm become a racially reinforcing
inheritance or an agent of social progress ? Since “culture” in the decades
in which Gummere wrote was in the process of detaching itself from racial
genealogies, what does the challenge of imagining poetic rhythm as racial
in origin and post-racial in effect mean for thinking about modern American poetics? As Erin Kappeler has eloquently written about Gummere’s
influence on the first decades of the twentieth century and the rise of “the
New Poetry” associated with Monroe and Poetry Magazine, “the idea of
the New Poetry emerged at a time when the concept of multiculturalism
as we understand it had not yet crystallized, meaning that a celebration
of poetic diversity could as easily be used to champion racialist logic and
American exceptionalism as to promote cross-cultural understanding.”
Curiously, Gummere addressed this emerging uncertainty by suggesting
that the eventuation of all poetry into the modern lyric individualizes
and abstracts rhythm’s communal racial origins, yet of course that individualization and abstraction does not solve the problem (indeed, as the
language above indicates, Gummere often worried that it just makes the
modern predicament that much worse, and as Kappeler suggests, it actually did). It is my argument here that some version of Gummere’s double
bind may continue to shape current definitions of the modern lyric and
of poetic rhythm more than we would like to think. As recently as 2015,
Jonathan Culler suggested that “rhythm gives lyric a somatic quality that
novels and other extended forms lack—the experience of rhythm linking
it to the body and, perhaps to the rhythms of various natural processes.”
By returning to Gummere’s now historically obscure logic, we might begin to trace the overdetermined origins of such versions of lyric rhythm
as natural culture and to imagine an alternative history of American poetics, a history of the poetics of rhythm not modeled on naturalized (and
thus racialized) concepts of culture or on English prosody or on common
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sense, an alternative that acknowledges the contradictions of any notion
of a shared Anglo-American rhythm or shared Anglo-American poetry, a
history in which the idea of rhythm remains central, but central as symptom rather than central as solution.
In 1905, Gummere became the fifteenth president of the MLA, an organization he helped to build. He spent his teaching career at Haverford
College, though Harvard, Johns Hopkins and Chicago all tried to hire
him several times; he wrote that he felt that teaching at a small college
left more time for his research career (and he was committed to the values of Quaker education). This is to say that Gummere was a specialist’s
specialist, an academic’s academic, and the special province of his work
(like that of his mentor Francis Child in the first Department of English at
Harvard, and of his mentor, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, in the first department of Modern Languages at Harvard) was the poetry of the people,
or poetry before it became the province of the academic specialization in
poetics that Gummere (on the shoulders of Longfellow and Child) helped
to create. According to Gummere’s turn-into-the-twentieth-century poetics—particularly in his fourth book, The Beginnings of Poetry, published
literally at the turn into the twentieth century, in 1901—what modern
poetry has lost is a communal function. Whereas poetry once sprang
from “the improvisation of verses in a singing and dancing throng,” as
Gummere wrote (and wrote often, as “throng” became his key word for
the imaginary social experience organized by rhythm) in modernity “a
solitary habit of thinking has made itself master of poetry, particularly of
the lyric . . . Poetry [has passed] to a personal note of thought so acutely
individual that it has to disguise itself, wear masks, and prate about being objective.” In Gummere’s account, by the beginning of the twentieth
century, not only had poetry become a decadently solitary enterprise, but
it had become so “acutely individual” that in order to address a public it
resorted to disguising its actual social situation. If in that idea you hear
echoes of Adorno’s “Lyric and Society” avant la lettre, that is no accident,
since like Adorno’s Marxism, Gummere’s theory of intellectual and social
history was Hegelian (though his poetics owed much to Herder). Like
Longfellow and Child before him at Harvard, Gummere studied literary
history in Germany (he received his Ph.D. in Philology at the University of Freiburg in 1881), where he adopted a dialectical understanding
of the progress of history “as a steady advance . . . At each fresh occasion
at which the individual isolates himself from society, he takes with him
the accumulated force that society, by its main function, has stored up
from traditions of the past.” This is to say that for Gummere—as for
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Adorno—the radically isolated individual subject of the modern lyric
carries within himself the traces of that “dancing throng,” the traces of
a language of men between whom the barriers had fallen (or between
whom the barriers had not yet been built). For Gummere as for Adorno,
the alienated modern subject of lyric may be redeemed from his isolation
through the very medium of his isolation. But whereas for Adorno, that
utopian horizon can be discerned in the alienated, objective language of
the modern poem, according to Gummere, even in the modern isolated
lyric, pre-lyricized, shared popular song may still be felt in the poem’s
rhythm. Modern poetry may have been reduced to lyric, but this lyric
remnant carries traces of a lost communal past, and if we attend to that
rhythmic trace we will be able to imagine a way out of decadent modern
liberal individualism, may be able to glimpse in poetry, of all places, a
world in which things could be different.
In 1987 Gerald Graff suggested that by the 1880s, the romantic theories of cultural origins associated with Herder and the Brothers Grimm
had become “embarrassing” to the new Departments of English that had
just been founded on them. When discussing the history of “the Culture
Wars” in 1991, Geoffrey Hartman referred to Gummere as the representative of “an older philological tradition that recognized the theories of folk
or communal origin” behind Propp’s analysis of the folktale, which Hartman described as “the crucial scholarly event between Grimm and Guattari.” This sort of double refusal and acknowledgement at the end of the
twentieth century of the continuing influence of the ideas that formed the
study of poetics at the end of the nineteenth century certainly owes much
to the catastrophic consequences of some of those ideas in the first half of
the twentieth century. How could those consequences not produce aversion and ambivalence? It is no wonder that such ideas seem more attractive to contemporary literary theorists in Adorno’s Marxist version than
in Gummere’s Volksgeist version. Yet the utopian strains of Gummere’s
theory of not only the communal origins but the communal horizon of
poetic rhythm may be more central to our inherited critical assumptions
than we have wanted to acknowledge. As Steve Newman has argued, “individualist definitions of lyric and individualist antidemocratic politics
go hand in hand” for Gummere, but it does not follow that in this view
the modern lyric forfeits the socializing agency of rhythm, the potential
to restore communal life. Rather, for Gummere, the lyric remains “flexible and progressive still, welcoming the new individual idea while it retains the old sympathy, the old cadence, form and phrases.” Can the old
sympathy give rise to a new sympathy, can the old cadence become a
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modern beat? That is the question that hangs fire for Gummere, and for
American poetics ever after him.
Gummere’s description of how and why the spectral survival of popular song may be felt in the break, may be imagined where it can no longer
be read or heard is worth reading in detail, since it makes visible some
preconditions for later apparently commonsensical assumptions about
the equivalence of rhythm and verse, and of modern verse and lyric:
The modern artist in poetry triumphs mainly by the music of his
verse and by the imaginative power which is realized in his language,
often merely by the suggestion of his language; for poetry, as SaintBeuve prettily remarked, lies not in telling the story but in making
one dream it. For present purposes, then, it will be enough to look at
the formal quality of rhythm and the more creative quality of imagination . . . one must see in rhythm, or regularity of recurrence due to
the consenting cadence of a throng, the main representative of communal forces . . . Because the critics take rhythm and verbal repetition largely for granted in the work of any great poet, and look rather
to his excellent differences in thought and variation of style, one must
not ignore the immense significance of those communal forces in
the poetry of art. It is not the mere rhythm, grateful, exquisite, and
powerful as that may be, but it is what lies behind the rhythm, that
gives it such a place in poetry; it appeals through the measures to the
cadent feet, and so through the cadent feet to that consent of sympathy which is perhaps the noblest thing in all human life.
In the break, “through the measures,” rhythm emerges at the beginning
of the twentieth century as what poetry’s got, but also as what modern
poetry is in danger of losing. According to Gummere, the modern poet
and modern critics value everything in poetry (music, imaginative power,
differences in thought, variation of style) except rhythm and verbal repetition. These verse basics are taken “largely for granted in the work of
any great poet,” and in a way, that makes sense, since “it is not the mere
rhythm” that defines poetry as such. No, “it is what lies behind the rhythm,
that gives it such a place in poetry.” In order to understand rhythm as the
defining principle of poetry in Gummere’s terms, it is necessary to enter
into Gummere’s philology of rhythm: Gummere does not, like Attridge,
propose an overview of how poetic rhythm works on the page, but proposes something stranger, a genealogy of poetry before the page. Rhythm
“appeals through the measures to the cadent feet,” according to Gummere, in another odd turn of phrase that grants poetic rhythm the agency
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of address, the ability to interpellate us into a system of cultural origins.
In that culture system, “the cadent feet” are both the metrical arrangements of modern poems and the dancing feet of the primitive “throng,”
residual in modern meters. Yet in these terms, poetry’s appeal is not just
primitive and somatic, but a “consent of sympathy” that civilizes, that has
the agency to transform primitive, affective somatic response into “the
noblest thing in all human life.” That is quite a lot for poetic rhythm to
do, since in it Gummere invests not only the redemption of the otherwise isolated modern lyric but the revision of modern social relations.
“Conditions of production as well as of record” may have changed, Gummere writes, “the solitary poet has taken the place of the choral throng,
and solitary readers represent the listening group; but the fact of poetry
itself reaches below all these mutations, and is founded on human sympathy as on a rock. More than this. It is clear from the study of poetic
beginnings that poetry in its larger sense is not a natural impulse of man
simply as man. His rhythmic and kindred instincts, latent in the solitary
state, found free play only under communal conditions, and as powerful
factors in the making of society.” Poetic rhythm may lead to an origin
story, yet for Gummere (as for Schiller, and a long line of romantic thinking about poetics) that story is not only an account of individual affective
response but of “rhythmic and kindred instincts,” a sympathy of kin and
kind that made culture in the first place and could make it anew.
But what culture, what kind, and what kin? The word that Gummere
uses to name the communal forces he wants to invoke as origin as well
as utopian horizon of poetic rhythm yields some curious answers to that
question. According to the OED, the word “throng” derives from
Middle English þrang, þrong, probably shortened from Old English
geprang throng, crowd, tumult, derivative from verbal ablaut series
pring- , prang- , prung- : see THRING v.: compare Middle Dutch
dranc(g-), Dutch drang, Middle High German dranc (earlier gedranc),
German drang throng, pressure, crowd; Old Norse prǫng (feminine),
throng, crowd. Throng noun, verb, and adjective appear about the
13–14th cent., the adjective being the latest.
This etymology would have been important to Gummere, not only because the OED itself was the product of the mid-nineteenth-century
comparative philology that formed his own training, but because Gummere was a scholar of Anglo-Saxon and Old English verse (his translation
of Beowulf was a best-seller); Gummere’s dissertation and first published
book was The Anglo-Saxon Metaphor (1881), in which he wrote that “the
passionate nature of the Germanic race is thoroughly opposed to the use
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and development of the simile. The lack of the latter in Anglo-Saxon is entirely natural, and explains itself.” In his third book, Germanic Origins: A
Study in Primitive Culture (1892), Gummere claimed that “the Germanic
race is the source of English life, and that the Germanic invaders of Britain may be fairly styled founders of England.” Thus “throng,” the word
that appears hundreds of times in The Beginnings of Poetry, condenses
in its etymology the racial inheritance embedded in this view of the English language itself. The implicit violence of that view in the context of
America in 1901 almost registers in Gummere’s prose. “What lies behind
the rhythm” are the echoes of the “cadent feet” of white people, but does
this racial origin story mean that the “consent of sympathy which is perhaps the noblest thing in all human life” is restricted to white people,
or that only those descended from the Germanic/English throng can
groove to the primitive rhythms that survive in modern poetry? While in
1885 Gummere suggested to the new Modern Language Association that
Anglo-Saxon meters be taught in elementary education in order to “train
up a race or scholars” informed by their own racial heritage (“What Place,”
171), by 1911, when he wrote Democracy and Poetry, Gummere wanted to
shift his earlier focus on racial communal origins to the future consensual
effects of poetic rhythm. In Gummere’s theory of rhythm as the basis for
all poetry, we can see the transition from race to culture in action. Like
Adorno, Gummere wanted to believe in the progressive historical potential for the modern lyric, but unlike Adorno, Gummere did not claim that
potential on the basis of a negative dialectic. If Gummere’s fantasy of the
dancing throng stood for an imaginary natural cultural rhythm, his hope
that poetic rhythm could produce “a consent of sympathy” in modernity
proved more difficult to articulate. Perhaps this difficulty arose because
a community based on “consent,” or elective affinity, could no longer be
imagined in the U.S. in the early twentieth century. Or perhaps the issue
for Gummere was that such a shared public rhythm could exist only in
imagination—only as an idea. In this sense, the social agency of poetry in
a pre-modern communal past becomes an idea of what poetry might be
in a future that has not yet come to pass. It is this transformation of poetry from genre to idea, from a set of social practices to a utopian horizon
of social promise that would prove central to modern American poetics.
Not incidentally, Gummere locates the trace of this shift in the simultaneously pragmatic and imaginary phenomenon of poetic rhythm, and he
locates that rhythm in a poetry that has devolved into the lyric.
This is to say that while on the one hand Gummere’s attempt to make
the lyric the repository of a virtual community set the stage for the
twentieth-century versions of lyric reading that would come after him,
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the part of Gummere’s view later poetics would not share may be even
more instructive. By 1957 John Stuart Mill’s 1833 definition of poetry—
“feeling confessing itself to itself, in moments of solitude” —had become
so normative that Northrop Frye could define the lyric simply as “preeminently the utterance that is overheard” without allusion to Mill. Gummere, however, vehemently rejected Mill’s version of the modern lyric.
“Something overheard?” Gummere asks,
I mean, [Mill] explains, that “all poetry is in the nature of soliloquy,”
is the natural fruit of solitude and meditation. Now this is sheer nonsense, although more than one critic has hailed it as an oracle; of that
which comes down to us as poetry, a good part is anything but soliloquy or the fruit of solitude. “Read Homer,” cried out Herder, perhaps
at the other extreme, but certainly with better reason than Mill, “as if
he were singing in the streets!” . . . Poetry is a social fact.
If the modern lyric is to address a public, is to be “a social fact” and not
“in the nature of soliloquy,” how might this be possible, short of returning
to Greek choral epic or to Herder’s “other extreme”? In 1911, in Democracy
and Poetry, many decades before Benedict Anderson made the phrase
famous, Gummere wrote that “only the individual poet, going back to
the imagined community for his strength and his hope of a better issue,
leaning on the communal sympathy and taking the communal rhythm,
undertakes to justify the ways of God to man, eschewing, however, that
poetical justice, as one calls it, which is born of the democratic hope
that the community will at last attain the perfection of justice and social
order.” The difficulty of theorizing a basis for “the communal sympathy”
that may or may not survive in modern poetics is palpable in this prose.
“The individual poet,” or the lyric descendent of “the choral throng,” can
no longer rely on the “communal conditions” that once produced poetry,
so the modern lyric poet must produce “the imagined community” as a
placeholder for the community that is no longer there. Is that placeholder
pure fiction? How such a fantasy allows the poet to lean “on the communal sympathy,” much less to “take” “the communal rhythm” is at best
unclear, since those lost worlds can presumably only be invoked in “hope
of a better issue,” a better and differently communal future.
If the community on which modern lyric rhythm depends is an optimistic imaginary, is Gummere’s derivation then pure fantasy? If so,
does the modern lyric poet draw upon this fantastic rhythm in order to
conjure a social life of poetry, or does the lyric poet produce a vision
of communal poetics in order to conjure an imaginary rhythm? As the
fabrication of an ethnographic logic of poetic rhythm gives way to a his-
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tory of the present, Gummere’s account of poetic rhythm wavers. At the
beginning of the second decade of the twentieth century, Gummere can
forecast that shared rhythmic “poetic experience” only proleptically, as
something lost that might yet again come to pass. The allusion to Milton
seems bizarre in this context, as if only faith could bring about the revolutionary political conditions that would make poetry matter. Gummere
is quick to distinguish that order of emphasis from a banal form of poetic justice, from a version of poetics in which “the perfection of justice
and social order” would be available only in poetry. The conversion that
proves hard for Gummere to think through is the transformation of his
earlier version of a racially coherent experience of poetic rhythm into a
community of “rhythmic and kindred instincts” no longer based on race.
In this “imagined community,” elective consent rather than racial genealogy will or would or could make rhythm the basis of an experience that
will or would or could be “poetic” in the sense that it is of poetry but also
in the sense that poetry would make it possible. Whereas for Benedict
Anderson, a nation “is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or
even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion”, in Gummere’s precedent use of the concept (which Anderson,
as an anthropologist drawing on many of the ethnographic concepts that
influenced Gummere may well have known), readers of modern poetry
share an imagined community only insofar as they are able to forget that
this “image of their communion” is based on social relations they do not
actually share.
Thus for Gummere as for a long tradition of American poetics after
him, the virtual community lyric rhythm offers the modern reader is
full of pathos and disappointment. According to Gummere, Whitman’s
lyric failure is a case in point: “No great poet ever put his naked Me into
verse . . . The ‘I’ of every lyric poet is conventional, however sincere the
utterance, however direct the confession.” By refusing all convention,
Gummere writes, “Whitman deliberately refuses to keep step:
and all the great poets do keep step, mainly in a very simple kind of
march. They lead; but they lead in the consent of a consenting, coherent band. If Whitman’s verse can be proved to be artistic, regular, governed by any definite law, then this objection breaks down. But proof
of such artistic restraint, such definite law, in Whitman’s verse I have
not yet seen. He cannot be the poet of democracy in its highest ideal
who rejects the democratic idea of submission to the highest social
order, to the spirit of the laws, to that imagined community.”
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One part of this view is the familiar complaint that, as a British reviewer
had put it in 1856, “Walt Whitman is as unacquainted with art, as a hog
with mathematics,” but Gummere was writing in 1911, two decades after
Whitman’s death and long after his transformation into the Good Grey
Poet. Although “free verse” would not be coined as such until 1915,
Whitman’s verse was no longer so startlingly unconventional as it had
seemed half a century earlier. Indeed, one might think that Whitman,
the laureate of social relations based on queer elective affinities, would
represent the perfect alternative to Mill’s version of poetry as “the fruit of
solitude.” Certainly if any American poet ever wrote “as if he were singing in the streets,” it was Whitman. But Whitman’s verse “refuses to keep
step” with what Gummere calls “the consent of a consenting, coherent
band,” a refusal that turns out to be a refusal of a common rhythm. To
recall the equation with which we began, if Gummere’s work is one forgotten chapter in the story of how rhythm came to =verse, which came
to=poetry, which came to=lyric, then the problem with Whitman’s verse
in this view was that it did not find the conventions that could make lyric
rhythm a shared experience, and so could not effect this equation. And
what would those conventions be, if they could be found? As we have
seen, the logic of the imagined community relies on a rhythm that can
only be virtual; thus Whitman’s rejection of “the democratic idea of submission to the highest social order” is just that—an idea. Gummere is not
complaining that Whitman did not write in, say, pentameter lines or ballad stanzas. Gummere instead uses Whitman as an example of a modern
predicament in which the “social fact” of poetry is that we no longer feel
that we are part of a rhythm system, whoever “we” may be; Whitman’s
failure to invoke the cadence of consent is a sign that what modern lyric
readers consent to is not a shared rhythm but a shared sense that there is
not a shared rhythm, that there is no “consenting, coherent band” except
as “that imagined community” we have agreed to call poetry.
Except as “that imagined community” we have agreed to call poetry.
Meredith Martin has shown that during the first decades of the twentieth century, English prosody began to be simplified and “rhythmitized”
into what she has called “the military metrical complex,” or the creation
of a distinctive “English beat” that could rally the troops marching into
Europe’s Great War. Gummere’s invocation of “a very simple kind of
march” as the convention with which “Whitman deliberately refuses to
keep step” betrays a desire for such an American beat, but unlike his contemporary British prosodists and poets, Gummere cannot name such a
rhythm. Instead, his name for what an American rhythm would not be is
“Whitman,” who is not “governed by any definite law.” Although Gum-
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mere’s own theory of modern lyric’s imagined community would make
such a definite law impossible in practice, that theory also demands that
the idea of a rhythmic law be the stuff of which the American rhythm
will be made. Thus when in 1912, a year after Democracy and Poetry, Ezra
Pound wrote, “I believe in an ‘absolute rhythm,’ a rhythm, that is, in poetry which corresponds exactly to the emotion or shade of emotion to
be expressed. A man’s rhythm must be . . . his own,” he was certainly,
as Martin argues, replying to the emerging idea of “a collective, national
‘metrical’ identity . . . with an even more individualized idea of rhythm”
in the British context, but he was also offering a solution to an impasse in
American poetics. Gummere saw that solution coming and declared in
advance that it wouldn’t work, but Gummere’s alternative to each man’s
“absolute rhythm” was a lyric rhythm that was a contradiction in terms,
that could only work in our shared sense of its only virtual (or lyrical)
possibility, as “that imagined community” we have agreed to call poetry.
As I have argued elsewhere, over the last part of the eighteenth, all of
the nineteenth, and the first part of the twentieth centuries, the last three
terms in our equation (verse, poetry, and lyric) converged through a gradual and uneven process I have called lyricization. Basically, the process of
lyricization was a process of abstraction. While Gummere’s account of the
emergence of the modern lyric is a (somewhat fanciful) chronicle of the
loss of communal life and the isolation of the individual, I would argue
that modern ideas of poetry became lyricized because stipulative verse
genres (ballads, odes, elegies, epistles, epitaphs, drinking songs, psalms,
hymns, riddles, etc.) collapsed into an idealized version of poetry as
lyric. Gummere was right that Mill was instrumental in this idealization,
though not because Mill made poetry into “the fruit of solitude” so much
as because he imagined lyric poetry as “more eminently and peculiarly
poetry than any other,” yet sought in vain for an adequate representative
of a lyric poet among his British contemporaries. I have been suggesting that Gummere shares something of Mill’s (and Hegel’s, and for that
matter, Whitman’s) idealized utopian horizon of lyric possibility, and I
have been further suggesting that what Gummere adds to the nineteenthcentury process of lyricization is a focus on rhythm as the agent of this
generic abstraction. How and why did verse genres with particular objects of address and particular modes and economies of circulation begin to blend together to form one big idea of Poetry? And how and why
did that big idea of Poetry become identified with the lyric? Because the
process of lyricization took place over centuries and took many different
forms in many different places, there is no one, totalizing answer to such
questions. Instead, there are several different answers, and one of them
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might be the abstraction of rhythm and the equation of rhythm with lyric
that I have been tracing in Gummere’s poetics. For Gummere—and, as I
have been suggesting, for a long line of thinkers about poetics who followed him without knowing his name—lyric became a repository of the
socializing effects of rhythm at the same time that lyric indexed the loss
of the communal, racial origins of that rhythm. Just as the development
of the figure that came to be known as the impersonal lyric “speaker” in
the early twentieth century solved the problem of particularly raced and
gendered poetic identities, blending all bodies into a fictional dramatic
persona, the early twentieth-century idea of a rhythm as the imaginary
horizon of a virtual community deferred the problem of social “consent”
between actual persons in actual political conflict. To return to the definition from Understanding Poetry with which we began, if we understand
“the systematic ordering of rhythm” as what poetry is, we can stop worrying about what poetry, and what we, might have become, since the idea
of rhythm, like the idea of lyric, always promises a future in which we will
be different.
And who are “we”? If for Gummere in 1911 “the cadence of consent”
could just barely be imagined as post-racial, the after-effect of that postracial turn has been the abstraction of the idea of lyric rhythm into another form of whiteness, into the whiteness of the unmarked impersonal,
of the disembodied, because unrealized, imagined community that we
continue to associate with (of all things) lyric poetry. The problem of reclaiming that abstract, white, and impossible idea of rhythm for actual
and non-white communities is at least as old as that idea itself. In 1903,
W. E. B. Du Bois wrote a book that, like Gummere’s work, grew out of
the Volksgeist theories he had learned at Harvard. In that book, Du Bois
famously wrote of “the Negro folk-song—the rhythmic cry of the slave . . .
not simply as the sole American music, but as the most beautiful expression of human experience born this side the seas.” The beauty of these
songs is in their pathos, as Du Bois’ name for them, “the Sorrow Songs,”
makes clear, but in view of the turn-into-the-twentieth-century American poetics I have been discussing here, Du Bois’ understanding of the
virtual promise of the “cadences” of that pathos is especially striking:
Through all the sorrow of the Sorrow Songs there breathes a hope—a
faith in the ultimate justice of things. The minor cadence of despair
change often to triumph and calm confidence. Sometimes it is faith in
life, sometimes it is faith in death, sometimes assurance of boundless
justice in some fair world beyond. But whichever it is, the meaning is
always clear: that sometime, somewhere, men will judge men by their
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souls and not by their skins. Is such a hope justified? Do the Sorrow
Songs sing true?
Du Bois leaves the question hanging fire at the end of that early book,
and at least part of this suspension can be traced to the lyricized theory of
rhythm Du Bois shared with Gummere. The much-discussed juxtaposition of lines and stanzas of lyric poetry from the Western canon with bars
of music from the Sorrow Songs that stand as epigraphs to each of the
fourteen chapters of The Souls of Black Folk could be read as the assimilation of folk rhythms to predominantly white lyric rhythms or it might be
read as the reiterated difference between the two. Consider just the first
instance of this practice (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Musical and poetic epigraph from The Souls of Black Folk, 1. First
Edition, 1903. Poem is “The Crying of Water” by Arthur Symons. (Scan by Beinecke Library)
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Not all of the verse choices in Souls are as lyric or as white or as odd
as the opening selection from Arthur Symons, from a poem published in
1903, and only in the U.S. Curiously, this first-person “lyric” has often
been read as the “voice” of Du Bois or of the “black folk,” as when Cornel
West writes that “the hearts of a heartless slave trade cry out like the sea:
‘All life long crying without avail / As the water all night long is crying
to me.’” Although the race and situation of the “I” are not identified or
identifiable in the poem, precisely this lack of specificity allows West’s lyric
reading of Symons’ decadently and artfully varied pentameters and daring triple cadences as the somatic beats of “the hearts of a heartless slave
trade.” This is not a lyric reading based on rhythmic traces but on pure
rhythmic fantasy; similarly, West reads the musical bar from the spiritual
“Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen” as “inexplicable lyrical reversal:
Nobody knows the trouble I’ve seen,
Nobody knows but Jesus
Nobody knows the trouble I’ve seen
Glory hallelujah.”
Just as West (and a long history of lyric readers) make Symons’ lines the
vehicle of a tenor that is not actually there, so West (and a long history of
lyric readers) imagine a community singing a spiritual that is not actually
on the page. All that is on Du Bois’ page are the first three bars of music,
or the transcription of the tune to the first line of the song; there are no
words, and we would need to read the music to sing the tune. The quarter
notes, eighth notes, sixteenth notes, and half notes in the musical bars
remain stubbornly untranslated from musical notation to poetic rhythm
(probably a varied hymnal or ballad stanza of alternating tetrameter and
trimeter lines) in Du Bois’ text. The “lyrical reversal” that takes place in
West’s reading of the lines not apparent on the page is an imagined community in which the Sorrow Song indeed promises “the ultimate justice
of things.” But is that what the graphic rhythmic dissonance of Du Bois’
epigraphs promises? The conversion of an idea of a raced folk into a consenting group, the transformation of communal song into the individual
lyric that proved difficult for Gummere’s distinctly white poetics became
a stark contrast in Du Bois, and this dramatic disjunction has proven productive for modern black poetics. As Brent Edwards has written, “the
lyric is not a timeless, universal form; it is marked by history—and its
history couches a threat.” For Edwards that threat is “to the enunciation
of black subjectivity,” but I have been arguing here that this threat might
also be hidden in the place we would least expect to find it: in a modern
theory of rhythm as what marks poetry as raced and at the same time
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frees poetry from racial constraints, a theory of lyric and of rhythm that
draws on a lost communal past at the same time that it promises a communal future that can exist only in poetry. To understand rhythm as “the
heart” of “the poetic experience” in America, to understand lyric as the
heart of poetry, and to understand American culture as the system that
organizes lyric rhythm, we would need to understand that not even in
poetry—especially not in poetry—will we find rhythms we all can share.
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Contagious Rhythm: Verse as a Technique
of the Body
Haun Saussy

Ringing Grooves
Nineteenth-century science loved to speculate about origins—the
origins of language, of species, of law, of mythology, of private property,
the family, and the state. To the extent that our academic institutions are
nineteenth-century creations, we too live in spaces outlined by those
phantasms of origin. The “singing and dancing throng” claimed by onceinfluential theorists to be the origin of English lyric displays in multiply
overdetermined ways this zeal for origins.
“What is Progress?” asked Herbert Spencer in 1857, and offered an example from embryology:
The investigations of Wolff, Goethe, and von Baer, have established
the truth that the series of changes gone through during the development of a seed into a tree, or an ovum into an animal, constitute an
advance from homogeneity of structure to heterogeneity of structure.
In its primary stage, every germ consists of a substance that is uniform throughout, both in texture and chemical composition. The first
step is the appearance of a difference between two parts of this substance; or, as the phenomenon is called in physiological language, a
differentiation. Each of these differentiated divisions presently begins
itself to exhibit some contrast of parts: and by and by these secondary
differentiations become as definite as the original one. This process is
continuously repeated—is simultaneously going on in all parts of the
growing embryo; and by endless such differentiations there is finally
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produced that complex combination of tissues and organs constituting the adult animal or plant. This is the history of all organisms
whatever. It is settled beyond dispute that organic progress consists in
a change from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous.
Now, we propose in the first place to show, that this law of organic
progress is the law of all progress. Whether it be in the development
of the Earth, in the development of Life upon its surface, in the development of Society, of Government, of Manufactures, of Commerce,
of Language, Literature, Science, Art, this same evolution of the
simple into the complex, through successive differentiations, holds
throughout. From the earliest traceable cosmical changes down to the
latest results of civilization, we shall find that the transformation of
the homogeneous into the heterogeneous, is that in which progress
essentially consists.
Cosmology, geology, paleontology, linguistics, economics, politics, ethnography, and the history of civilization furnish Spencer illustrations of
his doctrine of evolution from the simple to the complex, published two
years before Darwin’s Origin of Species. Progress stretches out on a timeline a hierarchy still observable, for Spencer, in the present: “The infant
European has sundry marked points of resemblance to the lower human
races.” Music and poetry develop along the same lines.
In the co-ordinate origin and gradual differentiation of Poetry,
Music, and Dancing, we have another series of illustrations. Rhythm
in words, rhythm in sounds, and rhythm in motions, were in the
beginning parts of the same thing, and have only in process of time
become separate things.
Among existing barbarous tribes we find them still united. The
dances of savages are accompanied by some kind of monotonous
chant, the clapping of hands, the striking of rude instruments: there
are measured movements, measured words, and measured tones. . . .
[T]he first musical instruments were, without doubt, percussive—
sticks, calabashes, tom-toms—and were used simply to mark the time
of the dance; and in this constant repetition of the same sound, we
see music in its most homogeneous form.
Music as a whole is a differentiation or specialization of the primitive cry, in keeping with the pattern of heterogeneity emerging from
homogeneity.
We have seen that there is a physiological relation, common to man
and all animals, between feeling and muscular action; that as vocal
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sounds are produced by muscular action, there is a consequent
physiological relation between feeling and vocal sounds; that all the
modifications of voice expressive of feeling are the direct results of
this physiological relation; that music, adopting all these modifications, intensifies them more and more as it ascends to its higher and
higher forms; that, from the ancient epic poet chanting his verses,
down to the modern musical composer, men of unusually strong feelings prone to express them in extreme forms, have been naturally the
agents of these successive intensifications. . . .
[W]hat we regard as the distinctive traits of song, are simply the
traits of emotional speech intensified and systematized. In respect of
its general characteristics, we think it has been made clear that vocal
music, and by consequence all music, is an idealization of the natural
language of passion. . . . [T]he dance-chants of savage tribes are very
monotonous; and in virtue of their monotony are more nearly allied
to ordinary speech than are the songs of civilized races.
But what is rhythm? Seen physically (one of the advantages of Spencer
over his more conventionally educated contemporaries is his lack of regard for distinctions between the physical and the cultural), rhythm is “a
necessary characteristic of all motion,” the self-limiting action of a force
working through a medium.
A stick drawn laterally through the water with much force, proves by
the throb which it communicates to the hand that it is in a state of
vibration. Even where the moving body is massive, it only requires
that great force should be applied to get a sensible effect of like kind:
for instance the screw of a screw-steamer, which instead of a smooth
rotation falls into a rapid rhythm that sends a tremor through the
whole vessel. The sound which results when a bow is drawn over a
violin-string, shows us vibrations produced by the movement of a
solid over a solid. In lathes and planing machines, the attempt to take
off a thick shaving causes a violent jar of the whole apparatus, and the
production of a series of waves on the iron or wood that is cut. Every
boy in scraping his slate-pencil finds it scarcely possible to help making a ridged surface.
If music derives from emotional language, rhythm marks the rise and
fall of emotional energy, for in a finite body, energy cannot go on increasing indefinitely.
Rhythm . . . is seen during the outflow of emotion into dancing,
poetry, and music. The current of mental energy that shows itself in
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these modes of bodily action, is not continuous, but falls into a succession of pulses. . . . One possessed by intense grief does not utter
continuous moans, or shed tears with an equable rapidity; but these
signs of passion come in recurring bursts.
So in Spencer’s theory of expression, rhythm modulates and limits the
force of the proposition that “music is an idealization of the natural language of passion.”
But a heterogeneity that derives from a homogeneous beginning could
always, presumably, be reduced back to its homogeneity. Western contrapuntal music might be considered the apex of complexity achieved thus
far in that art, but when Spencer comes to explain its development, the
appearance of internal heterogeneity turns out to be nothing more than a
layering and overlap of components in themselves simple.
It was not until Christian church-music had reached some development, that music in parts was evolved; and then it came into existence
through a very unobtrusive differentiation. Difficult as it may be to
conceive a priori how the advance from melody to harmony could
take place without a sudden leap, it is none the less true that it did so.
The circumstance which prepared the way for it was the employment
of two choirs singing alternately the same air. Afterwards it became
the practice—very possibly first suggested by a mistake—for the second choir to commence before the first had ceased; thus producing a
fugue. With the simple airs then in use, a partially-harmonious fugue
might not improbably thus result: and a very partially-harmonious
fugue satisfied the ears of that age, as we know from still preserved
examples. The idea having once been given, the composing of airs
productive of fugal harmony would naturally grow up, as in some
way it did grow up, out of this alternate choir-singing.
The voices meeting in canon or counterpoint could always be brought
back to the same beginning, be scored in unison. Nothing essentially new
has emerged from the temporal deferral or rhythmical differentiation
among the musical lines. But the imagined primitive throng has not yet
arrived at the “mistake” that initiates a new musical complexity: their essential trait for the purposes of these demonstrations is to be simple.
Thus the history of poetry, as a subset of the history of all progress in
the universe, returns us for our explanations to the singing and dancing
throng. In it singing and dancing are as yet undifferentiated, rhythm is a
natural impulse of the muscles, and words have hardly begun to distinguish themselves from music; different classes and professions are not
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yet to be discerned in it; and if it is an English throng, its words must
be the Saxon roots, direct in their onomatopoeia. The ballad-theorists
Francis Barton Gummere and George Lyman Kittredge, who spread such
conceptions, had their disciples. Some of them were influential. But the
history of poetry that they extract from folkloric examples, making primitive poetry flow from a single ethnic, linguistic, and rhythmical origin,
convinces only insofar as it excludes.

Forms That Err
In a lecture about “Techniques of the Body” delivered in 1934, the anthropologist Marcel Mauss told a few stories about how he discovered
that habitus or learned behavior saturates the body, making what might
seem to be a biological or natural object a social and cultural one.
You know that the British infantry marches with a different gait from
ours: with a different cadence, a different length of stride. . . . The
Worcestershire Regiment, having distinguished itself in the battle
of the Aisne alongside the French forces, was awarded a company
of French drummers and buglers and requested royal permission
to incorporate them. The outcome was discouraging. For nearly six
months, long after the battle of the Aisne, I saw the following spectacle in the streets of Bailleul: the regiment had kept its English style of
marching and tried to fit it to a French rhythm. . . . This unfortunate
regiment of tall Englishmen could no longer parade. Everything in
its march was discordant. When they attempted to fall into step, the
music was out of step. In the end, the Worcestershire Regiment had to
drop its French military band.
Mauss’ discovery of culturally distinct modes of walking started, as so
often happens, from something going wrong: the British soldiers tangled
up in their own feet, unable to match their strides to the beats of a French
music squad. Presumably they would have had no trouble marching in
time to an English military band, the beats and pace of which would have
been designed to accompany their way of walking.
This might have remained just a curious story from the front, or the
foundation-myth of the Ministry of Silly Walks, were it not for a bout of
dysentery that Mauss suffered while on a visit to New York in 1926.
A sort of revelation came to me in the hospital. . . . I wondered where
I had seen young ladies walking like the nurses on my ward. I had
plenty of time to think about it. Finally I realized that it was at the
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movies. Once I was back in France, I began to notice, especially in
Paris, that this style of walking had become frequent. French young
ladies were walking in that same way. As it happened, American ways
of walking had begun to circulate among us thanks to the cinema.
This was an idea that I could extrapolate. The position of the arms
and hands during the act of walking are a social peculiarity—not
simply the product of some purely individual, almost entirely mental
arrangements or mechanisms. For example, I believe I can recognize
a convent-educated young woman. She will typically walk with closed
fists. And I can still hear one of my high school teachers shouting at
me: ‘You stupid animal, stop flapping your big hands as you walk!” So
walking derives from a form of education.
And thus, Mauss realized, the ways people have of moving around,
of holding tools, their postures and stances in movement and rest are
culturally acquired pieces of knowledge. We readily agree that there is
such a thing as Greek, Basque or Ukrainian dancing, but no one ever
heard of Greek, Basque or Ukrainian walking. Walking, being so basic,
should belong to everybody, should just be walking. But Mauss found
that this attitude is wrong. To get a sense of what “the American walk”
might have looked like for French observers of the 1920s, the reader may
wish to consider the Mary Pickford short from 1918, “100 American.”
In this film, Mary Pickford’s character decides not to spend her money
on clothes and bus fare, but to save it and buy Liberty Bonds. After looking in a shop window, she turns and walks away under a long portico,
attracting the admiring gaze of an idle old man. The heroine doesn’t let
her clothes hobble her. You see her shoulders thrown back and her arms
moving in proportion to her long, purposeful strides. This is a walk expressive of an ethos—but not just an individual ethos. Her gait, no less
than the special feminine saunter known among the Maori as “onioi,”
must have been learned from someone. It is not shown as specific to
Pickford’s character. Her friend who spends money on clothes and hats
walks in a similar way, with big strides and elbow action; so the female
American Walk is not for a single personality type, but general. Walking
is of course a practical behavior, one of our basic bodily actions, but it
also communicates: it tells the world something about who we are and
what we do, and it communicates itself from body to body by processes
of imitation.
So, Mauss hypothesizes, such techniques of the body as walking, standing, sitting, sleeping, eating, not to mention the postures adopted while
climbing trees, swimming, chopping wood, having sex, and so forth, do
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not happen as a matter of course but have to be installed (montés) in a
body through training.
More technically, Mauss calls any technique of the body an engrenage
or gearing-together of subordinate routines, a “physio-psycho-sociological assembly of acts in series.” (This engrenage later becomes the core
idea of André Leroi-Gourhan’s Le Geste et la parole, under the name
“chaîne opératoire.”)
The body is the first and the most natural tool of mankind. . . . Prior
to the techniques using tools, there is the class of techniques of the
body. . . . This constant adaptation to a physical, mechanical or chemical aim is carried out in a series of pre-installed acts (actes montés),
installed in the individual not only by his own volition, but by his
whole education, by the whole society to which he belongs . . .
Mauss insists on the cultural particularity of these patterns, on the idea
that there is no such thing as mere sitting or sleeping per se, but that every
human group codes a certain set of behaviors as normal and desired, and
considers departures from those norms unfortunate or even sinful. Techniques of the body vary, but every culture has them.
But what is a body? Doesn’t everybody already know that? It might
seem that the body, as a topic, is as close to home as anything can be, and
therefore as far as possible from estrangement. Indeed the classic theories of alienation, from Hegel through Feuerbach to Marx and Lukács,
always presuppose the body as the axis from which alienation departs.
Techniques of the body, in line with this understanding, are said to be
historically and presumably conceptually “prior to the techniques using
tools.” But let us take a second look at the experiences by which Mauss
learned to recognize the technical and cultural specificity of these ways of
inhabiting a body. A body trained to march to a certain rhythm is already
not a natural body. Troops march in an artificially precise way, which is
scored and formatted by military music, among other things. Is it that
some kind of national biological characteristic accounts, as a common
factor, for both British marching and British drumming? Certainly not.
Mauss is arguing that the body is not simply material and therefore predictable in its psychological realizations: rather, the social is the level at
which you will find the explanations for behavior. Rules that we learn in
society make our material bodies operative.
With a slight difference in emphasis, I reach for the vocabulary of
phenomenology. A rhythm, for example a four-four march time, is an
intentional object projected into the future, a rule that anticipates and
regulates the behavior of those who accept it: one-two-three-four, one-
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two-three-four, until a halt is called. And a different rhythm, for example
a waltz, sets out a different rule and formats future behavior in different
ways. A “recurrent figure of sound” (Gerard Manley Hopkins) orients
and projects. The soldiers of the Worcestershire Regiment found themselves with legs and feet trained to one projected rule, and ears receiving a
different rule: they had a two-body problem or even a four-body one.
Techniques of the body come to consciousness because something
goes wrong in a specific way, in the very way that scholars of comparative
literature are apt to notice: the clash of codes. There is thus something to
compare, a culturally specific remainder that arises when the two patterns don’t mesh seamlessly, but leave margins of code unaccounted for
on both sides. But it’s too simple to describe the Worcester Regiment’s
problem as a clash between British and French rhythms. The maladjustment happens rather among four patterns of rhythm: the British step
and the French music, of course, but, no less, the missing British music
and the French way of stepping that the French music was meant to accompany. These are normative behaviors. They reveal themselves to consciousness as techniques, as artifices, when things do not go according to
plan—and they would not do this if the bodies were simply carrying out
successful goal-directed actions according to a technique. Estrangement,
ostranenie, as Viktor Shklovsky called it, occurs. We could not speak
here of homogeneity developing into heterogeneity by progressive differentiation. Rather, heterogeneity comes crashing in on the homogeneous.
Two throngs merge with no single rule to guide their movements. Their
encounter is historically new and irreversible.
Techniques of the body always involve at least two bodies, an experienced one and a projected one. Exceptional circumstances allow Mauss
to see the two bodies as two rather than as one. The nurses who cause the
patient to re-experience his hours spent in the cinema, as if they were
quoting the evanescent figures on the silver screen, exhibit their bodies
in double, as praxis and as norm. This the stumbling soldiers also do,
although in their case, the norm is unattained, and the signals proper to
two conflicting norms haunt and confuse their practice. Along with these
revelatory moments of failure, the discovery of the technical body is also
enabled by media. It is notable that cinema, in Mauss’ account, has transmitted bodily gestures and disciplines—the “American walk”—across
oceans and continents without at the same time transmitting the people
and bodies who originated them. Parisian women learn from the cinema
how to walk the brisk American walk, just as, if other circumstances had
favored it, they might have learned how to walk the Maori “onioi.”
The cinema is just one of the great nineteenth-century mimetic tech-
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nologies that permit the separation of acts, voices, gestures—in a word,
habitus—from the bodies that issued them. Thanks to the cinema, or
more precisely thanks to the originator of time-sequenced photography,
Étienne-Jules Marey, we can give a positive answer to the famous question posed by Yeats and reiterated by Paul de Man, “How can we know
the dancer from the dance?” It would be a mistake to call cinematic representation the dance in itself, or to confuse it with the whole dance, but
enough of the dance can be captured that it can be repeated and transmitted by mechanical means; it becomes textualized. As Walter Benjamin
put it, cinema, like technical reproduction in general, “substitutes a mass
existence for a unique existence. And in permitting the reproduction to
reach the recipient in his or her own situation, it actualizes that which
is reproduced.” By 1920, viewers of cinema could perform the walks of
foreigners just as they could learn to perform a piece on the piano with
the help of sheet music.
This contagious, re-citable property of media, implying a wider definition of textuality, opens up for us a definition of the body that will not
require a common-sense, you-know-what-I’m-talking-about, essentialist
or fundamentalist definition of the body at the center of our talk of corporeal techniques. As an alternative to that path, we have another path
that says that what will count as a body is an effect of the representational or discursive means available to incarnate it. The body operative in
our discourse is whatever we have the ability to speak, chart, compute, or
perform—walk, dance, shimmy—into being.
And for this reason the characteristics of this body are apt to change
every time a new imaginative or representational technique emerges.
Marey is responsible for more than one such change. Well before his
work with successive photographs of the movement of bodies in space
brought him to the threshold of the cinema, he had first made his name
as an inventor of devices for capturing physiological change and movement within living creatures. Marey’s strategy was to make the biological phenomena write themselves. He hitched an oscillating penholder to
an arrangement of springs, cords and tubes connected to the organs of
interest, and made the organs move the indicator in proportion to their
normal physiological action. On the side of the output, Marey’s strategy
was to reduce what must be measured to one or more variables of space,
and plot changes in that variable against an axis of time. The result was
a two-dimensional table. Graphs representing quantitative change over
time had been appearing here and there since William Playfair’s charts
showing the recent growth of the British national debt in 1801, and indeed
a musical score is a kind of time-series chart. Marey’s original contribu-
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tion was in permitting the flesh to speak—or rather, write—its actions
rather than be spoken about by an observer.
And in time Marey’s externalization of the body’s processes onto paper came to be applied to language, incorporating what it had sought to
displace—words. Philologists and linguists have always been dissatisfied
with existing alphabets. No two languages use the letters in the same way;
a single language will use them differently from one period to another, or
from one region to another. Desirous of the precision that was making
possible recent advances in physiology, a linguist, Pierre Jean Rousselot,
and a laryngologist, Charles Rosapelly, attempted to use the devices Marey
had developed in his laboratory to transcribe the subtle, coordinated
movements of the vocal tract. Rousselot’s adaptation of Marey’s physiological recording devices made the tongue, the nose and the larynx write
their own displacements onto paper, leaving a trace even more detailed
and individualized than the sound recordings on wax cylinders that soon
began to appear. (Edison first demonstrated his phonograph four years
after Rousselot and Rosapelly published their study of the muscle movements in language.) Psycho-physiology framed the human body itself as
an analogue and confirmation of such mimetic extra-corporeal technologies as the phonograph and cinema. Capturing and replaying motion was
its signal ability. Man was once more “the most mimetic of animals.”
Just what kinds of distinctions the human perceptive apparatus is able
to capture, and what it makes of them next, is the question that experimental psychology was set up to resolve. From the laboratories of Fechner,
Wundt, Helmholtz, and Marey, devices for evaluating human response
to sensory stimuli proliferated and found a home in all forward-looking
universities. Reaction time, sensory discrimination, and other features of
mental life could be measured in setups combining a human subject and
a variety of inscribing and calibrating devices.
Rhythm particularly lent itself to such investigations. A strictly quantitative stimulus could be established on the machine side of the setup—
for example, a series of mechanically generated clicks—and the human
responses evaluated for subjective qualities such as inferred groupings or
supposed accentuation. Imagine the laboratory set up for an investigation of the psychology of rhythm. At the center is a human body (then as
now, a student volunteer). This body is coupled on one side with a device
producing regular, uniformly paced clicks, and on the other side, with
a device allowing the body to record an output reflecting what it hears,
for example by tapping on a telegraph key. The output might (and usually did) reveal rhythmical groupings, accents, and other features of order
that had been supplied by the subject, not given in the original stimulus.
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People thrive on pattern. Robert MacDougall, writing in 1903 from William James’s lab at Harvard, observed that
the rhythm form is not objectively definable as a stable type of stimulation existing in and for itself; the discrimination of true and false
relations among its elements depends on the immediate report of the
consciousness in which it appears. . . . The artistic rhythm form cannot be defined as constituted of periods which are “chronometrically
proportionate” . . . It is not such in virtue of any physical relations
which may obtain among its constituents, though it may be dependent on such conditions.
R. S. Woodworth in 1907 noted that “a uniformly spaced series of equal
sounds . . . is often heard in rhythmic form, and the same series may be
heard in different rhythms. For example, a series of seven sounds may
be heard either in 3/4 rhythm or in 6/8 rhythm. These differences are
not contained in the stimulus, which is equivocal. . . . The groupings are
not describable in sensory or motor terms, but are non-sensory qualities.” Richard Wallaschek, the author of Primitive Music (1895), contended that
the muscular sense is not directly and in itself the cause of enjoyment
in music, but becomes the case not only of enjoyment but of high
mental edification when forming the basis of a cortical process which
consists in arranging a certain number of sensations in time-periods,
and perceiving them as whole united groups. Through this mental
process the otherwise mere sensuous enjoyment rises to the higher
rank of artistic value, while without it the musical performance
would have to be placed on the same level with gymnastics or, as
in the savage world, with beating and fighting . . .
The question hanging over these investigations is whether rhythm is
necessarily a physical thing or an intellectual thing. Posed in these terms,
the alternative is false, for a socialized body, as Mauss would have said,
is a physical thing that performs cultural work on itself and its environment. The body attentive to rhythm is, we can say without too much
metaphorical exaggeration, a transformer. It takes a flow of energy (sonic
pulses) and packages it into a specific form of current that is best able to
travel in its particular cultural milieu. Among infantrymen, it will be a
four-four measure; among hearers of ancient Greek epic, it will be dactylic hexameter; among singers on the Scottish-English border, it will be
the ballad stanza; and so forth. The body does not introduce new quantities of matter or energy that are not already in the environment, it merely
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alters the form of the material given it, but it does so in a way that secures
consensual uptake by other receivers similarly prepared.
The transformer that is the socialized body gives to heard sound an
order that renders the sound memorable or that predisposes it to significance in relation to other sounds experienced in the hearer’s milieu.
In short, transforming sound into meter is the work of the perceiving
body. This is cultural work. The choice whether to parse a series of sounds
as falling into 3/4 or 6/8 meter is unthinkable without prior exposure to
music in those time signatures, and the same must surely be said of McDougall’s or Wallaschek’s aesthetic syntheses. A rhythm is, to repeat, an
intentional object, and a collective one at that.
The biomechanical hybrid—what Mauss calls an “assemblage of physio-socio-psychological acts in series”—thus delineated is in an epistemological feedback relation with a general model of “energetics” shared by
physicists, biologists, social theorists, philosophers of art and cosmologists in the years around 1900. In a universe heading inexorably toward
disorder, why should anything be permanent? More specifically, why
should anything in such a universe be remembered or repeated?
It takes some expenditure of energy to maintain cultural forms (failing
which, they would simply dissolve or become indifferent). Repetition and
the enforcement of norms go with the conservatism of most pre-industrial
cultures. Even William Carlos Williams, in accounting for the modernist
poetic movement in which he took a leading part, explains it chiefly as an
effect of decay: traditional “measures . . . were synonymous with a society
[that was] uniform, and made up of easily measurable integers, racial and
philosophical,” but “our lives . . . have lost all that in the past we had
to measure them by, except outmoded standards that are meaningless to
us.” Accordingly, “they should be horrible things, those [modernist] poems. To the classic muse their bodies should appear to be covered with
sores. They should be hunchbacked, limping. And yet our poems must
show how we have struggled with them to measure and control them.”
The pathos of decline here assumes victory over premodern sensibility
and conventions accomplished. And yet “to break the pentameter” took a
“heave.” Once a cultural form—a rhythm for example—is launched and
has been adopted by many people, it will take effort to dislodge it. Where
does this countervailing energy come from?
Consider what is being offered to our listening and reciting bodies by
the following:
If I should die, think only this of me:
That there’s some corner of a foreign field
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That is for ever England. There shall be
In that rich earth a richer dust concealed . . .
You will have recognized Rupert Brooke’s famous sonnet “The Soldier,”
reprinted during the Great War in newspaper leaders and recited from
pulpits across Great Britain. Iambic pentameter, precise rhymes, elevating
sentiment, patriotism, nostalgia: “the military-metrical complex,” as Meredith Martin has called it, on parade. Another example of war poetry
from 1915, however, refuses to fall in step:
Here we are, picking the first fern-shoots
And saying: When shall we get back to our country?
Here we are because we have the Ken-nin for our foemen,
We have no comfort because of these Mongols.
We grub the soft fern-shoots,
When anyone says “Return,” the others are full of sorrow.
Sorrowful minds, sorrow is strong, we are hungry and thirsty.
[. . .]
Horses, his horses even, are tired. They were strong.
We have no rest, three battles a month.
By heaven, his horses are tired. [. . .]
We come back in the snow,
We go slowly, we are hungry and thirsty,
Our mind is full of sorrow, who will know of our grief?
The second example comes from Cathay, Ezra Pound’s book of translations or quasi-translations from the Chinese. The reader has little sense of
being led on by a familiar rhythmic pattern, as one does with the Brooke
sonnet. Each line has to be scanned individually; the stresses clump or
disperse as they will; despite a predominance of feminine endings, the
lines are end-stopped in obedience to the blunt, paratactic statements
being made rather than to demands of rhyme or meter. The “recurrent
figures of sound” (Hopkins) that permit us to recognize rhythm are rare:
when the phrase “hungry and thirsty” echoes the last two feet of a Homeric hexameter (–˘˘ | –˘), it is like a raft sighted on a wide sea. The
lines stumble. We might as well be marching with the Worcestershire
Regiment, except that the French military band has now been exchanged
for a seemingly arrhythmic Chinese one. Its origins in national myth so
distant as to be a mere outline, its meter for the most part unidentifiable and asymmetrical, and its sentiments far from sacrificial idealism,
Cathay broke with the inherited patterns that we see so boastfully on display in Brooke’s sonnet. Cathay has been described as anti-war poetry.
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It is so more than thematically: the repudiation of war goes so far as to
rout marching cadences from the verse itself. A new technique of the
body here clashes with poetic “rhythm” as understood by most English
speakers of the time. As Virginia Woolf put it: “In the vast catastrophe of
the European war our emotions had to be broken up for us, and put at
an angle from us, before we could allow ourselves to feel them in poetry
or fiction.”
Whatever Pound was translating, he wasn’t transferring Asian meter
into English. Pound could hardly have had any idea of the Chinese metric
of his original. Not only did he lack Chinese, he had access only to a Japanese transcription that rendered the last few lines just cited in this form:
Jū-sha, ki-ga / shi bo gyō gyō.
Gai kan tei kyo / ichi getsu san sho.
Ga hi shi bo / shi bo ki ki.
Kon ga lai shi / wu setsu hi hi.
Kō dō chi chi / sai katsu sai ki.
Ga shin shō hi / baku chi ga ai.

戎車既駕，四牡業業 。
豈敢定居？一月三捷 。
駕彼四牡，四牡騤騤 。
今我來思，雨雪霏霏 。
行道遲遲，載渴載飢 。
我心傷悲，莫知我哀 。

Nothing here to imitate, apparently. But the strange syllables may have
suggested a heavy, hesitant step that broke the confident marching iambics of Brooke. In any case, Pound definitely saw and put aside a draft
translation of the same poem by Ernest Francisco Fenollosa that began:
Picking the ferns, picking the ferns,
ferns that grow in the forest.
Speaking of home, speaking of home,
the year grows old in the desert.
...
Picking the ferns, picking the ferns,
Ferns that here are so tender,
Speaking of home, speaking of home,
Hardens the soul with its sorrow.
Sorrow of mind, tears of the mind,
and body in hunger and thirst—
But men return, don’t ask to return
we must clear the enemy first.
Fenollosa (whose notebooks on Chinese poetry remained Pound’s
main source for his entire engagement with Asian models) had noted the
verse form of the poem’s Chinese original, a four-syllable a b a b stanza,
and tried to render it as a ballad stanza in English. Though he hadn’t
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worked out the rhyming words yet, Fenollosa had a definite rhythmic
pattern in mind. Absurdly, it’s 4/3/4/3 ballad stanza that reads as a waltz
in 6/8 time:
Pick-ing the ferns, (da da) picking the ferns, (da da)
• • • • • • | •
• •
• • •
Ferns (da) that here are so ten- (da da) der (da da) . . .
• • • • • • | •
• •
• • •

| |
| |

Although Fenollosa knew that the forms, rhymes, meters, and stanzas
of Chinese poetry had histories of their own, and had systematic associations with other parts of Chinese culture, he must have thought that
in order to make the documents from China look and sound like poetry, those cultural specificities had to be replaced with features of the
English-language tradition that also coded positively for the quality of
“being poetic.” This was exactly the wrong choice, a choice imposed by inertia, a mechanical tick-tock imposed by centuries of precedent. Pound’s
breaking of the rhythm made the marching bodies wake up (“Here we
are . . .”) and wonder what they were doing and when they could get back
to their country. Stumbling was by far the more honorable thing to do,
both as regards the war theme and the dignity of the Chinese classical
poem. When Pound turned some forty years later to translate the three
hundred and five Confucian Odes into ballad stanza and a simulacrum
of Appalachian Volksdichtung peppered with blackface-minstrel japes, he
may have done it out of sarcasm, or else sought to mark his own regression, as a guest of St. Elizabeths, to the state of Gummere’s throng.

Comes a Vapour from the Margin
Manifestos for Imagism presented its prosody as psychological and individual, an alternative to the mechanical, collective drumming of traditional meter. As Pound put it variously between 1912 and 1917:
As regarding rhythm: to compose in the sequence of the musical
phrase, not in sequence of a metronome. . . .
I believe in an ‘absolute rhythm,’ a rhythm, that is, in poetry which
corresponds exactly with the emotion or shade of emotion to be expressed. A man’s rhythm must be interpretative, it will be, therefore,
in the end, his own, uncounterfeiting, uncounterfeitable. . . .
I think one should write vers libre . . . only when the ‘thing’ builds
up a rhythm more beautiful than that of set metres, or more real,
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more a part of the emotion of the ‘thing,’ more germane, intimate,
interpretative than the measure of regular accentual verse . . .
Pound was simultaneously practitioner, theorist, and publicist. Some
confusion of roles is to be expected. His calls for the breaking of traditional
meter promise a rhythm that will be “germane, intimate, interpretative”—
a musical reflection of personality. But his space of argument is polemically narrowed: in it, one must choose whether to write in obedience to
“the musical phrase” or to “a metronome.”
Cathay rejects the metronome, but its “absolute rhythm” is not purely
psychological and interpretive either: its mimesis of emotional states
is complicated by reminiscences of French free verse, American prose
transcribing Japanese glosses on Chinese poems, and some faintly heard
Sino-Japanese meters. Rhythm becomes palimpsestic. It becomes, to cite
Pound again, “an ‘Image,’ [or] that which presents an intellectual and emotional complex in an instant of time.” Note that there is nothing necessarily visual in this definition of the “Image.” It is rather a psychophysical
apparatus through which the memory of past events can be fixed and
transmitted, as Bergson proposed in Matière et mémoire:
Here I am in the midst of images, in the vaguest sense that can be
given to the word, images that are perceived when I open my senses,
unperceived when I close them. . . . It is entirely as if, in this collection of images that I call the universe, nothing really new could ever
be produced save through the intermediation of certain particular
images, of which the pattern is given me by my body. . . .
The body, interposed between those objects acting on it and those
on which it exerts influence, is no more than a conductor, disposed
to collect movements, and to send them on, when it does not halt
them, to certain motor mechanisms. . . . It must therefore be as if an
independent facility of memory gathered up images along the course
of time as they are produced, and as if our body, with its environment, was only one of these images: the ultimate image. . . . So it is in
the form of motor apparatus, and of motor apparatus alone, that [the
body] can store up past actions.
Poetic rhythm, a “technique of the body” involving stored and repeated
schemata, is an “image” in this sense. Visual imagery projects representation into space, which, in the Bergsonian language used by T. E. Hulme
in articulating the Imagist poetic and emulated by Pound, is the realm
of mechanistic causality and stereotyped language, as opposed to time,
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where creative freedom can occur. “It is important to see that the inability under which we suffer, of being unable to conceive the existence of a
real change in which absolutely new and unpredictable things can happen, is entirely due to that fixed habit of the intellect which insists that
we shall analyse things into elements, and insists on that because it will
have a picture in spatial terms.” Thus the common etymology of the
term “Imagism” is based on a faux ami, as is the usual explanation for the
popularity of “imagistic” Chinese poetry as a model for modernist poetry
in English.
Verse, like dance, transmits a pattern of movement from body to body,
or from a body at time T to the same body at time T+1. The transmission
process does not simply go from inside to outside (the assumption imported into Imagist rhetoric from Bergsonian vitalism); since all bodies
receive rhythms from outside, and there are many such rhythms (relayed,
for example, by different languages and poetic traditions), verse can and
must be perturbed even while seeking an “absolute rhythm.” Our understanding of the history of poetry could do with less thematics and more
attention to the contagious, repetitive logic of inscription.
Laudable attention has been paid in recent years to prosody, rhythm
and meter in English. Unfortunately the discussion has too often been
provincial. By neglecting the foreign contributions to English verse
we risk giving credence to the idea that a nation’s poetry “progresses”
straightforwardly from initial homogeneity to a later heterogeneity (with
this heterogeneity being always decomposable into pure elements, as was
the choral counterpoint of Spencer’s example). Pound with his customary abruptness stated in 1913 that “The history of English poetic glory is
a history of successful steals from the French.” This is a general truth—
substitute what national labels you like. “The history of X’s poetic glory
is a history of successful steals from Y.” French vers libre was a successful
steal from various sources, including Whitman. In the case of Whitman,
as soon as the French had stolen him away, a group of American poets
led by Pound and Eliot stole him back, in the guise of Laforgue, whose
rhyme and meter, along with a great deal else, are unmistakable in “Prufrock” and Hugh Selwyn Mauberley. And Cathay is a storehouse of steals
from France, China, and Japan. Pound’s lines are bent and dented by the
irreversible impact of the foreign.
If we recognize poetry as being “the most provincial of the arts,” the
verbal art with the least easily broken commitments to the language in
which it is written, cross-linguistic influence is going to pose a problem. And nonetheless it happens. How? As with the hapless soldiers of
the Worcestershire Regiment, any prosodic influence across languages
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is going to involve at least four overlapping systems. To understand, for
example, how Whitman could affect French versification one needs to
understand, at a minimum, how Whitman’s prosody works; how French
prosody at the time of contact or importation worked; then how Whitman’s prosody seemed to work to French speakers (which may not be the
same thing as how Whitman’s prosody works for English speakers); then
how the effects of one registered on the other. Contact between languages
in verse form is a contact not between objects in themselves, but between
the forms they take through comparison and reflexivity. The forms taken
over from other languages will necessarily make the receiving language
stumble, will break the inertia of its forward movement. This is not easy
to understand without a commitment to the foreign languages, and it
suggests, at least as far as poetry is concerned, that “English” is a mirage.
At its historical turning points, verse is a technique of the stumbling body
led on by alien bands.
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Constructing Walt Whitman: Literary History
and Histories of Rhythm
Erin Kappeler

Whitman studies in the twentieth century have shown us the truth of
Whitman’s declaration, “I am large, I contain multitudes.” There is a
Whitman for every artistic and social need: the aesthetic Whitman liberates poetry from the shackles of its past; the queer Whitman challenges heteronormative structures; the historic Whitman registers the
rapid technological and media shifts of modernity; the political Whitman shows us the promise of liberal selfhood. There are British, Spanish, German, Brazilian, Portuguese, Italian, Polish, Swedish, and Russian
Whitmans, as Gay Wilson Allen and Ed Folsom show in Whitman and
the World, each of which responds to distinct cultural trends and historical events. Whitman’s varied legacies can make it seem as if “Whitman is mere bathybius; . . . literature in the condition of protoplasm—
an intellectual organism so simple that it takes the instant impression of
whatever mood approaches it,” as the British critic Edmund Gosse halfseriously proposed in 1896. Contemporary critics have been attentive to
the constructed nature of these various Whitmans, particularly following the publication of the seminal essay collection Breaking Bounds in
1996, which was intended to direct critical focus to “the performative and
staged dimensions of the figure ‘Walt Whitman’ and the constructedness
of his reputation.” And yet, there is one Whitman who critics continue to
accept as a natural fact: Whitman the father of free verse, who liberated
American poetry from the confines of “traditional” poetry. This figure
has been so fully naturalized that even the critics who are most attuned to
Whitman’s shifting place in history are still unable to recognize that the
alignment of Whitman with free verse happened at a particular historical
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moment. David Reynolds, for instance, whose carefully historicized work
is otherwise sensitive to Whitman’s protean reputation, states as fact that,
as the “father of free verse,” Whitman “changed the course of poetry” by
“liberat[ing] poetry from rhyme and meter, opening it up to the flexible
rhythms of feeling and voice.” Even Betsy Erkkila, the editor of Breaking
Bounds, literalizes this figure by explaining that Whitman “broke away
from the form and content of traditional verse” to found a new tradition
of poetic rhythm. To be sure, Whitman’s own writings seem to authorize
this vision of Whitman as the father of a new poetic form; as he put it
in the preface to the first edition of Leaves of Grass, the American poet’s
job was to “[see] the solid and beautiful forms of the future where there
are now no solid forms.” But to claim that Whitman’s new form was
free verse is to take for granted that we know what free verse was and is,
and, in the process, to simplify a complex history of debates about poetic
rhythm. Whitman’s poetry was not called “free verse” with any regularity until the 1920s, and even then, arguments about the nature of free
verse abounded. American scholars in the 1910s and 20s hotly contested
the formal identity of Whitman’s writing, turning to scientific studies of
linguistic rhythm to solve the problem of free verse once and for all. In
what follows, I argue that Whitman’s position in literary history as the
father of free verse began to be constructed in this critical moment, and
that this construction was a much more complicated and contentious
process than has been realized. Focusing primarily on the critical work
of Fred Newton Scott, Amy Lowell, and Mary Austin, I show that these
arguments about Whitman’s rhythm were motivated by concerns about
constructing an American identity. As the second great wave of immigration increased the diversity of the American population and stimulated
anxiety about the country’s ability to absorb multiple immigrant bodies
into a coherent national body, debates about Whitman’s rhythms became
debates about an imagined American race. In the process, these debates
produced key ideas about the nature of free verse and modern poetry
that continue to circulate in the academy today in deracinated, decontextualized forms. This significant moment in the country’s “absorption” of
Whitman as a generative figure thus provides a particularly rich site for
rethinking the relationship between poetic rhythms, national ideologies,
and literary history.
Scott, Lowell, and Austin may seem like minor figures in the development of free verse in America, but their work represents a dominant
strain of poetic thought in the early modernist era—a strain of thought
that tells a much different story about the emergence and reception of
free verse than the familiar narrative of metrical constraint and liberation.
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The study of poetry in the American academy during this time was largely
concerned with a theory of generic evolution that grew out of nineteenthcentury ballad scholarship. According to this theory, poetry had begun at
the dawn of civilization as a heavily rhythmical, embodied, communal
practice, and had evolved into an abstract, print-mediated, individualized experience. Nineteenth-century ballad discourse imagined pre-literate, pre-capitalist cultures to possess an authenticity and a unity that had
been fragmented by the fall into mechanized print. In this schema, highly
rhythmical oral poetry was the basis of genuine national literary traditions and a reflection of unified folk cultures; as Susan Stewart argues,
ballad scholars believed that oral ballads provided “a legitimating point
of origin for all consequent national literature” and culture. This theory
of the communal origins of poetry was reanimated and modified by early
twentieth-century scholars, who saw free verse as an attempted return to
the immediacy and organicism of the earliest poetry and as the true beginning of an American literary tradition. It is often acknowledged that
the “balladic fantasy about a singular folk” was particularly powerful in
the postbellum United States, as Michael Cohen has shown, but it is less
often noticed how integral this fantasy was to the construction of Walt
Whitman as the fountainhead of American free verse. Indeed, Whitman’s current place in literary history has been understood as a function
of the institutionalization of the New Criticism rather than as an ongoing negotiation of the imagined relationship between rhythm, literary
form, and national identity. Scott MacPhail, for instance, argues that the
“lyric-nationalist readings of Whitman” as the fountainhead of American poetry stem from the simultaneous emergence of the New Criticism
and American studies in the mid-twentieth-century American academy.
MacPhail’s analysis highlights how the New Critical ideal of the lyric as
the genre that transcends history and ideology, when applied to Whitman’s poetry, helped to “[serve] the ideological needs of [mid-century]
state structures of power” by providing a seemingly rational, coherent articulation of American nationalism. But an exclusive focus on this era’s
construction of Whitman misses the many other times that Whitman—
and, more specifically, Whitman’s rhythms—became a useful figure for
the propagation of narratives of national progress.
By arguing that Whitman’s poetry was not always understood as free
verse, and that free verse is an unstable, changeable category rather than
an empirical literary form, I hope to emphasize the imaginary, constructed
nature of poetic rhythm itself. This is precisely the radical and unsettling
understanding of meter that many scholars of Victorian poetry have been
advancing in recent years; studies of American poetry from the same era,
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however, have been slow to integrate the insights of this work. Many
scholars of Victorian poetry take for granted that there is no unified system of “conventional” English meter, and that prosody names, not “an
aesthetic category . . . distinct from the political or cultural sphere,” but
rather any number of contradictory “way[s] of thinking” about “gender,
class, and national structures.” Scholars such as Isobel Armstrong, Jason
David Hall, Matthew Reynolds, Meredith Martin, and Yopie Prins have
investigated how definitions of meter, rhythm, prosody, and versification
shifted throughout the nineteenth century, and how these fields were
imagined as forces that could construct and support ideal forms of English national identity. This work shows that, although accentual-syllabic
systems of scansion, based on the foot as the most fundamental metrical
unit, have come to seem like both the natural way to approach the formal
study of English-language poetry and the natural foil to more organic free
verse forms, such systems only achieved hegemony in the twentieth century. The complicated, multivalent history of prosodic debate this scholarship illuminates shows that there was no singular metrical tradition
from which free versifiers could break away until they helped to invent it;
as Gertrude Stein quipped, “there is nothing to cut loose from . . . know
this when there is no more to tell about what prose and poetry has been.”
Building on this scholarship, I track changes in Whitman’s reputation as
a rhythmical innovator not to find the answer to the question of how to
understand his rhythm, but rather to understand why certain approaches
to the study of his rhythm became appealing at a particular historical
moment. If, as Martin argues in The Rise and Fall of Meter, meter is never
“merely the measure of the line,” but always also “operates as a powerful discourse that interacts with and influences discourses about national
culture,” recovering early critical arguments about Whitman’s metrical
forms can help to illuminate just how imbricated rhythmic and nationalistic discourses have been in American poetics, suggesting the importance of attending to the politics as well as the aesthetics of prosody.

Fred Newton Scott’s Whitman: Rhythm as National Symbol
Whitman simply proclaimed that he had created a new form of national poetry, but many scholars in the early twentieth-century American academy believed that their investigations into the origins of poetic
rhythm had finally proved that this was so. Fred Newton Scott became
one of the first academics to argue that Whitman had successfully created an entirely new, and entirely American, verse form when he published “A Note on Walt Whitman’s Prosody” in The Journal of English and
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Germanic Philology in 1908. Scott was a hugely influential figure in English studies in the early 1900s. He served as president of the Modern
Language Association in 1907, founded the department of rhetoric at the
University of Michigan, co-founded the National Council of Teachers of
English and the Linguistic Society of America, and authored an impressive number of textbooks, critical studies, and scholarly articles, including the widely used Introduction to the Methods and Materials of Literary
Criticism. Scott was particularly interested in the problem of differentiating the rhythms of poetry from the rhythms of prose, and his work in this
area led him to believe that he had discovered the solution to the problem
of Whitman’s irregular form (though, importantly, he did not call that
form free verse).
Scott’s reconceptualization of Whitman grew out of his engagement
with an unlikely pair of theorists: Francis Barton Gummere (whose career Virginia Jackson outlines elsewhere in this volume) and John Stuart
Mill. As Jackson’s essay shows, Scott’s pairing of Gummere and Mill was
truly strange, since Gummere fought a losing intellectual battle against
Mill throughout his long career. Gummere strenuously objected to Mill’s
definition of poetry as “feeling confessing itself to itself in moments of
solitude” because such a definition failed to account for the vital social
functions of poetic rhythm. Mill’s assertion that to “[confound] poetry
with metrical composition” was “vulgar” seemed to Gummere to be a
catastrophic error; if cultural identity was an effect of poetic rhythm, as
Gummere believed it to be, then uncoupling rhythm from poetry would
fragment a once-coherent nation. Scott had no trouble combining aspects
of these oppositional theories, however, because he believed that poetry
was a unified, coherent genre, and that academic investigators could discover the “primal causes” and universal principles that governed its evolution. He believed that Gummere was correct in arguing that poetry had
begun as a social practice grounded in rhythm, but that it had evolved
into an individualistic art form with little connection to early communal
rhythms, meaning that Mill’s definition was an accurate description of
modern poetry. In eliding the distance between Gummere and Mill, Scott
ignored the fissures and pressure points in prosodic discourse, thereby
contributing to the growing sense that there was one “right” way to read
poetry rather than multiple ways to approach different genres and metrical forms.
Scott’s version of “right” reading is, curiously, both an artifact of turnof-the-century evolutionary science as well as a source of many influential ideas about the organic rhythms of modern poetry. Scott accepted
Gummere’s theory of poetic evolution along with Mill’s famous distinc-
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tion between eloquence and poetry, and he posited that this distinction
held the key to finding the fundamental difference between the rhythms
of prose and the rhythms of poetry. Scott explained that speakers who
wanted to communicate information were more attuned to the social
function of poetry, since they had to factor in the response of their audience. He argued that the back-and-forth of communication led to “a
swaying, fluctuating movement of a seemingly irregular kind.” Speakers
who wanted to express emotion, on the other hand, had only to account
for their own feelings, and so tended to produce “a fairly regular series
[of sounds] subject to changes in tempo and pitch corresponding to the
successive moods of the speaker.” If written prose and poetry had developed as modes of communication and expression, respectively, as Scott
believed both Mill’s and Gummere’s theories proved, then it stood to reason that the rhythms of prose would be made up of long non-repeating
units, based on the back-and-forth movement of communicative speech,
while those of poetry would be made up of short recurring units based on
the more regular movement of individualistic expressive speech. In premodern poetry, Scott explained, the short units of poetic rhythm corresponded to the stamping feet and clapping hands of the throng described
by Gummere. In modern poetry, the units of rhythm were derived from
the “physiolog[y] and psycholog[y]” of individual bodies. To Scott, this
theory seemed to prove that the most fundamental units of Englishlanguage poetry were not syllabic units (iambs, dactyls, anapests, etc.),
as many prosodists believed, but rather temporal units derived from the
rhythms of the human body. Syllabic units could be rightly understood as
abstractions imposed upon those basic bodily rhythms—abstractions that
could easily distract poets and their audiences from what he saw as the
real rhythms of poetry, which were the rhythms of the body in motion.
Scott’s attempt to substitute temporal units for syllabic units had many
precedents in the nineteenth century—most famously, in E. S. Dallas’ 1852
assertion that meter was simply “time heard” and in Coventry Patmore’s
1857 elaboration that meter was made up of “ ‘isochronous intervals,’ or
units of time.” These temporal units were so often tied to the rhythms
of the body that, as Jason Rudy argues, “the history of Victorian poetry is
in no small part a history of the human body.” If Scott was aware of this
rich prosodic history, however, he did not let on. He presented his theory
as an entirely new discovery that was only possible thanks to advances
in modern science. He appealed to his own amateur experiments and to
popular evolutionary theories to justify his approach to rhythm, which
helped to give his prosodic theory the appearance of a disinterested, scientific discovery. He presented “data” drawn from his encounters with
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animals to prove that his rhythmical laws held for all vocalizing animals,
explaining that, when he managed to overhear the songs of birds and the
cries of cats without their noticing (meaning they had no audience and
were only attempting to express themselves to themselves, to paraphrase
Mill), their vocalizations came “in a rhythmical (one might almost say
a metrical) series,” but that, once his subjects noticed his presence and
realized they had an audience, their cries became “harsh, strident,” and
“less regular,” echoing the irregular rhythms of prose communication. He
noted that his anecdotes about mewling cats and chirping birds opened
him to “smiles and gibes,” but he remained confident that “the researches
of Darwin, Groos, and others concerning the genesis of expressive signs”
proved the validity of such evidence. To Scott, it was clear that his observations, combined with other studies in evolutionary science, plainly
showed that the same set of rhythmical laws governed all languages, from
the non-human to the primitive to the modern, and that his generation
of theorists was the first to have discovered this fact. In Scott’s account,
poetic rhythm was an empirical, verifiable phenomenon, and classical
prosodic terminology obscured this fact.
Scott argued that the discovery of these universal rhythmical rules
meant that the answer to the question of how to interpret Whitman’s idiosyncratic cadences was finally at hand. He posited that Whitman’s unusual long lines were the result of a blending of the wave-like rhythms of
prose (which he called “motation”) and the steadier rhythms of poetry
(which he called “nutation”). According to Scott, Whitman’s natural “delight in large free movements and rushes of sound made him impatient
of the short units, the quickly recurring beats, of the nutative rhythm. He
wished to embody in his verse the largo of nature,” and so he “sought to
make [these natural sounds and movements] the very foundation of his
prosody, the regulative principle of his rhythm.” Whitman had asserted
that his poems were the best expression of democratic freedom, but Scott
found scientific proof that Whitman’s poetry was indeed more “large” and
“free” than the “short,” cramped, and stifling movements of “regular” meter. Scott thus helped to naturalize the opposition between “traditional”
foot-based systems of prosody and more organic forms of meter.
At the same time, Scott’s theory was able to locate the genesis of this
new metrical freedom in the language of the American people. He explained that Whitman’s hypersensitivity to the unique beauty of American speech helped him to see that he had to create an entirely new idiom
in order to adequately express its “peculiar genius,” and that it was his
ear for “the pitch-glides and speech-tunes” of prose that allowed him to
develop his new, hybrid poetic form. In revaluing American speech as
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a tool of literary innovation, Scott’s theory responded to a strain of British criticism that viewed Whitman’s prosodic originality as an unfortunate effect of his insufficient metrical education. According to this view,
Whitman was simply not educated enough to know that there were
already metrical forms suitable for the expression of his ideas. Percy
Smythe, 8th Viscount Strangford, put forth this argument most bitingly
in 1866. In a satire couched as a defense, Smythe explained that Whitman had “somehow managed to acquire or imbue himself with not only
the spirit but with the veriest mannerism, the most absolute trick and
accent, of Persian poetry.” Smythe argued that Whitman’s uneducated
state led him to translate this spirit into an undisciplined “yawp,” but if
he had had the good luck to attend an English preparatory school, and if
“Persian verse-making had been part of the Haileybury course, after the
manner of Latin alcaics and hexameters in an English public school,”
then Whitman might have been another Edward FitzGerald, translating mystical Eastern poetry into proper English forms. Smythe’s offhand references to specific Latin (and, elsewhere in the piece, Persian)
meters are meant to give a sense of exactly how little metrical knowledge Whitman possessed. Not only did poets in the nineteenth century
have access to countless English meters; the metrical traditions of all
of the languages of the world were increasingly being translated and
adapted for use by English-language poets. In ignoring these possibilities, Whitman proved his status as an uncultured American who could
only “yawp” irregularly. It was clear to nineteenth-century critics like
Smythe that Whitman was foregoing a world of metrical possibilities,
and that his refusal of the metrical past required either condemnation
or an explanation.
Whitman’s defenders in the 1880s and 90s did little to justify his metrical project; they tended to assert that Whitman was an important innovator and defender of democracy without providing proof of their own,
simply quoting Whitman’s poetry in the belief that it spoke for itself.
It was not until Scott and other scholars of American literature set out
to prove that their objects of study formed a coherent national literary
tradition that critics began to attempt to explain and categorize Whitman’s metrical innovations in a systematic way. Scott’s account of Whitman’s speech-based rhythms seemed to provide particularly compelling
evidence that American poetry had finally become an organic expression
of a unified national culture rather than an imitation of British poetry. As
such, the poetic tradition that Whitman inaugurated could help to maintain the unity of the nation, creating a feedback loop between national
identity and its literary expression. In Scott’s opinion, as in Gummere’s,
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social and artistic institutions were intimately linked. He argued that poetry and government were ruled by the same principles, explaining that,
the relation between art and nature is like that between a people and
its government . . . The people can become free and remain free,
only by submission to restraint. They can preserve their coherence,
their communal individuality, their organic life and opportunity for
unlimited expansion of that life, only as these things incessantly find
expression in traditional, law-observing, law-embodying institutions.
Prior to Whitman, no American poet had been able to devise a poetic
law that could give expression to the American people’s unique “organic
life,” and so American literature had failed to successfully cohere as a national tradition. The realization that Whitman had been creating within
the bounds of rhythmic law rather than simply “yawping” without a
sense of poetic rules meant that he could take his rightful place as the
fountainhead of a modern American literary tradition, and that scholars
of American poetry could finally prove that their discipline was a vital
area of research.
Though Scott followed Gummere in arguing that a nation’s literature
and its identity were inseparable, his sense of the relationship between
poetic rhythm and identity was slightly different. Gummere believed that
national identity was an effect of rhythm, but Scott understood rhythm to
be a figure for the functioning of a nation. If Scott’s conflation of prosody
and social relations was less absolute, it was no less powerful, for Whitman’s prosody as a figure for the body politic provided a model for reconciling the potential chaos and heterogeneity of a truly democratic society
with the supposed lack of freedom in any other social system. Scott put
forth this model in parable form, explaining, “when I read Whitman’s
poetry in light of [the] conception” of Whitman’s prosody as an interweaving of the long, irregularly recurring rhythms of prose and the short,
repeating rhythms of poetry,
a fantastic myth passes through my mind. I seem to see in Whitman
some giant-limbed old heathen god who has descended to the earth
fain to take part in the dance of mortals. He begins by practicing the
waltz, but soon tires of the mincing steps and quick gyrations. He
wants a larger, freer movement. He then tries marching and running and leaping, only to find that what his soul hungers for is the
undulating movement of the waltz. So, devising a kind of colossal
minuet, with woven paces and with waving arms, he moves through
it with a grandiose, galumphing majesty peculiar to himself, fling-
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ing his great limbs all abroad and shedding ambrosia from his flying
locks, yet with all his abandon keeping time to the music, and in all
the seeming waywardness of his saltations preserving the law and
pattern of the dance.
Scott advanced this parable of Whitman the dancer god as the foundational myth that America had been searching for since its colonial days.
The motative movement of prose, with its potentially lawless irregularity, stands in for the heterogeneous individuals that make up the American people. These fractious individuals are brought under control by the
regular, lawful nutative steps that allow bodies to move together in “the
rhythm of consent” that Gummere had theorized, thereby becoming a
unified people. For Scott, the “discovery” of Whitman’s prosody was also
the discovery of the first American throng. By finding their rhythm, he
believed, the American people had found a way to overcome the social
divisions and pressures that always threatened a democratic society. The
“waywardness” and “abandon” of willful individual subjects would be
harmonized in the pattern of the “colossal minuet” that was Leaves of
Grass. For Scott, Whitman was useful not so much as the familiar figure
of metrical revolution—the Whitman who liberated the line and “broke
new wood” for Ezra Pound—as the figure of metrical reconciliation—
the benevolent dancing giant who would bring his national community
together.

Alternatives to Whitman: Rhythm as “Racial Fact”
Scott believed that the question of Whitman’s rhythm and his consequent place in literary history was a settled affair. But for the majority of critics in the 1910s, the issue was far from resolved. According to
prominent critics including Amy Lowell and William Morrison Patterson, a professor of English at Columbia University who researched how
speech rhythms influenced poetic forms, the same scientific investigations into rhythm that proved to Scott that Whitman had invented a new
and uniquely American verse form instead showed that he had failed to
go far enough in his formal experimentation. Like Scott, Lowell and Patterson, who worked together to investigate poetic rhythm, believed that
speech rhythms were the physical basis for the rhythmic patterns of both
poetry and prose. But unlike Scott, they argued that Whitman had simply
brought together the distinctive rhythmic curves of the communicative
and expressive speech of the American people without adequately synthesizing them into a coherent poetic form. In her 1914 article “Vers Libre
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and Metrical Prose,” published in Poetry magazine, Lowell explained that
a misunderstanding of the nature of English meter was causing critics
to overvalue Whitman’s work and to overlook the truly groundbreaking
prosodical experiments being carried out by contemporary poets. This
was clearly a self-interested claim on Lowell’s part, but her understanding of English prosody was shared by many of her contemporaries, as we
will see. Lowell explained that Whitman had not invented a new poetic
rhythm, but had rather stumbled into what she called “metrical prose.”
She argued that vers libre had, confusingly, become a catch-all term for
innovative poetry, which obscured the significant differences between
French and English versification, as well as the notable divergences between different types of modern experimental poetry. In French poetry,
Lowell argued, with its “firm and inelastic rules,” it was “difficult . . . to
escape monotony,” and so French vers librists had rightly rebelled against
the constraints of traditional meter. English prosody, on the other hand,
was “so much freer, and permits of so much more change,” that translating
the rhythms of vers libre into English was almost impossible. According
to Lowell, most poets who attempted this feat—including Whitman—
ended up producing “metrical prose” rather than free verse. Sounding
much like Scott, Lowell argued that the rhythms of speech, which were
the basis of all poetic rhythms, formed a spectrum, from the long “wave
lengths” of prose to the short, repeating “curves” of poetry, and that Whitman’s rhythmical “wave lengths” showed that his most experimental passages were prose rather than poetry. The curves of Whitman’s lines were
“very long,” but with a clear “return,” which stood in marked contrast to
the curves of vers libre, which were “much shorter” with an “excessively
marked” return. Lowell believed that the difference between the wave
lengths of prose and the curves of poetry was absolute, and that mapping these rhythmical patterns could show beyond a shadow of a doubt
whether a piece of writing was prose or poetry. Whitman’s writing contained too many prose “wave lengths” to be classified as poetic, according
to Lowell. If much of his poetry was not even poetry, but rather metrical
prose, then he was clearly an unsuitable father figure for an American
tradition, in spite of Scott’s protestations to the contrary.
Lowell believed that her hypothesis was verified in 1916, when she collaborated on a series of experiments with Patterson in his lab at Columbia University. Lowell read poems aloud into a state-of-the-art “soundphotographing machine” that “measure[d] the time-intervals” between
her vocalizations. Patterson and Lowell interpreted the results of these
experiments somewhat differently (Patterson believed that the rhythms
of vers libre could be translated into English; Lowell did not), but they
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agreed that they proved that Whitman was not the metrical innovator
Scott believed him to be. Patterson explained that Whitman’s poems
were “mosaics,” which he defined as a genre in which “the several kinds
of verse and prose . . . alternate successively,” creating an unsynthesized
blend of multiple types of rhythmic curves. Not only did Whitman’s writing rely too heavily on unmodified prose rhythms to be considered poetic; the poetic rhythms he did incorporate “drop[ped] into rather futile
regularity” too often to truly break free from the constraints of “traditional” meter. By placing the rhythms of prose and poetry side by side
without fusing them, Whitman had pointed to the limits of, but had not
transcended or transmuted, poetic form. And if Whitman had been unable to synthesize the diverse American speech rhythms that Lowell and
Patterson, like Scott, believed he had taken as his starting point, then his
poetry would certainly not be able to accurately represent and reflect a
coherent national character.
In his influential 1915 polemic America’s Coming-of-Age, Van Wyck
Brooks supported the idea that Whitman’s rhythmic experiments had
failed, though he posited a more complicated reason for Whitman’s failure. It was not that his prosody was too free and unsystematic to constitute a national rhythm; rather, Whitman could not have represented the
American character in the form of his poetry because that character did
not yet exist. Brooks explained that America in the 1850s and 60s—like
America in the 1910s—was a collection of “chaotic raw materials,” and
until the unassimilated immigrant groups that made up the population
had been turned into a distinct American “race,” no poet could create
the representative form capable of founding a native tradition. Whitman
had done all he could by diagnosing the problem with American poetry,
which was that it was the product of a derivative, “genteel” culture that
promoted the outmoded ideals of European romanticism. Until “the
American character” had been “determined . . . as a racial fact,” no poet
could do anything more. For Brooks, the very condition of an American literary tradition was its perpetual deferral; if the American people
needed a representative poet to show them their character, and if such a
poet needed to have a coherent racial type to represent in his poetry, then
American poetry was defined by its continual striving for an ideal that
could only ever be imagined. Brooks’ account turned American poetry
into a utopian horizon rather than a discrete body of literature, helping
to institutionalize the longstanding idea that American poetry could only
cohere once an American identity had been located.
For their part, Lowell and Patterson, like Scott and Gummere, saw the
relationship between poetic form and national identity as a reciprocal
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one, in which poetic rhythms could help American readers to discover
something like the American racial identity that Brooks saw as a moving
target. Patterson argued that the free verse experiments of Imagist poets
were a return to the “ancestral cadence” of the earliest English throngs
who had chanted and danced their poetry, and as such they offered a
powerful vision of rhythmic community that was illustrative for America
as a nation of diverse immigrants. Lowell concurred, arguing that it was
the abstraction of meter as marks on a silent, printed page that had deafened modern readers to the “exceedingly subtle rhythmic effects” that
early humans naturally felt in their bodies; consequently, rag-time, as an
“instinct in the Negro race, a memory of the Congo,” was more rhythmically complex than most popular newspaper poetry, and Franz Boaz
had proven, in his study of the Kwakiutl tribe, that “the American Indian
exhibits extreme facility in the execution of syncopating rhythms” that
white Americans no longer possessed. By tapping into the physical basis
of poetic rhythm, Lowell and Patterson believed, modern poets would
also necessarily touch the community-building functions of the earliest
poetry. Lowell was a particular champion of Vachel Lindsay, Carl Sandburg, and other so-called New Poets, who she believed had most successfully transmuted primitive rhythmic impulses into modern forms. Whitman may not have been able to harness the power of such rhythms, but
these later poets, armed with studies like Lowell’s and Patterson’s, could
return to the pre-literate physical origins of rhythm and the vital, primitive sociality of the Gummerian throng.
In the 1910s, then, the question of what types of rhythms Whitman had
included or created in his writings was inextricable from the question of
American identity and its literary expression. Like Lowell and Patterson,
the prolific critic and political activist Mary Austin responded to these
questions with a crusade to show that a new tradition of American poetry
had been created in the modern era, but that this tradition had not—indeed, could not have—begun with Whitman. Austin is best remembered
as a regional, local color author and as a radical feminist and environmentalist. Her role in advancing an evolutionary view of poetic rhythms
is less often noted, even though her theory of rhythm was a touchstone
for F. O. Matthiessen in The American Renaissance. In The American
Rhythm, first published in 1923, Austin argued that the endless search for
a representative American poet by scholars from Emerson to Brooks to
Lowell had missed the significant fact that, “[a]ll this time there was an
American race singing in tune with the beloved environment, to the measures of life-sustaining gestures, taking the material of their songs out of
the common human occasions, out of the democratic experience.” Na-
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tive American poetry, Austin believed, had grown organically out of the
American landscape, and the harmony between its rhythms and the environment meant that Native American poetry was almost a mimetic representation of America. Austin fantasized that the connection between the
land and native poetry was so absolute that she could, simply by listening
to the rhythms of “Amerindian languages,” which she did not speak, “refer them by their dominant rhythms to the plains, the deserts and woodlands that had produced them” (18–19). While English-language poetry
had become increasingly literary and book-bound, she argued, Native
American poetry had developed organically, providing a template for the
type of community-organizing poetry Gummere dreamed of.
Austin believed that Native American rhythms were the only basis
on which a distinct American poetry could be founded because poetic
rhythms were rightly derived from the rhythms of daily life. The rhythms
of work and play in America were necessarily different from the rhythms
of life in England; “the foot pace on the new earth, ax stroke and paddle
stroke,” gave rise to movements and patterns that were distinctly American (12–13). Because immigrants to the United States had experienced “an
emotional kick away from the old [i.e., European] habits of work and society,” Austin explained, “a new rhythmic basis of poetic expression [was]
not only to be looked for, but [was] to be welcomed” as “evidence of the
extent to which the American experience has ‘taken,’ among the widely
varying racial strains that make up its people” (9). Derivative poetic
rhythms were, for Austin, material evidence of a colonial mindset, while
new rhythms were the sign of a new people beginning to feel their distinct
identity. She argued that American poets had to be careful about the types
of primitive rhythms they developed, however, as certain rhythms encouraged idiosyncrasy and fragmentation while others encouraged group
cohesiveness. Austin was particularly wary of jazz rhythms because they
were “a reversion to almost the earliest type of [rhythmic] response of
which we are capable,” and consequently “[implied] a certain amount of
disintegration of later and higher responses, which would make an excessive, exclusive indulgence in jazz as dangerous as the moralists think it”
(152). An overdose of Whitman’s rhythms was almost as bad as an overdose of jazz, according to Austin, because Whitman simply listed the diverse materials of American society without organizing and synthesizing
them into a cultural type. Austin explained that “the genius of Whitman
[was] not so much to be a poet as to be able to say out of what stuff the
new poetry was to be made.” He was “seldom far from the rutted pioneer
track . . . Out of [its] dust, sweaty and raucous, we hear him chanting,
principally of what he sees, so that his rhythms, more often than not, are
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mere unpatterned noise of the street” (17). No less than jazz rhythms,
Whitman’s poetry was “bond-loosening” and “soul-disintegrating” rather
than community-building (32).
A genuine American poetry would draw on the rhythms that promoted
communal identity rather than those that mimetically reflected the fragmentation and racial heterogeneity of twentieth-century America, and,
according to Austin, Native American poetry was the only communallyoriented form available to American poets. She argued that Native Americans never used poetry “for the purpose of conveying information”; instead, “the combination of voice and drum in the oldest Amerind usage is
never for any other purpose than that of producing and sustaining collective
states” (23). Austin cited many of the same ethnologists as had Gummere
to argue that democratic societies were the products of environmentallyinfluenced poetic rhythms; she explained that, “if we go back in the history of the dance we find the pattern by which men and women, friends
and foes, welded themselves into societies and became reconciled to the
All-ness. Here we find economy of stress giving rise to preferred accents,
and social ritual establishing the tradition of sequence” (9). By dancing
and chanting together, in other words, members of a group produced a
sort of tacit social contract that resulted in the production of a coherent
group identity. Austin argued that “rhythmic performances” were in fact
the only way to convince individuals to subsume their interests under the
interests of a group, and to orient themselves communally rather than
self-interestedly. As Austin colorfully phrased it, “the poetic orgy . . . is
the only means that has ever been discovered of insuring the group mind”
(36). Free verse, or early attempts at the creation of free verse like Whitman’s, did not have the same power to organize a group.
Like Lowell and other, more self-interested promoters of the new poetry, Austin believed that contemporary American poetry marked a return to the primitive roots of poetic rhythm, and as such it constituted
a more truly American literature than anything Whitman had written.
She argued that the “extraordinary, unpremeditated likeness between
the works of such writers as Amy Lowell, Carl Sandburg, Vachel Lindsay
and Edgar Lee Masters, exhibiting a disposition to derive their impulses
from the gestures and experiences enforced by the American environment, to our own aboriginals” showed that a distinct American poetic
tradition could finally be identified (46). The similarities of form between
the new and the old American poetry showed that modern poets had
finally realized that, “American poetry must inevitably take the mold of
Amerind verse, which is the mold of the American experience shaped by
the American environment” (42). If Whitman’s prosody was useful at all,
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it was only as a negative example of the centrifugal rhythms that would
keep the American community from cohering.
Changes in Whitman’s reputation were not linear, of course, and at
the same time that Austin, Brooks, Lowell, and likeminded critics condemned Whitman’s attempt to create an organic American poetry as a
failure, critics such as Ruth Mary Weeks championed Whitman’s rhythms
as the first truly modern innovation in poetry. Weeks had studied under Scott at the University of Michigan in the 1910s, and in her 1921 article “Phrasal Prosody,” she took up the argument he had advanced in “A
Note on Walt Whitman’s Prosody.” At first glance, Weeks’ article seems to
support the standard narrative of Whitman as a metrical innovator who
broke with tradition; hers was one of the first academic studies to call
Whitman’s poetry free verse, and she predicted that Whitman’s rhythms
would be a vital part of the future of American poetry. But early academic
accounts of free verse such as Weeks’ were more complicated than the
polemical accounts advanced by poets such as Ezra Pound. For Weeks,
free verse was not a break with the metrical past, but rather a step towards
an ultimate poetic harmony that would reconcile “Procrustean classic”
meters with the innovative rhythms of modern life. Weeks, like Austin,
held to the Gummerian view that poetic rhythms evolved in tandem
with the rhythms of everyday life, so that “primitive” poetry was strongly
rhythmical and communally oriented, while modern poetry was irregularly rhythmic and individualistic. These idiosyncratic rhythms were an
inescapable part of modern life, but they needed to be reconciled with
the needs of the American community if poetry was to become a useful force in contemporary life. Drawing on Scott’s preferred metaphor,
Weeks argued that, “[t]he new day has new needs; the long free stride
of democracy cannot accommodate itself to classic dancing measures,”
and that Whitman had created the new measure of modernity by taking
the “vocal wave” as his “rhythmic unit.” Unlike Scott, however, Weeks
believed that the vocabulary of “traditional” metrical poetry, based on
syllabic feet, was compatible with Whitman’s “new rhythmus.” She argued
that he had “attempted to use the various types of [vocal waves] as other
poets use arbitrary groups of syllables to produce rhythmic effects,” shifting the emphasis from the syllabic unit to what she called the “phrasal
unit.” Whitman had invented many types of “phrasal feet,” she explained,
including the “trochaic emphasis foot,” and Amy Lowell’s “delicate trochees,” Sandburg’s “resounding dactyls and amphibrachs,” Edgar Lee Master’s “hesitating minor iambs,” and Ezra Pound’s “mixed measures” were
simply “perfecting this new and more flexible rhythmic unit.” To Weeks,
preserving the vocabulary of “classic meters” as a means of describing
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free verse was important because it hinted at the ongoing evolution and
the ultimate unity of poetic verse forms. She explained that free verse
would not overtake “classic” meter, but would instead dialectically incorporate it, helping poets to develop “a richer, more pulsing measure than
we have known, various yet sustained, combining syllabic and phrasal
accent, pitch, time, pause, and rhyme—all the rhythmic values of spoken
English” into a singular “rhythmus.” Free verse was not a disruption or
a break with the past, but “a new and beautiful note [in] the composite
chord of the coming poetic harmony.”
Weeks extended Scott’s utopian horizon beyond national boundaries;
in her opinion, the rhythms Whitman invented had the potential not only
to unify the heterogeneous national body of America, but, more broadly,
to reconcile the past with the present, bringing the evolution of social life
to a new pinnacle. If the gains of modern civilization had been offset by
the loss of “the habit of social experience” that primitive civilizations had
manifested in their tribal dances, as Weeks, like Gummere, believed,
then modern man needed the “golden strand of meter” to bind that ancient, communal mode of sociality to the present. Because rhythmic and
social harmony were one and the same, Weeks argued, a completely harmonized poetry could overcome the fragmentation and alienation that
had been ushered in by mechanized print and hastened by the industrial
revolution. Whitman’s free verse pointed the way to this new incarnation of an Ur-rhythm, but only as part of a holistic vision of poetry that
included both the embodied rhythms of free verse and the more abstract
patterns of “classic” meter as integral parts of modern culture.

Bathybius whitmanii: Rhythm as Evolutionary Principle
The wildly different conclusions about Whitman’s rhythms and his
place in an American poetic tradition that Scott, Lowell, Patterson, Austin, and Weeks reached allow us to see the cultural work that prosodical
fantasies did in the early twentieth century. For critics such as Weeks and
Scott, poetic rhythms could point the way to an abstract social harmony,
while for Austin, Lowell, and Brooks, among others, prosodical systems
had very concrete effects on the evolution of the American “race.” I have
offered extended readings of these competing visions of American poetry
because attending to these fantasies of rhythm not only allows us to better understand modernist poetic movements in context; it also allows us
to see the ways in which these seemingly scientific approaches to rhythm
have shaped the study of American poetry later in the twentieth century.
When Edmund Gosse joked in 1896 that Whitman was “mere bathy-
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bius,” he was unable to anticipate how apt his characterization would
turn out to be. The bathybius haeckelii affair was one of the more notable scientific events in the nineteenth century, as it provided a rallying
point for anti-Darwinians. In 1868, the British biologist Thomas Henry
Huxley began to study sediment samples collected during the installation of the first transatlantic telegraph cable in 1858. Huxley believed the
samples contained a sort of primordial ooze that was the missing link between inanimate and animate matter, and he quickly published his findings. It was not until 1875, when the Challenger Expedition undertook a
sustained analysis of the ocean floor, that scientists realized that Huxley
had mistaken a simple precipitate for the common ancestor of all living
organisms. In many ways, this story is the perfect analogue to the story of
Whitman’s canonization. F. O. Matthiessen is the Huxley figure, promoting a vision of linear evolution from a single organism into the multiplicity of modern life. In his field-shaping work The American Renaissance
(1941), Matthiessen relied heavily on the evolutionary theories of rhythm
espoused by Gummere and Austin to argue that Whitman was the first
modern poet to realize the physical basis of all poetic rhythm. Whitman
understood that words had to be “grasped” with the senses before they
could be effectively deployed, according to Matthiessen, and this understanding freed American poetry from the confining concept of “language
as something to be learned from a dictionary.” Indeed, Matthiessen went
so far as to argue that Whitman had actually undergone a “crude re-living
of the primitive evolution of poetry” from its “origin . . . in the dance, in
the rise and fall ‘of consenting feet’ (in Gummere’s phrase)” to the modern day. Whitman’s primary “experience of natural rhythm” as the most
basic source of poetry allowed him to move away from what Matthiessen,
citing Austin, called the “conventional” poetry “of instructed imitation”
to “the internal pulsations of the body, to its external movements in work
and in making love, to such sounds as the wind and the sea,” and so to
forge an entirely new poetic tradition out of those primary sense experiences. Whitman’s poetry was consequently “more authentic than something Longfellow read in a book and tried to copy,” and was thus far
more suited to founding a truly native poetic tradition. As the product of
an organic evolution of rhythm, Whitman’s poetry was the foundational
text that would create a new species of poetry that was better adapted to
the rhythms and demands of modern life.
The endless critiques of Matthiessen’s American canon have not lessened the power of his interpretive paradigm for later scholars of modernist poetry and poetics. The idea that primitive poetry could point the way
to more socially effective modern rhythms remains particularly strong
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in the contemporary discourse of ethnopoetics, as can be seen in Jerome
Rothenberg’s 2002 introduction to the “Ethnopoetics” section of Ubuweb, a website devoted to archiving twentieth- and twenty-first-century
avant-garde poetry and art. Rothenberg argues that modernist artists in
the early twentieth century found analogues to their avant-garde practices in the traditional cultural practices of many of “the world’s deep
cultures—those surviving in situ as well as those that had vanished except
for transcriptions in books or recordings from earlier decades.” According to Rothenberg, such practices have historically helped Western artists to change the perception of formal innovations that “have been seen
and heard as radical, even disturbing departures from conventional practice” by showing that such practices in other contexts have been viewed
as “traditional” and “culturally acceptable.” Like the evolutionary view
of Whitman, Rothenberg’s pluralist vision encourages a naturalization of
the unconventional as a way to prove the relevance of avant-garde art to
contemporary life.
The idea that embodied rhythms, whether imagined as “primitive” inventions or modern rediscoveries, can revitalize metrical traditions that
have become too constraining or too far removed from everyday life, has
become a part of modern poetics, and there is no excising the effects of
this idea from contemporary debates and discussions. But as Scott’s coda
to his article on Whitman indicates, imaginary constructions of rhythm
can be registered as such even as they continue to shape the material
practices of poets and critics. As he closed “A Note on Walt Whitman’s
Prosody,” Scott noted that his vision of Whitman’s prosody was only
powerful if other readers believed in it—and he had his doubts that they
would. He explained that even for him, Whitman’s poetry did not hold
up to multiple readings, making it unlikely that “his mode of versifying
would pass into the consciousness of the race and seem as much a matter
of course as iambic pentameter.” Scott’s moment of doubt, which he narrated as a moment that “[shook his] faith,” indicates that, in some way,
he understood his abstraction of social relations into poetic rhythm to be
an ideologically motivated wish rather than a description of an empirical
phenomenon. For many critics working later in the century, this belief
hardened into dogma, crystallizing Scott’s fantasy of a poetically mediated social order into truth. Returning to Scott’s moment of doubt helps
us to see how prosodies, as systems of belief, help to create and uphold the
imagined continuities and lineages that make up our literary histories.
By attending to the multiplicity of these systems of belief rather than pitting metrical tradition against rhythmical revolution, it will be possible to
construct alternative lineages and histories that might tell different stories
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about the metrical past and the metrical present than those to which we
have become accustomed.
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The Rhythms of the English Dolnik
Derek Attridge

1
The field of “historical prosody” can be understood in two ways: as
an investigation of the changing norms according to which poets, consciously or unconsciously, handle the rhythmic properties of the (changing) language in their writing, or as an investigation of the governing
prosodic theories of different periods, whether or not these reflect actual
poetic practice. The focus on the specificity of both the deployment and
the theorization of poetic rhythm in their historical contexts has been
highly valuable: it has increased our understanding of many aspects of
prosody, including the dependence of poets on prevailing aesthetic conventions and technological capabilities, the close connection between
language change and shifts in metrical norms, and the embeddedness of
prosodic theorization in the socio-political environment of the time.
However, an emphasis on historical change can obscure the remarkable longevity of some verse-forms in the English; in the case of such a
verse-form, a contemporary reader can pick up a poem written several
centuries ago and immediately recognize and participate in its rhythmic
patterning. This persistence over time is in need of explanation just as
much as the changes that metrical norms undergo through history. We
may take the case of Thomas Wyatt as an example of a poet whose verse
illustrates both metrical change and metrical continuity over time. Wyatt
was writing in a period of prosodic uncertainty: alterations in the English
language, especially the disappearance of the pronounced final –e that
was an important metrical resource for Chaucer and his contemporaries,
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had produced a break in metrical traditions that necessitated a new start
in the process of harnessing the rhythms of the language in poetic forms.
The following sonnet by Wyatt, for instance, though it may have a particular appeal to ears accustomed to the freer forms of the past century,
remains metrically puzzling:
Avising the bright beams of these fair eyes,
Where he is that mine oft moisteth and washeth,
The wearied mind straight from the heart departeth
For to rest in his worldly paradise,
And find the sweet bitter under this guise.
What webs he hath wrought well he perceiveth
Whereby with himself on love he plaineth
That spurreth with fire and bridleth with ice.
Thus is it in such extremity brought:
In frozen thought now and now it standeth in flame;
Twixt misery and wealth, twixt earnest and game
But few glad and many divers thought
With sore repentance of his hardiness:
Of such a root cometh fruit fruitless.
I quote this example from an article by George T. Wright, though I
have modernized the spelling. Wright argues that it can be scanned as
metrical using classical prosodic feet if we accept that the decasyllabic
line in Wyatt’s time allowed for a variety of different patterns, alternative
forms of the pentameter inherited from Lydgate that were soon afterwards
ironed out by Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey to become the norm forever
after. The problem with this claim is that any stretch of language can be
pronounced metrical by assigning different foot types and invoking elision, shifted stress and other such licenses. Nonetheless, Wright may well
be correct in supposing that Wyatt knew exactly what he was doing and
that his first readers, when he circulated his poems in manuscript, did not
register these lines as failed attempts at regular accentual-syllabic verse as
we are likely to do. It is certainly true that, given the linguistic changes
that had taken place by the early sixteenth century, there was no standard
of “regular” long-lined verse to compare them with. The fact remains that
to modern ears—indeed to mid-sixteenth-century ears, as evidenced by
the regularizations of Wyatt’s verse undertaken by Richard Tottel or his
editor—these lines don’t sound like rhythmically regular verse.
When the contemporary ear encounters a poem of Wyatt’s in shorter
lines, however, there is no such sense of rhythmic jarring:
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My lute awake! perform the last
Labor that thou and I shall waste,
And end that I have now begun;
For when this song is sung and past
My lute be still, for I have done.
As to be heard where ear is none,
As lead to grave in marble stone,
My song may pierce her heart as soon;
Should we then sing or sigh or moan?
No, no, my lute, for I have done.
These are the opening stanzas of one of Wyatt’s most famous poems,
which, for the contemporary reader and, we must assume, all readers since
Wyatt’s time, has an unmistakable rhythmic swing to it. The major metrical difference between the two poems is, of course, that the first is in some
kind of five-beat verse and the second in four-beat verse, which, in view
of the strictness of the arrangements of stressed and unstressed syllables,
we can characterize more narrowly as iambic tetrameter. Wright points
to this discrepancy as a puzzle needing to be solved: “[M]any shorter-line
poems are not only regular but seem expert in their handling of rhythms.
How then can we believe that so assured a master would, in effect, go to
pieces metrically when confronted with the decasyllabic line, and then
only in some poems?”.
Wright’s rhetorical question overlooks the major differences between
four-beat and five-beat rhythms: whether the lack of rhythmic regularity in many of the longer lines is due to conscious craftsmanship or an
uncertain grasp of the form, it reflects the fact that five-beat lines present a distinct set of challenges and opportunities that have little to do
with the world of four-beat verse. Let us rephrase the question as a real,
not a rhetorical, one: how was Wyatt able to write short-lined verse—
and “My Lute Awake” is typical of his poems of three or four realized
beats per line—with a regularity that allows it to be unproblematically
grasped today when his longer lines strain against any attempt to make
them conform to a familiar norm? We might suppose that Wyatt was following a prior literary model in this shorter-lined verse, but if so it’s one
that is not easy to identify. Although Gower had written regular fourbeat verse with a strict syllable-count a little over a century earlier, the
disappearance of pronounced final –e would have rendered it irregular
to Wyatt’s ear. (The phonetic change in question was not understood until several centuries later.) His immediate predecessor, John Skelton, had
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developed his own distinctive short-lined verse-form, based on two or
three, or occasionally four, beats, but he wrote nothing like Wyatt’s syllabically strict tetrameters.
We can be sure, however, that the four-beat rhythm on which these
poems are based was the staple of popular song and verse, as it had been
since at least the beginning of the thirteenth century—the lyric “Nou goth
sonne under wode” was first recorded in 1240, and a number of popular
romances in four-beat meters can be dated from around the same time.
These traditions did not observe a fixed number of syllables per metrical
unit, so may seem an unlikely source for Wyatt’s tetrameters; Wyatt was
aware, however, of other verse traditions, notably the Italian, in which the
exact syllable-count was a crucial requirement. Putting the two together
would have produced the kind of octosyllabic verse we have from Wyatt’s
pen. Not surprisingly, he preferred a rising (or iambic) rhythm to a falling (or trochaic) rhythm, and a duple to a triple rhythm, both choices
being closer to the natural rhythm of spoken English. The result was a
verse-form that had the syllabic strictness of Italian poetry and the easily
perceived rhythm of popular English verse. The longer line, by contrast,
did not tap into this popular source and did not, to the early sixteenthcentury hearer, have a strong rhythmic shape; Wyatt probably did not
perceive a huge difference between lines that conformed to what was later
to be called iambic pentameter and those that did not. Or, to be more precise, he would have perceived a difference but was happy to exploit it in
his poetry, the “iambic pentameter” not having achieved canonic status.
(This metrical form became more established in Surrey’s poetry, though
its status as the preeminent long line for English verse was challenged
for many decades by poulter’s measure, a version of four-beat verse that
grouped two short lines together and no doubt sounded more rhythmical
to many hearers than the unfamiliar pentameter.)
It is interesting to note that at this early point in the history of accentual-syllabic verse in modern English Wyatt, when writing four-beat
verse, discovered some of the most common variations from the strict
alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables that were to be the staple
of poets from then on: in the lines quoted above, there is initial inversion
(“Labor . . .”), promotion (“As to be”), and demotion (“No, no”). The same
poem includes examples of line-internal inversion, both rising (“thorough love’s shot”) and falling (“lie withered and”; “know beauty but”).
All these variations observe the conditions that would be followed by
later poets writing accentual-syllabic verse, the form in which they have
their natural home. As we shall see, four-beat verse that doesn’t observe a
syllable-count is less hospitable to them.
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If Wyatt’s longer line was written in a verse-form which is now, as a
felt experience of rhythmicality, inaccessible to us (whether or not we are
able to justify it intellectually in terms of variant forms of the pentameter), how is it that we can transcend the centuries between Wyatt’s time
and our own in the case of the shorter line? Part of the answer must lie
in the four-beat rhythm itself as one of the most fundamental forms of
rhythmic behavior in numerous cultures, whether it be in verse, music
or dance. And part of the reason for this near-universality must spring
from the simplicity of the four-beat rhythmic unit, which is built up from
two two-beat units, themselves merely the repetition of the basic beat.
(Most three-beat lines as used by Wyatt imply a fourth, unsounded beat,
as musical settings testify.) Wyatt’s experiments with five-beat lines mark
an attempt to escape from the dominance of the four-beat rhythm, to
achieve something less like song and more like impassioned speech, a capability the dramatists later in the century were to capitalize on. Our ability to respond to Wyatt’s poetry—and to much earlier verse in four-beat
forms—also arises out of the historical continuity of the stress-rhythms
of the English language itself, rhythms which underlie all major regular
verse-forms and determine what hearers will find insistently rhythmical.
That medieval verse in four-beat forms still sounds strongly rhythmical
is one indication of the stability of this aspect of the language while other
aspects, notably vowel-sounds, have changed enormously.

2
As I’ve noted, Wyatt’s short-lined poems observe a strict syllable-count,
and in this respect differ from the popular tradition that may have been
one of the sources he drew on: lyrics such as the aforementioned “Nou
goth sonne” and the popular romances were in a four-beat form that did
not observe a fixed number of syllables. However, verse in this meter is
just as easily identifiable and enjoyable as Wyatt’s (and later) regular tetrameters. It is a form familiar to anyone who has grown up in an Englishspeaking household, since it is characteristic of the most popular nursery
rhymes. The following example is typical of hundreds. (Beats, including
the felt beats that are not spoken, are indicated by “B”):
Hark, hark, the dogs do bark—
B

B

B

B

The beggars are coming to town;
B
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Some in rags and some in jags,
B

B

B

B

And one in a velvet gown.
B

B

B

[B]

The four-beat meter—realized here as units of 4, 3, 4, 3 with a felt, or virtual beat, at the end of the second unit and echoed, mentally, at the end
of the fourth—is immediately perceptible, and its strong rhythm has an
effect on the pronunciation of the words. The reader is likely to give more
weight to the syllables taking a beat than would be the case in a prose
rendition, and the interval between the beats is accorded roughly the
same duration in pronunciation, whether it contains no syllables (“Hark,
hark”), one (“dogs do bark”), or two (“coming to town”). The entire sequence of sixteen beats is experienced as a hierarchy: a major division
after eight beats (signaled by the rhyme and strong syntactic break), lesser
divisions after every four (reflected in the way the verse is set out on the
page), and in lines 1 and 3 slight divisions after two (emphasized by internal rhyme). Each line ends emphatically on a break in sense, and rhyme
plays an important part in accentuating the stanza’s structure. These aural
characteristics are particularly evident in the kind of recitation a parent
might give a child, and emerge strongly if a group of readers is asked to
read together without a leader.
As we’ve seen, one constraint that features in almost all literary verse
does not apply here: the requirement that the meter observe fixed numbers of syllables. In this example, the varying number of syllables between
the beats results in lines having 6, 8, 7, and 7 syllables, in spite of the fact
that the first and third lines have four realized beats (or in traditional prosodic terms, four feet), while the second and fourth have three. Far from
rendering the verse less emphatically regular, less catchy in its rhythm,
these variations make it more so. If we rewrite the rhyme in regular alternating verse (iambic tetrameter and trimeter), the effect is still one of
regularity but the distinctive rhythmic spring of the original has gone:
Beware, beware, the dogs are there—
The beggars near the town,
A few in rags and more in jags,
They seek a velvet gown.
The rhythm is relatively colorless now, the picture of the marauding
troupe of beggars less vivid.
Various names have been applied to the type of verse exemplified by
“Hark, hark, the dogs do bark,” a type of verse characteristic of nursery
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rhymes and of many other popular forms, including ballads and advertising jingles. The most common label is probably “loose iambic”—though
it could often be equally well termed “loose trochaic,” “loose dactylic,” or
“loose anapestic.” Sometimes it is called “strong stress” or “accentual”
verse, highlighting the importance of the stressed syllables carrying beats;
but these terms miss the particularity of the verse-form we’re considering
here, as they apply equally to various types of alliterative verse that lack
its distinctive rhythm. In order to signify that distinctiveness it is useful
to have a term that doesn’t imply the form is simply a variety (perhaps
a crude variety) of an established meter. Marina Tarlinskaja adopts the
Russian term for a similar type of verse, “dol’nik,” which, slightly anglicized as dolnik, is a serviceable alternative.
To insist on the distinctiveness of the dolnik rhythm is not to claim
that it has clearly defined boundaries as a form: there are intermediate poems that are neither wholly in strict accentual-syllabic meter nor
wholly in dolnik meter. For instance, such poems may introduce into
the alternations of syllabically regular verse an occasional variation in the
number of syllables between beats (such as so-called “trisyllabic substitutions” in iambic verse), or begin otherwise strict lines with a variety of
openings. Other poems have a typical dolnik distribution of stressed and
unstressed syllables but use run-on lines to counter the strong shaping
imparted by its hierarchical rhythm (Wyatt’s “last / Labor” is an example).
But dolnik verse proper has a number of definite properties: it is always
in four-beat measures (including the possibility of the fourth beat’s being
virtual), is always rhymed, and always varies in the number of inter-beat
unstressed syllables. And, importantly, the variations in those syllables
always produces a strong rhythm. By contrast, five-beat verse with the
same variations is perceived not as more strongly rhythmic than strict
iambic pentameter but less.
At first blush, dolnik meter seems easy to define, then: four stressed
syllables with any arrangement of one, two, or no unstressed syllables
before, between, and after them. (As occasional variations, a stressed syllable may be allowed between beats, though in performance it will lose
some of its normal emphasis; and the number of syllables between beats
may be increased to three.) The following poem, Gerard Manley Hopkins’
“Inversnaid,” illustrates these rules; it also demonstrates the poetic power
of which dolnik verse is capable. (I indicate beats and between them the
number of—usually unstressed—syllables.)
This darksome burn, horseback brown,
1
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His rollrock highroad roaring down,
1

B

1

B

1

B

1

B

In coop and in comb the fleece of his foam
1

B

2

B

1

B

2

B

Flutes and low to the lake falls home.
B

1

B

2

B

1

4

B

A windpuff-bonnet of fáwn-fróth
1

B

1

B

2

B

0

B

Turns and twindles over the broth
B

1

B

1

B

2

B

Of a pool so pitchblack, féll-frówning,
2

B

1

B

1

B

0

B

1

It rounds and rounds Despair to drowning.
1

B

1

B

1

B

1

B

8

1

Degged with dew, dappled with dew
B

1

B

0 B

2

B

Are the groins of the braes that the brook treads through,
2

B

2

B

2

B

1

B

Wiry heathpacks, flitches of fern,
B 1

B

1

B

2

B

And the beadbonny ash that sits over the burn.
2

B

2

B

2

B

2

12

B

What would the world be, once bereft
B

2

B

1

B

1 B

Of wet and of wildness? Let them be left,
1

B

2

B

1

B

2

B

O let them be left, wildness and wet;
1

B

2

B

0 B

2

B

Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet.
B

2

B

2

B

2

16

B

The whole poem displays the classic four-beat structure: lines of 2 + 2
beats (often divided by a pause, sometimes by an offbeat realized by a
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pause); stanzas of 2 + 2 lines (signaled by rhyme); and the whole made
up of 2 + 2 stanzas, signaled by a shift in rhythm. (Hopkins increases the
number of double offbeats in the second pair of stanzas—from 3 and 3 to
9 and 8.) Yet the rhythmic variety achieved within this four-square structure is remarkable. Hopkins uses fourteen different rhythmic patterns:
line 11 repeats the pattern of line 6 and line 14 repeats the pattern of line 3;
otherwise each line is a unique arrangement. The dolnik variations make
for both a firm, easily felt, rhythmic base and great expressive flexibility.
To take one example: there are three lines that have no double offbeats and
thus no triple lilt to lighten the movement—the opening pair, with their
somber, fierce description, and the darkest line of the poem, “It rounds
and rounds Despair to drowning.” By contrast, the sprightliest rhythmic
movement, achieved by means of four double offbeats, is given to the
cheerful line “And the beadbonny ash that sits over the burn.” Although
literary dolnik verse (under any name) is often associated with light verse,
and its conspicuous rhythms do unquestionably render it appropriate for
humor, Hopkins shows that its potential is much wider than this association would suggest. Among the many poets who have deployed dolnik
for serious purposes are Coleridge (most famously in “Christabel”), Scott,
Shelley, the Brownings, Tennyson, Dickinson, Swinburne, Hardy, de la
Mare, and Frost.

3
Two lines of Hopkins’ “Inversnaid” disrupt the easy swing of the dolnik: lines 5 and 7 end with compounds that produce successive stressed
syllables, “fáwn-fróth” and “féll-frówning.” Both, of course, are Hopkins’
coinages, and it’s noteworthy that both are accorded diacritics indicating
two strong accents, the only occurrence in the poem of the symbols the
poet liked to add to his lines. Hopkins was clearly aware that to sustain
the dolnik rhythm he needed two beats at this point, and that in normal
pronunciation one of the stresses in a compound would be weakened. We
have to read these compounds as if they were separate words, then; this
mode of pronunciation introduces a slight pause between the stresses and
allows them both to be experienced as beats. It’s not obvious why the image of airy lightness in line 5 should be expressed in rhythms that disturb
the easy flow of the dolnik, but it’s certainly appropriate that in the dour
lead-up to that line about “Despair” the rhythm should falter.
This is not the end of the story, however. Even with Hopkins’ diacritics
urging us to override normal pronunciation in favor of verse rhythm, the
placement at the end of the line of two beats without a syllable between
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them detracts from the smoothness of the dolnik rhythm. It seems that
our initial definition of the form will not do: there are restrictions on the
disposition of stressed and unstressed syllables, restrictions that are hard
to identify because composers of dolnik verse—most of whom never put
their names to their compositions—were not conscious of them as rules;
they simply avoided arrangements that didn’t work, choosing instead
those that enhance the dolnik rhythm.
For example, Hopkins’ other lines with a zero offbeat—1, 9, and 15—
place it in the middle of the line at a syntactic break: the result is strongly
rhythmic, balancing the line across the gap:
O let them be left, wildness and wet;
1

B

2

B

0 B

2

B

A rewritten version of the line with the gap filled is still rhythmic, but
without the lift that the zero offbeat provides:
O let them be left, the wildness and wet;
1

B

2

B

1

B

2

B

However, if we keep the arrangement of stressed and unstressed syllables
unchanged but do away with the medial pause, the result is distinctly
uncomfortable:
O let them be kept wild and untamed;
1

B

2

B

0 B

2

B

Another example of a variation that gives the dolnik rhythm a distinctive flavor is the use of a stressed monosyllable between two stresses.
There are two instances in Hopkins’ poem:
Flutes and low to the lake falls home
Are the groins of the braes that the brook treads through
It’s not by chance that this rhythmic figure occurs in both instances at
the end of the line; this is the position dolnik poets have always favored,
providing the line with a climactic triple emphasis. Although the monosyllable in the middle loses some of its weight in a strongly rhythmic performance, it still slows the line down at its end. Compare a rewritten line:
Are the groins of the braes that the streamlet spans
Here there is no emphatic close to the line. This figure can occur anywhere
in the line, but it provides less reinforcement of the rhythm elsewhere:
The brook treads gently the groins of the braes
The brook in the deep groins treads its way
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A full analysis of the handling of rhythm in dolnik verse has never
been undertaken, and would require an extended treatise to do justice
to the complexity of the form; in the remainder of this essay I can do no
more than make some initial suggestions. Nursery rhymes furnish some
of the best examples of highly rhythmic verse that exploits to the full the
variety possible in the dolnik form, and they present a useful starting
point for any such analysis.
Since one of the main characteristics of dolnik verse is the variation
between types of offbeat, and in particular between single and double
offbeats, it may seem that it is a form that does not distinguish, as accentual-syllabic verse does, between a duple and a triple rhythm—or that it
constantly shifts between the two. This is not the case, however; there are
two fundamental types of dolnik, depending on whether the underlying
rhythm is duple or triple, and the way a dolnik poem is voiced will depend on which of these the reader adopts. It is almost always an unconscious choice, since the distinction I am describing is not one that readers
are generally aware of; it operates at a deep psycho-physical level. Many
poems allow of being read in either way, but the choice is a perceptual one
akin to that between duck and rabbit in the famous drawing: the reader
has to opt for one of the two types of rhythm. Which is most suited to
the words being read usually emerges very early in the poem, though
occasionally in reading a new poem it becomes necessary to adjust one’s
performance. Poems rarely shift from one type of rhythm to the other, or,
to be more accurate, readers, having settled into one mode of reading seldom change it during the course of the poem. Musical settings of dolnik
verse have to make the same choice between a duple and a triple meter.
To give full weight to the rhythm in true dolnik verse, then, is to find
oneself adopting either a one-two-one-two sequence or a one-two-threeone-two-three sequence. Take the following example:
Diddle-diddle-dumpling, my son John
Went to bed with his trousers on.
Like all dolnik verse, this is based on groups of four beats, but its specificity lies in what happens between (and before and after) those beats. If the
lines are read rapidly and with a strong rhythm, everything between the
beats is unstressed:
Diddle-diddle-dumpling, my son John
B

3

B

1

B

1

B

Went to bed with his trousers on.
B
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But if we slow down our reading and pay more attention to those interbeat syllables, a subsidiary rhythm emerges:
Diddle-diddle-dumpling, my son John
B

b

B

b

B

b

B

[b]

Went to bed with his trousers on.
B

b

B

b

B

b

B

[b]

This is dipodic verse, so called because every pair of “feet” constitutes a
rhythmic unit in itself. What the more detailed analysis shows is that the
rhythm of these two lines is fundamentally duple, its sixteen beats arranged in alternations of stronger and weaker beats: everything occurs in
twos. One large part of the body of dolnik verse follows this pattern, including such nursery rhymes as “Hark, hark, the dogs do bark,” “Baa, baa,
black sheep,” “Mary, Mary, quite contrary,” and “Pease porridge hot” and
such poems as “Nou goth sonne under wode,” Shelley’s “The Cloud,” and
Hardy’s “Neutral Tones.” A. A. Milne made brilliant use of duple dolniks
in poems like “Disobedience” and “Happiness.”
Many other nursery rhymes observe a fundamentally triple rhythm.
The following example asks to be read with a one-two-three-one-twothree movement:
Hey diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
B

2

B

2

B

2

B

1

The cow jumped over the moon.
1

B

1

B

2

B

[B]

Unlike duple dolnik verse, this verse can’t be further analyzed into weaker
beat-offbeat patterns. If one imagines these lines set to a simple melody,
the triple rhythm emerges clearly. Another large part of the body of nursery rhyme verse falls into this rhythmic norm, including such favorites
as “Three Blind Mice,” “Little Bo-Peep,” and “Humpty Dumpty.” Triple
dolnik in literary verse is rarer, just as triple accentual-syllabic meter is
rarer. We’ll turn to an example in due course.
Although it’s obvious that triple dolnik tends to have a larger proportion of double offbeats than duple dolnik, it should be noted that both
forms can use single, double, and occasionally triple or zero offbeats.
When a double offbeat occurs in duple dolnik, one of the two syllables
takes a subsidiary beat, as in the case of “with” in the earlier example:
Went to bed with his trousers on.
B
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The two words “with his” occupy the same temporal space as the other
beats in the line, both strong and weak. (Of course, in talking about these
exact timings one is talking about a rigidly rhythmical performance, as
one might chant to a child; in literary verse, the reader or reciter is likely
to be more flexible—though in a good reading this underlying rhythm
will always be felt.) We can show this temporal arrangement by means
of symbols under the beats: each square represents the same amount of
time, the black squares indicating beats. When double offbeats occur in
duple dolnik, the white square indicates the beginning of the inter-beat
temporal unit, as is the case with “with his” in the following line:
Went to bed with his trousers on.
B

b

B

b

B

b

B

[b]

■

□

■

□

■

□

■

□

We can think of this as rhythmic scansion, complementing the metrical
scansion of beats and offbeats. To bring out the rhythm in performance,
it helps to tap regularly on the temporal units, giving the black squares
more emphasis than the white.
A slightly rewritten line shifts the placing of the second weaker beat,
which now occurs on the second syllable of the double offbeat, but doesn’t
alter the rhythm:
Went to market with trousers on.
B

b

B

b

B

b

B

[b]

■

□

■

□

■

□

■

□

Now it is “market” that fills the temporal space of a beat, as does “with”
on its own.
Triple dolnik, conversely, can cope happily with a single offbeat; again,
the rhythmic scansion shows how this happens:
The cow jumped over the moon.
1

B

1

□

■□

□

B
2
■ □

B
□

■

[B]
□ □ ■

Here “cow” takes as long to pronounce as the disyllable “over”; the extra
length—two temporal units—is indicated by ■□, allowing “jumped” to
be destressed and given the same time as “-er” or “the.” (It’s a feature of
spoken English that the stress-rhythm can override syllabic distinctions:
we have no difficulty in reducing “jumped” to the length and weight of
those apparently much shorter syllables.)
As an example of a rhyme that doesn’t reveal immediately which of
these two rhythmic types it belongs to we may take the following:
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Doctor Foster went to Gloucester
In a shower of rain.
He stepped in a puddle right up to his middle
And never went there again.
The first line invites a firm duple reading, and the second line can be
made to fit, especially if “shower” is treated as a monosyllable:
Doctor Foster went to Gloucester
B

1

B

1

B

1

B

1

■

□

■

□

■

□

■

□

In a shower of rain.
B

1

B

1

B

■

□

■

□

■

[B]
□

■

But the following lines are unmistakably triple (it becomes clear that
the rhyme is, in fact, shaped as a limerick, a verse-form that is regularly
triple):
He stepped in a puddle right up to his middle
1

B

□

■

2
□

B

□

■

2

B

□

□

2
□

■

□

B

1

■

□

And never went there again.
1

B
2
□
■ □

□

B

1 B

■□

□ ■

[B]
□ □

■

And if we go back to the first two lines and read them with the same triple
rhythm, they acquire a spring lacking in the rather mechanical one-twoone-two of the duple reading:
Doctor Foster went to Gloucester
B 1
■□ □

B 1
■□ □

B

1

B

1

■□

□

■□

□

In a shower of rain.
B

1

■□ □

B

1

■ □

□

B
■

[B]
□ □ ■

Note that this manner of reading extends many of the stressed syllables to
double their length; “Doctor Foster” changes from a four-square pronunciation with unstressed syllables taking as long as stressed syllables to one
that gives stresses appropriately extra emphasis. Note, too, that scansion
without any indication of temporal relations has no way of representing
these different rhythms. (Foot-scansion, of course, would merely record a
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succession of trochees for two lines followed by an indeterminable series
of feet that could be dactyls, amphibrachs or anapests; it would not capture the rhythm of the lines at all.) Interestingly, YouTube offers musical
settings of this rhyme in both two-four time and three-quarter time; to
my ear, the latter is more engaging.
One major difference between accentual-syllabic verse and dolnik
verse is the handling of metrical variations. We noted in Wyatt’s “Awake,
my lute” instances of promotion and demotion; these departures from
the strict alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables do not require
vocal adjustment. As long as the three syllables of “As to be” are given
the same weight in pronunciation they will function rhythmically as
offbeat-beat-offbeat. Equally, “No, no” can be read as two syllables with
the same emphasis and still feel metrical (though a perfectly plausible
reading would be to give the second more weight). In dolnik verse, promotion and demotion are rare: the strong rhythm encourages the voice
to reduce the emphasis on stressed syllables occurring in offbeat positions and to increase the emphasis on unstressed syllables occurring in
beat positions. The former is a more common occurrence than the latter,
especially in triple dolnik verse; in the verse we have looked at the word
“son” in “my son John” loses some of its weight when we read with a pronounced rhythm. Similarly, as we have seen, the word “jumped” in “cow
jumped over” is likely to be destressed. These are not, therefore, instances
of demotion, strictly speaking. An example of a normally unstressed syllable that takes a beat and is therefore likely to be given additional weight
is the first syllable in “In a shower of rain”; again, this is different from
promotion as it occurs in accentual-syllabic verse. In “my son John,” there
is no question of treating “my” as anything but a strongly stressed syllable,
though the meaning doesn’t require it. Inversion, as in Wyatt’s “thorough
loves shot” (rising inversion) and “lie withered and” (falling inversion) is
even rarer in dolnik verse, occurring only if the meter temporarily shifts
into something more like accentual-syllabic verse.

4
Let us return now to Hopkins’ “Inversnaid.” The rhythm of the opening
settles quickly into a duple rhythm:
This darksome burn, horseback brown,
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His rollrock highroad roaring down,
1

B

1

B

1

B

1

B

□

■

□

■

□

■

□

■

In coop and in comb the fleece of his foam
1

B

□

■

2
□

B

1

B

■

□

■

2

B

□

■

Flutes and low to the lake falls home.
B

1

B

■

□

■

2
□

B

1

B

■

□

■

What this means is that the few double offbeats—“and in,” “of his,” and
“to the”—can be read quickly and lightly, as befits their relative lack of
importance. As we’ve noted, however, the third and fourth stanzas have
an increased number of double offbeats. This raises a question: should we
adjust our reading of these two stanzas to introduce a triple rhythm into
the poem? Such a reading would be scanned as follows:
What would the world be, once bereft
B

2
□

■

□

B

1

B

1 B

■□

□

■□

□ ■

Of wet and of wildness? Let them be left,
1

B

□

2
□

■

□

B

1

■□

□

B

2
□

■

B
□

■

O let them be left, wildness and wet;
1

B

□

■

2
□

□

B

0 B

■□

□ ■

2
□

B

□

■

Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet.
B

2
□

■

B
□

2
□

■

B
□

2
□

■

B

□

■

This reading is certainly possible, but to my mind such a shift would introduce a lilting quality out of keeping with more serious tone of these
lines. A duple reading gives the stressed syllables greater weight:
What would the world be, once bereft
B

2
□

■

B

1

B

1 B

■

□

■

□ ■

Of wet and of wildness? Let them be left,
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O let them be left, wildness and wet;
1

B

□

■

2
□

B

0 B

■

□ ■

2

B

□

■

Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet.
B

2

B

□

■

2

B

□

■

2

B

□

■

■

Hopkins’s plangent prayer for the unkempt portions of the natural world
is all the stronger for its musicality: only two of the sixteen syllables
taking beats do not begin with /w/ or /l/ (“once,” of course, begins with
the former phoneme), the middle two lines form a pleasing chiasmus,
and the expansion of “wildness” to “wilderness” functions wonderfully to bring the poem to a satisfying close. The duple dolnik rhythm
is part of this music: it combines strong rhythmicality with a lightness
of movement that turns the poem, at its end, into something like an
incantation.
Does an understanding of dolnik rhythm help us to approach the meter of that most discussed of all dolnik poems, Tennyson’s “Break, break,
break”? It’s another example of a poem that can be read either as duple or
as triple dolnik, with different results. I show both possibilities under the
opening lines:
Break, break, break,
B
■

0

B

□

■

□ □ ■

■

0

B

□

■

[B]

□ □ ■

□

■

□ □

■

On thy cold gray stones, O Sea!
2

B

1

B

1

B

□

■

□

■

□

■

■□

□

■□

□

■

□

□

[B]
□

■

□ □ ■

And I would that my tongue could utter
2

B

□
□

□

2

■

□

■

□

□

B

1

B

1

■

□

■

□

[B]
■

■□

□

■

□

□ ■

The thoughts that arise in me.
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□

■
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O, well for the fisherman’s boy,
1

B

□

■

□

2

□

■

□

B

2

■
□

■

□

B

□

■

□

■

[B]
□

■

□ □ ■

That he shouts with his sister at play!
2

B

□
□

□

2

■

□

■

□

B
□

2

■

□

■

□

B

[B]
□

■
□

■

□ □ ■

■

O, well for the sailor lad,
1

B

□

■

□

2

□

■

□

B

1

B

■

□

■

■□ □

■

□

[B]
□

■

□ □ ■

That he sings in his boat on the bay!
2

B

□
□

□

2

■

□

■

□

B
□

2

■

□

■

□

B

[B]
□

■
□

■

□ □ ■

■

The opening three words give nothing away, and a reciter doesn’t have to
decide between duple and triple. But the second line immediately presents
alternatives: are we going to give “On” and “thy” the same length as “cold,”
and prolong “cold” and “stones” to double the length of “gray” in order
to sustain a triple rhythm? Or does the line go better in a duple rhythm,
moving more quickly of “On thy” and giving “cold,” “gray,” and “stones”
equal durations? My preference is for the latter, and even when the poem
becomes more fully triple as far as metrical analysis is concerned—that
is, in terms of beats and offbeats—a duple dolnik rhythm sustains the
emphasis on the three stressed syllables of each line while moving rapidly
over the unstressed syllables. This is how Sir John Gielgud reads it, in a
highly moving performance; and the choral setting by Stuart Vezey also
treats it as duple to good effect.
We may end with a dolnik poem that, in contrast, encourages a triple reading. Here are the first two stanzas of Blake’s “Nurse’s Song” from
Songs of Experience, with metrical and rhythmic scansion:
When the voices of children are heard on the green
2

B

□

□

■

2
□

B

□

2
□

■

B

□

2
□

■

B
□

■

And laughing is heard on the hill,
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2
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□ □ ■
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My heart is at rest within my breast
1

B

□

■

2
□

□

B

1

■□

□

B

1
■□ □

B
■

And everything else is still.
1
□

B

2
□

■

□

B

1

■□

□

B

[B]
□ □ ■

■

“Then come home, my children, the sun is gone down
1

B

□

■

2

B

□

□

2
□

■

B
□

2

B

□

■

□

■

And the dews of night arise;
2
□

□

B

1

B

1 B

■□

□

■□

□ ■

[B]
□ □ ■

Come, come, leave off play, and let us away
1

B

□

■

2
□

□

B

1

B

■□

□

■

2
□

B

□ ■

Till the morning appears in the skies.”
2
□

B
□

■

2
□

B

□

■

2

B

□

□

[B]
□ □ ■

■

Though it would be possible to read these lines with a duple rhythm, the
result would do Blake’s poetry much less justice. Take this line, for example, shown here in a duple reading:
Come, come, leave off play, and let us away
1

B

□

■

2
□

B

1

B

■

□

■

2
□

B
■

In a triple reading each of the words in “leave off ” have the same length
as the syllables taking beats, so that “come, leave off play” is felt as onetwo-three-one; but in a duple reading the whole phrase “leave off ” is
only a single temporal unit and feels rushed. Moreover, in a triple reading “play” is extended, and thus highlighted, but not in a duple one. The
same lengthening occurs, very appropriately, in a triple rhythm reading
of “rest,” “dews,” and “night.” Blake no doubt held in his head a large stock
of popular verse in dolnik meters in both types of rhythm, and drew on
this stock without having to reflect consciously on which type was more
appropriate to the poem he was writing.
To ascertain exactly what properties of poems propel readers toward
duple or toward triple underlying rhythms would require an extensive
survey of both popular and literary verse. Nor is it obvious that readers
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would always agree on which of the two was preferable in particular cases.
But if the study of prosody is to advance, the distinctive characteristics of
dolnik verse need to be taken fully into account, as a rhythmic form that
has endured for eight or more centuries and shows no sign of falling into
disuse.
Notes
1. George T. Wright, “Wyatt’s Decasyllabic Line,” Studies in Philology 82 (1985):
129–56.
2. The collection of poems known as Tottel’s Miscellany, first printed and perhaps
edited by Richard Tottel in 1557, included several works by Wyatt that had been altered
to make them conform to standard iambic pentameter.
3. Wright, “Wyatt’s Decasyllabic Line,” 131. As one indicator of Wyatt’s willingness
to diverge from the decasyllabic model, Martin Duffell, analysing Wyatt’s 22 sonnets,
finds that 40 percent have more or fewer syllables than ten. A New History of Metre
(London: Legenda, 2008), 120.
4. Here and throughout I use the terminology developed in Derek Attridge, The
Rhythms of English Poetry (London: Longman, 1982), and Poetic Rhythm: An Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
5. See Andy Arleo, “Counting-out and the Search for Universals,” The Journal of
American Folklore 110 (1997): 391–407; Robbins Burling, “The Metrics of Children’s
Verse: A Cross-linguistic Study,” American Anthropologist 68 (1966): 1418–41; Andreas
Dufter and Patrizia Nel Aziz Hanna, “Natural Versification in French and German
Counting-out Rhymes,” in Towards a Typology of Poetic Forms: From Language to Metrics and Beyond, ed. Jean-Louis Aroui and Andy Arleo (Amsterdam: John Benjamins,
2009), 101–21; Attridge, Rhythms, 81–84 and Poetic Rhythm, 53–57.
6. Though I find it unavoidable in referring to particular poems, I would prefer not
to speak of “lines” in discussing popular four-beat verse since this verse-form is more a
matter of sequences of beats occurring in a rhythmic hierarchy than separable entities
that might be shown visually as such on a page. Poulter’s measure and its near relation,
the fourteener, are conventionally lineated so as to combine two short “lines” into one
long one.
7. An example of the kind of multi-syllabled nonsense that arises when rhythmically
straightforward verse of this type is treated as if it were a complex construction created
out of classical feet is Timothy Steele’s assertion that a short, playful poem of Keats’ in
this form is made up of “two catalectic trochaic tetrameters, two acatalectic trochaic
tetrameters, and two iambic tetrameters” (http://learn.lexiconic.net/meter.html).
8. Marina Tarlinskaja, Strict Stress-Meter in English Poetry Compared with German and Russian (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1993), and “Beyond ‘Loose
Iamb’: The Form and Themes of the English ‘Dolnik,’” Poetics Today 16 (1995): 493–522.
I acknowledge that the term sounds foreign to ears accustomed to the traditional
terminology of English prosody, but I believe it’s important to be able to designate
this verse-form by means of a label with no implication that it is merely a variant of
accentual-syllabic or strong-stress meter.
9. The distinction between “rhythm” and “meter” is notoriously uncertain, and the
subject of much dispute. My use of “meter” is meant to indicate an arrangement of language according to set rules, while “rhythm” refers to an experience registered by the
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performer both mentally and physically. The standard meters of English establish, for
the reader or speaker, regular rhythms; some more recherché meters, such as syllabics,
do not. All utterances have a rhythm, however, and there are tendencies towards regularity even in ordinary speech. To speak of “dolnik meter” or “iambic meter,” therefore,
is to emphasize the operation of rules; to speak of “dolnik rhythm” or “iambic rhythm”
is to emphasize the experiential dimension of the verse. “Dolnik verse” or “iambic
verse” is poetry written according to the rules of a meter and experienced as having the
rhythm produced by those rules.
10. For a discussion of the dolnik as a major presence throughout the history of medieval and modern English verse, see Derek Attridge, Moving Words: Forms of English
Poetry (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), chapter 7.
11. There are, broadly speaking, two ways of approaching this question: one is to
accumulate a large amount of data in order to identify the most common patterns in
dolnik verse, the other is to test existing texts against rewritten versions to determine
the effect on the rhythm of various possibilities. Both approaches have their weaknesses: the former fails to engage with the non-occurring patterns and thus is unable to
determine which are most detrimental to the rhythmic integrity of the verse; the latter
depends on a single pair of ears. I hope it goes without saying that in following the latter course, I am offering my own judgments for testing by readers.
12. We may note here the characteristic triple stress at the end of the line.
13. There is nothing to prevent a rhythmic analysis of this type being undertaken
for accentual-syllabic verse, but it doesn’t reveal anything that is not shown by metrical
analysis: iambic and trochaic verse is in duple rhythm, dactylic and anapestic verse is
in triple rhythm.
14. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1EKfP7x_JE; https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fOthsY6Aguo
15. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEMZYEvqLUM
16. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyCKAIaF-3w
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Thomas Cable

A Rift in English Prosody
In 1959 W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., and Monroe C. Beardsley published “The
Concept of Meter: An Exercise in Abstraction,” an essay that summarized
and crystallized an influential approach to poetic form. As the authors
insisted, their essay offered little new but presented common wisdom
that had become obscured or forgotten and needed restatement. Yet their
clarity, succinctness, and wit made it arguably the high-water mark of
New Critical approaches to meter and one of the most important metrical
statements of the twentieth century. It continues to be a point of reference
and departure.
The collaboration of a literary critic (Wimsatt) and a philosopher
(Beardsley) resulted naturally enough in two main strands of argument
reflecting their disciplines, although it is clear that the authors shared
literary and philosophical ideas. As for the literary, their taxonomy of
the history of English poetic form is a wonderfully clear description of
the two main traditions of English prosody. The first comprises the old
“strong-stress” medieval meters (Beowulf and Piers Plowman), aspects of
which have been sporadically revived, especially in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The second comprises the “syllable-stress” meters
(especially iambic pentameters and tetrameters from Chaucer to the
present). Pedagogically, the taxonomy works neatly in surveys of British and American poetry even as its historical and theoretical ideas have
been rejected and superseded.
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For most of what follows, our concern will be broadly ontological. On
this matter, Wimsatt and Beardsley had two points of departure. They
took issue with structural linguistics for not being abstract enough when
discussing poetic meter, and with “temporal” (including “musical”) approaches for imposing a score extraneous to the text. What all these methods had in common, according to Wimsatt and Beardsley, was attention
to an individual performance that might be plausible but was something
different from the enduring text from which other performances might
derive; hence their title, “an exercise in abstraction.”
They saw linguistic approaches as hugging the phonetic ground too
closely, not stepping back to take advantage of categories in meter analogous to the concept of the phoneme in the flourishing phonology of
the time. (The phoneme as used by linguists cited in the essay—Harold
Whitehall, Seymour Chatman, George L. Trager, Henry Lee Smith—is an
abstraction that ignores the differences in the pronunciation of, for example, a consonant like /p/ to capture the features that distinguish /p/ from
/t/, etc. So should a metrical description, said Wimsatt and Beardsley,
have a level of abstraction that systematically ignores certain differences
in, for example, the degree of stress on stressed syllables.) As it turned
out, one of their two main targets, Seymour Chatman, showed to everyone’s satisfaction that he was as abstract as Wimsatt and Beardsley, and
seven years later with the founding of generative metrics by Morris Halle
and Samuel Jay Keyser, no one complained about a lack of abstraction
in linguistic prosody. Halle and Keyser did not begin with the familiar
syllable but with the “position,” ten positions to the line in iambic pentameter, to be filled by one syllable, two syllables, or no syllable according
to a set of rules that mapped syllables of various degrees of stress onto
the positions. In the years since, revisions and modifications have been
offered by Paul Kiparsky, Gilbert Youmans, Bruce Hayes, Kristin Hanson,
and many others.
Despite different assumptions between linguistic theory and Wimsatt
and Beardsley’s theory, the approaches have a crucial element in common: the priority given to linguistic stress over linguistic timing—often
to the complete exclusion of linguistic timing. Collectively, these prosodists are called “stressers.” By contrast, prosodists who emphasize either
temporal or musical elements, or both, are known as “timers.” Wimsatt
and Beardsley’s essay illustrated what was once again a central rift in English prosody of the past two centuries, between timers and stressers.
T. V. F. Brogan has a clarifying chart that traces the different branches
of these schools of metrics in his monumental English Versification, 15701980. Wimsatt and Beardsley are on the branch of “traditional stress
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metrics” while Chatman, Halle, Keyser and other structural and generative metrists are on the nearby branch of “linguistic stress metrics.” For all
of these, relative stress is the key—greater stress on one syllable than on
an adjacent syllable. In iambic verse, by the traditional view, it is greater
stress of whatever degree on the second syllable of the foot. The various
branches of temporal metrics are on the far side of the page, the split in
the family tree having occurred centuries earlier.
One problem was that not everyone heard relative stress the way Wimsatt and Beardsley did, and so it seemed that stressers were imposing an
individual performance, in contradiction of the principles they espoused.
A key to the difference in perception is the idea of the “beat,” which timers
invoke by analogy with the beat in measured music but which stressers
generally disregard, dismiss, or conflate with linguistic stress. If we say,
as timers do, that a beat can be perceived without a corresponding stress,
we are putting the poem into a perceiving consciousness, something different from the enduring, unincarnated text imagined by Wimsatt and
Beardsley, by New Critics generally, and by generative metrists.
Here we come to the question of what is added by consciousness in the
act of reading a poem—or, more precisely, the various additions of various consciousnesses. A dictionary marks word stress. If that were all that
is needed, the dictionary could be mechanically superimposed on the
written text of the poem, along with a full theory of phonology aimed at
describing the phrasal stress, emphatic stress, and so on, of ordinary talk.
However, a long tradition of commentary going back to Wordsworth and
Coleridge holds that the performance of a poem in metrical form will often have features that diverge from the features of simple conversation—a
“metrical pause” within the line, for example.
Modern developments of this idea in the temporal tradition argue that
without a realization and instantiation of those features, a line of poetry is
incomplete. Among those who have taken this view over the past century
and longer, it is impressive how much agreement there is on the specific
metrical patterns that count. This reasoning can be carried to its logical
conclusion in the spirit of Jorge Luis Borges on Pierre Menard: identical
sequences of words, written or oral, may become different lines of poetry
among different readers, because a line is more than the sequence of syllables. Certain kinds of pauses are a structural part of the line, as much as
any syllable. One reader may produce a version of the sequence of words
that is complete (by the lights of temporal metrists); another reader of the
same sequence of words may produce a line that is a fragment (because
it lacks a non-syllabic structural element). These different versions, then,
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should not be called different “performances” of the same line but different “lines.”
From these epistemological problems of perception and knowledge,
difficult ontological questions arise, and they vex our understanding of
both the production and reception of the poem. In New Criticism generally, and certainly in the metrics of that school, the words on the page
counted for more than presumptions about either the author or the performer. The receiver was even further removed from flesh-and-blood
humans—a vague, generalized construct without an anatomy to frame
the doors of perception.
Even today, little experimental work has been done on the perception
of poetry. However, increasingly sophisticated studies have been carried
out during the past ten years on the perception of music, making use of
new technology and revisiting old problems in phenomenology. The link
between music and poetry in prosodical scholarship has long been a part
of the temporal tradition. From an armchair perspective it might seem
that technological advances in the neurosciences should not change the
basic questions in poetics even if there are analogies with music: we’ve
only got better instruments, one might say. However, the better instruments in the lab have necessitated a progressive refinement of assumptions, research strategies, and indeed basic questions about the perception of music. There are direct implications for the language of poetry.
It may clarify the exposition to anticipate two main points this essay
will make: (1) it will downgrade the importance of the line for all periods
of English poetry in favor of what is proposed as a metrically prior principle—a beat that continues whether line structure is present or not; and (2)
it will invoke a rhythmical analogy from Baroque music to illustrate that
principle and then link both the analogy and the principle to recent work
in cognitive science. To illustrate the question of the line and the syllables
it comprises, we will begin with the notebooks of Percy Bysshe Shelley.

Shelley’s Stand-ins for Syllables and Beats
Shelley’s brief lyric “A Lament” was worked out in three stages of a first
draft, which appear to be separated by a period of months in a notebook
now in the Huntington Library. This much of the process of composition
was described in a 1932 essay by Bennett Weaver. Shelley then resumed
work and finished it—or nearly finished it—in a notebook now in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford. The completed lyric was published by Mary
Shelley in 1824:
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A Lament
O world! O life! O time!
On whose last steps I climb,
Trembling at that where I had stood before;
When will return the glory of your prime?
No more—oh, never more!
Out of the day and night
A joy has taken flight;
Fresh spring, and summer, and winter hoar,
Move my faint heart with grief, but with delight
No more—oh, never more!
In the Huntington notebook, the first two stages of the first draft contain a mix of English words (life, death, time, etc.) and nonce syllables (ni,
nal, na, etc.). Weaver makes three comments that are especially interesting
for our purposes. Of the first stage of the first draft he writes: “Whether
the words came in response to the rhythm or whether the rhythm was determined by the words who can say? It is a fact, of course, that the words
precede the symbols of the rhythm; and consequently we might assume
that some idea associated with the words began to throb in Shelley’s mind
and to take on measured motion.” To be sure, the words barely precede
the “symbols,” by which Bennett means the nonce syllables, na, ni, and so
on with their diacritics. The very first line is “Ah time, oh night, oh day,”
and then the symbols are up and running for the next two lines: “Ni nal
ni na, na ni / Ni na ni na, ni na.” It is as though some rhythmic impulse in
the poet alighted on a handful of English words, then lost its argument,
and resorted to nonce syllables as placeholders.
The third stage is interesting for recording only the iterated syllable na
(and once a) through eleven lines varying from two to nine syllables with
sporadic diacritics of accent, breve, macron, and circumflex; for example,
the first stanza:
Na na, na na ná na
Nă nă na na na—nă nă
Nă nă nă nă nā nā
Na na nă nă nâ ă na
These rhythmical notations are followed by a draft of ten lines with actual
words, which are closer to the nonce syllables than the final poem is; they
are still a poem in progress.
Weaver says: “I would now assume that these symbols suggest a certain
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insistent rhythm and that the words on the opposite page are the result
of an attempt to give this beating pulse a body in which to live.” A brief
response is that the beating pulse already had a body in which to live—
Shelley’s. Shelley was looking for a way to externalize it in English words,
convey it to others, and replicate it in their bodies.
Finally, Weaver notes that between the two versions of the third stage,
four of the ten lines of English words have different numbers of syllables
than the corresponding nonce lines, five lines follow the count, and one
line is uncertain because of three syllables crossed out; in addition, “The
most perplexing difference between the symbols and the words lies in the
fact that there are eleven lines of the one and only ten of the other. . . .”
The explanation that suggests itself is that the final number and length
of lines—whether measured in syllables or beats—come late in the process of a lyric such as this. After the fact, we speak of “iambic pentameter,”
“iambic tetrameter,” and so on. These are the primary categories of the
classifying metrist, and by common sense the place to start. However,
there is something more basic, something, as we will see in the next section, akin to a “walking bass” in music.
Mary Shelley and subsequent editors ignored Shelley’s indication of
a missing foot in line 8—a space between “summer” and “&.” She closed
up the space and printed line 8 with nine syllables instead of ten. There
is a way of reading the line as an iambic pentameter—with a silent beat,
a “virtual beat”—between “summer” and “and.” However, this would be
an extremely complex reading, especially because not all the lines of the
stanza are iambic pentameter. The fascinating question that presents itself
is whether it would be closer to Shelley’s intention (1) to posit a silent beat
in the text as printed; or (2) to insert one of the words that he wrote in an
earlier draft but did not keep in the fair draft; or (3) to retain the space
itself. Because silent beats in such contexts do not occur elsewhere in
Shelley’s poetry, the second or third solution would arguably be closer
to Shelley’s intention, which would be a line of five beats, as in the corresponding third line of the previous stanza.
The point is that silent beats are as salient as any syllable. Empirically,
we can determine that there are contexts where silent beats, though possible, would be unlikely, as in the line by Shelley. In other contexts they
are as expected and as real as footsteps in walking. We will turn now to
walking as a metaphor for much that has been said, especially about beats
in poetry. However, as the essay proceeds, a more literal connection between beats and walking will emerge.
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The Walking Bass
Bach’s Feet: The Organ Pedals in European Culture is the title of a recent book by David Yearsley on rhythm in Baroque music and the instantiation of rhythm in bodily activity such as the movement of feet,
whether on the pedals of the organ or on the road in walking. The book
contains photographs of large-buckled shoes from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, which serve as a kind of metonymy for the “feet” of
the title. “Feet,” of course, show up in discussions of meter (foot: “Prosody . . . The term is commonly taken to refer to the movement of the foot
in beating time”—OED). In addition to being an incomparable composer, Bach was a great organist and a great walker. From his youth he
walked to other towns to hear famous organists. Once while employed
as an organist at Arnstadt, he obtained a leave of a few weeks to go to
Lübeck and hear Dieterich Buxtehude, the organist of St. Mary’s Church.
The journey on foot of 250 miles to Lübeck and the same distance back
exceeded by three months the leave that his employers had granted—
to their consternation—although Bach managed to keep his position.
Yearsley says this about the “walking bass” as manifested on the organ
and on the land:
In the idiom of pedal-playing, the feet progress as if they are walking.
They alternate left and right, moving through their music in much
the same way that they move through life. Nearly ubiquitous in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this peripatetic musical figure
remains the standard to this day. At the organ, the “walking bass”
operates at both the literal and metaphorical level: organists’ feet walk
or run over the pedalboard, one foot and then the other, mimicking
ambulatory motion in the act of conveying a musical sense of distance covered.
An example of the walking bass is a familiar staple at weddings, Bach’s
“Air from Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D. Major.” Whether played on the
organ or as arranged for violin and piano (often referred to as “Air on the
G String”), the steps of the bass are as salient and as stately as the beats of
iambic pentameter in a Shakespeare sonnet.
The walking bass, in its metronomic regularity, establishes the meter.
Between the steps of the bass, rhythmic figures give variety. Something
similar happens in the walking bass of jazz. As succinctly stated by Justin London: “Meter functions as a ground for rhythmic figures.” This
idea will be developed as we proceed. First, however, let us consider the
segmentation of linear units, as in the lines that Shelley heard.
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Permeable Boundaries: Continua vs. Discrete Categories
Most of the examples of lines of poetry in this essay are offered to call
into question the priority that has been given to a consistent count per line
in English poetry—whether a count of syllables, beats, or feet. This is not
to deny that the consistent counts are there. The iambic pentameter can
be said, conventionally, to have ten syllables, five beats, and five feet (or
whichever of these concepts a particular theory allows). What is called
into question is whether the count per line is the ground for an understanding of meter and rhythm. What is basic and what is derived? Does
the very term “iambic pentameter” close off an understanding of patterns
that are prior to a division into lines?
Consider these lines from two poems by Swinburne, the first in hexameter, the second in trimeter:
Thou art more than the day or the morrow, the seasons that laugh
or that weep;
For these give joy and sorrow; but thou, Proserpina, sleep.
(Hymn to Proserpine 3-4)
And froth and drift of the sea;
And dust of the labouring earth;
And bodies of things to be
In the houses of death and of birth.
(Atalanta in Calydon 330-33)

In the 48 lines of this Chorus from Atalanta in Calydon most of the oddnumbered lines could be combined with the following line into one long
line and popped into Hymn to Proserpine with no disruption—at least no
disruption in the meter, which in its variable combinations of duple and
triple rhythms has been called mixed meter, iambic-anapestic meter, loose
iambic, dolnik, strict stress-meter, and logaoedic. Derek Attridge’s notation
shows this mix. The B represents a “beat,” the o an “offbeat,” and the -o- a
“double offbeat.” By Attridge’s view, and by the view assumed here, the B
aligns with a syllable on which tapping naturally occurs—whether the
tapping of a finger, a pencil, a foot, a piece of chalk, or any other external
time marker. As will be argued, this tapping is more than an incidental
accompaniment to a silent or oral reading of a poem.
For these give joy and sorrow; but thou, Proserpina, sleep . . .
o B o B o B -oB
o B -o- B
And froth and drift of the sea; and dust of the labouring earth;
o B
o
B -o- B o B -o- B
-o- B
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The conflation of lines from the two poems may disrupt the sense, though
there are those, including W. B. Yeats, who say that Swinburne in his most
impressive flights of sound has already taken leave of sense.
If the line division of some nineteenth-century poetry is ambiguous
when taken in by the ear, there are metrically similar medieval poems
that show the ambiguity in written form. Here are two lines from the
Poema Morale, c. 1200, in a meter known as “septenary,” for the seven
beats in each line that occur on syllables. Following Attridge’s notation, a
“virtual beat” is indicated at the end of each line:
Ich am nu elder þan Ich wes a wintre and a lore
o B o B o b o B o B o b o B o [B]
Ich welde mare þan I dude mi wit oh to be more
o B o B o b o B o o B o b o B o [B]
(Trinity MS. 1-2)

And here are four lines by Samuel Taylor Coleridge:
It is an ancient Mariner
o b o B o
Bob
And he stoppeth one of three.
-o- B o
B o
B

[B]

“By thy long grey beard and glittering eye,
-o- B
O B
o B -o- B
Now wherefore stopp’st thou me?”
O
B o
B
o
B
[B]
(The Rime of the Ancient Mariner 1-4)
Finally here are four lines by Emily Dickinson:
The Brain—is wider than the Sky—
o
B
o Bo b o B
For—put them side by side—
o
B
o
B o B
[B]
The one the other will contain
o B o
B o b o B
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With ease—and You—beside—
o
B
o B
o B

[B]
(632)

Both the Coleridge and the Dickinson lines are in a form of ballad meter
known as Common Measure: 4 3 4 3. However, if we follow Attridge’s description of a “4 x 4” structure, that is, four lines of four beats, a “virtual
beat” occurs at the ends of lines 2 and 4. Furthermore, if the two lines
from Poema Morale were each broken into two lines, as they are sometimes printed, they would appear to be in Common Measure too:
Ich am nu elder þan Ich wes
o B o B o b o B
a wintre and a lore
o B o b o B o [B]
Ich welde mare þan I dude
o B o Bo b o B o
mi wit oh to be more
o B o b o B o [B]
It is obvious why the septenary has long been proposed as a source for
ballad meter.
But although Attridge’s supplement of [B] to represent a virtual beat
is a step, literally, in the right direction, the division into four lines is still
an abstraction from the continuous progression of beats in the brain: one
can think of Bach’s walk to Lübeck, and even in our imaginary landscape,
a walk along a road lined with posts spaced a stride apart.
In the eighth line of Shelley’s poem, a stride—a post, a virtual or silent
beat—could conceivably occur between “summer” and “and”:
Fresh spring, and summer, and winter hoar,
O
B
o B
o [B] o B o B
It would be analogous to the silent beat that has been posited in this line
from Shakespeare’s Richard III:
But, tell me, is young George Stanley living?
o B o [B] o B
O
B o Bo
(5.5.9)
Or in many of the dipodic lines in George Meredith’s “Love in the Valley,”
as in line 3:
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Knees and tresses folded to slip and ripple idly
B
o b o B o [b] o B o b o B o
Although a silent beat could theoretically occur between the two offbeats
in Shelley’s line, the practice of the poets argues otherwise. The silent beat,
in which a stressed syllable bearing ictus is missing, is rare in English poetry beyond the ballad stanza and dipodic verse. It occurs occasionally in
poetry of the drama but seldom in lyric poetry, including that of Shelley,
who worked more variations on the iambic pentameter than most of his
contemporaries.
The argument of this essay has been moving toward a consideration
of some kind of clock in the human mind, as illustrated first by Shelley’s
nonce syllables as markers of rhythm existing before the actual words;
and second by an analogy from Baroque music and jazz where the meter
is counted out by a “walking bass.” The last part of the essay will look at
studies in cognitive science that have confirmed this clock, and we will
ask about its relevance to the structure of a poem in meter.

Double Offbeats and the Ripples of Rhythm
First though with the poems before us, it is worth noting that in
Coleridge’s lines, but not in those of the other two poets, there are occurrences of the symbol -o-, as in the lines by Swinburne, indicating a
“double offbeat”: And he, By thy, -ering-. These patterns of two unstressed
syllables have been designated by other names—for example, “anapestic
substitutions” when scanned with the following beat. George Saintsbury,
Edward Weismiller, Marina Tarlinskaja, Kristin Hanson, and Derek Attridge are among the prosodists who have urged attention to this pattern
as one of the most important ways of achieving rhythmical variety in English poetry from Coleridge to the present.
Tarlinskaja’s work is especially extensive and persuasive. An understanding of the variations in English metrical poetry during the past two
centuries—and in much Middle English lyric poetry—must begin with
the two metrically unstressed, homely syllables designated in the present
study by -o-. They cause a distinct ripple in the tapping of the beats.
By this way of looking at it, the steady progression of posts along the
roadside gives us the meter; the uneven surface between the posts is what
we can call rhythm. If the ground between the posts were smooth, we
would say that the meter and the rhythm of the language are in an isomorphic relationship. But the rhythm of English, like that of all natu-
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ral languages, is filled with stony patches and potholes, gullies and small
stumps.
Because of the disjunction between the melodies and rhythms that the
poet hears and the sound patterns that the language offers, there is an
inevitable tension along the ground separating the posts. In addition, the
poet makes use of double offbeats and other “substitutions.” The inverted
first foot, the so-called pyrrhics and spondees, the caesura, the unstressed
syllable at the end of the line, and so on, these occur before, between, and
after the tapped beats, the posts.

Cognitive Approaches to Language, Music, and Poetry
But this tapping, whether of the fingers or the foot, the walking—
aren’t these manifestations of human behavior to the side of the poem
itself, something the poem may or may not cause? Wimsatt and Beardsley had a very clear notion of the distinction between the poem and its
accidentals:
When we ask what the meter of a poem is, we are not asking how
Robert Frost or Professor X reads the poem, with all the features peculiar to that performance. We are asking about the poem as a public
linguistic object, something that can be examined by various persons,
studied, disputed—univocally.
By Wimsatt and Beardsley’s view, the poem may evoke certain responses
in some sophisticated readers but not in others. In replying to criticisms
of their essay, they claimed not to hear “the element of ‘ideal’ temporally
equal recurrence” that Elias Schwartz heard and which they said is “neither a part of objective linguistics nor of observable phonetic phenomena.
This seems to place it safely beyond verifiable public discussion, where we
have no wish to follow.”
In the decades since their essay, and especially during the past twenty
years, the intersection of traditional phenomenology and cognitive science has done much to illuminate the private areas of consciousness, including the perception of rhythm, which Wimsatt and Beardsley showed
little interest in. It has also called into question whether there is even such
a thing as a “poem as a public linguistic object” in the way they meant.
Yet the specific, potential contributions of cognitive science have
been more fully understood and applied to analogous problems in music
than in poetics. Much current work in perception and music shows not
only what is happening in the head but also how that neuronal activity
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connects to the movements of hands and feet that have been observed
since the ancient Greeks and before.
Little of this has made it into discussions of poetic meter. For example,
for the link between music and poetry via cognitive poetics, Derek Attridge’s otherwise exemplary entry for “Rhythm” in the fourth edition of
The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics cites only a handful of
older studies, including groundbreaking work going back to the 1970s
by Reuven Tsur, but nothing recent by psychologists and neuroscientists;
nor does the entry on “Cognitive Poetics” by Tsur himself and T. Sovran.
(There is only so much one can do in an encyclopedia entry.) By far the
fullest and most searching application of current work in music and the
neurosciences to the rhythms of poetry is the 2012 dissertation by Nicholas Myklebust.
One way of restating the problem—and suggesting a solution—is to
ask exactly what it is that temporal metrists of a long tradition have perceived—this “beat” that is always referred to—and how it is perceived.
To have some idea of what is processed by those who say they feel such
a mental event will possibly help explain what is processed by those who
say they do not.
First of all, it is important to ask whether the beat itself has any temporal duration. Music theorists have made the point that a specific kind
of note is perceived only after it has been performed; a staccato note, for
example, is known as such only after the fact. During the moment of
perception, when the note is present, there is no way of knowing how
long it will extend (unless, of course, one knows the piece of music, and
even then, performers offer various interpretations). The length of a legato note, similarly, will be known only when the note ends. Thus, there is
a problem in understanding the perception of a “present” event, because
it is fully perceived only when it is no longer present.
William James pondered this paradox and invoked a term from the
psychologist E. R. Clay’s work of 1882, “the specious present.” James’
elaboration of the idea influenced subsequent thinking, including that
of Edmund Husserl. By James’ view, present moments cannot be discrete
entities like beads on a string, or there would be no sense of continuity.
The “present” had to include both a reflection of the past and a projection
into the future:
In short, the practically cognized present is no knife-edge, but
a saddle-back, with a certain breadth of its own on which we sit
perched, and from which we look in two directions into time. The
unit of composition of our perception of time is a duration, with a
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bow and a stern, as it were—a rearward- and a forward-looking end.
. . . It is only as parts of this duration-block that the relation of succession of one end to the other is perceived.
Interestingly for our purposes, James invokes the perception of various
meters in poetry and melodies in music. He posits two stanzas of poetry
in which a line in one stanza is of different length than the corresponding
line in the other. James’ hypothetical example captures the problem that
we considered above for Shelley’s two stanzas. Because of stanza and
rhyme structure, the line in the second stanza that was shortened by closing up the space is heard as shorter.
The perception of a melody was, in fact, Husserl’s favorite example.
According to Husserl a melody is not heard a note at a time, because then
there were would be no continuity. Yet, the perceptual moment is also
not a block of temporal duration as James had proposed. Instead, it is
perceived with a memory of the notes that have preceded and a projection of the notes to come. Husserl’s three phases of perception, retention
(short-term memory) and protention (anticipation) moved the object of
study from the outside world to the interior of the mind, the locus of
phenomenology.
If these ideas are transposed to literary meter, it should be clear that
Husserl’s assumptions and conclusions opposed a view such as that advocated by Wimsatt and Beardsley and a long line of “objective” metrists.
The beats of the line of verse are not in the acoustic stream, much less on
the page, but in embodied consciousness, and that is a matter of an individual’s cognition. Yet aspects of Husserl’s theory left nagging questions
that were picked up by Maurice Merleau-Ponty and a tradition of phenomenologists to the present. These investigations have direct relevance
for metrics.
For example, Hubert L. Dreyfus points out that Husserl’s system, though
located within the mind, is oriented more toward the analysis of perception than toward perception itself; similarly, Shaun Gallagher points to
Husserl’s reification of the categories involving the temporal “phase.” As
Gallagher puts it, Husserl “tends to reify or hypostasize the phase and to
treat it as something that is actually ‘for itself ’ in consciousness.” A process often referred to in current work is “proprioception,” the reception
of stimuli produced within the body so as to register in the central nervous system the body’s own limb position in space. This is different from
the mind’s conceptualization of such stimuli. It is sometimes argued that
Husserl’s phenomena are mediated by conception, contrary to the basic
assumptions of phenomenology.
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In addressing this problem, Merleau-Ponty’s emphasis on perception
within the body has been a frequent source of reference for philosophers
of “embodied cognition.” Here is a promising nexus where the speculations of philosophers intersect with the empirical findings of current
neuroscience. One recent team of researchers, McAuley, Henry, and
Tkach, summarize their results in a publication of 2012:
Increasing evidence shows that neural circuits involved in beat
perception overlap with motor circuitry even in the absence of overt
movement. The study investigated effects of tempo on beat-based
processing by combining functional magnetic resonance imaging
with a perceptual timing paradigm where participants made simple
temporal judgments about short rhythmic sequences.
They found that accuracy in the perception of beats varied with the tempo
of the beats, less so at a slower tempo of 1,500 milliseconds than at a faster
tempo of 600 ms. To recite “Gather ye rosebuds while ye may” at the
rate of a beat every thirty seconds would not only destroy the beats, it
would destroy the poem. This is not an aesthetic statement but an ontological statement: the sequence of words would be something other than
a poem. Such dissolution would continue to happen, of course, at tempi
incrementally faster than the absurd rate of a syllable per half minute. The
beats of music and poetry occur within a narrow range in the ecology of
human perception. The poem exists, then, in a certain band of time.
Some psychologists would say that what happens in the brain is “selfentrainment.” A mental clock becomes attuned to the meter of a piece
of music or a poem. Merleau-Ponty had referred to it as “temps du corps,
temps-taximètre du schéma corporel” (time of the body, taxi meter time
of the corporeal schema). Here is attestation of the interior clock that
we feel when reading Emily Dickinson—or any other accomplished poet
writing in meter. The main thesis that this essay offers is that the range
within which the meters of poetry and music are perceived is quite narrow
relative to the whole range of human rhythmic perception. It is analogous
to the range of a wind-up metronome of wood and metal. The same kind
of clock works for Dickinson’s Common Measure, Milton’s and Shakespeare’s iambic pentameter, Byron’s and Keats’ ottava rima, Longfellow’s
trochaic tetrameter, Tennyson’s and Swinburne’s mixed meter hexameter,
and so on.
But if the clock is always ticking at more or less the same tempo, and
if the theory collapses the beats of all meters into a single progression of
beats, what useful distinction can it possibly make? The answer is that
it distinguishes the tempo of the entrainment of poetry from that of a
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slowly dripping faucet, or a jackhammer on the street. McAuley, Henry,
and Tkach found perception of beats to be strongest, “around 100-120
beats per minute, which corresponds to a beat period between 500 ms
and 600 milliseconds.” This is more or less the range within which beats
in poetry have always been found to occur whenever empirical studies
have been made, going back to William James’ citation of evidence from
nineteenth-century German psychologists, Ana Snell’s often cited study
of 1918, on up to Frederick Turner and Ernst Pöppel in 1983, and Nicholas
Myklebust’s own timing.
Measurements by the clock, however, are more apt to be irrelevant, or
even misleading, than helpful. Except for gross distinctions—comparisons of linguistic or musical periodicities with the periodicities of dripping faucets or jackhammers—the external clock really doesn’t matter.
Human cognition must deal with widely varying tempi as we bump about
in the world, but the tempo of poetry and music, in relative terms, is more
or less constant. For both forms it is within a fairly narrow band, and that
is mainly what needs to be said.
More interesting than the measurements of the simple timing of beats
is the response by neurons to the patterns of rhythmic variation between
the beats. For example, in a collection of essays that takes Husserl’s writings on time as a point of departure, Andy McGuiness and Katie Overy
summarize the correlation of areas of the cerebral cortex and meters familiar in poetry:
Another emerging theme is the accumulating evidence to suggest that motor regions of the brain are engaged during perceptual
rhythm tasks. For example, Grahn and Brett (2007) have shown that
the basal ganglia (involved in initiating movement) are activated
while listening to stimuli with a strong sense of pulse, compared with
stimuli without a steady pulse. Trainor et al. (2009) have shown that
activation of the vestibular system (involved in balance) contributes
to discrimination between duple and triple metres, while Thaut et al.
(2009) have shown that particular regions of the cerebellum (involved in balance and fine motor control) are involved in different
types of rhythmic task, such as isochronous versus non-isochronous
tapping.
The separate operations of the basal ganglia, the vestibular system, and
so on reveal the complexity of hearing meter and rhythm. Furthermore,
different hearers embody different neuronal activity: MRI results show
what one might expect, that trained musicians make more connections
for a melody than non-musicians. As one proceeds along the spectrum
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away from trained musicians, there are different connections for listeners
whose “mirror neuron systems” function less empathetically.
This raises a difficult question for both music and poetry. If meter exists by being embodied, there will be different embodiments among different perceivers. Some will be closer than others to the embodiment by
the author—whatever value one might put on the author’s embodiment.
Multiple “lines” of poetry can be derived from a single written representation of a line. It is always more difficult to make qualitative judgments
about these variants in poetry than in music. A trained musician is more
readily identifiable than a trained reader. The fact that immensely learned
and sensitive authorities in poetry have split historically in ways that have
been mentioned indicates the problem.
These considerations return us to a question touched on above with
reference to Husserl and to the title of this paper: the relationships between written representations, concepts, and the feel of meter and rhythm.
If a written line is a representation on paper, does it evoke analogous representations in the mind? Specifically, for our purposes, are meter and
rhythm derived internally from some kind of mental representation? Or
is there a more direct link within the body between the perception of
the written line and the feel of the meter and rhythm? Hubert Dreyfus
draws the analogy with playing tennis or chess, in which the neophyte
is conscious of explicit “rules” in devising a tactic for performing an action (aside from the obvious rules of the game): in tennis, for example,
posture, arm movement, and so on. The experienced player performs
more intuitively, and a theory of rules and representations, is not only
irrelevant but misleading. Proprioception, the body’s direct knowledge
without the mediating level of representation, is the operative concept
(a concept in opposition to “concept,” a word that appeared along with
“abstraction” in the title of Wimsatt and Beardsley’s essay, our continuing
point of departure).
By this view, there are aspects of the structure of consciousness that
happen before we know it and do not normally enter into the phenomenal content of experience in an explicit way. Gallagher uses the term
“prenoetic” to describe this hidden aspect of consciousness (from Greek
noētikos ‘intellectual’). The cognitive (noetic or mental) processes of
perceiving meter and rhythm are shaped prenoetically by the fact that
they are embodied.
In summary, tapping is not a vague, indirect effect of meter on the
human body caused by reflective consciousness. It is the direct external
manifestation of neuronal activity in the basal ganglia and the cerebellum. All this can be said more succinctly.
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Meter is the tapping.
Rhythm is everything in the language of the poem that distracts the
tapping.
Between the two there is tension—to return to a favorite term of the New
Critics. If the distraction is great enough, the tapping is lost: by some theories of meter, the language is said to be unmetrical. However, by the view
assumed here, the meter is not in the language but in the body. Except for
the initial priming of the pump, the winding of the clock or the metronome, the setting of the taxi meter, language does not cause tapping. Language reinforces or obscures what the body knows to do. Furthermore, by
this view, we would not even say that meter causes tapping. Meter is the
tapping. But suppose the poem is read with no bodily movement. Is there
no meter? Of course there is, stillness being the normal way of reading.
The tapping is in the brain. The limbs are held in check. The car is in gear,
but the clutch is depressed. This is what recent studies of rhythm in the
neurosciences have shown us.
This idea returns us to the analogy with walking. It is too easy to reach
for spatial metaphors, as I did with the posts along the road. Recent research suggests that we should forget the posts and the fences and focus
on the internal feel of the movement of the limbs.
Maxine Sheets-Johnstone in The Roots of Thinking hypothesizes the
evolution of consciousness in bipeds as an aspect of the “binary periodicity of the legs in walking or running.” In the latter part of this book and
more fully in The Primacy of Movement, she applies these ideas of bodily
movement and rhythm to extended criticisms of both Husserl and Merleau-Ponty for being insufficiently attentive to movement. In the account
that she gives of the roots of consciousness, the prosodist and the musicologist will find evocative suggestions specifically of the bodily foundations of the meters of poetry and music—and ultimately the rhythms of
Percy Bysshe Shelley and Johann Sebastian Bach:
In corporeal terms . . . upright posture meant that a quadrupedal
rhythmic complexity was reduced to a simple binary periodicity.
Though consistently regarded as more complex because of the challenge to balance, the stress on supporting anatomical segments, and
the like, upright posture was in another, concept-enhancing sense a
radical simplification. Instead of four footfalls there were two, and instead of a variety of possible patternings of footfalls—trotting, galloping, and pacing, for example—there was basically one pattern variable only in terms of speed: walking and running. . . . Moreover it is
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the binary periodicity of stride and arm swing as well as footfalls that
is remarkable in bipedal as opposed to quadrupedal locomotion.
To return to Bach’s “Air on the G String”: when performed by piano
and violin, the walking bass line of the piano suggests the meter while
the slow sweeping melody of the violin provides the rhythmical figures.
Between the two there is tension, analogous in poetry to the tapping that
is meter and the rhythm of language that distracts. The unruly rhythms
of language and the harnessed variations of the poet’s craft distract the
consciousness from its focus on regular metrical progression—a progression from the present moment to the next moment—and in the distraction produce pleasure, which we then experience as beauty, elaboration,
development, diminishment, complexity, and so on.

Conclusions
Much recent discussion of consciousness revives, continues, and gives
empirical support to intuitions of the past two centuries. As Coventry
Patmore put it in 1857, using, it might be noted, the familiar spatial image
of a fence:
These are two indispensable conditions of metre,—first, that the
sequence of vocal utterance, represented by written verse, shall be
divided into equal or proportionate spaces; second, that the fact of
that division shall be made manifest by an ‘ictus’ or ‘beat,’ actual or
mental, which, like a post in a chain railing, shall mark the end of one
space, and the commencement of another. . . . Yet, all-important as
this time-beater is, I think it demonstrable that, for the most part, it
has no material and external existence at all, but has its place in the
mind, which craves measure in everything, and, wherever the idea of
measure is uncontradicted, delights in marking it with an imaginary
‘beat.’
We can venture this tentative conclusion: the forms of English poetry
lie along various continua. The most important of these, from which all
others can be derived, is the steady progression of beats, like a single row
of posts extending across the landscape. However, this is a spatial metaphor, and it has the hazard of all spatial metaphors when talking about
temporal events. Therefore, we should add to this image the image with
which we began. The physical action of walking along the post-lined road
can take place only in time.
To return to the metaphor once more, even Wimsatt and Beardsley
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invoke both a fence and the act of walking. However, the fact that the
event takes place in time is mentioned only to dismiss it as irrelevant to
meter and rhythm:
But all measurement is not necessarily temporal measurement—even
when the things measured occur in a temporal succession. If a person
walks along the street hitting every third paling in a fence, he sets
up a pattern, but he may or he may not do this in equal lengths of
time. Better still, let every third paling be painted red, and we have
a pattern which our person does not have to set up for himself but
can observe objectively. He will observe or experience this pattern in
time, but not necessarily in equal lengths of time.
It is hard to know what to make of this, the idea of seeing painted palings
in equal (or unequal) “lengths of time.” In any event, it fits with metaphors that run through their writing, including the title of a collection of
important essays, The Verbal Icon. Their “Note on the Title of this Book”
roots the metaphor in visual experience and expands it from there in the
direction of semiotics but not of temporal experience: an icon is “a verbal
sign,” “a visual image,” “not merely a bright picture.”
Where does this leave the piece of paper in the title of this essay? The
ink marks, too, exist in space. There is no rhythm in them. Only when
they are perceived by an observer who is literate in the language of which
the marks are a representation is there the possibility of rhythm. Even
then, many irrelevant verbal events in time can be adduced from the writing (a performance of the poem as a list of words, a performance with the
intonations of casual talk, and so on). Only a restricted set of events—a
few styles of reading, whether silently or aloud—qualify as manifesting
“the meter and rhythm of the poem” in correspondence with the meter
and rhythm inside the body.
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Picturing Rhythm
Meredith Martin
If a man or a woman wants to write a poem it has to be as plain as two and
two are four is how he is to do it.
—William Carlos Williams

1
In histories of English versification, the study of what we now call “syllabic” meter has received relatively little attention. By “syllabic” verse I
mean verse that, in theory, has no discernable accentual pattern and is
measured solely by syllable count; this verse would resemble prose except
for the fact that the length of the line is determined by the number of
syllables it contains. Robert Beum, a friend and interlocutor to William
Carlos Williams, provides a succinct explanation of syllabic meter in his
1957 article “Syllabic Verse in English:”
Syllabic verse is verse which disregards the foot system . . . and instead of being measurable metrically into small regularly recurring
units within the line, takes the whole line as its metrical unit, each
line (or in the case of a pattern of varying line-lengths, each mating
line) containing the same number of syllables, while stress number
and stress position are not fixed, and while the lines are end paused.
Though Beum discusses syllabic verses of varying line lengths (different
numbers of syllables in each line in a repeated pattern) and the most familiar practitioner of the varying line-length syllabic, Marianne Moore, he
focuses his inquiry on poets like Dylan Thomas who use the same number
of syllables in each line. In an early edition of Lewis Turco’s ubiquitous
The Book of Forms, Turco only spends one sentence on his subsection
“Syllabic Prosody” but spends several paragraphs on “isoverbal prosody.”
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In “isoverbal” prosody, the poem’s lines are determined by the number of
words in each line: “If one were to write stanzas that contained differing
numbers of words in each corresponding line in succeeding stanzas, then
one would be writing in quantitative isoverbal prosody.” Turco names
William Carlos Williams’ “The Red Wheelbarrow” as “the most famous
quantitative isoverbal poem in English.” Turco ends his section on “isoverbal prosody” with Williams’ poem, but gives no hint that “The Red
Wheelbarrow” might also be syllabic.
So much depends
upon
the red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens
Each of the four short stanzas contain three words followed by one
word—isoverbal—with the syllabic equation of 4:2, 3:2, 3:2, 4:2; the first
and fourth stanzas are “mated,” in Beum’s terms, as are the second and
third. The one-word, two-syllable lines are set off visually before a stanza
break. The visual image of the words themselves—“upon” “barrow,” “water,” “chickens”—alone above that space might stretch out—a bit—the
amount of time it takes us to say them, or at least make us take a short
pause. Williams wrote this poem before he elaborated his theory of “triadic verse.” The “upon” rests above the remaining six lines, enacting its
prepositional status and the precipice—the hovering between—that we
might enact in the space between the short stanzas. Thinking about the
poem itself as an image in addition to its status as an imagist poem, I
began to think about how syllables were a function of imagism and how
images were also a function of syllables. How might syllables produce
concentration—like Pound’s “complex”—and how might that complicate
our understanding of modernist rhythm?
When we narrate the history of early twentieth-century poetic rhythm,
we most often tell the story of the opposing forces of regularized accentual-syllabic verse and free verse. Ezra Pound’s statement “As regarding
rhythm . . . compose in the sequence of the musical phrase, not in sequence of a metronome” and “Don’t chop your stuff into separate iambs”
are, as Timothy Steele reports, “part of the narrative of how “20th-century
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poetic practice favors rhythm over meter.” Williams famously rejected
Pound’s ideas of bodily rhythm and Anglo-Saxon accents in favor of an
abstract idea of “measure” that he wrote about everywhere but defined
precisely nowhere. Syllabic verse is seldom part of this story, and though
there are many historical moments when counting in poems becomes
either controversial or traditional, syllabic verse at the beginning of the
twentieth century has been particularly neglected by the historical record. Williams does not do much to help us with this. In his unpublished
1913 essay “English Speech Rhythms” (which Harriet Monroe refused
for Poetry because she thought it was incomprehensible) Williams confusingly insists “Imagination creates an image, point by point, piece by
piece, segment by segment—into a whole, living. But each part . . . exists
naturally in rhythm . . . no work in words that is not regularly rhthmic
[sic] and periodic can be of highest imagination and that workman who
does not weld the rythm [sic] of his image into his material cannot be
highest of his craft.” Like Gerard Manley Hopkins, in this essay Williams
believes that rhythm is a thing apart from language but upon which language rides: “Upon the wordy passions string sounds as they strain toward the perfect image.” And “the rhythm must be maintained perfect,
must continue even when the words scarcely can follow it across a roughness, as in a lullaby when the song halts from sheer weariness the cradle
keeps swaying.” And counting syllables are “the bare makeshift for the
appreciation of elapsing time . . . This makeshift counting of syllables—
only possible because we were not capable of music and because none
has yet been able to count time without it—is now expanded to meet the
true necessity which is that time, not the syllables, must be counted.” It
seems that Williams is aiming toward a theory of quantitative prosody:
“the same rhythm, swift, may be of three syllables or if two are elided, of
one: whereas, slow, it may consist of four or seven or any number that the
sense agrees to. This is the flexibility that the modern requires.” But what
is the real difference, for Williams and other poets, between quantitative
and syllabic prosody? Does syllabic verse have a rhythm? Can we hear it?
Detect it without seeing it on the page?
Beum, Yvor Winters, and other scholars (including the authors of the
“syllabic verse” entry in the most recent edition of the Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics) trace the beginning of syllabic verse not to the experiments of “modernism” but to the poet Ezra Pound associated most closely
with the Victorian idiom—Robert Bridges. Bridges is best known today
as the editor of Hopkins’ poetry. Poet Laureate of England between 1913
and his death in 1930, he was well respected by his peers as well as by
the younger poets associated with literary modernism, who considered
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him the foremost metrist of his day. Bridges’ best-selling 1929 book-length
poem The Testament of Beauty, critics argue, is the first truly successful
experiment in syllabic verse form. Syllabics developed concurrently in
the United States at the turn of the twentieth century and were part of
a larger reconsideration in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and
the States of the efficacy of the classical foot-based system for measuring
English verse. This essay explores a few forays into syllabics, most notably
Bridges’ earlier experiments with Neo-Miltonic syllabic verse, and connects these forays into abstract ideas about speech rhythm. I then move
briefly to the perhaps unfamiliar American poet and prosodist Adelaide
Crapsey, whose invention and popularization of the “cinquain” around the
same time that Bridges was experimenting with syllabics also coincides
with her fascinating quantification of syllable length as a potential key to
poetic meaning. I conclude with a consideration of how William Carlos
Williams, influenced by this discourse, revised and revamped theories of
syllables as units of time in his verse line. By looking at alternative histories of early twentieth-century verse culture, I hope to show the importance of prosodic discourse in early twentieth-century literary history—a
history that often assumes the importance of image at the expense of rigorous considerations of metrical or sonic experiments. Though scholars
have recognized Pound’s devotion to Anglo-Saxon strong-stress lines, or
T. S. Eliot’s ghosts of meter, it is only Marianne Moore’s lines that have garnered widespread attention for their syllabic prosody. But what if we saw
syllabics in the early twentieth century as a prosodic possibility, for poets
like Bridges, Crapsey, and Williams, that might mediate not only between
the visual and the aural dimensions of poetry but also between the science
and aesthetics of verse form?

2
Syllabic verse is not the same as quantitative verse. Put simply, the first
counts syllables and the second counts the amount of time it takes to say
those syllables. They are related, and both rely on the complicated matter
of pronunciation. In 1903, T. S. Omond published A Study of Metre, which
posited replacing foot-based scansion with measure by “time spaces.”
Omond traced prosodists’ obsession with time through the musical notation theories of Joshua Steele (1755) to American prosodist Sidney Lanier,
who theorized in his 1880 Science of English Verse that metrical and musical time were the same. Steele, Lanier, and a number of other prosodists
attempted to solve the problem of (temporal) metrical notation by adopting musical notation. And yet Coventry Patmore, by far the most influ-
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ential prosodist of the late nineteenth century, believed that the (English)
mind could imagine these abstract spaces—what he called “isochronous
intervals” between accents without any sort of visual mark. How much
time did it take to pronounce each syllable in English, a language with no
common pronunciation? Patmore, Hopkins, and Bridges argued about
these issues and, spurred by their conversations, Bridges devoted himself
to correcting English pronunciation in order to eliminate ambiguity in
pronunciation and therefore eliminate the need for metrical notation (a
problem that had always dogged Hopkins). For Bridges, the problem of
quantity in English was primarily a problem of how we see syllables on
the page and how what we see tells us how to pronounce.
Nearly all of the prosodic discourse at the turn of the twentieth century was concerned with the problem of the visual versus aural perception of verse form. Prosodists and linguists did not agree—and still do
not agree—about how to measure and mark equivalent spaces of perceived time in a verse line. Because English spelling is not phonetic,
problems of measuring the length of time it takes to say a line (much less
a word)—whether or not to elide syllables, and how or when to stress
certain syllables became issues of notation. As Jason Hall argues, the
scientific study of verse attempted to solve the problems of defining accent, pitch, and tone by using mechanical measurements that relied on
the supposed objectivity of machine recording. These measurements,
however, conducted in laboratories and scrutinized by linguists in Russia, Germany, the United States, and France, simply confirmed the bias
of the examiner and did not definitively solve the issue of how to measure accent in English in all its variety. Despite the lack of agreement,
linguists held out hope that science and even mathematics could rescue
study of prosody from the abstraction of the literary disciplines. The increased attention to syllables by Bridges, Crapsey, and Williams overlaps
with the discussion of the phonemic unit in linguistics first discussed
in France in 1876 and explored more fully by Saussure in the decades
after. Though controversial, phonemes were essentially a thing by the
1920s. A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that may cause a change
in meaning within language but doesn’t have meaning in itself—the “t”
phoneme containing all of the sounds a “t” can make phonetically for
instance. It is an indivisible unit of sound or, how we might decide to
measure the borders of a string of letters that makes up a syllable. The
desire for scientific precision in measuring prosody and the resurgent
interest in syllabic counting as a model for versification correspond with
new and controversial ways of thinking about sound in language in the
nascent field of linguistics.
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The modernist salvo, found in William Carlos William’s poem “A Sort
of Song”: “no ideas but in things” might be understood differently if we
remember that phonemes become things at the beginning of the twentieth century. I simply want to mark this concurrence to think about how
sound-units were being measured in ever more minute ways. For Bridges,
reforming spelling to make it phonetic—and corresponding with OED
editor Henry Bradley to beg that he adopt phonetic spelling in the dictionary—was crucially related to his interest in inventing a syllabic verse
form that could accommodate a variety of different kinds of speech.
French verse-lines, with their strict rules for the number of syllables
per line, caesura, and excluded words, were largely understood to be
syllabic—so much so that the types of French verse were understood
by number of syllables allowed in each line (twelve, or the alexandrine,
ten, eight, seven, and six). This ideal, of a purely syllabic non-accentual
French versification, offered a structure for thinking about English prosody freed from accent and pronunciation that could then accommodate a
variety of speech rhythms along the same lines as “free verse.” So, too did
the rise of French “vers libre” and the idea of “symbolism” influence sonic
and visual experiments in English verse form. The twin movements of
literary decadence and literary jingoism in England were interwoven into
competing ideas about literary form in the early decades of the twentieth
century. On the one hand, French literary decadence manifested itself in
France as a break away from regular alexandrines and toward freer sonic
play. On the other hand, literary jingoism (patriotic and flamboyant in
a different way) promoted the idea of an all-natural accent, a beat that
was integral to the properly functioning national body. This turn of the
century concept of “rhythm,” derived earlier in the nineteenth century
but brought to prominence by Frances Barton Gummere, promoted new
ethnographically supported narratives of primitive throngs and primitive
songs as natural history in order to justify and naturalize the marching
rhythm of military drills in service of the nation. We might, then, recontextualize the varieties of experiment that we blur into “free verse”
and, among those varieties of experiment, see syllabic verse form as an
escape—a new direction away from both decadence and jingoism and
toward a more controlled verse that might bring something like an idealized objectivity of poetic form to modern poems, for both poets and for
ever more discerning readers of poems.
The idea seemed to be, at the outset of the twentieth century, that if
“modern” verse could be truly syllabic—counted by syllables only—then
any language could fall into a syllabic rhythm, irrespective of pronunciation, emphasis, tone, pitch, or stress. And the precision of a strict syllable
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count mapped expressively onto the precision of imagism—the idea in
a thing and the precise description of that thing distilled into an exactly
counted verse line. Not only did syllabic verse avoid the patriotism and easy
ideology of a national past, it also provided a kind of freedom to define its
formal terms—not dissimilar to the fascination, for Pound, with Chinese
and Japanese forms (often rendered syllabically in English). Since true syllabics seemed nearly impossible, they allowed for a fantasy of poetic form
that might avoid the dissolution into the boring regularity of the accentualsyllabic drum beat. Because syllabic verse demanded only speech stress as
modulation it fit perfectly into the democratic ideologies of the “free verse”
project as opposed to the necessity of understanding quantity or relying on
an understanding of the correct placement of an accent to scan a line properly. It seemed to be at once natural and perfectly strange—a constructed
poetic form that would always draw attention to its constructedness. It
could at once bear the mark of each individual poet and allow that poet to
freely import quotations as long as these quotations could fit the syllable
count. It wasn’t that accentual meter needed to be actively suppressed, but
because particular accentual-syllabic meters had become so ideologically
weighted, syllabic verse could provide an alternative.
For Bridges, syllabic verse meant he could codify what he felt to be the
“freest of free verse,” and invent a verse line that could accommodate a variety of speech rhythms. Though he had failed in his attempts to convince
the New English Dictionary editor Henry Bradley to help him reform
English spelling, he continued to push for a clearer way to direct readers
toward the correct pronunciation of his verses in his poetic experiments.
Between 1912 and 1913, he began publishing in a new verse form he first
called syllabic alexandrines (in an obvious reference to French verse but
also referring to hexameters); he settled on the name “Neo-Miltonic syllabics.” Bridges’ first published foray into syllabic verse form occurred
in the same year that he became Poet Laureate, 1913 (a year before Des
Imagistes was published). Bridges felt keenly that he had discovered a
spontaneous new way to write his thoughts as freely as possible in a new
verse form:
Seeing then that to free the last foot it was only needed to forbid the
terminal extrametrical syllable, and that Milton had, with so great effect, excluded it from every other place in his syllabic verse; it seemed
to me that the next step that he would have taken (had he continued
his work) would have been to forbid it also in the last place.
I naturally wondered what the effect would be, and determined
to experiment on it. One cannot originate a poem in an unknown
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metre, for it is familiarity with the frame-work which invites the
words into their places, and this dilemma I happily remembered that
I had had for many years a poem in my head which had absolutely
refused to take any metrical form. Whenever I had tried to put it into
words the meter had ruined it. The whole poem was, so far as feeling
and picturing went, complete in my imagination, and I set to work
very readily on it, and with intense interest to see what would come.
I was delighted to find the old difficulty of metering it had vanished,
and it ran off quite spontaneously to its old title The Flowering Tree.
What is important here is that Bridges feels that there was a poem he
could feel and picture but that meter ruined it; the form he found counted
only syllables. He signals the six syllable syllabic by indenting each alternate line, in case we miss the end rhyme that further emphasizes the six
syllable lineation. Do we have to see this poem to understand where and
how to pause, how to count the syllables in each line? Here are the first
few stanzas of “The Flowering Tree”:
What Fairy fann’d my dreams
while I slept in the sun?
As if a flowering tree
were standing over me:
Its young stem strong and lithe
went branching overhead
And willowy sprays around
fell tasseling to the ground
All with wild blossom gay
As is the cherry in May
When her fresh flaunt of leaf
gives crowns of golden green.
The sunlight was enmesh’d
in the shifting splendor
And I saw through on high
to soft lakes of blue sky:
Though the syntax seems to be entirely archaic (“fann’d,” “enmesh’d”),
for Bridges, these apostrophed words were subtle directions intended to
teach a reader how to both see and hear his new “unknown metre.” How
would a reader know how to read this? Bridges uses mostly monosyllabic
words that could be ambiguously accented so as to avoid any regular pattern. “Its young stem strong and lithe,” is audibly the same count (six) as
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“went branching overhead,” and the visible line break between these help
us see the parallel metrical structure so that the visual form of the syllabic
line becomes a rhythmic guide (count to six) for the rest of the poem. And
here we have the question of what counts as rhythm. Counting syllables
hardly seems spontaneous, but if I heard enough syllabic lines, just as if
I heard enough iambic pentameter lines, I might be able to “count” them
seemingly spontaneously. That is the issue for Bridges—he works deeply
inside of a form until it is not artificial to him (like he did with classical
quantity) and then, even the fact that this line seems iambic becomes invisible to him. Could we read these lines without hearing them as iambic
alexandrines? Almost every line is enjambed, so seeing and then perhaps
hearing that these lines are written in six syllables as the rule might spur
a reader to move—as one might in French verse—from “cher-ry in” to
“cherryin” in order to keep the count of six syllables. And freed from a
heavy stress (as on “cherry”) since stress is not the rule, the verse might
elide quite a few sounds: “Flowering” could become “flowring,” “tasseling”
could become “tassling,” and “willowy” could become “willwy.” Again, we
might not know how to elide these sounds—we still might not know—yet
we are directed by our eyes to see that each line can only accommodate
six syllables, and so we perhaps accommodate only six syllables on our
pronunciation as well. This is, I think, what Bridges wanted to achieve.
The third syllabic experiment, “The West Front,” is less rhythmically
legible at first:
No country know I so well
as this landscape of hell.
Why bring you to my pain
these shadow’d effigys
Of barb’d wire, riven trees,
the corpse-strewn blasted plain?
The elision of “know I” to make six syllables is hardly evident at the outset
and it feels awkward to blur them. That odd grammar and the staccato
of syllables of “corpse-strewn blasted plain” might alert a careful reader
to the fact that Bridges is working hard to suppress what seems like an
insistent accentual regularity. There is the obvious expressive meaning
of the lost ability and will to count—the countless dead, the landscape
that is only marked by “blast” and no order or, at least, not the old order.
The first four lines seem faintly iambic according to the classical system
(and indeed, he experimented quite a bit with the iambic hexameter in
his translations of classical verse before moving on to the syllabic alexandrine) but by line five those monosyllables signal that we ought to perhaps
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be counting rather than stressing. What some careful readers might see
as simply the influence of his collaboration with Gerard Manley Hopkins
(a shadow of sprung rhythm, accents not separated by unstressed syllables), I see an evening out of accent across the lines. So that “barb’d wire,
riven trees” and “corpse-strewn blasted plain” have a parallel rhythmic
structure of five syllables, each one stressed but the penultimate. For this
belabored reason, as well as the rhyme at the end of each line, the poem
avoids simply devolving into broken alexandrines. Bridges calls these poems “sixes,” and sets them off typographically in his books so we know
that he’s experimenting.
By the time he writes The Testament of Beauty in the late 1920s, he has
worked out an explanation of the form and writes it in a phonetic spelling
that normalizes his elision along the lines of what he argues Milton would
have used. By 1929, that is, Bridges has enough clout to use his poem
(which became a best-seller) to promote his system of phonetic spelling,
thereby solving the problem of where and how to elide certain syllables
so that the syllables in each line add up. Bridges’ publisher explains the
new approach to spelling in an introduction he appended to the first edition, making sure that it was understood to be intentional—a guide to
reading as well as an active attempt to normalize the author’s hopes for
reformed spelling. Bridges had been working on spelling reform since
the turn of the century and he approached in a variety of official ways,
most notably as a member and convener of the Society for Pure English
before and during the First World War, and, also in 1929, as the author of
the B.B.C.’s Recommendations for Pronouncing Doubtful Words. The publisher’s note on the text states:
The slight approach to a simplified spelling in this book is copied
from the author’s MS, which the printer was instructed to follow. The
simplification, as will be seen, is mainly confined to two particulars,
namely the final e and the doubled consonant. Since this e is invariable mute he would reserve it to distinguish heavy from light syllables: thus hav, not have, and liv, distinguished from live; and all the
-ate, -ile, -ive, and -ite words can have their speech-values shown, as
steril and pueril; and thus ther is no confusion there.
Indeed, ther is no confusion there. Bridges has built his syllabic meter and its proper pronunciation into the very spelling of his poem. He
uses a “doubled consonant, which following the short vowel denotes its
accentuation,” stops rhyming (more or less) and uses far more multi-syllabic words, eliminating, also, most of the obvious caesurae. This final syllabic experiment is, I have been arguing, a combination of his few syllabic
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poems and his longer classical experiments like “Wintry Delights.” That
is, more than fifteen years after his more simple “sixes” were published,
Bridges has advanced his understanding of syllabics into an entirely new
domain. In order to read them clearly as “syllabics” at all, you must train
yourself to master his rules of elision and pronunciation not unlike a poet
translating from classical quantities must try to train him or herself to
“hear” an imaginary equivalent quantity between Latin and English. The
ability to “hear” the amount of time it would take to pronounce a syllable,
by 1929, has become so complicated for Bridges that even looking at the
first few lines of the poem it is not evident that the lines are “syllabic”—as
in, have the same number of syllables in each line—at all.
’Twas late in my long journey, when I had clomb to where
the path was narrowing and the company few,
a glow of childlike wonder enthral’d me, as if my sense
had come to a new birth purified, my mind enrapt
re-awakening to a fresh initiation of life;
with like surprise of joy as any man may know
who rambling wide hath turn’d, resting on some hill-top
to view the plain he has left, and see’th it now out-spredd
mapp’d at his feet, a landscape so by beauty estranged
he scarce wil ken familiar haunts, nor his own home,
maybe, where far it lieth, small as a faded thought.
Though Bridges’ “Poor Poll” appeared in 1923 (the same year as Eliot’s The
Waste Land) and was a more successful and less archaically constructed
experiment in Neo-Miltonic syllabics, it is The Testament of Beauty’s
5,000 lines of sustained, subtle, controlled irregularity that have captured
the attention of twentieth-century metrical historians. Yvor Winters, in
Primitivism and Decadence calls The Testament of Beauty an attempt at
a “carryall form” that could accommodate a variety of speech patterns.
Winters, usually an admirer of Bridges, declares these lines as syllabic
verses and good poetry a failure:
The form is unrhymed duodecasyllables, dependent for their existence as such upon a definite and reasonably workable system of elision . . . whether one attempts to scan the line accentually, or whether
one follows Bridges and scans it syllabically (by all odds the preferable procedure, it successfully avoids the accentual-syllabic, avoids,
that is, any pattern or norm underlying every syllable, so that, though
one has constant change of movement from moment to moment, one
has no variation, no precision of intention.
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Winters is, frankly, bored by the poem and believes it to be a failed attempt to combat the accentual fervor of Ezra Pound. What is lacking here
in the long, four-book poem is “precision of intention.” Though The Testament of Beauty has long been recognized as both the establishing and
culminating poem in syllabic meter, it is, I think, the fact that we cannot
all pronounce the poem in the same way that has prevented other poets
from taking up the “Neo-Miltonic Syllabic” as a viable verse form. Mastering Bridges’ rules for elision ends up complicating what is supposed
to be a simplified scheme for pronunciation. Bridges merely adds to the
long history of discourse about syllabic elision that begins as far back as
the very first poet’s handbooks.

3
The same years that Bridges was first experimenting with syllabics
(1912–1913), the reputation of a now little known poet named Adelaide
Crapsey (1878–1914) was on the rise. Crapsey was teaching at Smith College and perfecting the syllabic verse form called “the cinquain” that
she had been working on since 1901. Crapsey’s two books, A Study in
English Metrics (Knopf, 1918) and a collection of poetry titled Verse (Manas, 1915; Knopf, 1922), were published posthumously. Verse was in its
fourth edition by 1929, and Crapsey was the subject of a scholarly book by
Llewellyn Jones in 1923. One of very few women to write a metrical treatise, Crapsey’s interest in English metrics, like Bridges’ interest, focused
on the problem of pronunciation in print—the problem, in other words,
of how to understand the history and future of English metrics without
a stable system of pronunciation for the English language. She begins A
Study in English Metrics with a series of questions reminiscent of Bridges’
concerns:
In the first place, even admitting it to be theoretically desirable, do we
possess to-day a pronunciation sufficiently standardized to make possible the analysis of vocabularies on anything like the scale suggested?
Variations in pronunciation are notorious. How can we be assured
that a classification of the words in any given poem will represent the
pronunciation of the poet who wrote? Is it not, rather, certain, that
the analysis will depend upon the pronunciation of the critic who dissects, and that the results of the analysis will, consequently, vary with
each new critic? And further, will not the difficulties be hopelessly
increased when different historic periods are to be considered? No
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attempt is made to minimize these difficulties, nor, for the present, to
meet them in detail.
If everyone understood the English language to be pronounced the same
way, then there would be no controversy as to how to pronounce a poem.
Whereas Bridges wanted to provide a verse form flexible enough to accommodate a variety of speech rhythms while still adhering to a general
rule, Crapsey wanted to think about syllables in the context of early linguistic science. Influenced by Paul Verrier, a French linguist and theorist
of rhythm and meter, and E. W. Scripture, an American psychologist with
a side interest in poetry and rhythm, Crapsey’s obsession with syllables
forms part of the new school of linguistic prosody emerging in the wake
of Alexander Ellis, Daniel Jones, Henry Sweet, and their work on the
study of phonetics. Crapsey’s scientific investigations, then, are a crucial
part of her development of the cinquain; a syllabic form that I see as a
specimen and example of how the idea of counting syllables (however
imprecise) hearkened toward a more direct and scientific treatment of the
thing at the same time as it attempted to avoid the potential pathos (and
variety) of accentual verse.
Though Crapsey’s treatise was unfinished, her initial examination
consisted of quantifying the number of mono-syllabic, disyllabic, and
multi-syllabic words in nursery rhymes and poems. By examining words
and counting the number of syllables based on her own estimate of their
pronunciation, Crapsey argues that there are three types of verse ranging in structural complexity from mono-syllabic to poly-syllabic. Her
main thesis was that “an important application of phonetics to metrical
problems lies in the study of phonetic word-structure.” Crapsey presents
her data in the form of 125 nursery rhymes (she calls this “experimental
testing”), and analysis of poetry by Milton, Pope, Tennyson, Swinburne,
Francis Thompson, and Maurice Hewlett. Though she is careful to avoid
claims her data cannot support, Crapsey nonetheless presents her results
in a series of tables that seem to argue for themselves. That is, we can
clearly see from the table shown in Figure 1 that Milton uses a higher preponderance of polysyllables than does Pope. Bridges’ failure to establish
a new verse form via phonetic spelling as guidance becomes, to Crapsey’s
next generation, the attempt to fulfill the fantasy of objective reading, or a
dream of pure analytics. And yet this pure analytics might be just as ideologically bound as the fantasy of a pure instinctually felt rhythm that pervades turn-of-the-century prosodic theories like those of George Saintsbury and Gummere. It is Crapsey who is doing the counting, after all.
But she knows that her own subjectivity is the problem with her
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Figure 1. Table from Adelaide Crapsey’s A Study in English Metrics, 1918.
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method. As in almost all other prosodic manuals, Crapsey spends time
going through her main prosodic predecessors (George Saintsbury, T. S.
Omond) before asserting “what has now become apparent is that we
soon reach . . . the limits of possible analysis based on simple observation ‘by ear’ or by our ‘sense’ of rhythm. The delicate and accurate study
of the rhythmic groups of verse must, it is seen, be carried on by means
of laboratory experiment.” Would Crapsey have seen her own syllabic
“cinquains” as a rhythmic group or were they resistant to being read “by
ear” or by a “sense” of rhythm?
Crapsey presents an undeniably scientific study of prosody by eschewing entirely the instinctual rhythmic discourse that pervades, say, Alice
Meynell’s 1893 The Rhythm of Life, in which Meynell elaborates a theory
of rhythm relating to the periodicity of the planets, the tides, “a sun’s revolutions and the rhythmic pangs of maternity.” If, for Meynell, rhythm
is natural and embodied and for Bridges, syllabic verse—and any verse
form—can be studied long enough so as to become easily evident to the
practitioner and reader, for Crapsey rhythm must be considered as part
of a more rigorous science. The posthumous introductions to her poems
are careful to walk the line between the discourse of mere over-feeling
poetess and an accomplished metrist conversant and participating in the
broader (largely male) prosodic discourse of the age. Jean Webster describes Crapsey’s poems in the preface to Verse as “of gossamer delicacy
and finish, [and] are the stronger for the technical knowledge behind
them. Likewise, her technical work possessed the more vigor because it
was not the result of mere theoretical analysis, but also of the first-hand
knowledge gained through her own creative achievement.” Webster describes Crapsey’s study in metrics as “astoundingly objective and coldly
unreflective of any emotional mood, so her own poems were at the other
extreme, astoundingly subjective and descriptive of a mental state that
found expression in no other form.” Despite the incomprehensibility of
her metrical theories, “the verse form which she calls “Cinquain” [that]
she originated herself ” Webster concludes, was incredibly comprehensible to the lay reader. Carl Sandburg, for one, championed the form of the
cinquain—a five line syllabic form defined as having two, four, six, eight,
and two syllables as a rule. Though overshadowed in literary history by
Pound’s experiments with Chinese ideograms or the poetry emerging
out of imagism and its various schools (from Pound to Amy Lowell to
William Carlos Williams), Crapsey’s syllabic form was nonetheless a prescient example for many of the main tenets of imagism. Beginning in
the 1920s, a number of scholars began to trace her cinquains directly to
Japanese sources. Webster writes, “she reduces an idea to its very lowest
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terms—and presents it in a single sharp impression.” Though Crapsey
passed away the same year that Des Imagistes was published, it is clear
that her interest in linguistic prosody in which words can and should
be analyzed by constituent parts, and the idea that syllables themselves
could convey an idea with a kind of simplicity all led to her development
of her singular syllabic verse form.
Louis Untermeyer recognized Crapsey’s debt to Japanese poetics; he
published three of her poems in his 1919 Modern American Poetry. Two
of them were cinquains and one, “On Seeing Weather Beaten Trees,” was
a two-line poem in ten-syllable meter:
Is it as plainly in our living shown,
By slant and twist, which way the wind hath blown?
In all three poems she shows both her interest in and her mastery of syllabic meters; Untermeyer mythologizes that Crapsey began to write after
a breakdown (contrary to the dating that Jean Webster provides for her
cinquains in the Miscellany). “[T]hough she became instructor in Poetics at Smith College in 1911, the burden was too great for her. Prior to
this time she had written little verse, her chief work being an analysis
of English metrics . . . . In 1913, after her breakdown, she began to write
those brief lines which, like some of Emily Dickinson’s, are so precise and
poignant. She was particularly happy in her ‘Cinquains,’ a form that she
originated. These five-line stanzas in the strictest possible structure . . .
doubtless owe something to the Japanese hokku, but Adelaide Crapsey
saturated them with her own fragile loveliness.”
Here is one of her most well known cinquains, published in 1915 and
1922 but supposedly written in 1901.
Niagara
Seen on a night in November
How frail
Above the bulk
Of crashing water hangs,
Autumnal, evanescent, wan,
The moon.
As we can see, the verse form as Crapsey first used it was not simply syllabic but also iambic. We have to see it (just as we are reading the record
of “seeing” Niagara at a particular time) to apprehend the form. Two and
four and six and eight and two syllable lines provide a variation on the
quintain stanza (another quintain stanza of variable line length is the lim-
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erick, for example). The poems (without the title) are twenty-two precise
syllables long. Like most imagist poetry the cinquain is clear and concise,
but, like Williams’s control in “The Red Wheelbarrow,” the mastery of this
poem is in its line breaks. “Frail,” “bulk,” “hangs,” “wan,” “moon”: these
are words that make an image of a waterfall in a nearly concrete example,
cascading down the increasing syllable count with the moon impossibly
still below—a reflection in a pool. (The “above” in line two is another
prepositional pun.) The poem captures both movement and stillness, action and pause. And the poem displays the conflict between stillness and
action; the crashing water “hangs” expressively in the middlemost line as
if the waterfall were frozen by a trick of inverted syntax. It would be easy
to rattle these off like so much bad haiku and, indeed, schoolchildren
today do just that. But Crapsey, like Marianne Moore and William Carlos Williams, was paying attention to the control of a poem’s movement
across a line of variable syllable length: a new way of counting and a new
way of figuring stillness and action at once in a poem.

4
Paul Ramsay, in 1971, characterized William Carlos William’s metrical
practice as dividing his language into “bright small bundles, or fragments,
as a way of saying ‘Look! At what is here to be seen (felt, heard).’ ” The
cinquain is certainly a bright small bundle of concision. Robert Beum,
the theorist of syllabic verse I quoted at the beginning of this essay, corresponded with Williams for years; Mariani writes that “what Williams
stressed in [his] letters to Beum was the need for American poetry to
move decisively away from a prosody of stress and toward a ‘prosody
of the measurement of time,’ (i.e., toward the qualitative sonorities of a
Robert Bridges as demonstrated in The Testament of Beauty and away
from what he called the vulgarities of Hopkins’ “constipated” sprung
rhythms).” Natalie Gerber’s recent work shows the veracity with which
he rejected the “rigidity of the poetic foot” and Mariani’s important
essay on metrical innovation before and around Paterson shows how
Williams presented his poetics in his poems more effectively than in his
discourse about his poetry. Nonetheless Williams mentions syllables in
a few key places. In 1954, he published “On Measure: An Essay of Cid
Corman” in Origin magazine and states: “Verse—we’d better not speak
of poetry lest we become confused—verse has always been associated in
men’s minds with ‘measure,’ i.e. with mathematics. In scanning any piece
of verse, you ‘count’ the syllables. Let’s not speak either of rhythm, an
aimless sort of thing without precise meaning of any sort. But measure
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implies something that can be measured.” Later in the essay, he closes by
saying “Without measure we are lost. But we have lost even the ability to
count.” His discussion of the “variable foot” in this essay and elsewhere
has long puzzled scholars; I will not attempt to tease it out here. What I
will argue, however, is that the math of Williams’ poetry, in 1922, should
be considered as part of the trajectory of syllabic prosody I have outlined in England and America, despite Williams’ own equivocation about
counting by syllables between 1913 and 1935.
In 1922, Williams published Spring and All and in it, that ubiquitous
poem about the red wheelbarrow. I wondered what would happen if this
poem were an experiment in syllabics rather than the quintessential imagist poem. Recall that the syllables are 4/2, 3/2, 3/2, and 4/2. That, in
itself, seems enough to show that Williams is counting and showing us
how to count, participating in and continuous with the discourse about
syllables as particular units of poetic rhythm as opposed to syllables as
bearers of accent. Williams is known for setting up a formal expectation
and then riffing on it; here, he sets up his syllabic stanza, retreats from
it, repeats the retreat, and then repeats the initial syllabic stanza again in
the end. We could read this as two “sixes” divided by two “fives,” in any
number of mathematical combinations:
So much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens
Williams uses line breaks and spacing to direct the reader to pause just
as Bridges used line breaks and elision to do the same. But what if the
poem could be restructured even more severely? The total number of syllables was twenty-two. I found the original version of the poem in the
facsimile edition “Spring and All,” before editors—and Williams, retitled
the poem to simply “The Red Wheelbarrow.” There was no denying the
math there—the poem appears in the twenty-second section, as if XXII
were its title. Just as Crapsey’s system for syllables reaches for pure analytics, so, too, does Williams’s title “XXII” reach toward the fantasy of
prosody as mathematics; the mathematical function becomes the title,
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the figure of meter at once a move back to the Roman numeral while simultaneously letting go of certain ambitions and toward other, more precise metrical ambitions. Williams may indeed have had occasion to come
across Crapsey’s 1915 volume Verse, or had seen them in Untermeyer’s
1919 anthology, in The Century Magazine (which printed a cinquain in
1916), or any of a wide number of anthologies that reprinted her poems
and thought about the form, or, even more likely, tracked her down after
seeing her name again and again in a wide array of reviews. Crapsey’s
literary celebrity between 1914 and 1922 by far exceeded Williams’, and the
“cinquain,” was a popular form for imitations. Indeed, “XXII,” convinces
me to think more capaciously about how Williams’ hope for prosody “as
a measurement of time” was part of the same concern that Bridges and
Crapsey brought to their experiments. The only way I could believe in an
alternate syllabic form for “XXII,” then, was to see it:
So much
depends upon
a red wheel barrow glazed
with rain water beside the white
chickens
I’d like to close with that poem, equally, in my mind, sacrilegious and
curious, but I’d also quickly like to gesture to what we lose in this visual
transformation; we lose what Hugh Kenner calls the words “disassociated to their molecules” in the original poem, or what John Hollander
describes as the cutting of “wheel barrow” and “rain water” into constituents. That is, “with the implication that they are phenomenological constituents as well. The wheel plus the barrow equals the wheelbarrow, and
in the freshness of light after the rain (it is this kind of light which the
poem is about, although never mentioned directly), things seem to lose
their compounded properties.” Williams “ ‘etymologizes’ his compounds
into their prior phenomena.” But Williams does more than etymologize
the compounded images; he makes the words into visible, countable syllables. Williams created a rhythmic picture for the ear and the eye made
of these phenomenological constituents that, due to our focus on other
stories about modernist form, we have, as Williams himself laments, lost
our ability to count.
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Beyond Meaning: Differing Fates
of Some Modernist Poets’ Investments
of Belief in Sounds
Natalie Gerber

In an essay entitled “The ‘Final Finding of the Ear’: Wallace Stevens’ Modernist Soundscapes,” Peter Middleton argues that “[s]ound is secondary”
and noncognitive and finds Stevens’ and other modernist American poets’ investment of belief in sound to be “utopian.” Of course, such investment was not limited to the American modernists. The romantic poet
William Wordsworth speaks of the “power in sound / To breathe an elevated mood,” and fellow romantic Samuel Taylor Coleridge qualifies a
legitimate poem as one that, “like the path of sound through the air,” carries the reader forward. Likewise, the nineteenth-century French Symbolist poet Stéphane Mallarmé aspired toward a musicalized language for
poetry that would make the poet capable “not just of expressing oneself
but of modulating oneself as one chooses.” Paul Valéry, Stevens’ contemporary, believed, as Lisa Goldfarb writes, that “the poet must perceive
the primacy of sound over meaning.”  Hence American modernist poets
like Robert Frost, Wallace Stevens, and William Carlos Williams could
not claim uniqueness but rather obstreperous insistence upon both the
primacy of sound and its value beyond the semantic.
These poets’ willingness to believe that linguistic sound offers transparent access to our innermost thoughts, feelings, and emotions ought to
be startling; it certainly has been challenged and problematized by scholars pointing to both the constructed and the socially, historically, and
politically situated contexts that produce both the poem and the poet’s
subjectivity. Yet cognitive research proves that rich phonological representations are activated early in our processing of silent reading; this so
counters Peter Middleton’s assertions about the nature of sound that we
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should reconsider these poets’ appeal to prosody as a primary ground as
perhaps not merely utopian or impressionistic, even if we recognize their
statements to exaggerate the importance of sound over meaning. While
a full correlation of psycholinguistic findings in relation to some modernist poets’ investments of belief in sound will have to wait for another essay, this one will prepare that ground by disentangling competing claims
regarding sound among three particular American modernists (Stevens,
Williams, and, especially, Robert Frost) and by offering a novel solution
why Frost’s claims have fared worse than these contemporaries’, all of
which are equally predicated upon the sound structure of a poem.

Stevens and Frost
As two preeminent American modernists writing metrical verse, Stevens and Frost might well share a limited legacy of formal innovation;
and yet Stevens has been granted greater stature as a prosodic innovator and theorist. It is tempting to attribute this difference in reception to
Frost’s adamant rejection of newer modes of poetic rhythm, while Stevens practices free verse alongside metrical composition. Nonetheless,
the difference is more likely attributable to the specific nature of their
prosodic innovations, which differ significantly in the level of phonological representation involved, a difference that matters to the reception of
their legacy.
As in his well-known remark in “The Noble Rider and the Sound of
Words,” Stevens’ comments about sound focus on the sounds of individual words: “Above everything else, poetry is words; and . . . words, above
everything else, are, in poetry, sounds.” Rarely, if at all, does he speak of
larger linguistic units, such as the phrase, sentence, or line. Throughout
Stevens’ letters and his prose, we find statements such as “I like words to
sound wrong,” or “A variation between the sound of words in one age
and the sound of words in another age is an instance of the pressure of
reality.”
Likewise, as I have shown elsewhere, much of Stevens’ early and
mid-career metrical innovations turn upon an inventive yet strictly rulegoverned play with lexical stress, that is, with how words sound depending upon their linguistic, syntactic, and, of course, metrical environments.
Stevens’ placement of words into the meter in such a way that they “sound
wrong”—i.e., altered from normative realizations—displays quite a sophisticated awareness of factors influencing lexical phonology; these run
the gamut from historical pronunciations and cross-linguistic difference
(particularly between French and English) to quite supple realizations of
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English stress rules (for lexical, compound, and phrasal stress). For example, when Stevens writes,
/

x

\
(CPP, 85)

Of ocean, perfected in indolence
w

s w
/

s
x

w

s

w

s

w s

\
(CPP, 29)

More exquisite than any tumbling verse
w

s

w

s

w

s w

s

w

w

he is echoing usages of an earlier age, as in the second line of Robert Herrick’s couplet from 1647, and John Clare’s line from 1819:
Gods Grace deserves here to be daily fed,
/

x

\

That, thus increast, it might be perfected.
w

s

w

s

w

/

s

x

w

s

w

\
(John Clare)

I dropt me down with exquisite delight
w

s

w

s

w

s

w

(Robert Herrick)

s

s

w s

And when Stevens writes lines like those below, he is drawing on the use
of French stress patterns, to motivate an alternate pronunciation:
\

x

/

Attach. It seemed haphazard denouement
w

s

w

s
/

w

s w

x

\

s w

(CPP, 33)

s

A vital, linear ambiance. The flare
w

s w

s w

s

w s

w

(CPP, 327)

s

In stark contrast, the next examples display Stevens self-consciously forcing a bungled Anglicization of a foreign word, a rhythmic tactic that contributes to the comic portraiture of the young poet:
When amorists grow bald, then amours shrink
w

s w s

w

s

w

s

w

(CPP, 12)

s
/

One eats one paté, even of salt, quotha
w
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Sepulchral señors, bibbling pale mescal,
w s

w

s

w

s

w

s

w

(CPP, 31)

s

Supple auditor of French that he is, Stevens’ use of the rhythm rule to retract stress from the second syllable of amour to the first to avoid a stress
clash with shrink displays a virtuosic multilingual wit, one echoed in the
prior examples.
Were these examples not enough, one could examine Stevens’ existential play with the stresslessness of nonlexical words to unmoor any certain
meaning, and thus destabilize what otherwise ought to be a triumphant
declaration: for example, in response to the question “What am I to believe?” in “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction,” the twelve-syllable, entirely
nonlexical iambic-pentameter line “I have not but I am and as I am, I
am” winkingly refuses our desire to impose certain iambs and shapes on
belief. Or we could look to evidence in “Sea Surface Full of Clouds” of Stevens’ masterly orchestration of the full variety of circumstances that produce disyllabic words with initial stress. As the poem renders its serial,
modulating impressions of the sea “In that November off Tehuantepec,”
the image brought to mind shifts from “rosy” to “chop-house,” “porcelain,”
“musky,” and, finally, “Chinese chocolate,” as in “And made one think of
chop-house chocolate.” Thus, within the metrical baseline “And máde
one thínk of [ / x] chócoláte,” we find activated supple rules for “‘fitting
. . . a selection of the real language of man in a state of vivid sensation’”
to the meter: these range from phonological rules governing segments
(i.e., consideration of vowel length and its influence on stress [e.g., the
underlying vowel length and lexical rhythm of rosy and musky are comparable to the vowel length and lexical rhythm of Mary, not Marie] and
the reduction of sonorant sequences [porcelain]), to stress rules involving
larger entities (e.g., compound stress [chop-house] and the rhythm rule,
whose domain is the phrase [Chinese chocolate]).
In summary, we can isolate the word as a significant locus of Stevens’
innovative metrical effects, discerning how his virtuosic meter intensifies our awareness of the variable rhythms that come from words’ shifting relationships in linguistic context, grammar, syntax, and metrical
placement.
In contrast with this exacting play with words by Stevens, Robert Frost
treats words as plastic elements within larger compositional units, rather
than individual lexical entities. Frost once remarked, “The strain of rhyming is less since I came to see words as phrase-ends to countless phrases
just as the syllables ly, ing, and ation are word-ends to countless words.”
Clearly, Frost came to regard words, for poetic purposes, as functionally
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equivalent to morphological adjuncts in language—they may be essential, but they are not the base.
That base, for Frost, lies in larger prosodic units like phrases and, especially, sentences, which Frost presents as the domain generative of meaning: “I shall show the sentence sound saying all that the sentence conveys
with little or no help from the meaning of the words.” Indeed, when
Frost speaks of words, he speaks of them as “other sounds” that may be
strung upon the sentence sound, suggesting that, for him, sentence sound
is primary: “A sentence is a sound in itself on which other sounds called
words may be strung.”
As we might expect then, unlike Stevens, Frost rarely invites us to attend to individual words, to modulations in their stress accents or even
finer adjustments in linguistic rhythm occasioned by their changing syntactic functions or metrical placement. Instead, Frost invites us to hear
the possible shifts in either the nature or location of melodic accent—a
higher-level accent that falls across sequences of words and reflects a
speaker’s or reader’s sense of what holds the greatest informational, contextual, or emotional value.
Frost’s acclaimed “Home Burial” exemplifies how his scaffolding of
speech rhythms within the metrical template focuses attention on the intonational contours (that is, both on the possible locations of the tonic
syllable and the potential for shifts in pitch height and direction on the
tonic) and thus on the range of interpretive stances associated with the
characters’ statements. Its opening lines, with multiple possibilities for
melodic accent, mirror the poem’s subject matter—a mobile and latently
violent power struggle between the husband and wife. Whether we place
melodic accent on either or both members of the contrastive gender pair
(he and her, she and him) or upon the preposition before makes a tremendous difference to our interpretation of the poem’s unfolding drama: “He
saw her from the bottom of the stairs / Before she saw him.” That all of
these decisions are enabled by the poem’s metrical rhythm, a muted blank
verse, means that readers must struggle with decisions regarding melodic
emphasis as essentially matters of interpretation. The multivalent possibilities for pitch height and direction on the phrase “before she saw him”
are essentially inferential: any single prosodic change also involves meaning. In contrast, the flat and falling tone of the neutral declaration, “She
turned and sank upon her skirts at that,” acts as a baseline for the expressive departures of the characters’ speech.
Another way to convey Frost’s distinctive prosodic innovations is to
say that whereas Stevens influences how we produce the stress contours
of a word, which is the lowest level of our language’s accentual structure,
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Frost attempts to govern the reader’s assignment of melodic accent to
words that already possess stress, using the higher of the language’s two
levels of accentual structure, intonation.
This distinction is important because whereas word-stress (stress accent) is so familiar and apparently fixed that it can be represented in dictionary entries, melodic accent is inherently variable and is commonly
held to be idiosyncratic and unpredictable. Thus, readers are far more
likely to recognize and enjoy the shifts in lexical rhythm (stress accent)
that Stevens’ verse involves. But these same readers are likely to resist,
resent, or, worse yet, entirely miss the shifts in melodic accent that Frost
claims are essential to his verse.
Indeed, while no less overstated than Stevens’, Frost’s beliefs in the importance of certain properties of sound, are, by their nature, less easily
defended. This is in large part because the sound combinations Stevens
primarily engages lie at lower and more fixed levels of the prosodic hierarchy, the rhythmic organization of language:
The Prosodic Hierarchy: Prosodic Domains in Language
Utterance
Intonational Phrase
Phonological phrase
Phonological word
Foot (Moraic Trochee)
Syllable
Stevens’ metrical experiments draw upon the prosodic organization of
language at or below the level of the phonological word. They either vary
the location of stress accent, as we saw with denouement or ambiance, or
they call upon well-attested phonological processes (e.g., elision and the
reduction of sonorant sequences) and the internal structure of syllables in
English to compress additional phonological material into a single metrical foot. We are far more likely to agree to the possibility of a poet’s
manipulating the placement of stress accent within a word, not only because of past precedent, but also because the accentual stresses of words
themselves are predictable.
By contrast, Frost’s sound of sense—his belief in the expressive force
of “the intonation entangled somehow in the syntax idiom and meaning
of a sentence”—involves higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy that are,
by definition, variable and responsive to an array of paralinguistic and
other factors (For example, a reader’s or listener’s mapping of prosody
onto intentions involves pragmatic issues beyond a speaker’s [or author’s]
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control, as well as matters of “individual difference”). These factors,
along with our unfamiliarity with technical descriptions of intonational
phonology, make us intuitively less likely to agree that a poet can fix melodic accent. Instead, we are likely to resist the idea that the arrangement
of words on a page can so specify how the reader’s voice should posture that a single articulation of the poetic line is not only possible but
inevitable; instead, we might agree with Dwight Bolinger, who so titled
a seminal article on intonation, “Accent Is Predictable (If You’re a MindReader).”

Frost and Williams
To suggest that Frost’s and Williams’ sound configurations are deeply
similar would certainly have been rejected by both poets. Nonetheless, the
parallels between Frost’s theories and Williams’ are even closer than those
between Frost and Stevens. Williams, like Frost, intuits that the structure
of speech sound can yield a new means of prosodic organization for the
modern poem. Frost: “[M]y conscious interest in people was at first no
more than an almost technical interest in their speech—in what I used to
call their sentence sounds—the sound of sense. Whatever these sounds
are or aren’t . . . I say, I began to hang on them very young. . . .” And
Williams: “From the beginning I knew that the American language must
shape the pattern; later I rejected the word language and spoke of the
American idiom—this was a better word than language, less academic,
more identified with speech.” The fact that Williams claims to harness the cadences of speech rhythm as a new measure displacing meter,
whereas Frost claims to “get cadences by skillfully breaking the sounds
of sense with all their irregularity of accent across the regular beat of the
metre” should not dissuade us from seeing these parallels, as is brought
out in the following comments:
When you listen to a speaker, you hear words, to be sure,—but you
also hear tones. The problem is to note them, to imagine them again,
and to get them down in writing. But few of you probably ever
thought of the possibility or of the necessity of doing this.
You see, basically he [Williams] was listening to himself talk and
listening to other people around him talk, and trying to find a way of
putting it down on the page so that he’d be able to take advantage of
all the beautiful little rhythms of medical office-kitchen-bathroomstreet-grocery speech.”
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These statements objectively reveal what the poems—with their differences of register and diction, syntactic structures, and tone—do not: the
poets’ shared interest in bringing to the page the sonic play of seemingly
spontaneous speech. In poem after poem, particularly in early Williams,
we find sudden changes in the direction or height of melodic accent.
These are often prompted by a specific class of syntactic units, ranging
from sentence adverbials (“Gold against blue”), parenthetical elements
(“this could be / applied fresh at small expense”), and vocatives (“my
townspeople”), to social formulae (“Forgive me”), moved constituents
(“first the right / forefoot // carefully”), and interjections (“phew!”;
“For Christ’s sake”), which are separated from adjacent or surrounding
syntactic units by pauses and other factors. As a result, these irruptive
sequences multiply the frequency and type of intonational phrases and
tunes characterizing the statement. (By contrast, one might say a neutral
declarative statement in American English possesses a single intonational
contour with a fairly regular falling tune, but see discussion of “Never
Again” in the next section of this essay.) Whether these effects successfully
simulate actual speech or not, they encourage the reader to imagine that
the poem is occurring in an actual discourse situation—one that possesses
immediacy (“This Is Just to Say”), dramatic context (“Portrait of a Lady”),
and, perhaps most elusively for modernist poets, audience (“Tract”).
Frost’s effects are both less obvious and less energetic. Typically, the
diction is less idiomatic, the register more elevated, and the syntax more
hypotactic. Nonetheless, Frost’s extensive right-branching sentences employ conventions similar to those of Williams’ briefer and more excitable
sentences. Compare Williams’ “Pastoral” to the start of Frost’s “Directive.”
Both poems begin with one or more sentence adverbials that—by virtue
of their distinctive intonational contours—create characteristic tunes (of
course, they also serve to establish temporal and/or spatial context):
When I was younger
it was plain to me
I must make something of myself.
(Williams, CP, vol. 1, 64; adverbial italicized)
and
Back out of all this now too much for us,
Back in a time made simple by the loss
Of detail, burned, dissolved, and broken off
Like graveyard marble sculpture in the weather,
There is a house that is no more a house . . .
(Frost, CPPP, 341; adverbials italicized)
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Both poems also interrupt ongoing syntactic units with parenthetical
asides
. . . all,
if I am fortunate,
smeared a bluish green
(Williams, CP, vol. 1, 64; moved constituent italicized)
and again
The road there, if you’ll let a guide direct you
Who only has at heart your getting lost,
May seem as if it should have been a quarry—
(Frost, CPPP, 341; moved constituents italicized)
While syntactically inessential, the asides convey affective values intrinsic
to each poem’s trajectory and semantic force. Frost’s poems also achieve a
range of tones by drawing upon a similar set of constructions, as do Williams’ poems in general. Frost’s subset of asides, however, is comprised
less of the brief interjections and vocatives characteristic of Williams (although both are found in North of Boston) than of lengthy nonrestrictive
appositives, parentheticals, and, especially, imperatives, whose “voicing”
(i.e., pitch direction, height, and pacing) differs appreciably from the primarily declarative sentences with which they are interwoven.
Of course, none of this is to say that the sound of the two poets’ work is
similar. What is intriguing and perhaps has kept many scholars and readers from noting the strong parallels is just how different the effects of each
poet’s intonational contours are. Williams’ lines tend to align with intonational phrases, turning intonational tunes into a prosodic measure: what
we hear is the rise and fall of the voice, organized by line. In contrast,
Frost’s versification counterpoints a line’s metrical stress and its ongoing
syntax against the intonational contour or melodic accent of constituents
within the line: what we hear is the play of tension between the more-orless regular rhythms that the metrical organization of the verse occasions
and the possibilities for distinctive melodic tunes that the text’s speech
rhythms suggest may be superimposed upon the metrical rhythms. In assessing Frost’s theories, we should remember that while today we “hear”
his verse as canonically metrical, his contemporary critics were misled by
quite a few of his poems (arguably, many of the most interesting ones) to
think he wrote “‘vers libre, . . . an excellent instrument for rendering the
actual rhythms of speech.”
In short, in order to assess Frost’s claims vis-a-vis Williams’, we must
see past both well-worn narratives about Frost being a conventionally
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metrical poet as well as Frost’s own posture vehemently rejecting free
verse. Critics like John Sears and Tyler Hoffman have contended that this
posture was at least partially motivated by Frost’s need to proselytize and/
or to distinguish himself from the Imagist poets. I would remind us that
Frost also recognized that free verse had some limited utility and first
found “a voice of his own” in what I will, somewhat perversely, argue was
for him the closest thing to a successful free-verse poem: “My Butterfly,” a
rhymed verse comprised of iambic lines of variable length.
Frost himself considered “My Butterfly” to be a breakthrough, especially its second stanza. That stanza is where, after two lines of iambic
pentameter, the poem torques away from its imitations of Keats, archaic
diction, and a precious register through an abrupt change in tone and
mood that propels the poem briefly in ways reminiscent of Williams’
verse:
The gray grass is scarce dappled with the snow;
Its two banks have not shut upon the river;
But it is long ago—
It seems forever—
Since first I saw thee glance,
With all thy dazzling other ones,
In airy dalliance,
Precipitate in love,
Tossed, tangled, whirled and whirled above,
Like a limp rose wreath in a fairy dance.
Like “After Apple-Picking,” Frost’s other early poem comprised of iambic lines of variable length, this poem uses a parsing line—a line of variable length that parses syntactic units into individual lines—to indicate
factors typically linked with intonation: pacing, affect, tone. The effect is
limited, as Frost said the effects of free verse are: “[Free verse is] good as
something created momentarily for its sudden startling effect.” Nonetheless, Frost positions the poem penultimately in A Boy’s Will, giving it a
significance that lies as much in its prosody as its biographical relevance.
For it was Reverend Wolcott’s comment to Frost upon reading this poem
among others that “the tone of [his] verses was too much like that of talk”
that Robert Newdick reports to have galvanized Frost’s poetic:
That observation was to Frost like the drop of acid that magically
brings down the precipitate from a chemical solution, for the tone of
talk was precisely what he had been striving for without being quite
conscious of it. . . . Now he realized, too, what he had found most
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offensive in Lanier: the underlying concept of the aptness of musical
notation for verse.
Frost opposes a musical tune (or, for that matter, setting verse to music)
because it lacks the expressive signification carried by intonational tunes.
Yet, as he and Williams recognized, intonational tunes are ephemeral.
By North of Boston, whose period of composition coincides with Frost’s
theorizing the sound of sense in letters, Frost will typically use “the very
regular preestablished accent and measure of blank verse” to contain the
comparably evanescent effects of the “very irregular accent and measure
of speaking intonation.” Thus, Frost’s election of seemingly so slight a
poem as “The Pasture” as epigraph to his Collected Poems also becomes
more plausible in light of his focus on intonational tunes. We may not
agree with his assessment, but his belief in the poem’s production of five
tones in a single stanza—a “light, informing tone”; an “ ‘only’ tone—reservation”; a “supplementary, possibility”; and a “free tone, assuring” followed by an “after thought, inviting”—makes it a fit introduction to an
oeuvre to be judged primarily by its counterpoint of stress and melodic
accent.

Frost’s Legacy
Since Williams and Stevens, as well as Frost, all invest belief in theories
about sound, we might well wonder why Frost’s theories have fared the
worst in critical estimations. Yes, Frost “fiddl[es] with his terminology,”
shifting terms much as Williams does. But none of these poets could, as
Timothy Steele says of Frost, “focus his meaning to his own satisfaction.”
Imprecise though it be, Frost’s theory is, actually, better developed than
at least these two contemporaries’, neither of whom writes anything more
than loosely assembled notes on meter, measure, and the like. Frost’s discussion of intonation, tone, irregular accent, and how speakers underline
their words even anticipates the language and markings of intonational
phonology, albeit with one important caveat, that accent is or can be made
reliably predictable, or that such an outcome would even be desirable.
This penultimate section will explore Frost’s alleged desire for intonation to achieve a kind of transparent perlocutionary force through an
investigation of “Never Again Would Birds’ Song Be the Same,” a poem
that seemingly thematizes Frost’s theory of sentence sounds and that is, in
both critics’ and Frost’s own estimation, an accomplished text, even a “tour
de force,” yet one that fails to fulfill Frost’s theory of sentence sounds, a
point Frost himself seems to concede when he prefaces his reading of the
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poem for the Yale Series of Recorded Poets by saying, “[T]his does something that I don’t usually approve of, like a statistical thing, sentence after
sentence the same.”
The poem is comprised of six sentences, each of which except the
last is qualified in some way by what Frost might call a “reservation” or
“supplementary” tone. While all the sentences are in the indicative, only
two make direct positive statements of fact: the second half of “Be that
as may be, she was in their song” and “And to do that to birds was why
she came.” These two sentences are also among the only ones to coincide with a single line, a point to which we’ll return later. The other sentences suggest a more imaginative mood or conditional statement (which
in modern English is often conveyed by means of modal auxiliaries)—a
willing suspension of belief which permits Adam to hear in the birds’ song
an oversound. Between the two kinds of propositions, we hear the pull of
tones that critics have celebrated as giving the poem its virtuosic feel.
But this poem’s pull of tones is less effortless or colloquial, per se, than
in “Home Burial” or even “Mowing,” for reasons that may lie in Frost’s
renovation of his source line. From Hamlet’s “So have I heard and do in
part believe it,” Frost introduces at least two important changes: the change
of the verb hear to declare, and the change of the primary verbs have and
do to the modals would and could (“He would declare and could himself
believe”). Despite Frost’s disapproval of the simple declarative statement,
his practice here shows that syntactically complex declarative statements
do, in fact, possess multiple sounds, in part due to the range of verb choices
possible within them. Believe belongs to representatives, a type of verb by
which “the speaker is committed, in varying degrees, to the truth of a
proposition,” but declare belongs to declarations, by which “the speaker alters the external status or condition of an object or situation solely by making the utterance.” The implicit gap between the two—the failure of the
speaker to alter the external status or condition solely by making an utterance (the kind of power implicit in chant and spells that Frost toys with in
“Mending Wall”) or by believing it (being committed to the proposition’s
truth)—opens into an exploration of varying degrees of commitment and
affect that have important phonological as much as philosophical effects.
Similarly, Frost’s change to the modals would and could not only favors
words that convey a speaker’s stance or orientation toward his statement, it
also participates in foregrounding a space between one’s personal volition,
habit, or intention, and one’s degree of commitment in believing this same
thing. In a love poem, the kind of poem that Frost surprisingly almost
never wrote and that conventionally makes a simple declaration, such
grammatical complexities are unexpected as well as sonically interesting.
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When Frost reads the poem aloud, it is notable that he interrupts himself twice to mark shifts in tone. After the first line, he says “See the tone
of it” and then repeats the line but with different words (“He could himself believe, he would aver”); next, he indicates a shift in tone that coincides with the sentence adverbial “admittedly.” A significant question is
whether Frost is celebrating this poem for its evident shifts in tones, as he
does “The Pasture,” or whether he feels compelled to note the tone because
the poem might not infallibly convey its intonational effects without additional notation (something Frost frequently chastised Vachel Lindsay
for; and something Williams tended to do both in readings and in letters). My subjective opinion is that this poem does, in fact, successfully
indicate shifts in tone on the page but that it does so by means of the very
foregrounded elements Frost singles out, rather than by a development of
dramatic context.
In the two instances that Frost’s remarks isolate, as well as in other
cases in the text, which I’ve italicized below for emphasis, Frost uses
fronted and moved adverbials, limiting adverbs, negative particles, and
modals—stance words, i.e., familiar rhetorical markers, to create shifts
in tone and therefore cadence (e.g., “he would declare and could himself
believe”; “probably it never would be lost”; “Admittedly an eloquence so
soft / Could only have had an influence . . . / When call or laughter”; “Be
that as may be”; and, of course, “Never again would birds’ song be the
same”). In this poem, he does not—as so frequently elsewhere—rely on
the implied feelings of a posited lyric speaker to comb tonally ambiguous words such as oh or no or yes “into the . . . single one of its meanings
intended.” While the adverbials and modals found in “Never Again”
can certainly be made to carry an oppositional meaning, as in irony, they
are not as tonally multivalent. For Frost, “Never Again” uses rhetorical
conventions to orchestrate tone: tone arises not from context (i.e., from
dramatically developed setting and character, as in “Home Burial”) but
from underlying argument. The initial line with its use of contrastive emphasis (would and could; declare and believe) to more narrowly delimit
the location of the focus (if not the direction of melodic accent on the
focus syllable) is a good example; it presents a near-perfect balance of
two somewhat opposed propositions—the commitment to declaring in
the grammatical aspect of “habitual” or “durative” action (“He would declare”) against the implicitly conditional state of belief in his own declaration (“and could himself believe”). The poem sustains both the doubt
about its proposition and its avowed determination to believe in that
proposition. The movement and the turn of the sonnet are a perfect balance of these impulses as well: “Be that as may be, she was in their song.”
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Here, the adverbial concessive clause, which begins with a relic of the
subjunctive, is answered by the first unqualified declaration in the poem:
“. . . she was in their song.”
Leaving the issue of intonation for a moment, this effect—which makes
the problem of sustaining belief, much akin to the problem of sustaining
tone, central to the poem—is mirrored, as other scholars have noted, by
the ways in which Frost’s sentences here run over not only line breaks but
also stanzaic boundaries, inviting us to hear both lineages of the sonnet
in play. For while the rhyme scheme follows Shakespeare’s exemplar, the
poem’s arc might better be described as Petrarchan: the problem of belief
elaborated in the first eight lines is answered by an affirmation of love’s effects, however qualified, in the last six, and, one might say, justified—sonically, albeit not logically, by the soaring contour of the final declaration in
the second half of the final line. Against the definitive “Never again would
birds’ song be the same” with its falling contours and emphatic stress, is
counterpointed, “And to do that to birds was why she came,” in which the
final nominal triumphantly soars and stays aloft; it imaginatively escapes
postlapsarian time and the audible fall of declarative statements by triply
erasing closure. At least in my hearing, its rising intonation soars above
syntactic ending, line ending, and poem ending to keep the voice afloat.
Here Frost accomplishes, by means of sonic equivalences what might
not be accomplished by statements of fact, an achievement that accords
with Frost’s statements in other contexts: “The greatest satisfaction comes
from weaving intonations together to make a work of art” and “Statement yes but it is only as the poem and the sentence within the poem
transcend{exceed} statement (not fall short of it) that poetry arises.”
If this sonnet succeeds in telling the voice how to intone, or at least in
more narrowly identifying a range of postures than is true of other Frost
poems, why should its success be troubling? Again, Frost says of this sonnet that it does “‘a statistical thing.’” Was he, perhaps, less committed to
confining the reader to a single tune than he professed or than critics have
interpreted his theory of sentence sounds to be? Like Tyler Hoffman and
Timothy Steele before me, I’d like to suggest that the very possibility of
mistaking vocal intonation in Frost is important and was important for
Frost. Indeed, Frost is aware of the importance of context to specifying
vocal intonation, as the following entries from his Notebooks attest:
Tune (Sound and Soundness. Tone from context. Tune from tone and
meter.
The question of how any intonations are made fast to the paper. By
the context partly: partly by idiomatic signs.
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Whatever we believe about Frost’s legacy and about the legacy of some
other modernists, we may well resist the idea that the arrangement of
words on a page can or should so specify how our voice should posture
that a single articulation of the poetic line is not only possible but inevitable. Instead of a poetry that aims to dramatize affective states or to
“confer . . . [the poet’s] identity on the reader,” more important may be
the invention of new rhythms and new resources equally capable of representing affect or of constructing knowledge. In other words, recognizing a poem such as “Never Again . . .,” which possesses a pull of tones but
no real tonal ambiguity, to be a tour de force does not preclude the question of whether it is more than a set piece. If not, to what extent does its
success in specifying a particular set of intonational contours constitute
a limitation?
The answer may depend on how we interpret Frost’s theory of the sound
of sense. Do we take his statement “Never if you can help it write down
a sentence in which the voice will not know how to posture specially”
as a directive to the writer that leaves space for individual difference and
divergence by the reader? Or do we take this and other statements as
transferring an “auditory image” that shapes or even determines readers’ prosodic experiences and thus their interpretations of the text? And
what are the ethical, as much as aesthetic, ramifications of success or failure? Here, we can point to well-known accounts of the failure of readers to interpret Frost’s poems right until they heard him read it, as well
as to Frost’s apparent displeasure at these reports; we can also point to
contemporary accounts from psycholinguistics and popular media that
provide both empirical data and anecdotal endorsements for the efficacy
of explicit prosody, i.e., an author’s own reading of his or her text (or
even attributed qualities), on a reader’s implicit prosody, that is, on how
the reader then reads the same text or a subsequent one attributed to the
same author. The point is cognitive studies prove Frost and some other
modernists right in their underlying assumptions about the functions
of high-level prosodic information, but questions remain both about
whether or not melodic accent is or can be made reliably transferable and
whether doing so would be to the ultimate benefit of a poem or not.

Human and Non-Human Language
Illuminated by Cognitive Studies
To explore these questions, I will draw upon cognitive studies of human and non-human language that hold profound implications both for
Frost and for the “speech-based poetics” of modernism that similarly
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values the poem’s ability to transcribe a poet’s speech rhythms to the
page. Together, these studies suggest the epistemological as well as prosodic limitations inherent in such enterprise.
Ellen Bryant Voigt’s study of rhythm and syntax, The Art of Syntax,
cites brain studies of infants that demonstrate that the recitation of the
alphabet or numbers is stored in one part of the brain, but knowledge
in another. Thus, an 18-month-old who bursts into a riff of numbers
“fourfivesixseveneight” “doesn’t actually count that high: the string of
sounds belongs not yet to meaningful speech but to song.” These same
studies also show that different areas of the brain light up on an MRI
when the same child sings these numbers versus when she uses them
semantically.
Such discoveries pose significant issues for our understanding of Frost’s
theory of the sound of sense, as for our understanding of other modernists’ investments of belief in sound, since these studies suggest that the
intonation of linguistic strings reproduced in their entirety may belong
to the realm of song, whereas the intonation of new language use belongs
to the realm of knowledge. To the extent that we inhabit any poet’s tunes,
replicating their exact melodic contours, then much like the 18-monthold reciting the alphabet, we as readers may be limited to reproducing
a song or tune (a simulation of the speaker’s expressive values), rather
than being engaged in the construction of new knowledge. Frost’s (and
Stevens’) purported “indifference to language as a signifying system” is
directly relevant here: as Frost scholar Tyler Hoffman says, “he [Frost]
prefers to dwell on the felt structure of the sentence apart from the words
that comprise it”; that is, its pre-existing tune and tonal message.
A new study of the evolution of human language syntax, conducted by
two linguists and a psychobiologist, confirms the cognitive separations
implied above and suggests further issues for the limits of speech-based
poetics as described by many of the modernists. According to this study,
our infinite human language syntax emerges from
the adventitious combination of two pre-existing, simpler systems
that had been evolved for other functional tasks. The first system,
Type E(xpression), is found in birdsong, where the same song marks
territory, mating availability, and similar “expressive” functions.
The second system, Type L(exical), has been suggestively found in
non-human primate calls and in honeybee waggle dances, where it
demarcates predicates with one or more “arguments.” . . . Each layer,
E and L, when considered separately, is characterizable as a finite
state system. . . . When the two systems are put together they interact,
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yielding the unbounded, non-finite state, hierarchical structure that
serves as the hallmark of full-fledged human language syntax.
The implications for Frost, and, to a lesser extent, for Stevens and Williams, are staggering. For Frost figures the poet’s range of sentence sounds
as analogous to a species of bird’s characteristic tunes: “Just so many sentence sounds belong to man as just so many vocal runs belong to one
kind of bird. We come into the world with them and create none of them.
What we feel as creation is only selection and grouping.” To the extent
that birdsong comprises only an expression layer, which imparts a single
meaning to an entire song, rather than a lexical layer—that is, a range
of sounds that can communicate essential information and, through the
elaboration of an infinite syntax, construct variable arguments, Frost delimits verse and its readers to a partial range of actual human language
functions, those focused upon a “limited, holistic range of intentions . . .
[those that] convey messages, not meanings.”
In his exemplary poem “Never Again . . .,” while the birds’ song is
described as never again being the same, the poem does not ask us to
imagine it as now possessing a lexical layer. That might be the case, were
Eve’s influence described as rhetorical or argumentative. However, her
distinctive “eloquence” is regarded as influential only (and even then,
this influence is hedged as being conditional) “when call or laughter carried it aloft.” That is, it is influential only in the specific cases of nonphonemic sounds, such as laughter, or of the stylized sequences of tones
characteristic of calling. It is particularly interesting to note that the latter
sequences—which are termed “call contours” in the literature of intonational phonology—are recognized as well-established conventional patterns that we might say, like birds’ song, convey “messages, not meanings.” Indeed, the call contour with its stylized “sequence of two levels
[of pitch] with the second lower than the first by approximately the musical interval of a minor third” correlates with neuroscientific studies in
the field of music showing that pitch changes according to a minor third
have fairly universal, expressive values for the prosodic patterns produced
by speakers of American English. That is, it is thereby probably safe to
say that far from adding a lexical layer to an expressive one, Eve’s “voice”
is abstracted away from the lexical and thereby syntactic combinations
that give rise to novel meanings are instead constrained to a fairly fixed
expressive value akin to music or nonlinguistic sound. To the extent that
Eve’s vocal influence stands in for Frost’s notion of sentence sounds, her
example suggests a poetics that prioritizes expression over argument, the
acoustic dimension of sound over the phonemic.
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What we might take away from both studies is not only germane to
Frost but also broadly implicative of the central problem of modernist
poets’ theorization of sound. For Frost’s potentially desiring his readers
to inhabit his individual intonational tunes and hence his construction
of meaning, rather than claim their own, wherever the voice is too firmly
scripted is a result that should remind us of Williams’ own intonational-based measure—the late triadic-line verse or variable foot. Williams
called this measure the crowning achievement of all his work; nonetheless, he eventually disavowed it, calling it “overdone, artificial, archaic—
smacking of Spencer [sic] and his final Alexandrine.” Frost, who plies
the intertwined resources of grammar, rhetoric, and intonation to create
similar effects, stops short of disavowing what he has achieved, but, in
recognizing that he can write something “statistical” that he still approves
of, suggests the equal limitations of his prosodic theory.
Returning to the modernist dilemma of speech representation in general, we might see how all these modernist poets emphasize the plastic,
i.e., expressive, qualities of linguistic sound, seeking in the prosodic organization of sound aesthetic satisfactions that exceed the semantic and
aspire to confer values beyond meaning. The very proof from cognitive
studies that we tend to reproduce an auditory image of a text once we
are exposed to it suggests anew not the failure of these poets’ astute accomplishments but rather a ground why subsequent generations of poets
came to be suspicious of the modernists’ beliefs in the purported transparency of “absolute rhythm,” choosing instead to tilt their verse productions toward the materiality of language.
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Yopie Prins

Sappho, Still
In 2014 news broke that several new fragments of Sappho had been
identified and deciphered by papyrologist Dirk Obbink, Professor at Oxford: “SAPPHO: Two previously unknown poems indubitably hers, says
scholar.” Word spread fast in headlines and blogs around the world: “Incredibly rare Sappho love poems discovered on tattered 1,700-year old
papyrus” . . . “New poems of Greek poetess Sappho recovered” . . . “New
Sappho poems set classical world reeling” . . . “Sappho sings again” . . . “A
new Sappho poem is more exciting than a new David Bowie album.”
As classical scholars dove into the details of transcribing, editing,
translating, and interpreting the fragments, the reading public followed
the story with great excitement. In The New Yorker, Daniel Mendelsohn
described the dramatic discovery of the papyrus “about seven inches long
and four inches wide: a little larger than a woman’s hand” and “densely
covered with lines of black Greek characters.” Of course the Greek characters on this papyrus were not actually written in a woman’s hand, much
less the hand of Sappho, but they could be clearly identified as one of her
poems, as Mendelsohn went on to narrate:
Judging from the style of the handwriting, Obbink estimated that it
dated to around 200 A.D. But, as he looked at the curious pattern of
the lines—repeated sequences of three long lines followed by a short
fourth—he saw that the text, a poem whose beginning had disappeared but of which five stanzas were still intact, had to be older.
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Much older: about a thousand years more ancient than the papyrus
itself. The dialect, diction, and metre of these Greek verses were all
typical of the work of Sappho, the seventh-century lyric genius whose
sometimes playful, sometimes anguished songs about her susceptibility to the graces of younger women bequeathed us the adjectives
“sapphic” and “lesbian” (from the island of Lesbos, where she lived).
The four-line stanzas were in fact part of a schema she is said to have
invented, called “the sapphic stanza.”
According to this narrative, although there were other pieces of internal
evidence to associate the poems with Sappho, the identification depended
first and foremost on recognizing a poetic form associated with the archaic Greek poet Sappho living on Lesbos sometime around 630 B.C. We
might even say that the Sapphic stanza is a poetic invention of Sappho
that makes possible our poetic reinvention of Sappho as “the seventhcentury lyric genius,” singing at the origins of a Western lyric tradition.
The recent discovery of “the new Sappho” repeats the drama of previous discoveries. Exactly one hundred years earlier, the headlines of 1914
also announced big news, first in the London newspapers and then in The
New York Times: “Poem by Sappho, Written 600 B.C., Dug Up in Egypt”
(Figure 1). Written by Joyce Kilmer (American poet and Man of Letters)
this article begins enthusiastically:
Out of the dust of Egypt comes the voice of Sappho, as clear and
sweet as when she sang in Lesbos by the sea, 600 years before the
birth of Christ. The picks and spades of Arab workmen, directed by
Bernard P. Grenfell and Arthur S. Hunt of the Egypt Exploration
Fund, have given the world a hitherto unknown poem by the greatest
woman poet of all times.
And Kilmer ends even more hyperbolically:
They have recovered, they have almost recreated, one of the greatest poems of the greatest poet of the greatest age of lyric poetry. It is
already a classic, this little song, whose liquid Greek syllables echo the
music of undying passion.
To illustrate how a scrap of papyrus is recovered from the past and “almost recreated” as a song echoing in the present, the article includes a
picture of men digging in the sand (“Scene of the Discovery of the New
Papyri of Sappho at Oxyrhynchus”), a photograph of papyrus fragments
(“Three of the fifty-six pieces surviving from the roll which contained
Book I of the Unknown Odes of Sappho”), a reconstruction of the Greek
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Figure 1. Joyce Kilmer, “Poem by Sappho, Written 600 BC, Dug Up in Egypt,”
New York Times (June 14, 1914), 7.

text from one of these fragments (“The Latest Sapphic Poem”), and a
metrical translation of that text in Sapphic stanzas by Kilmer himself (“A
Newly Discovered Poem of Sappho, Done into English verse”). From the
composite image of this new poem (now known as Sapphic Fragment
16, to which we will later return) we are invited to imagine the voice of
Sappho herself, “as clear and sweet as when she sang,” transcending time
through the perfectly measured time of her lyric meters.
The rhetoric around the recovery of new Sapphic fragments, at the beginning of the twentieth century and again at the beginning of our own,
repeats a long history of invoking Sappho as a musical figure for lyric,
proclaimed the Tenth Muse in antiquity because of the beautiful songs
that were composed and performed by Sappho (or in the name of Sappho) for accompaniment by the lyre. But by the time they were collected
and organized according to meter in nine volumes for the Alexandrian
Library, Sappho’s lyrics were no longer songs to be heard but rather poems
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to be read, producing an idea of Sapphic song as always already lost. And
this silence is amplified by the historical fragmentation of the Sapphic
corpus: out of scattered fragments, Sappho has been incorporated into
many languages over many centuries, emerging as an exemplary lyric
figure in nineteenth-century poetry as an exemplification of twentiethcentury lyric reading. Within this critical tradition, every discovery of a
new Sappho is still the same old Sappho, still silent: we imagine her as if
she could be heard, because we know how to read the Sapphic stanza.
Or do we? Even if we know how to recognize the schema of the Sapphic
stanza, how can we read the rhythm? That is the question posed by this
essay’s title, which might be imagined as if it were a line in Sapphic meter. If we approach it as a rhetorical question, we have already given up
on the possibility of scanning it: “Sapphic Stanzas: How can we read the
rhythm?” But if we approach it as a practical question, we could try out
different possibilities for scansion: “Sapphic Stanzas: How can we read
the rhythm?” Measuring the length of syllables, as in classical quantitative
verse, we would scan: long short long short long short short long short
long [short]. And if we decide to call this a choriambic line, we would
look for a four-syllable foot in the middle, scanning “how can we read” as
a choriamb: long short short long. To make the scansion work, we would
have to assume that the final word “rhythm” has two syllables, and then
treat the second syllable as either short or long (since we may not be sure
about the rhythm of “rhythm”). Of course this would not be the only way
to scan the line. If we were dividing it into feet, according to foot scansion, we would read: trochee, trochee, dactyl and trochee trochee. Or, if
we were stressing accents, according to beat prosody, we would read: five
strong beats and also some well-placed offbeats. Or, if we were counting
syllables rather than stresses, as in syllabic verse, we would read: this is
just eleven syllabic units.
But however we choose to scan the line, if we repeat its pattern three
times we can construct a Sapphic stanza by adding on a shorter fourth
line, like a refrain, to make a quatrain that can be schematized (with –
marking long or stressed syllables, and ˘ marking short or unstressed
syllables, and x marking the “anceps” syllable that is either stressed or
unstressed) like this:
‒ ˘‒ x ‒ ˘ ˘ ‒ ˘ ‒ x
‒˘‒x‒˘˘‒˘‒x
‒˘‒x‒˘˘‒˘‒x
‒˘˘‒x
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The shorter line at the end of the Sapphic stanza is called “Adonic” and
it has five syllables: long short short long short (or long short short long
long). And zipahdeedoodah, with this final dactyl and trochee (or dactyl
and spondee), we have completed the stanza identified with Sappho, now
the proper name for a metrical form that has been variously imagined
and reimagined by generations of scholars and poets. In reading and
writing “Sapphics,” they perform different ways to think about the relation between meter and rhythm, stanza and line, form and content.
Scanning the history of such conjectures would be another approach
to the question posed by my title. We could run to the library to search
for versification manuals and histories of prosody gathering dust on the
shelves, or run a search through the Princeton Prosody Archive (PPA),
inspired by T. V. F. Brogan’s bibliography of English versification and
brought into the digital age by Meredith Martin. This full-text searchable database yields numerous references to “Sapphic stanzas,” in metrical
treatises and a wide range of metrical experiments to recreate the Sapphic
stanza in English: for example, in Elizabethan quantitative verse, and in
neo-classical Sapphics mediated by Catullus and Horace for imitation by
eighteenth-century poets like William Cowper, and with increasing variability and frequency in Victorian poetry, as nineteenth-century poets
and prosodists became obsessed with reading classical Greek meters in
relation to English ideas about rhythm and meter.
Beyond the collection and quantification of these historical materials,
the Princeton Prosody Archive invites us to consider: “What if literary
concepts such as meter and rhythm are historically contingent and fundamentally unstable?” This is the theoretical point of doing research in historical prosody. In addition to demonstrating the historical contingency
of ideas about the Sapphic stanza, my purpose is to explore how these
metrical imaginaries have served to produce allegories of rhythm, and
vice versa, thus undoing a distinction between rhythm and meter that has
become one of the central orthodoxies of English prosody. According to
this orthodoxy, meter in poetry is an abstract paradigm that is realized in
the rhythms of speech or embodied in a rhythmic performance or rhythmically perceived in the mind. Yet the phenomenology of poetic rhythm
experienced in the present moment depends on how meter is theorized at
different moments in history. Such metrical discourses attempt to materialize meter while also idealizing rhythm. Furthermore, this idealization
of rhythm is central to ideas about lyric emerging toward the end of the
nineteenth century, when Sappho was increasingly read as the very personification of lyric and the Sapphic stanza as its rhythmic perfection. To
reflect critically on Sapphic rhythm, I propose a “meta-metrical” reading
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of several examples from the past two centuries and in contemporary
poetics.

Allegories of Rhythm
At the turn of the twenty-first century, googling the phrase “Sapphic
Stanza” leads us into a labyrinth of dictionary definitions and classroom
instructions, Wikipedia entries and Facebook posts, Youtube videos and
audio recordings, blogs for poets and poetry websites, including an essay posted online by the Poetry Society of America. Entitled “Marvellous
Sapphics” and written by the poet Rachel Wetzsteon, the essay starts with
a poetic performance of the Sapphic stanza that presents Sappho as the
very embodiment of this metrical form:
I would like to tell you about a lovely
stanza form I’ve long been an ardent fan of:
it was conjured up in a simpler time by
Classical Sappho.
Wetzsteon presents the Sapphic stanza as a “show and tell,” in both senses
of “telling”: she recounts the myth of its origin by carefully counting out
syllables in three hendecasyllabic lines that lead up to the final Adonic:
“Classical Sappho.” Here we are asked to scan the name of Sappho in
Sapphic meter, “conjured up in a simpler time,” suggesting not only the
archaic time of ancient Greece but also a time when verse was measured
by temporal duration of syllables, in contrast to the modern measures
of English accentual-syllabic verse. At the same time, by recreating the
“Marvellous Sapphics” of the Sapphic stanza in English, the versification
of Wetzsteon’s poem transforms Classical Sappho into modern English
meter, conjured up in the present and projected into the past. It’s a lovely
performance of a lovely form, to love and “be an ardent fan of.”
Wetzsteon’s essay goes on to describe how the process of reading and
writing imitations of Sappho’s meter leads to the internalization of a
Sapphic rhythm:
If you try your hand at this stanza, you should be warned that it’s
addictive. When you’re in the middle of writing one, its rhythm—so
close, after all, to a heartbeat—has a way of entering your bloodstream when you aren’t looking. Get up from your desk and take a
walk and clear your head, and you’ll find that the stanza—the last
line especially—is following you. Shave and a haircut; oboe concerto;
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Emily Bronte; over and over; where am I going? It’s insidious; it’s
unstoppable!
In her clever reiteration of final Adonics, over and over, there is a repetition compulsion that seems to embed Sapphic meter in the rhythms of
the body, and the rhythms of life. Transforming the metrical form of the
Sapphic stanza into a rhythmic figure, Wetzsteon imagines it “so close, after all, to a heart beat” that it seems to be “entering your bloodstream” and
you can feel it running throughout your body: the pulse of your heart, the
breath of your lungs, the pace of your feet (like a pop song stuck in your
head, every breath you take, every move you make).
This idea of Sapphic rhythm is an incorporation of the metrical lessons that Wetzsteon learned from her teacher, the poet and critic John
Hollander. In Rhyme’s Reason, he offers a somewhat more pedantic poetic
performance of the Sapphic stanza:
Sapphics: four-line stanzas whose first three lines are
Heard—in our hard English at least—as heartbeats,
Then, in one more touch of a final short line,
Tenderly ending.
Slipping from “heard,” to “hard,” to “heart,” Hollander invites us to read
the “hard beating” of English accentual verse as if we could hear a heart
beating, but more softly, especially in the “touch” of the final short line,
the Adonic that is “tenderly ending.” The internal rhyme of this tender
end enacts the etymological sense of the Latin verb tendere—to stretch
out—by extending the length or duration of this syllable. Thus Hollander
tries to achieve an effect reminiscent of the alternation of long and short
syllables in classical quantitative verse.
In both examples, the imitation of the Sapphic stanza is thematized,
explicitly turning meter into a figure for rhythm embodied in the heartbeat of the poem. And often this figurative logic is taken one step further,
for example in The Poem’s Heartbeat, a manual of prosody by the poet
Alfred Corn. He suggests that a primal sense of rhythm (“before an infant is born it develops a sense of hearing, and the first thing it hears is
the heartbeat of the mother”) can be developed into a feeling for poetry,
“as hearing with the inner ear, a kind of hearing that you will gradually
acquire as you examine (and perform aloud) actual examples cited for
study.” One of the examples cited in his manual is the Sapphic stanza,
illustrating how we might learn to hear quantitative meter in English:
“When directed to listen for this auditory feature we can, however, hear
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it . . . . Oooom pa oooom pa oooom pa pa oooom pa oooom pa.” Listening to the Sapphic stanza as a variation on the poem’s heartbeat, Corn
seems to turn Sappho into the mother of poets, giving birth to his own
poetic imitations of the Sapphic stanza, and perhaps even giving birth to
poetry itself.
This kind of allegorical reading is further elaborated by Amittai Aviram
in Telling Rhythm: Body and Meaning in Poetry, arguing that every poem
presents “an interpretation or representation—an allegory—of the bodily
rhythmic energy of poetic form,” and that all poetry can be read allegorically as a manifestation of the sublime power of rhythm in the physical
world. In keeping with Aviram’s argument, poets like Wetzsteon and
Hollander are both “telling rhythm” as the essential meaning produced by
the meter of their Sapphic imitations. But in doing so, they hearken back
less to Sappho (whoever that was) than to a tradition of imitating Sappho
(as the personification of a classical form), and especially English imitations of that form (circulating in the name of Sappho) in the nineteenth
century. In other words, the “Classical Sappho” invoked by Rachel Wetzsteon turns out to be “Victorian Sappho,” a figure produced by Victorian
discourses about Sapphic meter, marking the emergence of a powerful
metrical imaginary that persists in the imagination of “Sapphic rhythm”
among poets in the twentieth century and beyond.

Imagining Meter
In the course of the nineteenth century, debates about classical models for English versification raged fast and furious among poets, prosodists, philologists, and pedagogues, all contributing to new ways to think
about meter. In 1860, for example, an amateur classicist named Thomas
Foster Barham published a treatise “On Metrical Time, or The Rhythm
of Verse, Ancient and Modern.” Although he admits his theories are but
“the reflexions of an isolated country student, living remote from Academic halls and libraries” he insists on the practical utility of reciting
meter as a way of learning how to recognize rhythm. According to Barham, the “untutored ear” must be taught to hear the rhythms of poetry
by learning first how to read and then how to recite meter: reading comes
before speaking, thus predicting and indeed prescribing how English
should be pronounced. He offers a quintessentially Victorian idea of
metrical education for the perfection of speech, and claims to discover
new rhythms for the modern world by recovering an idea of metrical
time from the ancients. Barham goes on to exemplify his argument with
reference to classical meters including “that beautiful and well-known
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Figure 2. Thomas Foster Barham, “On Metrical Time, or The Rhythm of
Verse, Ancient and Modern” (1860).

system named the Sapphic.” He proposes that we think of the Sapphic
stanza “originally written by the poetess” as three lines instead of four,
and quotes the first stanza of fragment 31, the famous phainetai moi ode
(Figure 2). By visualizing these lines as two trimeters and a tetrameter,
he imagines another way to read Sapphic rhythm: “With this rhythm,
the effect of the metre is considerably different from that of our ordinary
mode of reading, but, as it seems to me, it is preferable.” But can we really hear this rhythm, even with a well-tutored ear, or is it a metrical effect that appeals to the eye?
This is but one of many ways to visualize the Sapphic stanza in Victorian England; we see another example in the popular 1885 edition of
Sappho, introduced and translated by Henry Thornton Wharton, another
amateur scholar. He prints the Sapphic stanza as a metrical grid, a strophe with 4 lines of alternating short and long syllables (Figure 3). This
image of the meter leads Wharton to imagine Sapphic rhythm not as the
perfection of speech, but as a perfect song that he discovers in the poetry
of Algernon Charles Swinburne: “Nothing repeats its rhythm to my ear
so well as Swinburne’s Sapphics,” he writes at the end of this passage. The
untutored ear can be attuned to Sapphic song by reading Swinburne’s imitation of Sappho, according to Wharton:
With such lines as these ringing in the reader’s ears, he can almost
hear Sappho herself singing:
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Figure 3. Henry Thornton Wharton, Sappho: Memoir, Text, Selected Renderings and a Literal Translation (1885).

Songs that move the heart of the shaken heaven,
Songs that break the heart of the earth with pity,
Hearing, to hear them.
In Swinburne’s final Adonic, “Hearing, to hear them,” Wharton imagines
that Sappho herself can be heard again, or “almost,” precisely because she
is no longer heard. Swinburne’s vision of Sapphic poets singing an elegiac
strain in the wake of Sappho, forever echoing her song, is referred back by
Wharton to an effect of meter that we must also strain to hear.
Moving from classical to musical models for imagining Sapphic rhythm,
a Victorian treatise on the history of music by John Frederick Rowbotham
dedicates an entire chapter to “the high state of perfection which Greek
singing had reached under the influence of the Lesbian School of Musicians.” Rowbotham praises the “thrilling style” of Sappho in particular:
“She was full of fire and passion, and is the acknowledged mistress of the
Systaltic or ‘Thrilling’ Style of Music, of which very likely she was the
inventress, and it is out of compliment to her introducing a new style
into Music that Plato has called her the Tenth Muse.” According to Rowbotham, the musical thrill of Sapphic song is its melodic elaboration of
epic meter. He suggests that the Sapphic stanza is “a woman’s Hexameter,”
and compares a line in Sapphic meter to dactylic hexameter in order to
illustrate how Sappho falls one foot short of Homer (Figure 4).
In contrasting epic and lyric meters, Rowbotham concludes that the
Sapphic stanza is an example of “the feminine heroic.” Rather than striking up the lyre as prelude to recitation of Homeric battles that went on
and on, Sappho used the lyre as harmonious accompaniment to love
songs that had greater melodic variation; because the lines were lacking
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Figure 4. John Frederick Rowbotham, A History of Music (1885–86).

one foot, they could be grouped into a longer stanza that Rowbotham
describes as “the extension of the Musical Period and the protraction of
the Cadence on the voice.”
The interplay of different metrical notations is even more visible in
a slim pamphlet published in 1896 by Joseph Salathiel Tunison, entitled
The Sapphic Stanza: A Tentative Study in Greek Metrical, Tonal, and Dancing Art (Figure 5). Tunison juxtaposes three different ways to visualize
the Sapphic stanza, ranging from Diomedes (a Latin grammarian from
the fourth century) to Buchanan (“the eminent Scotch Latinist” from the
nineteenth century), and in each example the bar keeps shifting to divide the line into different kinds of feet. The materialization of meter
in graphic form produces a vision of the Sapphic stanza as a “tonal and
dancing art” that can be incorporated into the rhythms of the voice and
the body. By (choreo)graphing the meter, metrical feet can be mobilized
as dancing feet and naturalized as embodied rhythmic movement. In his
Preface, Tunison declares an interest in “primitive Greek music” connected to dance, and he goes on to argue that “the real advance marked
by Sappho was in the art of rhythm.” Sapphic meter is best understood
as the embodiment of rhythm, according to Tunison, who speculates that
“her stanza suggests rapid movement thrice repeated, and a sudden complete change at the last. . . . like this: Forward, back, forward, then a mere
flinging or swaying of the body while the dancer remained in one spot.”
At this historical moment the metrical imaginary of Victorian poetics,
marking the meter as a musical form, was moving toward the rhythmic
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Figure 5. Joseph Salathiel Tunison, The Sapphic Stanza: A Tentative Study in
Greek Metrical, Tonal and Dancing Art (1896).
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imagination of twentieth-century prosody, producing a notion of primal
rhythm for which Sappho serves as origin.
Thus, by the early twentieth century, some classical scholars were looking back to the Indo-European roots of Sapphic meter. In 1909 John Williams White published “The Origin and Form of Aeolic Verse,” building
on “a commonplace of Comparative Metre that the primitive poetic form
in Aryan speech was a dimeter of eight syllables” and that “the language
was quantitative, but the order of longs and shorts was not yet regulated
(o o o o o o o o).” Using each bubble to represent a syllable that could
be either short or long, White suggests these syllables were regulated into
patterns by a “rhythmicizing instinct that gave melodic form to the second half of the primitive dimeter first in India,” and then “among the
ancestors of the Ionian poets,” and then “their brothers, who in course
of time made their way and settled Aeolis” and “metrized differently.”
According to White, Sappho’s poetry represents the artistic perfection
of an instinctively rhythmic and distinctively Aeolic impulse, as “their
early bards sang to the people in forms that we first meet, at the end of a
great period, in the highly developed verse of Alcaeus and Sappho.” This
interest in Aeolic syllable-counting marked the emergence of a “new metric” that sought to “catch glimpses of the growth of rhythms in the most
primitive stages”; by imagining that “centuries before Sappho the Lesbian
maidens sang their songs in the measure” of older Aeolic melodies, it
became possible for scholars “to refer developed metrical forms back to
more primitive previous stages of rhythm.”
Responding to such theories, a 1920 treatise entitled Res Metrica by
W. R. Hardie notes that the discovery of new Sapphic fragments at the turn
of the century was “metrically instructive” for generating new ideas about
the Sapphic stanza. But in a detailed excursus on Aeolic Verse, Hardie
also expresses skepticism about “the ‘Indo-European,’ ‘Aeolic,’ or ‘quadrisyllabic’ theory which has had much vogue in recent years.” Although he
accepts the claim that Indo-European verse was at first “syllabic”—i.e., although “syllables were merely counted, they were in no way regulated and
might be long or short”—he disagrees that this “polyschematist dimeter”
persists in the Sapphic stanza. He reprints a Sapphic line, in order to call
into question a representation of meter in which the first four syllables
appear as bubbles, open to interpretation (Figure 6).
In Hardie’s view, this schematic representation is an historical impossibility because of the literary production of the Sapphic stanza; Sappho’s
verses were not only “things which could easily be sung to the lute” but
“they must have been also read,” and for this reason “the notion that a
Sapphic line was in part unregulated or amorphous is the opposite of
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Figure 6. William Ross Hardie, Res Metrica (1920).

the truth.” This concern about the quantitative ambiguity of syllables
reflects broader critical debates about quantitative versification in English, and about the relationship between rhythm and meter in modernist
experiments with syllabic verse: the question of whether English syllables
could be quantified or counted implied new ideas about rhythm. Looking back into the prehistory of the Sapphic stanza was a way of looking
forward into the future of English poetry as well.

Meta-Metrics
With nineteenth-century ideas about Sapphic meter morphing into
twentieth-century ideas about the Sapphic line, the discovery of a new
Sapphic fragment (so enthusiastically announced by Kilmer in The New
York Times of 1914) proved a critical turning point for English imitations of the Sapphic stanza, and the transformation of Victorian into
modern poetics. A photograph of the papyrus is featured in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri Part X, and edited with transcription, translation, and
notes by Grenfell and Hunt (Figure 7). Now known as Fragment 16, the
papyrus is riddled with gaps and seems to be part of a longer poem.
Grenfell and Hunt were able to construct a somewhat coherent translation in English prose, based on five and a half consecutive stanzas in
Greek:
Some say that the fairest thing on the black earth is a host of horsemen, others of foot, others of ships; but I say that is fairest which is
the object of one’s desire. And it is quite easy to make this plain to all;
for Helen observing well the beauty of men judged the best to be that
one who destroyed the whole glory of Troy, nor bethought herself
at all of child or parents dear, but through love Cypris led her astray.
[Verily the wills of mortals are easily bent when they are moved by
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Figure 7. Bernard P. Grenfell and Arthur S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri
Part X (1914).

vain thoughts.] And I now have called to mind Anactoria, far away,
whose gracious step and radiant glance I would rather see than the
chariots of the Lydians and the charge of accoutered knights. We
know well that this cannot come to pass among men . . .
The fragment sets up a contrast between Homeric epic and Sapphic
lyric, beginning with the rhetorical device of a priamel, differentiating
between what “some say” in the world of Homer and what “I say,” in the
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first person singular, in the world of Sappho: what moves the heart is not
men on horse, not men on foot, not men on ships but rather whatever one
loves (translated here as “the object of one’s desire”). Turning away from
men at war in the first stanza, the fragment turns toward women in love
in the following stanzas, where Helen and Anactoria appear not only as
objects of desire but as desiring subjects. The movement of desire is emphasized through verbs of motion, as stanzas 2 and 3 remember Helen’s
departure for Troy, and stanzas 4 and 5 remember Anactoria “far away.”
The memory of Anactoria with her “gracious step and radiant glance”
is described as more desirable than the advance of Lydian charioteers
and footsoldiers (“accoutered knights” is an awkward translation for the
Greek word pesdomachentas, which contains the word “foot”). As an epic
theme is thus transformed into erotic poetry, the fragment demonstrates
the transformation of Homer’s marching hexameters into the graceful
feet of Sappho’s meter, translating the measures of heroic epic into the
melodic cadences of the Sapphic stanza.
Albeit in rather pedestrian prose, this flat-footed account of Fragment
16 opens up a meta-metrical reading that invites critical reflection on
an allegory of meter, simultaneously projected into and out of Sappho’s
poem. For this reason Kilmer’s article on the new fragment expresses
special interest in Anactoria, not as an actual “girl so named” who was
familiar to Sappho on Lesbos, but because “it is a good rhythmical name,
fitting excellently into the middle of a lesser Sapphic strophe.” For Kilmer,
the very act of naming of Anactoria here presents the possibility of reading the Sapphic stanza meta-metrically, as a performance of meter. While
giving due credit to Professors Grenfell and Hunt from Oxford for deciphering the poem (and dutifully citing Professor Edmonds from Cambridge as well, for producing another prose translation of the fragment),
Kilmer sets aside “that peculiar literal-mindedness which characterizes
scholars.” Instead he calls to mind a more figurative translation into the
form of the Sapphic stanza:
Unto some a troop of triumphant horsemen,
Or a radiant fleet, or a marching legion,
Is the fairest sight—but to me the fairest
Is my belovéd.
What matters most (or seems fairest) to Kilmer is the meter, which he
has “done into English verse” by finding an equivalent for Greek quantitative meter in accentual-syllabic lines. This metrical performance is especially pronounced in the Adonics at the end of each stanza (for example,
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in marking the accent on “Is my belovéd” in stanza 1) and in the manipulation of caesuras in stanza five:
Her, to see whose face, fairer than the sunlight,
Her, to hear whose step ringing on the threshold,
I’d forego the sight of the Lydian army,
Bowmen and chariots.
In the reiteration of “Her, to see” and “Her, to hear,” Kilmer visualizes the
Sapphic stanza as an appeal to both the eye and the ear, hoping to make
its metrical feet visible and audible again, like footsteps ringing on the
threshold between past and present.
Fragment 16 prompted many more imitations of, and meditations on,
Sapphic meter in the early twentieth century. No doubt this fragment had
special appeal for readers in 1914, as soldiers were marching off to World
War I. It could be read as an anti-war poem, wishing for a world beyond
war, or refusing to step in time to the rhythms of wartime poetry. And
because it was written in Sapphic stanzas, it served as an alternative to the
ideology of marching meters by introducing more variation into English
verse. For example, Edwin Marion Cox concludes his 1916 pamphlet, Sappho and the Sapphic Metre in English, with reference to “the latest important
Sapphic discovery” as an invitation to modern poets to “expand this fragment into nearly the whole of a poem.” Although Cox acknowledges that
“the transfer of perfection in one language into another is not within the
bounds of possibility” and “approximation is all that even genius can hope
for,” he believes that perfecting Sapphic meter in English would be one way
to make Sappho whole again, and so perfect English poetry as well.
To take up this invitation, another American Man of Letters named
Dr. Marion Mills Miller attempted a metrical translation in “Two New
Poems of Sappho,” published in The Independent (1916). While agreeing
with Cox that English versification could only approximate the Greek of
Sappho, Miller nevertheless aspires to translate Sappho “in as near an approach to the original ‘Sapphic meter’ as a language permits in which
accent (time and force) is the rhythmic principle, and not so-called classic ‘quantity.’ ” Entitled “To Anactoria,” his translation of the fragment
compensates for what is lacking in English by introducing rhyme for the
amplification of metrical effect:
Of all that the world holds, some deem the fairest
A brave show of horsemen; others praise as rarest
Footmen a-march, or a fleet to battle movéd—
I, my belovéd.
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In this first stanza, the accentuation of the final syllables in “movéd” and
“belovéd” strains the rhyme in order to highlight the final Adonic. And
the extra syllable in “footmen a-march” is also an awkward attempt to fit
the Sapphic line, suggesting the difficulty of finding the right rhythmic
principle to create equivalence to the Greek meter. The marching feet at
the start of the poem are transformed in stanza 4, however, by the “soft
footfall” of Sapphic meter:
Whose soft footfall sets my heart a-bounding
Wider than when the clarions are sounding;
Whose bright face hath power more to charm me
Than Lydia’s army.
While we may debate the virtues of “charm me” and “army” as a lighthearted rhyme, it reinforces the lighter rhythm that “sets my heartabounding,” making the heart as well as the feet skip a beat in Sapphic
meter.
The metrical allegory of marching versus dancing feet in the Sapphic
stanza is made explicit by Miller in his Preface to The Songs of Sappho
(1925):
The rhythmic units used by Sappho in her characteristic metre are
the trochee and dactyl, one a marching and one a dancing foot which
combine to express vigorous action and graceful movement. . . . The
following verse reproduces very well the rhythmic effect of the original sapphic line, which is a succession of four trochees with a dactyl
intervening in the middle:
Sappho’s trochees march with a dancing dactyl.
Let the reader see in his mind four Greek soldiers marching in
line with a dancing girl in the middle keeping step with her left foot
while her right one executes two skips in the time of one steady stride
forward by the soldiers.
While this vision draws on Victorian ideas about the Sapphic stanza as
“a woman’s hexameter,” the meter is no longer visualized on the page as
dactylic hexameter at all. Rather it is reimagined (“let the reader see in his
mind”) as four trochees marching in “steady stride” like Greek soldiers,
with one dactyl inserting “two skips” like a dancing girl in the middle:
Homeric hexameters reversed (and re-versed) in Sapphic meter. And indeed, Miller goes one step further in turning the Sapphic stanza into a
pirouette around its own meta-metrical performance:
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Stamp in trochees two to a gliding dactyl;
Two more trochees trip to the turn; go back till
Verses three are trod. With the two feet blended
Strophe is ended.
Thus poets in the early twentieth century turned to Sapphic stanzas to
dance around the tread of metrical feet, not only as a variation on epic hexameter but also as a way to “break the back of the iambic pentameter!”—
Ezra Pound’s imperative, passed along to young modernist poets like
Mary Barnard, who was urged by Pound to “write Sapphics until they
come out of your ears.”
But imitating Sapphic stanzas to suit the English ear is easier said than
done, as John Trantner ironically proclaims in “Writing in the Manner of
Sappho” (1997):
Writing Sapphics well is a tricky business
Lines begin and end with a pair of trochees;
in between them dozes a dactyl, rhythm
rising and falling,
like a drunk asleep at a party. Ancient
Greek—the language seemed to be made for Sapphics,
not a worry: anyone used to English
finds it a bastard.
Writing in the manner of Sappho is like hosting a bad-mannered guest, a
bastard in the colloquial sense (unruly and difficult) and in the figurative
sense (born from the illegitimate union of ancient Greek and modern
English). In contrast with the “dancing dactyl” imagined by Marion Mills
Miller to introduce “graceful movement” into English verse, the “dozing
dactyl” in Trantner’s poem rudely interrupts the line in “rhythm / rising and falling, / like a drunk asleep at a party.” This rhythmic snoring is
an interruption (emphasized in the enjambment after “rhythm” and the
stanzaic enjambment after “falling”) that nevertheless awakens the English language to other rhythms. Trantner delights in such irregularities,
as John Kinsella points out about this poem: “This seems like a solid argument for metrical consistency, for respecting the rhythms of ‘accepted
English.’ It is not.” Rather, he accentuates the interplay of Australian and
American rhythms: “Tranter plays with metrics and destabilizes a canonical reading by doing so. These are meta-metrics,” Kinsella concludes.
By diversifying the rhythms of English in pseudo-classical versification,
Tranter discovers new tricks at the end of the twentieth century, turning
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the “tricky business” of the Sapphic stanza into a postmodern meta-metrical performance.

Bracketing Rhythm
Following the steps of Anactoria in the measures of Sappho, I have been
reading Fragment 16 meta-metrically to suggest how twentieth-century
poets used the Sapphic stanza to reimagine the relation between rhythm
and meter, sometimes performing meter to produce allegories of rhythm
and other times performing rhythm to produce allegories of meter. At
the turn of the twenty-first century, Anglo-American poetics revolve less
around the movement of metrical feet, but the Sapphic stanza persists as
a metrical imaginary. I conclude with two recent translations of Fragment
16 by Jim Powell and Anne Carson, who experiment with different ways
to see and hear the poems of Sappho, not only in print but also in sound
recording and multi-media performance, mediating between what Hollander calls “the poem in the ear” and “the poem in the eye” to perform
new forms of Sapphic rhythm.
In Sappho: A Garland (1993) Jim Powell arranges his translation of
Sapphic fragments into “an integrated collage or mosaic, playing off modernist techniques of poetics sequence, fragmentary montage, and stream
of consciousness to create a cumulative movement that points to the integrity of her art,” and in doing so he re-creates and re-integrates an idea
of Greek metrics in American verse that moves beyond the foot to the
measure of the line. As he explains in the section of his translator’s Afterword entitled “Sappho’s Measures,” the metrical virtuosity of Sappho
has “exerted a marked influence on later poetry,” because “Aeolic metrics
envisions the poetic line not as a composite entity formed by the repetition of a given number of identical ‘feet’ but as an integrated whole” (38).
While taking up the measure of the Sapphic stanza is a challenge for all
poets—“none succeeds in matching her fluidity, ease, grace, and melodic
variety” (39)—his goal in translating the Sapphic fragments is not only to
“preserve Sappho’s rhythms, replacing quantity with stress, wherever doing so creates a comparable effect in English” (40), but to recreate a longer
sense of the line as a comparable rhythmic effect.
Powell therefore translates Fragment 16 with strategic placement of
punctuation for rhythmic effect, and numerous enjambments across lines
and stanzas:
Some say thronging cavalry, some say foot soldiers,
others call a fleet the most beautiful of
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sights the dark earth offers, but I say it’s whatever you love best.
And it’s easy to make this understood by
everyone, for she who surpassed all human
kind in beauty, Helen, abandoning her
husband (that best of
men) went sailing off to the shores of Troy and
never spent a thought on her child or loving
parents: when the goddess seduced her wits and
left her to wander,
she forgot them all, she could not remember
anything but longing, and lightly straying
aside, lost her way. But that reminds me
now: Anactoria,
she’s not here, and I’d rather see her lovely
step, her sparkling glance and her face than gaze on
all the troops in Lydia in their chariots and
glittering armor.
According to Powell, “Sappho’s secret consists largely in keeping her caesura moving: in her sapphics the caesura (a pause in mid-verse) seldom
falls in the same place in two consecutive lines” (39). Likewise, in order to reimagine the movement of the Sapphic stanza, the secret of his
translation is to insert punctuation into the middle of lines (such as the
parenthesis around “best of men,” the colon after “parents” and in “now:
Anactoria,” the period after “lost her way”) and to create enjambments
at the ends of lines, through a series of conjunctions (“and / never”) and
suspended prepositions (“the most beautiful of / sights” and “that best of /
men”) and other grammatical suspensions (“she could not remember /
anything” and “I’d rather see her lovely / step”). The effect of these enjambments is to amplify the rhythmic effect of caesura that Powell admires in
Sappho’s poetry: it makes the poem move, and moving to the reader.
A caesura cuts both ways, however. Do such breaks enhance or interrupt
the rhythm of the lines? Powell’s own reading of his translation is featured
in a sound recording on the Academy of American Poets website, where
he moves rapidly through the enjambments as if they are not marked on
the page, making the poem flow in a more colloquial cadence. Indeed,
the meter of the Sapphic stanza can barely be heard. Although Powell takes
pains to demonstrate in his translator’s “Afterword” how the Sapphic stanza
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“can be graphed” in metrical notation (38), his primary interest is to make
the poems of Sappho sound, or resound, in the rhythmic flow of the speaking voice: “I am instead to re-create the feel of her poetry in contemporary
American English,” he writes (45), so “we might have the chance to hear at
least an echo of Sappho’s voice” (48). And yet this echo is less audible than
visible, as the Sapphic stanza can only be glimpsed as a metrical counterpoint to the rhythm of his reading: the poem in the ear and the poem in the
eye may point to each other, but cannot be read at the same point in time.
Anne Carson gives us another way to read the rhythm of the Sapphic
stanza, contrapuntally. Through the juxtaposition of Greek texts and her
English translations of Sappho in If Not, Winter (2002) she insists on the
fragmentation of Sappho, in contrast to Powell’s insistence on a process of
reintegration. In a section of her translator’s introduction entitled “Marks
and Lacks,” Carson explains:
When translating texts from papyri, I have used a single square
bracket to give an impression of missing matter, so that ] or
[ indicates destroyed papyrus or the presence of letters not quite
legible somewhere in the line. It is not the case that every gap or illegibility is specifically indicated: this would render the page a blizzard
of marks and inhibit reading. Brackets are an aesthetic gesture toward
the papyrological event rather than an accurate record of it.
It is a paradox that the brackets do not “literally” mark missing letters
from the Sapphic fragments, as this would “inhibit reading.” Rather we
are invited to read the brackets figuratively, as an “aesthetic gesture” helping us to imagine the tattered Greek papyrus first presented to the reading
public by Grenfell and Hunt, and then prompting us to see that illegibility
as part of our own reading experience.
Thus Carson’s translation of Fragment 16 closely follows the Greek text
line by line, gradually disintegrating into a column of brackets at the bottom, pointing to the lines that are missing:
Some men say an army of horse and some men say an army on foot
and some men say an army of ships is the most beautiful thing
on the black earth. But I say it is
what you love.
Easy to make this understood by all.
For she who overcame everyone
in beauty (Helen)
left her fine husband
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behind and went sailing to Troy.
Not for her children nor her dear parents
had she thought, no—
]led her astray
]for
]lightly
]reminded me now of Anaktoria
who is gone.
I would rather see her lovely step
and the motion of light on her face
than chariots of Lydians or ranks
of footsoldiers in arms.
]not possible to happen
]to pray for a share
]
]
]
]
]
toward [
]
]
]
out of the unexpected.
While the first three stanzas do not attempt a metrical translation, they
preserve the lineation of the Sapphic stanza (including a short fourth line
as representation of the Adonic line). And the fifth stanza, still intact,
could invite the possibility of a meta-metrical reading, as it contrasts
“ranks of footsoldiers” with the “lovely step” of Anactoria. But in contrast
to various metrical theories we have surveyed that try to mark the meter
of the Sapphic stanza, presenting it in visible form to make it present to
the reader, Carson’s brackets mark its absence. Instead of creating an image of sound, those marks only show us the traces of Anactoria’s disappearance. And yet this too could be another way to imagine the Sapphic
stanza. If we look again at the word “toward [” (followed by the only open
bracket facing right), we might see it opening toward what emerges “out
of the unexpected” in the final line of this translation: a visual prosody
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produced by the typographical play of brackets in a spatialized rhythm
on the page.
Carson’s translations of Sappho produce surprising metrical effects
precisely because of their fragmentation, as John Melillo observes:
Even in the most rebarbative fragments, meter matters. Just as the
traditional function of meter is to sequence and measure time, the
preserved blips and blops of mouthsound work like some broken
beat machine. But Carson also places those rhythms and sounds
into a new listening context, a new ambience . . . .The poem is not an
incomplete metrical form waiting to be dutifully filled in but rather
a construction of fundamentally isolated particles—as if each word
functioned as an individual sound event, combining and recombining endlessly to form new networks or constellations of sound.
The spacing of phrases, words, brackets, and other punctuation marks
makes room for a rhythmic reading of Carson’s text, appealing simultaneously to the eye and to the ear to produce “a new listening context,”
delineating new combinations of sight and sound.
Carson further expands this new listening context in a performance
piece that is based on reading her translations of Sappho out loud, including the brackets. Entitled “Bracko”—a conflation of “bracket” and “Sappho”— this performance turns the papyrological event into a multi-media
event, with a video projection of brackets as a visual background for a
polyvocal reading by Carson and her collaborators. In the performance,
as some voices read randomly selected Sappho translations, other voices
read passages from Carson’s footnotes at carefully clocked intervals or simply pronounce the word “bracket” whenever it appears in the text. These
overlapping voices, combined with the reiteration of “bracket, bracket,
bracket,” turn Carson’s translations of Sappho into a polyvalent text, producing unpredictable polyrhythms that move in many directions at once.
This multi-directional movement is also embodied in dance, variously
incorporated into different performances of “Bracko.” In one memorable
version from 2008, dancer Rashaun Mitchell performed his own choreography while several friends joined Carson in a reading of her Sappho
translations. “Like an avant-garde Greek chorus, their voices overlapped,
interrupted and moved alongside one other,” wrote one reviewer, describing how “absence and its relation to presence was also felt in the performance’s silences, when Carson and her chorus stopped breathing, allowing only the sound of the dancers’ movements, as well as their breath and
the collective breath of the audience, to be heard.” In another version
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of “Bracko” a group of performers raised their arms in bracket-shapes,
slowly waving back and forth in front of the video projection, where white
brackets moved like expanding constellations of stars on a black screen.
Reversing the image of black marks on a white page, these free-floating
brackets were projected like vertical scansion marks onto the bodies visible and audible on stage, as another way to imagine the meter.
It was a visionary answer to the question, Sapphic stanzas: how can we
read the rhythm? And it remains a question to repeat, over and over.
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Rhythm and Affect in “Christabel”
Ewan Jones

“Christabel” has already represented a crucial transformation for more
than one critical history of meter. According to George Saintsbury’s History of English Prosody, Coleridge’s poem almost single-handedly recovered for English verse the expressive variety that neoclassicism had submerged. T. S. Omond, writing in a more temperate register, nonetheless
reserved for it no less significance, stating that “[b]y the gradual adoption
of [the] principle [of “Christabel”] our verse, and later our theories of
prosody, have been revolutionized.”
This essay will nonetheless argue that certain elements of “Christabel” have continued to elude criticism, and that these elements usefully
supplement—or, where necessary, challenge—prevailing accounts. In
order to demonstrate this, I neither undertake a normative scansion of
“Christabel,” nor seek to identify the optimal metrical method to read
it (the poem has been taken both to prove and to disprove the objective
veracity of “the English foot”). I shall read closely Coleridge’s verse not
to show that it “is” quantitative, accentual, syllabic, or accentual-syllabic,
but rather to identify key moments at which its potential vocalization is
significantly plural. This plurality is significant, I contend, for the relation
it bears to what Coleridge’s Preface calls “some transition in the nature of
the imagery or passion.”
In so doing, I reorient Coleridge’s prefatory emphasis on “metre” toward
rhythm, by which adjustment I seek to identify several features of our experience of the poem. Firstly, where the Preface to “Christabel” identifies
syllabic variation as its fundamental working principle, I propose to focus primarily on the beat that it relegates into comparative insignificance.
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Secondly, this apparently simple notion of “beat” is in fact more complex
and more various than familiar metrical terms such as accent, ictus, or
arsis might suggest. It is well known that Coleridge dragged his feet with
“Christabel” rather more than was usual even for him, only publishing
the poem in 1815, more than a decade after his composition and series of
famously magnetic recitations. Perhaps this unusual publishing history
explains why his Preface appears so keen to describe the ensuing poem
as a kind of printed script or transparent cue that the reader would only
need see in order to know how to scan correctly (to perform as Coleridge
himself once had).
But the typographical rendering of “Christabel” fails to corral a wider
range of possible rhythmic vocalizations. The question of how or whether
we emphasize a beat is at once open and directed: open, given the metrically indeterminate nature of so many significant syllables, directed, given
the accumulating experience of rhythm over the course of the poem. This
accumulating rhythmic experience goes beyond the sort of foot-based
analyses that the Preface might suggest. At the same time, however, it
never fully transcends meter; for if “rhythm” is the variety of possible
vocalizations that we might choose or feel ourselves compelled to make,
some of the most compelling conventions that recur throughout the
poem are, precisely, metrical.
This simultaneously open and directed rhythm is precisely what makes
“Christabel” significant not only for the history of prosody, but for the
relation between verse form and philosophical thought more largely. In
the second section of this essay, I will claim that the manner in which we
vocalize the poem engenders a historical reflexivity; and that this reflexivity enables us to rethink the category of rhythm, whose recent critical rediscovery has often proceeded on an excessively ahistorical basis. Lastly,
I contend that the experience of voice as both constitutive and reactive
proves philosophically significant: insofar as Coleridge contributes to the
theorization of affect not through the medium of philosophy proper, but
by writing verse whose rhythm resists the separation into active and passive states.
Having tiptoed around the Preface in this preamble, it is as well to cite
Coleridge’s metrical claims in full:
I have only to add, that the metre of Christabel is not, properly speaking, irregular, though it may seem so from its being founded on a
new principle: namely, that of counting in each lines the accents, not
the syllables. Though the latter may vary from seven to twelve, yet in
each line the accents will be found to be only four. Nevertheless this
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occasional variation in number of syllables is not introduced wantonly, or for the mere ends of convenience, but in correspondence
with some transition, in the nature of the imagery or passion.
Having been prepared so consciously for what to expect and how to understand it, what then happens at the start of the subsequent Part One?
Very little, in narrative terms, but this apparently negligible action responds to and unsettles the Preface’s metrical assertions. (The most obvious trespass, as even the earliest readers of “Christabel” noted, is the
four-syllable third line; but this does not directly concern me here.) Fresh
from Coleridge’s assertion of a regularity of accent, we come immediately
across a reverberation of sound:
’Tis the middle of Night by the Castle Clock,
And the Owls have awakened the crowing Cock;
Tu—whit!—Tu—whoo!
And hark again the crowing Cock,
How drowsily it crew.
Sir Leoline, the Baron rich,
Hath a toothless mastiff Bitch;
From her Kennel beneath the `rock
She maketh Answer to the Clock,
Four for the Quarters, and twelve for the hour;
Ever and aye, by Shine and Shower,
Sixteen short Howls not over loud;
Some say, she sees my Lady’s Shroud.
(1–13)

The four pledged accents of the Preface and the four invariant howls of
the mastiff bitch (“[e]ver and aye, by Shine and Shower”) may be coincidental; their proximity, however, makes the reader pause before extending the benefit of the doubt. And the wider passage then begins to suggest
a conscious running play on accentual regularity. The clock provides an
unyielding temporality, which resonates through the separate forms of
nature: the owls in turn wake up the cock, which rhymes almost perfectly
with that instigating timepiece, and whose utterance (“Tu—whit!—Tu—
whoo!”) we feel almost compelled to stress heavily, perhaps exaggeratedly, in concordance with Coleridge’s scheme. “Four for the quarters, and
twelve for the hour” overtly references the dominant principle; that principle even seeps into the two prepositional homonyms, “for.” Four and
twelve, meanwhile, map almost perfectly the syllabic range between short
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(3) and long (2, 10) lines. All this adds to the sense of a verse line already
commenting upon itself in the very moment of its realization.
I say that we feel “almost compelled” to stress the owl’s cry shrilly, naturalistically, as a kind of mimic hooting of our own:
/
/
/
/
Tu—whit!—Tu—whoo!
The force of that compulsion comes partly from the contrast with the
skipping, almost anapestic second line, which had lengthened its stride
only to come to a shuddering halt with these bare four syllables. But despite my claims for the inexorable movement of the passage, neither I nor
Coleridge nor his Preface can finally fully compel us to stress the line in
accordance with its stated principles. We are not obliged to realize four
stresses. We can indeed stress lightly a detached utterance like “Tu—,” just
as we ordinarily would such a soft monosyllable: to voice it not as an owl,
but as a human being reporting an owl:
/
/
Tu—whit!—Tu—whoo!
But, as Omond shrewdly notes, actively disobeying the Preface’s claims
does not dissolve the more fundamental dilemma it poses: “our perception of rhythmical uniformity persists; persists, even though the syllables transgress instead of enforcing it.” Coleridge elsewhere described
“Christabel” as depending “for it’s beauty always, and often even for it’s
metrical existence [sic], on the sense and passion.” Yet the smallest accentual decisions that we have to make from the start reveal a more fundamental interdependence, where bare metrical existence itself forms a
sense and passion, forms the kind of voice (whether emphatically present,
or ironically distanced) that we hear ourselves articulating.
It is curious that such reflections depend upon the question of accent,
where Coleridge’s Preface had specifically linked the passion and sense
to syllabic “variation.” It may well be that he was sufficiently blinded to
the rhythmical novelty of passages such as the above, as to consider his
achievement in more conventionally metrical terms: where the number of
beats remains constant in number and spacing, the variation of syllables
between them can indeed suggest a fluid variation in established metrical
feet. (Coleridge was certainly sufficiently interested in such established
forms elsewhere: see for instance his schoolboy crib, “Metrical Feet,” or,
less famously, his attempt to revive the English hexameter.) Indeed, it
is noticeable that several readings of “Christabel” approach the relation
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between poetic form and “passion” in precisely this way—as if a change
in the metrical condition of the former led directly (and unilaterally) to
an alteration of the latter (“swift anapests” equal exhilaration, or “heavy
spondees” equal torpor).
But as the above passages show, the notion of beat is constant in neither number nor spacing; the various potential rhythmical actuations of
the line allow us to deviate from the poem’s prescribed pattern, while all
the time feeling its prescription. Even when we do process a line in adherence to a more conventional metrical principle (and Ada F. Snell is not
wrong to see many such lines as resolving themselves into iambic tetrameter), it is a mistake to take it (or the feet that comprise it) in isolation;
such moments form part of a series of broader rhythmical contractions or
expansions, of which lines 2–3 above offer a clear example. Syllabic quantity proves insufficient to account for affective change in “Christabel”: we
actuate a certain passion not only when we sound the resounding beat,
but also in the manner in which we sound it.
These rhythmical variations therefore offer the reader variant means of
voicing the poem, each with a particular affective charge. But the actuation of a line is more than a matter of individual performance choice: it
produces a rhythmical pattern to which we are ourselves made subject.
Just as our “choice” over which syllables to emphasize produced a particular animate entity (an owl or the report of an owl), so too do the more
recognizably human voices that ensue channel and redirect the accumulated rhythmical energy. The first such voice that emerges belongs to none
of the recognizable protagonists (Christabel, Geraldine), but rather the
unnamed and unannounced narrator. The rhetorical interrogative is its
natural mode. “Is the Night chilly and dark?” it asks, before answering
its own question, over-fastidiously, “The Night is chilly, but not dark.”
(14–15). Throughout, this unnamed speaker’s torpid reiterations revel in
sketching solid form and outline from mere suggestion, only to dissolve
it just as rapidly:
The Night is chill; the Forest bare;
Is it the Wind that moaneth bleak?
There is not Wind enough in the Air
To move away the ringlet Curl
From the lovely Lady’s Cheek—
(43–47)

As Snell observes, the above lines are generally octosyllabic, with slight
variations. Yet this does not preclude deeper variations of a different
sort. The narrator’s question (“[i]s it the Wind that moaneth bleak?”)
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is not merely rhetorical: it is a question that no reader would dream of
answering, given previous other faux-naïf suggestions and retractions.
But the feel of such passages is determined less by its propositional selfcanceling (“[t]here is not Wind enough”), than a series of apparently minor accentual shifts. Unchallenged iambs persist up to and including the
narrator’s query; yet the following line opens with no real candidates that
would preserve the duple measure, where forcing “is” into compliance
would sound all the more awry given that the line asserts that which is
not. Line 46 reintroduces an iambic progression, only for the ensuing
trochaic sequence once again to unsettle it. Scanning such passages accentually, as a consistent recurrence of four beats, is therefore accurate yet
insufficient as a measure: such rhythmic variations as we observe above
emerge only through periodic departure from a more tightly defined set
of accentual-syllabic patternings, which thereby never quite attain the
status of laws.
The uncertainty that we feel at such moments is more than a practical
anxiety over “correct” scansion: it is an affect in its own right. The constant unsettling of rhythmical patterns offers a sonic counterpart to the
doubt that the above passage thematizes; but at the same time, the more
radical line variations toy with our doubt, forcing our voice to make sport
of our frustrated knowledge. Snell marks five separate instances of foursyllable lines, which can all (as with “Tu—whit!—Tu—whoo!”) conceivably be omni-stressed. (As with that earlier moment, the Preface’s stipulation vies with our customary—if not necessarily “natural”—inclination to
stress the line iambically.) The narrator avails itself of one such moment,
asking a further rhetorical question at the significant moment just prior
to Geraldine’s appearance:
She folded her Arms beneath her Cloak,
And stole to the other side of the Oak.
What sees She there?
(56–58)

Just as the first tetrasyllable marked the actuation of a particular animate
being (the hooting owl), so too does this potentially omni-stressed line
sound the knowing narrator most fully. We could well imagine our voice,
following another two flurried anapestic lines, congealing so as to intone,
as if to a child, ‘WHAT . . . SEES . . . SHE . . . THERE?’—the internal
rhyme, assonance and provision for caesurae only adding to a gloomy
mock-Gothic portentousness. Once again, a wide affective range (is it
risking too much to say that even as adults we might feel trepidation at
such moments, just as we might find them willfully bathetic?) emerges
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not through even the thinnest hint of drama or character, but across very
concentrated moments of rhythmic variation. The distinction is perhaps
too absolute: for this rhythmic variation itself engenders drama and
character.
When Christabel and Geraldine do finally make their entrances
and speak, as we say, for themselves, their distinct characters and actions emerge only within the terms of this accumulating experience of
rhythm. Coleridge, as with his narrator, clearly has a certain amount of
fun exploiting this fact from the start. For even the eponymous heroine
Christabel’s earliest apparition is forcefully controlled in such a manner
as to unsettle her singularity. A stanza describing the mysterious Geraldine, seen from a distance, closes with the narrator’s emphatic declaration, “Beautiful exceedingly!” (69). The following couplet retains this
exclamatory force, in a phrasing that directly recalls the narrator’s own
“Jesu, Maria, shield her well!” (55); yet Coleridge manipulates the linebreak quite overtly:
Mary mother, save me now!
(Said Christabel) And who art thou?
(70–71)

The parenthetical diegetic check “(Said Christabel),” which feels willfully
unsubtle, arrives too late for us to take it into account. We are already
voicing Christabel, before we know that it is she that we are voicing: the
manner in which we voice her therefore bears the echoes of even those
non-humans or non-characters that have preceded her. We could well
imagine that Coleridge, reciting “Christabel” in the years before its publication, shifted his pitch to mimic whatever he imagined Christabel
sounded like; but the surmise is inconsequential for the more interesting
questions that the printed poem raises. Indeed, typographic features are
crucial to, and inseparable from, rhythmic variation: the forced parenthesis encourages us to separate the line into two separate, four-syllable
units, a voicing that would be further licensed by the tendency to stress
trisyllabic proper names such as Christabel (as also Geraldine, Leoline)
firmly; and by the extent to which “And who art thou” resembles the previous, omni-stressed rhetorical questionings of the narrator. The result is
a series of abrupt transitions that both mark and call into question who
or what is speaking.
Throughout their early exchanges, such marked rhythmic transition
is made to compel Christabel and Geraldine’s actions, much as it has our
own vocalization. The former extends her hand to the latter:
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She rose: and forth with steps they passed
That strove to be, and were not, fast.
(112–13)

Agency here is sieved through prosody. The first of these octosyllabic lines
proves emphatically iambic: the comma underscores the rhythm, while the
stress falls appropriately on variants of movement (“rose [. . .] forth [. . .]
steps [. . .] passed”), each describing the passage of feet (the running pun
on metricality runs all the while). This momentum carries naturally over
into the following line, where the expectation of propulsion forces itself
into the verb “strove,” and might, at a push, unusually emphasize even
the auxiliary “be”—as if existence precisely were being fought for. The
formerly emphatic iambic pattern then further struggles to maintain itself with the same auxiliary, “were,” whose conjugation forces the voice
to struggle yet further in converting both its softness and pastness into
presence.
That faltering rhythm is then brought almost to a decisive halt by the
second comma—as if the line could expire into a sigh, finish right there
on “not.” When, then, following the comma the line does indeed resume,
the emphasis is abrupt and redoubled. “[F]ast,” standing alone between
punctuation and line-ending, receives all the emphasis that had gradually drained from the line, as the softening voice is forced to rouse itself
from its pause; compensating, it overcompensates. Where the line has
been seen to surrender all momentum, the term falls into its derivative
meaning: held fast. We witness the accumulation of a quantum of energy, which seeks a regular outlet only to be frustrated, before finally discharging itself with a belated force; in that process, the disappointment of
rhythmic expectation comes to condition even the semantic properties
of language.
It is striking that the effect of so many of the above passages depends
upon rhythmical variation as it applies to metrically ambiguous monosyllables—the auxiliaries of line 113, or the infantile questionings of the narrator. We earlier saw that such metrical uncertainty produced a distinct (if
variable) affect in its own right. The drama proper of “Christabel” further
develops the coincidence of rhythmic expectation (the falling of the beat)
and significant ambiguity (where or whether the beat falls). Geraldine has
collapsed, “belike through pain,” at the gate of Christabel’s castle; whereupon, “the lady rose again / And moved, as she were not in pain” (133–34).
As with more than one of the above examples, we again note the significance of metrically indeterminate particles such as “not.” We could well
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imagine a range of vocalizations of line 134, each with varying degrees of
emphasis dispersed across apparently simple connectives: weighting “as”
stresses the causal function of the connective (Geraldine really is only
feigning pain), while weighting “were” stresses the subjunctive (as if she
were not pained). It is here significant that the less normative (though still
plausible) scansion produces a skeptical threat that cannot be expunged.
Coleridge’s Preface thus forms only one part of the rhythmical demand that we feel the verse make upon us at this stage: for, aside from the
four-beat rule that we follow or contravene, there exists the pressure of
rhythmical patternings that possess varying levels of familiarity (iambic,
trochaic, anapestic, or other), whose separate claims are each inseparable
from the sense we make of the line. And the sense that we make (or feel
is made for us) is always also affective—as the line readily concedes, concerning as it does Geraldine’s “pain.” However much Coleridge may have
believed in his verse’s transparent communication of “passion,” “Christabel” consistently emphasizes those moments at which feeling is significantly dubitable: from the wind that may or may not “moaneth bleak,” to
the first animate beings (“what can ail the mastiff bitch?”), to the human
figures that never wholly disinvest themselves from such animal life.
If Coleridge’s Preface proves incapable of controlling the potential
rhythmic variation of “Christabel,” so too do the various subsequent editorial presentations of the poem. The several manuscripts of “Christabel”
vary considerably; that their variations are as much typographic as lexical
may well suggest a well-founded doubt on Coleridge’s behalf about how
to make the poem clearly performable. (It should by now have become
clear that I take what might here have struck Coleridge as a problem as
one principal reason for the enduring significance of “Christabel.”) But
we have equally seen several moments at which Coleridge willfully manipulates the slippage or variability of voice, as in the parenthetical “(Said
Christabel).” The vexed issue of intentionality makes the editorial task yet
more foreboding; as J. C. C. Mays notes in his introduction to the Bollingen Series Poetical Works,
A line or passage may have the same words in several versions, but
its emotional burden may be muted or changed by the other factors
I have named. Sound, or tone of voice, often says as much as words.
When a comma is added, or other punctuation is made heavier,
the notation is altered. When an exclamation is substituted for a
question-mark, pitch adjusts to a new direction. Hyphens slow down
a line by distributing stress more evenly. A quotation-mark lifts a
phrase into another register.
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The manuscript versions of Christabel cover practically all these bases,
which makes the resultant Bollingen text all the more interesting, for its
effort to subordinate rhythmic variation to a clearer notion of voice and
character. The very first encounter between Christabel and Geraldine represents a case in point. Christabel asks, very reasonably, “[a]nd who art
thou?” In recording the response, I list respectively the Bollingen version,
collated from variant manuscripts and printed versions, and the Oxford
World Classics edition, which reprises the 1834 Poetical Works:
The Lady strange made Answer
meet
And her Voice was faint and sweet:
“Have Pity on my Sore Distress,
I scarce can speak for Weariness.
Stretch forth thy Hand, and have
no fear—”
Said Christabel, “How cam’st
thou here?”
And the Lady, whose Voice
was faint and sweet

(71–78)

The lady strange made answer
meet,
And her voice was faint and
sweet:—
Have pity on my sore distress,
I scarce can speak for
weariness:
Stretch forth thy hand, and
have no fear!
Said Christabel, How camest
thou here?
And the lady, whose voice was
faint and sweet,
Did thus pursue her answer
meet:—
Did thus pursue her answer
meet.
(71-78)

In two lexically identical passages, variant spacing, punctuation and elision entirely shift the vocal delivery. The Bollingen version re-establishes
the line breaks that later printings of “Christabel” omitted, thus marking
more clearly the vocal shift from Geraldine (71–75) to Christabel (76–78).
But the most obvious effort to mark this shift is, of course, the superposition of speech marks at this stage (a form of punctuation present in none
of the manuscript versions of this passage, for all their many different
ways to designate speech). The 1834 edition makes it significantly ambiguous (once again with the aid of the enjambed diegetic marker) who is
delivering a line such as “Stretch forth thy hand, and have no fear!” As I
have been endeavoring to demonstrate throughout this reading, such ambiguity is essential to the effect of “Christabel,” however much we would
or would not choose to call it intentional.
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We need such an ambiguity at this stage not for ambiguity’s sake, but
because the suggestion that Geraldine might be beginning to possess the
voice of Christabel is essential not only to the drama at this point, but
also to the manner in which the poem has situated and enacted vocalization more generally. The ensuing drama only pushes home this point
more fully. The Bollingen edition continues to regularize voice into direct
speech, until the climactic moment of Part One, which finds itself as a
result denuded of significance. There, Geraldine suddenly speaks with
“altered voice,” being in some way possessed (we intuit) by the spirit of
Christabel’s dead mother. “ ‘Off, wandering mother! Peak and pine! / I have
power to bid thee flee.’ ” (204–6), she declares, with every single manuscript version marking speech with inverted commas, where previously
there had been none. By regularizing speech so thoroughly throughout,
the Bollingen edition conceals the poem’s morbid but apposite truth—
that only at the moment of possession by another, can voice be heard
directly to speak.
This moment of “altered voice” is exceptional within the broader pattern of “Christabel” as a whole, which is less interested in designating
voice than the process of vocalization, a process that is, from the earliest
lines, impelled by the poem’s prosodic organization. Perhaps it is in this
respect (rather than its gloomy Gothic décor, or suggestive fragmentariness) that “Christabel” anticipates later verse forms such as the monodrama, which, as A. Dwight Culler has noted, feature a much more supple
relation between prosody and character than the term “dramatic monologue” tends to imply. Does this entail that, as Christabel and Geraldine
conclude Part One by settling down to sleep, they amount to no more
than the slumbering moans with which the poem commenced? Is living
character no more than the latest enumeration of a rhythmical pulse that
has already invited and foreordained it?
This is not, I think, the principal lesson of “Christabel.” It is true that
I have attempted to demonstrate the many ways in which that poem’s
rhythmical variation consistently dictates voice, character, sense, and
passion—and how part of that dictation often involves leaving such entities significantly open. But this does not mean that the poetic drama
can be reduced to unaccountable shifts in pitch or tempo. Admittedly,
the earliest lines produce performance dilemmas of various kinds, whose
resolution even the clamorous Preface cannot dictate to us, and which we
must decide upon in ignorance of the full scene. We make “sense” in the
unpremeditated act of voicing.
Yet those decisions are less free than we might imagine: as “Christabel”
develops, its rhythm also generates a series of working assumptions, expec-
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tations, and conventions. So those earliest lines do indeed seem to call for
the four-beat principle; in turn, the periodicity of those emphases (however varying their allocation across the line) is abstracted into regularity,
or intimated as feeling. These, then, are no more than beats; and yet we feel
them in a certain way: with foreboding, perhaps, or with humor. We have
seen this latter possibility form a significant part of the first “real” voice that
meter articulates, that of the narrator who at once absorbs and directs metrical uncertainty. Its mock-Gothic is brought into being concretely through
heavy stress (“[w]hat sees She there?”), yet then becomes an active voice,
an interpretation of and cue to further stresses, a governing expectation.
“Characters” such as Christabel and Geraldine are no different. They
respond to rhythm’s call, but the poem subsequently finds itself answering to their movements. As the uncertainty that we are compelled to answer through our voicing, these characters interpret the rhythmic patterns that comprise them. Is Geraldine “belike” in pain? While her affect
is as irresolvable as the mastiff bitch’s own ailment, we cannot but voice
her in such a way as to suggest an answer. Character is one demonstration of the force with which we bestow even the slightest stress with significance and feeling. In reality we are forming such voices all the time.
Another term for them is “convention.” I said earlier that we approach
the earliest lines of the poem as a performance dilemma, but this is only
a partial truth. For behind even the first emphasis we place lie a variety of
voices, sedimentations of past experience that come to dictate the terms
of our current engagement, in the form of generic, societal, or even vocal expectation. As readers we may be unknowing in this, but we are also
uninnocent. “Christabel” then attains a critical relation to such voices,
through charting their rhythmical emergence.
What broader significance does this close reading of “Christabel” hold
for our conceptions of rhythm? It is from the beginning essential to be
clear about the ways in which this poem is not original. It is certainly
not original judged by Coleridge’s own precepts. As Brennan O’Donnell
notes, his loose yet recognizably accentual-syllabic approach had proven
a staple of English verse since Chaucer; while Derek Attridge makes the
four-stress line the dominant pattern of English verse. Coleridge’s “new
principle” would then reinvent the most venerable of all prosodic devices! Omond attempts to gloss such derivation in positive terms, claiming that “Christabel” “vindicated for English verse its natural inalienable
birthright.”
I, on the other hand, prefer to see in the poem a historical singularity
that need claim neither essential novelty, nor rediscovery of putative origin.
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For Coleridge’s reinvention of the wheel—or more accurately, the reflexive
form of reading that “Christabel” forces upon us—alters that wheel, alters
the nature of poetic technique. By being told to stress the stress that we
would otherwise have unthinkingly applied, “Christabel” foregrounds the
affective dimension that all verse bears (and conceals). It is new, then, not
in the way it imagines itself to be, but in its historical need to highlight or
recover those naturalized habits of reading that comprise tradition. A work
such as Walter Scott’s Lay of the Last Minstrel owes a debt to Coleridge’s
poem, then, not through its adoption of a common, broadly accentual meter, but in the manner that such structural organization enables a comparable historical reflexivity. The failure of the Preface either to explain or
direct his achievement therefore does not simply undermine Coleridge’s
intentions: it proves his intuition of the relation of passion and verse form
true in a more radical manner than he was able to conceive.
By emphasizing the category of rhythm in general, and the four-beat
line in particular, I am thereby of course following Derek Attridge, whose
work has done more than anyone’s to inspire the recent resurgence in the
critical treatment of the term, to which this volume hopes to contribute. Yet by speaking of the reflexive manner of reading that “Christabel”
forces upon us, I wish to append a sense of historical specificity that some
of that recent work has a tendency to overlook. We can readily point to
other compositions that, inspired by “Christabel,” similarly manipulate
the syllabically various but consistently four-beat line—Scott’s Last Lay,
Wordsworth’s White Doe of Rylstone, Byron’s Oriental Tales. Such affinities encourage many critics to speak of such a thing as “Christabel meter”;
and yet the very notion of a template that could be emulated misrepresents Coleridge’s defamiliarization of pre-existing tradition.
For even if there is some “innate” inclination to the four-beat line in
English vernacular verse (whether biological or linguistic), it is just as
sure that such rhythmic patterns have been internalized and socially entrained in a variety of often incompatible ways. “Christabel,” offers a hint
of one moment at which such patterns might have meant in a particular manner. A critical history of rhythm does, it is true, present practical
difficulties that are more obviously surmountable in the case of specific
metrical devices (it is not difficult for us to imagine a critical genealogy
of, say, the elegiac distich). By contrast, rhythm appears at once so essential and so irreducibly palpable, that to suggest that even it has a history
seems both intuitively and practically difficult.
Perhaps it is our innate resistance to consider rhythm historically, or
critically, that has permitted the term to serve a variety of regimes as ideological fodder, as “primal” or “dynamic” animating force. We can readily
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perceive the danger of such appropriations. And yet, a markedly ahistorical treatment of rhythm endures—and not for want of recent theorizing
on the subject. In perhaps the most sustained recent discussion of the
concept in Anglophone verse, Richard Cureton and Derek Attridge offer
subtle and divergent accounts; yet neither the striking positivism of Cureton’s system (a positivism that enables several fine readings of William
Carlos Williams among others), nor the social, biological, and linguistic contexts that Attridge treats as potential groundings of rhythm, leave
much scope for historical articulation.
Amittai Aviram’s Telling Rhythm: Body and Meaning in Poetry (1994)
goes further, treating the rhythmic impulse as an irreducible somatic force
that entirely transcends historical circumstance: “[t]he energy of rhythm
exceeds the limits of the limited moment in cultural knowledge reflected
in the poem’s images and ideas.” My reading of “Christabel” may, it is
true, seem to share something with Aviram’s tendency to read poems as
self-referring allegories (as Jonathan Culler notes in his contribution to
this volume, a poem does not “mean” anything beyond the rhythm that
constitutes it). But this resemblance is deceptive: for “Christabel” teaches
us that rhythm is never simply a unitary, somatic, positive force, but
rather a complex experience that can both be experienced in different
ways (many of which are far from liberating), and which is always subject
to various historical conventions.
Caroline Levine’s “Rhythms Poetic and Political: the Case of Elizabeth
Barrett Browning,” by contrast, pledges a much more nuanced account of
the relation that might obtain between historical and poetic rhythms. In
Barrett Browning’s three poems on Queen Victoria, we learn that “poetic
meter appears [. . .] not as a reflection or expression of political forms,
but as precisely another form, one that itself runs up against other poetic or social forms.” Yet we might question what room this welcome
expansion of “form” leaves for verse rhythm as such. Levine indeed reads
Barrett Browning’s practice as a strikingly ahistorical (and thereby rather
debatable) matter, as “a rhythmic pattern that is all her own, constraining according to no predictable standard and scarcely indebted to tradition.” The portrait of a Victorian society subject to several rhythmic
impulses (which encompass verse), “plural and colliding, jumbled and
constantly altered, each, thanks to the others, incapable of imposing its
own dominant order,” may well prove accurate (although it may also
smack of Habermas’ more utopian descriptions of the public sphere).
But either way: if the social sphere is composed of interweaving but nonsubordinating rhythms, why need we go to verse at all, if all it provides is
an echo chamber in which the “outside” world sounds?
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If Aviram makes rhythm ahistorical, therefore, Levine makes it so socio-historically pervasive that the singularity of the poetic medium (or
any relation of causality between it and social “rhythms”) proves difficult
to discern. If the dedicated consideration of verse rhythm is to justify
itself beyond descriptive insight or hermeneutic virtuosity, its results can
neither be summarized as the self-legitimating immanence of the artwork, nor be collapsed into the “rhythms” of social experience in so total
a way as to evacuate formal specificity. A study of this kind, that is to say,
need demonstrate how the qualitative singularity of verse form engages
critically and sensuously with other bodies of thought, without being reducible to them.
In the second part of this essay, I suggested that “Christabel” offered one
instance of where an apparently familiar verse rhythm takes on particular
significance at a given historical juncture. How? In this final section, I will
argue that Coleridge’s poem does not only reveal the affective dimension
that all verse continues to bear. Beyond this generic truth, “Christabel”
possesses a more contingent and historical—but no less significant—role.
For the poem engages the philosophical discourse on affect that underwent such radical shifts over the course of the eighteenth century; and
by engaging it through its peculiar formal repertoire, contributes to that
discourse in a manner that propositional language could not.
In making such a claim, I draw upon the rich vein of recent work on
the philosophy of affect. Susan James’ Passion and Action: The Emotions
in Seventeenth-Century Philosophy charts the slow unraveling of the scholastic understanding of “passion”—where the opposed notions of passivity and activity both structurally resemble, and sanction, several other
binaries that include body and mind—across the successive philosophies
of Descartes, Hobbes, and Spinoza. Thomas Dixon’s From Passions to
Emotions: The Creation of a Secular Psychological Category, meanwhile,
traces the gradual supplanting of “passion” as a category, by the “emotion” increasingly preferred in the experimental psychologies of Thomas
Brown, Thomas Chalmers, and others.
Taking these surveys together, we see a growing tendency to treat affect as a motive force that is both active and constitutive of character.
(Shelley would, in “Rosalind and Helen: a Modern Eclogue,” enjoy rhyming “emotion” and “motion.”) At the same time, even those philosophical
texts that do most to reshape our understanding of affect frequently find
themselves lapsing into the very scholastic logic that they opposed, with
its attendant language of mastery and subordination. So we find Hume’s
famous dictum that “reason is, and always ought to be, slave to the pas-
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sions” merely gives the whip hand to what had previously been enslaved.
Even the radical treatment of passion in Spinoza’s Ethics, which as James
notes “abandon[s] the distinction between active volitions and passive
perceptions,” continues to turn on the extent to which “striving” [conatus] is passive (a partial cause of the subject) or active (a total cause
of the subject). “[A]n affect,” states Spinoza, “or passivity of the soul, is a
confused idea. For we have shown that the mind is acted on, only insofar
as it has inadequate, or confused, ideas.”
William Collins’ “The Passions: an Ode for Music” (1750) here proves
a revealing document, in offering an early instance of the supple relation
between rhythmic variation and voiced character that “Christabel” would
so fully exploit. In a brief nod to convention, the thronging passions are
subjected in the opening stanza to a barrage of passive verb constructions. Listening to an allegorized Music suggestively play herself, they
are variously “Disturb’d, delighted, rais’d, refin’d” (8), and subsequently,
“fir’d / fill’d [. . .] rapt, inspir’d” (9–10). Those now-archaic elided participles permit a breathlessness that carries, however, into a significant
reversal. For the passions, having “snatch’d her instruments of sound,”
now become significantly, active. Yet the usurping proper names do not
merely sing themselves through their song; they sing themselves as song.
So timorous Fear and rapid Anger are pinched into two swift quatrains;
while Hope dilates into an extended stanza, at the end of which “[s]till
would her touch the strain prolong.” Melancholy sings in heroic couplets,
until the disappointed end-rhyme of “soul,” which has to wait three further lines for its answering partner—and a disappointing answer at that,
“stole.” Joy finally takes this delayed satisfaction of couplets to its extreme,
waiting a full seven lines for the almost forgotten “advancing” to be triumphantly answered by “dancing” (88).
As Saintsbury notes, much of Collins’ expressive novelty stems from
the manner in which “the form abolishes the substance,” in such a way
that metrical variety places a peculiar pressure upon archaic personification. The “Ode to Liberty” is a case in point: “ ‘Liberty’ to write like that,
will enable no one to write like it.” In such cases—as with the “The Passions: an Ode for Music”—we find a logical paradox: do the various affective states (melancholy, joy, even liberty) shape the metrical form that
they inhabit, by the force of their capitalized personification? Or does formal variation itself produce emphatic content? This hedging uncertainty
over the extent to which affect is reactive or generative indicates, in this
specifically poetical context, a shifting attitude to the formative properties of verse (or the “music” that serves as its loose analogy). But it also
provides a structural parallel to the impasse charted above, where despite
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efforts to cut across scholastic distinctions, philosophical treatments of
affect found themselves lapsing back into a vocabulary of (total) passivity
and (total) activity.
Such issues arise explicitly in Wordsworth’s “Essay, Supplementary to
the Preface” (1815):
Passion, it must be observed, is derived from a word which signifies,
suffering; but the connection which suffering has with effort, with
exertion, and action, is immediate and inseparable. How strikingly is
this property of human nature exhibited by the fact that, in popular
language, to be in a passion is to be angry!—But
‘Anger in hasty words or blows
Itself discharges on its foes.’
To be moved, then, by a passion, is to be excited, often to external,
and always to internal, effort [. . .].
The philosophical endeavor to convert passion into activity—where even
Spinoza’s innovation failed to resolve the issue of passivity—here poses
comparable problems for poetry. Wordsworth’s formulation struggles
gamely to imply a necessary relation between “exertion, and action,” on
the one hand, and “suffering,” on the other, an attempt that remains in
danger of lapsing into the binary that it would displace. Where the prose
extract above appears to lean on the side of action, several of Wordsworth’s verse passages incline the other way. Take, for instance, this central passage from The Borderers:
Action is transitory, a step, a blow—
The motion of a muscle—this way or that—
’Tis done—and in the after vacancy
We wonder at ourselves like men betray’d
Suffering is permanent, obscure and dark,
And has the nature of infinity
Lurking beneath an otherwise very familiar Stoic ethic of endurance is,
once again, an effort to explore those strangely agential aspects of passive
experience, for which a whole host of quintessentially Wordsworthian
phrases—“vacancy” (or “after-vacancy”), “torpor,” “strenuous indolence”—function as placeholders. “Christabel” extends such considerations through submitting them to the experience and practice of verse
in a far more concerted manner than the passage above, where Wordsworth’s abrupt caesurae (“Tis done—”) suggest a merely spasmodic
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agency. Coleridge’s poem, that is to say, actuates feeling as the process
that Wordsworth calls “excited [. . .] to effort,” whereby the compelled
voice nonetheless recognizes and actuates itself as such.
To say that “Christabel” proved Coleridge’s most significant contribution to the philosophy of affect may well have discomfited Coleridge himself, who often overlooked his more distinctive achievements in favor of
grander aims. One such of these aims—though of lesser repute than his
lifelong engagement with German idealism—is the late treatment of the
Cartesian theory of affect, which emerges most fully in his late essay “On
the Passions” (1828). The immediate occasion of the essay is a reading of
Descartes’ Passions of the Soul, which Coleridge took to represent only a
partial advance upon scholasticism:
Action and Passion are, says Des Cartes, are the same thing contemplated as existing in two reciprocally opposed opposite yet corresponding Subjects: and derive their difference from the different relations of the Subjects. An Action in the mind is a Passion in the Body:
and Actions of the Body are reflected as Passions in the mind. This,
however, is a mere logical antithesis of our Thoughts—or scarcely so
much lower still—a grammatical antithesis of the Terms, Action and
Passion, substituted for a real definition of the Things themselves.
In order to move beyond this mere “grammatical antithesis,” Coleridge
elaborates a bio-affective design—drawing heavily from his previous
Theory of Life—that is predictably idiosyncratic and fragmentary, yet
which provides a more dynamic account of “organic form” than is often attributed to his work. In this scheme, a “Principium Individuii,” or
self-individuating impulse, manifests itself at ascending scales of organic
complexity: a Leibnizian borrowing that Coleridge inflects by making expressly affective. Passion, then, becomes both the means by which simple
organisms refine themselves into complex wholes, and the characteristic
form of expression that those organisms possess. Simple appetites such as
hunger and thirst give rise naturally to a more complex series of phenomena, which he describes through the neologism “impetites”—from the
Latin “impeto”—motive forces that are still to some degree spontaneous
or reactive, yet which also imply a certain intentionality. Such a scheme
attempts to move toward what Coleridge summarizes, at the midpoint
of his essay, as “Act and Passion—Life being [the identity of acting and
suffering].”
Coleridge understandably struggled to express this “self-individuating”
impulse in the form of a discursive treatise. Such a notion does not only
provide a structural counterpart to the prosodic organization that we have
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observed in “Christabel”: it requires a form of expression such as verse for
its very realization. Where Coleridge’s “On the Passions” struggles gamely
to explain the formation of organic life by virtue of affective diversification, so too have we witnessed the bare sounding of the verse line give rise
to voices (animate, animal, human) of increasing complexity, in a process
that is similarly, irreducibly affective. The voicing of which we are made
self-conscious precisely is the identity of acting and suffering.
Yet the rhythmic unfolding of “Christabel” perhaps also helps account
for the subsequent failure of Coleridge’s attempted systematic philosophy
of affect. His “impetites” were all along intended to provide a bridge to the
third and most complex stage of affective development, the distinctively
human passions. But the apparently baser, transitional organic forms already seem to have achieved a remarkable level of affective complexity:
indeed, Coleridge locates in them “the Incident of the highest Form of
Life.” Coleridge calls this self-reflexive moment variously “Sehnsucht,”
“desiderium,” “taedium vitae,” and “Storgè”—the exoticism of these importations betraying the difficulty of definition. In what they have in common (a sense of want, lack, or longing), we can note the clear influence of
Spinoza’s own account of the passions, which proceed through “striving”;
interestingly, however, Coleridge’s taedium vitae suggests a passivity that
Spinoza is keen to excise.
At the very point that Coleridge seems capable of an interestingly
modified Spinozistic materialism, however, his precarious table of feeling breaks down—to become, in his own words, “a Miss.” For if the lower
level of organic life implied by the “impetites” already possesses Sehnsucht, possesses an “incompleteness [that] in itself may pass into a sense
[. . .] a dim semi-sense of itself,” what makes the human passions qualitatively distinct? With bare longing, life has already begun, as Coleridge
himself hesitatingly concedes: “Life has an analogon of reflection. Life
quodam modo [in a certain way] reflects on itself.”
Here too, “Christabel” had foreknown the philosophical problems that
Coleridge posed himself toward the end of his life. Where “On the Passions” breaks off at the very moment that it was supposed to enumerate
distinctively human affect, so Coleridge’s poem had promised to communicate a form of “passion” that would be both transparent and readily
communicable. The material form that transmitted the message, verse,
was on this account to be no more than a transmitter, of a “transition”
of feeling that somehow occurred before or beyond it. But “Christabel,”
too, had already demonstrated a material world of far greater complexity,
where the beating clock, moaning wind and echoing bitches did more
than merely anticipate the distinctively human voices that emerge. The
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rhythm of “Christabel” is irreducibly various, and part of that variety concerns the manner in which it actively forms, in addition to being formed
by, passion. In this respect, Coleridge’s poem enacts what philosophies of
affect—including his own—struggle to articulate in propositional terms.
In responding to that historical need, it offers a compelling instance of
critical rhythm.
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